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ABSTRACT
Out of Home: Social Class in Women’s Writing 1950 – 2016
by
Lisa Karakaya

Advisor: Domna C. Stanton

The subject of social class has been insufficiently studied in contemporary French and
Francophone women authors’ writing. With the exception of Annie Ernaux’s work,
women authors’ portrayal of social class is often overlooked in favor of studies that focus
solely on women’s subjectivity or autobiographical narrative, ignoring critique of social
inequalities. Out of Home: Social Class in Women’s Writing 1950 – 2016 employs an
intersectional feminist and critical race theory methodology to examine social class in
relation to gendered and racial subjugations in the work of selected French and
francophone women authors across diverse regions. The cartography of the dissertation
consists first of hexagonal France, with an examination of Annie Ernaux’s texts; second,
in the opening two chapters, the colonial societies of French Indonesia and Algeria as
depicted by narrators in the position of colonizers; third, in the last two chapters, postcolonial or settler societies of Guadeloupian and Québécois texts, featuring colonized or
marginalized viewpoints. The conclusion returns briefly to hexagonal France, then opens
to a more globalized perspective. This study focuses on social class and inequality,
marginalization, and home and exile; as such, it is fundamentally concerned with
questions of exclusion and inclusion. My analysis affirms textual mechanisms of
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exclusion and elision in regards to class, race, and gender. Often, the texts studied depict
the ways in which these subjugations reinforce one another. Out of Home reveals social
class to be mutable rather than static, and associated with home and a sense of self,
appearing in conjunction with inequalities of race and gender. Characters might
experience social class as mutable, that is, they can move into a higher social class, but
struggle with feeling “out of place,” “between classes,” or “out of home.” I conclude that,
as portrayed, contemporary society has reactivated inequalities present in colonial
societies, whether in Guadeloupian novels’ portrayal of hierarchies of race or women
narrators’ inability to seize agency in novels of the late twentieth and early twenty-first
century. For the women characters in these texts, agency and ability to articulate and
resist social norms that constrain them does not increase during the period studied, but
rather decreases, proves to be in vain, or proves to be impossible.
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Introduction

Overview of Dissertation and Social Class
This dissertation presents a cartography of French and francophone literatures of
diverse regions, mapping similar issues that appear in different traditions of literature:
social class, intersected with gender and race; and home, language, and agency, all of
which relate to social inequality in the corpus of texts studied. These themes are associated
with the question of exclusion: who is excluded, who is included, and who is marginalized,
both in these texts and in the societies portrayed. From the post-World War II period to the
present day, women writers from the former French colonial empire – French Indonesia,
French Algeria, enslaved Guadeloupe (now a département), and the French settlement in
Canada (Québec) – portray social class, in various ways, as associated with home. As a
place of belonging, identity, security, and most importantly inclusion and exclusion, home
emerges in these texts as intimately associated with mechanisms that maintain hierarchies
or indifference to others’ lives and identities.1 My cartography consists of the following:
first, hexagonal France in this introduction with an examination of Annie Ernaux’s texts,
which depict social class associated with home. Second, in the opening two chapters, I
shift to the colonial societies of French Indonesia and Algeria as depicted by narrators in
the position of colonizers. In the last two chapters, the focus changes to post-colonial or
settler societies and to Guadeloupian and Québécois texts featuring colonized or
marginalized viewpoints. The conclusion returns briefly to hexagonal France, and opens to
a more globalized perspective. This arrangement should not be understood as centering the
1

There is no word in French for “home” – it is inadequately translated as “chez soi” or as “foyer.” The
English word home evokes several meanings, which I explain later in this introduction.
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literature of hexagonal France, but as another cartography illustrating the marginalized
positions of francophone societies of the former colonial empire in relation to the hexagon;
and the continuing subordination of literatures cast as outside the Western tradition.
I examine the portrayal of social class intersected with inequalities of race and
gender in the works of Marguerite Duras (Un barrage contre le Pacifique, 1950, L’amant,
1984, L’amant de la Chine du nord, 1994), Marie Cardinal (La clé sur la porte 1972, Les
mots pour le dire 1975, Autrement dit, 1977, Au pays de mes racines, 1980, Les piedsnoirs, 1988), Simone Schwarz-Bart (Pluie et vent sur Télumée miracle, 1972), Maryse
Condé (La Traversée de la mangrove, 1989, Desirada, 1997), Myriem Warner-Vieyra (Le
quimboiseur l’avait dit, 1980), and finally Francine Noël (Maryse, 1983, Myriem première,
1987, and Conjuration des Bâtards, 1999) and Catherine Mavrikakis (Le ciel de Bay City,
2008, Oscar de Profundis, 2016). By social class, I mean economic and social inequality
or “la distribution inégale du prestige” (Bosc 25); the two often, but not always, coincide.
Social class is a polysemic term; to paraphrase David Harvey in his study of late capitalism
and neoliberalism, 2 social class is not always a fixed construction (Harvey 31). Marxist
scholars associate social class with control or lack of control of the means of production in
2

Examinations of neoliberalism can be found in Noam Chomsky and Robert McChesney, 1999, Joyce Green
and Cora Voyageur, 2000, David Harvey, 2005. In Masters of the Universe (2012), Gareth Stedman-Jones
chronicles the history of neoliberalism: the 1940s Austrian school of economists Friedrich Hayek and Ludwig
von Mises exalted faith in the individual over what Hayek terms “socialist totalitarianism” (The Road to
Serfdom 81), whereas the Chicago school of economics (for example, Milton Friedman and George Stigler)
shifted to a view of markets as “self-regulating mechanisms” and austerity measures (Stedman-Jones 339).
Faith in the free market eventually translated into preferential treatment for corporations (see Noam
Chomsky’s description in Profit over People, 1999). Stedman-Jones concludes with this summary of social
inequality under neoliberalism: “the general effect of the neoliberal philosophy of unbridled markets ended
up [after the crash of 2007-2008] as an unvarnished triumph for some sections of society at the expense of
others: there were winners and losers. The poor and disadvantaged often lose out while the middle- and
upper-tier earners gained through lower income taxes and personal subsidies such as mortgage interest tax
relief, relentless deregulation, and privatization of state assets and nationalized industries, and through
“trickle-down” supply-side economics and business-friendly policies “ (334).
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modern capitalist societies where an exploited proletariat sells its labor.3 Social class has
also been examined as the stratification of society and perpetuation of inequality, and the
privileges conferred on upper classes upon birth.4
Another analysis of class defines it as rooted in conflict: Zygmunt Bauman’s
Memories of Class (1982) describes what he calls the shift “from rank to class” in Western
societies. His two major claims are, first, that social classes are formed out of confrontation:
“a group unites into a class to confront another group and force it to surrender or
compromise; conflict, so to speak, precedes class” (37-38). Second, he contradicts other
scholars who have described the nature of such conflict as economic, i.e., about wages, and
asserts that class conflict is primarily a struggle for agency and power (38). He
characterizes the shift to a capitalist, less agrarian society as extremely difficult, because
lower classes remembered a time of greater agency, when “trade and labour was property
of the craftsman”; in contrast, contemporary capitalist societies position both labor and
laborers as commodities, “an attack on the social standing of the labourer” (9). Referencing
a concept of power that seems similar to Foucault’s theory of disciplinary power, Bauman
states: “not the products of labour, but the producer himself, his body and thought, now
had to become the objects of power” (11). This “new power” seeks to control the
labourer’s body and thought, daily and hourly rhythms of life, and very autonomy (12).5

3

See Marx, Capital (1867), Lukacs, Histoire et Conscience de Classe (1923), and Jameson, Le
postmodernisme ou la logique culturelle du capitalisme tardif (1991).
4
Stratification et classes sociales: la société française en mutation, Serge Bosc (6th edition, 2008), and Le
système des inégalités, Alain Bihr (2008). See also the work of French sociologists Michel Pinçon and
Monique Pinçon-Charlot: Les ghettos du gotha: comment la bourgeoisie défend ses espaces (2007) and La
violence des riches (2013).
5
Bauman casts “the labourer” as male; not all were men. In more detail, Bauman states: “power moved
from the distant horizon into the very centre of daily life. Its object…was now the subject [the worker]
himself, his daily rhythms, his time, his bodily actions, his mode of life…workhouses and poorhouses join
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One of Bauman’s main arguments, then, is that contemporary working classes were forged
out of resistance to these new structures of power. His analysis locates class conflict in an
existential fight for self, asserting that workers united in order to claim more autonomy,
especially in the nineteenth century (41).
This view of class as rooted in conflict contains two lacunae: gender and race. After
all, women were surveilled, “body and soul,” before the advent of class societies, to
monitor and control sexual reproduction and to profit from their labor. Disciplinary power
was enacted through both cultural and religious norms on women’s bodies, strictures on
dress, sexual and affective behavior, in the family and out of it, in upper and lower classes.
Race is an even more glaring omission in Bauman’s work. The translatlantic slave trade,
which was based on European definitions of Africans as property and their materialistic
practices that acted on those beliefs, had long been established before white European
laborers were forced to become, as Bauman puts it, “a commodity.” Bauman briefly
mentions race in passing: “the fresh experience of the slave trade and slave plantations of
West Indies could have played its role in the formation of factory patterns in Britain” (53).
Here, he fails to emphasize racialization and the slave trade, and his description elides the
agency of European actors who enforced and maintained the characterization of human
beings as commodities in order to enrich themselves.6 Europeans were enslaving, killing,
and colonizing diverse populations all over the world while they were establishing
forces in instilling the habit of continuous, repetitive, routine effort; idiosyncrasy and, indeed, any nonrhythmical, erratic behavior is stigmatized, criminalized…” (41).
6
Cedric Robertson’s Black Marxism (1983) details the rise of such a system; I explore this and more critical
race theory in Chapter 3. See also Etienne Balibar’s Race, nation, classe (1988). He claims that racism is not
in regression but rather in progression under late capitalism (18), because it is central to a capitalist system,
which requires “toute la force de travail disponible, puisque c’est ce travail qui produit les biens dont le
capital est extrait….si l’on veut maximiser l’accumulation du capital, il faut, simultanément, minimiser les
coûts de production (et par conséquent les coûts de la force de travail). Le racisme est la formule magique
favorisant la réalisation de tels objectifs” (48).
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capitalist societies in Europe. European labor struggles for autonomy and power must take
into account similar struggles elsewhere in European empires, and consider the effect of
the development of racism and ongoing transcultural exchanges. While illuminating in its
historical context, Bauman’s analysis demonstrates the extent to which examinations of
social class can fail to examine factors that contribute to social inequality, including,
among others, subordinations of race and gender, that conjoin with class.7
In the corpus of this dissertation, inequalities of class, race, and gender are depicted
as related to the constitution of the subject, enforced by relations of power and affective
ties.8 Class is mutable rather than static, a “lived, developing process” (Anyon 71), and
shifts in social class, which occur frequently, are portrayed as fraught with painful
transitions, or a loss of self; in part because such transitions require adjustment to what
Bourdieu terms habitus. Concurrently, identity appears fluctuating, shifting, and malleable;
Haleh Afshar emphasizes that this can be a positive ability to effect change or assume
agency (Afshar 1), but for women protagonists in these texts, it is most often related to
fraught subjectivity and loss of home.
Home

7

Another term used, especially among French scholars writing of class, is domination, or
“dominant/dominé(s).” Lukacs, Barthes, Adorno, Bosc, and Jameson, use these terms, as does Bourdieu,
and most recently the French sociologists Pinçon and Pinçon-Charlot. French feminists also use the terms
domination, subordination, and/or oppression (Delphy, Laguiller for example). Following recent feminist
theorists’ terminology, I employ “subordination” (placing in a lower position, or making dependent or
subservient) and “subjugation” (bringing under control, or making submissive), social divisions, and
occasionally oppression. For some examples of the use of the terms subjugation and oppression, see YuvalDavis, “Intersectionality and Feminist Politics,” 2005; for subordination, see Brittney Cooper,
“Intersectionality,” 2015; for domination and subordination, see Valerie Smith, Not Just Race, Not Just
Gender, 1998.
8
This term is defined as “relating to, arising from, or influencing emotions” (Merriam-Webster); social class
involves the construction of the self through the affection and emotional connections with social milieu.
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In my corpus, home, defined as security, belonging, and identity, is often
juxtaposed with exile, loss, and sometimes harm, and it can be a place of origin to which
one can never or would not want to return. Destabilization of home, with attendant themes
of nostalgia, trauma, and displacement, occurs across three topographies: the family home,
“homelands” – that is, nations or locales – and shifts in social class. These texts depict
social class, inequalities, habitus, and norms as internalized first and foremost in domestic
spaces; nurturing spaces often normalize interpersonal and systemic violence and social
subjugations.9 Home is also associated with marginalization, inclusion, and exclusion: to
be “out of home” can signify deprivation of security or belonging. Questions surface as to
who is denied home or belonging, whose homes are under threat, and who is allowed to
claim home at the expense of others.
Scholars have examined the subject of home at length. Scholarship on home in a
postcolonial era often interrogates or expands constructions of home as boundaried or
fixed, and attempts to re-define exile positively or in an alternative light. For example,
Doreen Massey’s Space, Place, and Gender (1994) argues that, for many colonized people,
home has not been “bounded by time and place” for a long time; and she observes that
home was never an unmediated place, contesting romanticized, nostalgic images of home
as idealized and homogenous (8).10 For Massey, an increasingly connected world, and
centuries of colonization, then globalization, mean that “the kind of threat felt by those
who felt a fear of a recent infringement upon this one boundaried place clearly
9

Analyses of the ways in which norms learned in the home underpin social hierarchies can be found in
Patricia Hill Collins’s “It’s all in the Family” (1998), and bell hooks’s “Feminism: A Transformational Politic,”
in Talking Back, Thinking Black (1989).
10
Massey also examines gendered differences, stating that, often, home was a place where women were
“assigned the role of personifying a place which did not change” (167) while men, the wayfarers, left home.
But women were the “others” of the dominant definers of First World society » (166).
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differentiated from others is not the view of those who were colonized centuries ago” (17071).
In his preface to Home, Exile, Homeland (1999), Homi Bhabha also interrogates
the concepts of home and exile: “If, in everyday speech and writing, we consciously read
‘exile’ as enforced displacement and dislocation, then it is worth remembering that the
term also carries within it, invisibly, unconsciously, its Latin root, salir, ‘to leap’ (xii).
Associating “exile” with conscious, affirmative activity, Bhabha presents a positive image
of a re-invention of identity and belonging in the aftermath of centuries of displacement
and colonization, locating home in the interstices of dislocation and exile. He then shifts to
an examination of home in relation to nation-states and defensible boundaries. He refers to
the ways in which racial constructions operate in displacement, although he does not name
them as such: “Might the anxiety of settlement and governmentality of nationhood be
linked to the (mis)representation and regulation of those who must be displaced – at home
and abroad – to constitute the ‘good’ people, the right ‘stock,’ the true blood, the civilized?”
(xii). Bhabha’s question speaks to the characterization of colonizers as a “civilized” race
that facilitates a displacement or denial of home to subordinated peoples and a denial of
invaders’ guilt. Rather than examining this issue, however, he continues with the ways in
which the displaced identify themselves in order to claim recognition, belonging, and
home: “…we…wage our wars of ‘recognition’ for lifeworlds that are threatened with
extinction or eviction; and shape our words and images to frame those representations of
home and exile through which we take possession of a world whose horizon is marked, all
at once, by the spirit of arrival and the spectre of departure” (xii). Here, Bhabha returns to
picturesque imagery, depicting disrupted homes as nevertheless inflected with the
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possibility of re-figuration and re-claiming. Whereas Massey’s postcolonial analysis
interrogates nostalgic definitions of fixed, settled, homogeneous home, Bhabha’s reinstates
a romantic portrayal displacement and home in exile. The troubling issue of racial
constructions of home, introduced in his mention of misrepresentation, regulation, and
“true blood,” remains unexamined.11
In this dissertation, home is examined in relation to the forced displacement and
foreclosure of stable identity that Bhabha and others, in a postcolonial lens, gloss over in a
move toward affirmative portrayals of home and exile.12 Such scholarship interrogates and
defines home positively for displaced people. I do not contradict these portrayals, but I am
interested in interrogating how and why textual representations and definitions of home,
exile, and nostalgia reproduce exclusions around home.13 I take as my premise that textual
portrayals and imaginaries of home in the colonial period foreclosed home for some and
expanded it for others, and that this foreclosure continues in the postcolonial and neoliberal
societies of the late twentieth/early twenty-first century.
In the corpus of this dissertation, the “outside” of home is sometimes drawn along
lines of social class, as seen in Annie Ernaux’s texts, and often along racial lines, not seen
in her work. Racial constructions operate to manufacture a definition of home that creates
an “outside,” prohibiting it for some and allowing it for others; the homes of some
11

In Location of Culture (1994), Bhabha refers to the concept of unheimlich, the (un)homely, writing of
“repressed histories of subordinated peoples” (13): “to be unhomed is not to be homeless, nor can the
‘unhomely’ be easily accommodated in that familiar division of social life into private and public
spheres…hidden things that come to light” (15). Here as well, he does not elaborate the differences
between being unhomed and homeless.
12
See also Michael Seidel, Exile and the Narrative Imagination (1986) Edward Said, Introduction,
Reflections on Exile and other Essays (2000); however, Said’s Out of Place: a Memoir (1999) gives an
account of his life as exiled “outsider.”
13
I examine definitions of nostalgia at length in Chapter 2, where I study Marie Cardinal’s nostalgic
portrayal of French Algeria.
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marginalized peoples are sometimes simply denied recognition, as Bhabha suggests. In
addition, home implicates the “Other” in part because home can be understood as a “way
of establishing difference…built around exclusion and inclusion,” as Rosemary Marangoly
George writes (2). However, an important distinction must be made: in contemporary
globalized societies, constructions of home as exclusion and inclusion are precluded for
peripheral cultures in danger of assimilation who might desire sanctuary and security from
dominant cultures. Some are allowed the privilege of defining home as sanctuary, and
some are denied it. Those who can claim sanctuary at home, or who can claim the sanctity
of home without difficulty, are privileged indeed. This dissertation examines the ways in
which these texts either replicate mechanisms of exclusion and subordination in regards to
home, or resist them, presenting an alternative depiction of home.
Ruptures around the concept of home in my corpus are gendered: while women are
generally tasked with creating and maintaining home, both as domestic space and in
idealized visions of the nation, in these texts they are exiled, find home unwelcoming and
unstable, or they render it so for other women through an enforcement of gendered and/or
racialized class norms. Home associated with “ease/familiarity/security/sanctuary” in
Seidel’s terms (1) can be contrasted with what Diaconoff describes as “the portrayal of the
empty, strange, negative spaces that [a woman often] occupies in her own home”
(Diaconoff 110). While Diaconoff is writing of an 18th-century epistolary novel,14 her
analysis would apply to portrayals of home in my corpus. Home is often the place of
gendered violence; it can be the place where daily control of women occurs.15 Texts that

14

Lettres de Mistriss Henley, Isabelle de Charrière (1784).
Jane Marcus explores home and exile in relation to women and gendered concepts around home in
“Alibis and Legends: The Ethics of Elsewhereness, Gender and Estrangement,” (Women’s Writing in Exile,
15
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depict domestic space as violent, unstable, or threatening, or that portray women as exiled
or lacking the ability to claim home, challenge the vision of home as ease, security or
sanctuary, and as a space that women occupy and maintain.
Ernaux: Transitions of Social Class
Annie Ernaux’s auto-writing, especially the trilogy La place (1983), Une femme
(1987), and La honte (1997), highlights working-class customs and life, and chronicles her
women narrators’ transition to the upper bourgeoisie – a shift in class which will leave her
narrators caught between two worlds: their working-class origins and a class to which they
will never truly belong. Her texts associate social class with home, exile, identity, and
language. To a lesser extent, they portray gendered class norms.16 Because they focus on
the post-war working-class community of Ernaux’s childhood, set in a small town in
Normandy, they do not highlight racial inequalities.17 Ernaux’s work --- including this
trilogy and other non-fiction texts such as Journal extime (2002) and Les années (2008),
has sometimes been analyzed as personal narrative, but more importantly, it is a portrait of
working-class daily life, customs, and dialects, where the narrator acts as sociological or

1989). She states: “A woman exile is, in addition, an uncanny figure, in Freud’s formulation, for her very
body means home and hearth, the womb/home of humankind” (272-73).
16
Some of Ernaux’s texts emphasize gender inequality, or depict gendered norms imposed on women.
Among others, see La femme gêlée (1981), an early text describing a young woman’s isolating and
restrictive experience of motherhood, Passion simple (1992), a controversial account of a woman’s sexual
passion, and L’événement (2000), in which the narrator obtains a clandestine abortion before it was
legalized in France.
17
In one of Ernaux’s later texts, Regarde les lumières, mon amour (2014), she briefly highlights the
immigrants’ racial inequality in France, and the narrator mentions this in Les années (2008) as well. But in
general, Ernaux’s work does not feature social class intersected with racial inequality in depth, as do others.
For example, French-Algerian Leïla Sebbar’s work depicts Muslim Algerians living in France (Parle mon fils,
parle à ta mère, 1984) and the October 1961 violence against Algerians in Paris (La Seine était rouge: Paris,
octobre 1961, 1999); contemporary literature of the banlieue evokes repercussions of France’s colonialism,
including writers such as Rachid Djaidani (Boumkoeur, 1999) or Faïza Guène (Kiffe kiffe demain, 2005).
Edouard Louis’s En finir avec Eddy Bellegeule (2014) highlights social class and racism.
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ethnological observer. Her oeuvre offers a compelling, although incomplete, portrayal of
social inequality, revealing mechanisms at work in French societies that perpetuate social
hierarchies in late 20th and early 21st centuries. In particular, she focuses on the
valorization of bourgeois language and culture to the exclusion and denigration of those of
the working class, and her works attest to the solidity of cultural and linguistic class
barriers in France. Ernaux depicts what Pierre Bourdieu terms habitus: internalized
disciplinary norms, habits, and tastes, instilled in the home from childhood.18 She
chronicles norms of social class, especially regarding acquired shame around workingclass language and customs. Her “I” narrators are caught between social classes, evoking
feelings of loss, exile, and betrayal, or being “out of home.” 19 Rather than portraying
increased agency, these texts depict “moving up in the world” as becoming interlopers in a
milieu where her narrators’ community of origin are regarded with disdain. Becoming a
professor of literature costs them a sense of home, identity, and belonging.
In Ernaux’s work, language features as indicator of social class and of agency, with
emphasis placed on the silencing of working-class characters and difficulty of expression.
More so than almost any other factor, language serves as a mechanism of cultural
exclusion. The narrator of La place describes the linguistic hierarchies of her childhood
and her community’s views on Norman patois versus French (54). Language involves
distinct socio-economic and spatial separations. There are several linguistic hierarchies:
18

“[...] l'habitus est le produit du travail d'inculcation et d'appropriation nécessaire pour que ces produits
de l'histoire collective que sont les structures objectives (e. g. de la langue, de l'économie, etc.) parviennent
à se reproduire, sous la forme de dispositions durables, dans tous les organismes (que l'on peut, si l'on veut,
appeler individus) durablement soumis aux mêmes conditionnements, donc placés dans les mêmes
conditions matérielles d'existences” (Esquisse d'une théorie de la pratique, 282).
19
The epigraph of La place features a quote by Jean Genet on betrayal: “Je hasarde une explication: écrire
c’est le dernier recours quand on a trahi” (Le Nouvel Observateur article, no. 984, 1982). Ernaux states that
La place was written out of grief after her father’s death, and emphasizes the separation that had come
between them when she passed into “another world” (Ernaux-Jeannet, 32-33).
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patois, then a combination of patois and French, and finally “good French.” The process
of social ascension thus implies scaling these levels with difficulty and caution. A false
word signifies a “faux pas,” a fall towards an inferior level; restraint and self-control are
required. Patois, considered old and ugly, is not recognized as heritage, history, or
representative of a particular milieu, but rather as the inability to express oneself in an
acceptable way, and the failure to better oneself (“s’élever”). The phrase “on sait bien ce
qu’il faut dire mais ça va plus vite comme ça” implies the speaker’s failure to make an
effort, which does not inspire respect: using French, rather than patois, marks not only
linguistic superiority, class, and education, and, to a lesser extent, ambition.
La place and especially La honte, where the narrator describes her adolescence,
depict the narrators’ learned shame of their lower-class origins. Often, this shame is
associated with language. In both La place and La honte, language signifies lower-class
status and struggle; the “I” narrator learns to speak an educated French, while her parents
struggle to speak French rather than patois. The narrator of La place recalls her father’s
efforts to better himself by employing acceptable language (62-64). Language is the
primary indicator of social inferiority and separation, more so than money or any other
sign of social privilege, and a source of family resentment and quarrels; the narrator’s
parents expect her to correct their speech, but also feel ashamed when she does so. At stake
is the question of whose language -- and thus identity -- is considered unworthy. A
distance develops between father and daughter, and it is only as an adult that she
recognizes with grief their ensuing disconnection.
Ernaux’s genre and style reflect this preoccupation with language as marker of
social class. Her genre shifts between autobiography, journal intime, and sociological
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enquiry.20 Her style is characterized by short sentences; by use of the passé composé and
imparfait, used in everyday speech, rather than the literary passé simple; by blank spaces
that separate passages and emphasize their significance; and by sentences that summarize
the meaning of the preceding paragraphs (see 53-55 in La place). 21 The authorial narrators
explain that their choice of genre and style indicates a desire to render respect to working
class people in a portrait of their everyday lives. They reject a more elaborate style that
could be perceived as condescending toward their less-educated parents. The “I” narrator
of La place states that she has chosen a “flat” style because she does not have the right to
do otherwise in a narrative about a life subjected to necessity:
Pour rendre compte d’une vie soumise à la nécessité, je n’ai pas le droit de prendre
d’abord le parti de l’art, ni de chercher à faire quelque chose de « passionnant, » ou
d’ « émouvant »…Aucune poésie du souvenir, pas de dérision jubilante. L’écriture
plate me vient naturellement, celle-là même que j’utilisais en écrivant autrefois à
mes parents pour leur dire les nouvelles essentielles. (La place 24)
The narrator implies that her flat style is natural (without effort), and compares it to letters
she wrote to her parents; she minimizes the intellectual work of writing and distances
herself from the persona of storyteller or narrator to position herself as the child of the
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In La honte, the narrator details her work in researching her past: “être en somme ethnologue de moimême” (38).The original title of La place was Éléments pour une ethnologie familiale (Ernaux, Jeannet 34).
Allison Fell describes Ernaux’s texts as a “hybrid form that combines elements of autobiographical enquiry
with techniques of non-fictional genres such as sociology, ethnography and social history” (Fell 6). Also, see
Allison Fell’s contrast of Ernaux’s writing to Proust’s “bourgeois” style - Proust is mentioned twice in La
Place (25, 55).
21
This plain style is part of the reason that French critics originally dismissed Ernaux’s autobiographical
work. Despite the Prix Renaudot awarded La place, Ernaux’s bestselling body of work, while appreciated by
the public, has been under-studied by French academics, and at times dismissed by French critics (for
example, see Jérôme Garcin’s 1997 “La haine du style” and his 2000 article indicating a change of opinion).
Outside of France, Ernaux’s work often appears in the field of “women’s studies,” read as personal women’s
narratives, eliding their critique of social inequality (e.g. Loraine Day’s Writing Shame and Desire (2007),
Chloe Taylor Merleau’s “The Confessions of Annie Ernaux” (2004), and Jennifer Willging’s “Annie Ernaux’s
Shameful Narration” (2001). French academic scholarship was slower to appear. Because Ernaux’s texts
expose intimate details of women’s lives (for example, Passion simple, l’Evénement, and l’Occupation), they
have sometimes evoked controversy or have been dismissed as personal confession. The theme of social
class in her auto-writing has been insufficiently examined.
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working-class people she will describe, and to associate this description with important,
basic news. In so doing, she dissociates her account from what is generally understood as
“art,” framing the narrative as unvarnished, essential news: her father’s sudden death, her
parents’ life, her social transition, and the ensuing distance between her and her father.22
Whereas French culture generally honors bourgeois or upper-class life, customs,
and art as national heritage, Ernaux seeks to elevate working-class heritage.23 She does this
by including idioms marked lower-class and by detailing her the everyday life of her
childhood community, describing habits such as carefully saving food and water, or
butchering rabbits and chickens to eat. The narrator of La honte records the phrases that
her childhood social milieu used: “n’étaient pas comme nous” (51), or “je vais te couper
les oreilles…porte ta jeunesse la mienne se passé” (60). The narrator emphasizes that in
her early adolescence, she still occupies the same world as her parents, but will soon
transition to employing the more educated language of a bourgeois class; she characterizes
these idioms as “usage du monde,” a phrase which can be defined as the linguistic
practices of a particular social milieu (55). In recording the details of her working-class
background, Ernaux claims that she desires to save a milieu from oblivion (Ernaux-Jeannet,
124). This “littérature du témoignage” (Tierney 128), and “écriture plate” have been
described as resistance. In Ecriture comme un couteau (2003), Ernaux states that her
narrators employ “la langue de l’ennemi” and “le savoir-écrire volé aux dominants”
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According to Warren Motte, La place expresses emotion using litote, from the Greek word for “plain” or
“small”; he writes that the flat style employs the mother’s rhetoric of brief, unadorned statements in a
strategy of understatement, or “meiosis,” to enhance emotion (Motte 55-56, 75). Jean Pierrot observes that
this style of writing obliges readers to perform their own interpretive work, requiring greater effort and
absorption (Rabaté and Viard 126).
23
For an analysis of the ability of wealthy classes to protect their wealth and connect it with national
heritage, see Michel Pinçon and Monique Pinçon-Charlot, Ghettos du Gotha, particularly 159, 265.
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(Ernaux and Jeannet 33) in order to reveal the quotidian violence of social inequalities.
Allison Fell describes it as “class warfare” where Ernaux’s writing “expose[s] the socioeconomic hierarchy that underpins linguistic variation, and in so doing, attempts to
reintegrate and revalorize the language of the ‘classes dominées’ to which [Ernaux] once
belonged” (Fell 58). 24
Analytical framework : Intersectional Feminist Theory
Although Ernaux’s work emphasizes social class, it does not feature inequalities of
race and gender that conjoin with class. This dissertation’s corpus moves from Ernaux’s
portrayal of social class in a homogenous small French town to narratives set in twentieth
and twenty-first century colonial and postcolonial societies: French Indochina in Duras,
French Algeria and metropolitan France in Cardinal, postcolonial Guadeloupe in SchwarzBart, Condé, and Warner-Vieyra, and contemporary Québec and North America in Noël
and Mavrikakis. Throughout these texts, conjunctions of class, race, and gender
inequalities, and associated themes of home, exile, language, and agency are evident. In the
paragraphs that follow, I map feminist theory in relation to major issues explored in this
dissertation: subjectivity, agency, and disciplinary power; racial subjugation; social class;
and critiques of political and social structures in a postcolonial, poststructuralist era. I
define this dissertation’s analytical framework as intersectional feminist theory, which
highlights conjoining oppressions of race, class, and gender.

24

In using the terms “dominants/dominés” Ernaux cites Pierre Bourdieu as an influence. The term
“dominants/dominés” also appears in the work of Lukacs, Barthes, Adorno, Bosc, and Jameson, as well as
the French sociologists Pinçon. Ernaux uses this terminology to distinguish between the upper bourgeoisie
and those who are poorer and emphasize whose culture and heritage are respected, and those whose
idioms and/or dialects, marked lower class, are treated with disdain.
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Subjectivity and examination of gender binaries have been the focus of
considerable feminist theory since the 1950s. Teresa De Lauretis, in Technologies of
Gender (1987), and Judith Butler (Gender Trouble, 1990, 1999), both adopt Michel
Foucault’s theories of disciplinary power and the sexed subject as they analyze the ways in
which gender binaries are established and enforced. 25 According to Foucault, relations of
power and its discourse produce the subject: “relations of subjugation manufacture subjects”
(“Society Must Be Defended” 45). Foucault further claims that sex has been posited as the
ultimate secret of each individual in Western society, so that subjects understand
themselves on a deep and affective level through the construction of sex: identity is bound
up in disciplinary power. In History of Sexuality, Vol. 1 (1980), Foucault describes the
regulation of sex through the deployment of sexuality as an important element in the
disciplinary power developed in the early modern period.26 Referencing Foucault’s theory,
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See Le deuxième sexe, Simone de Beauvoir (1949), and Luce Irigaray, Le sexe qui n’en est pas un, 1977,
Monique Wittig, “On ne naît pas femme,” 1980. De Lauretis’s and Butler’s writings are based on a tradition
of feminist writing that challenges gender essentialism, although I note that Irigaray does not identify as
feminist. De Lauretis cites Gloria Anzaldúa and Cherrie Moraga (This Bridge Called my Back, 1981), among
others, and challenges “feminism’s complicity” with racism, colonialism, and heterosexism (Technologies of
Gender 10-11). Her critique of the “view from elsewhere” (25), can be compared to Gayatri Spivak’s seminal
“Can the Subaltern Speak” (1988). Butler’s 1990 Gender Trouble could also be considered in relation to
challenges to postmodernism’s destruction of the subject (Toril Moi, 1985, Susan Bordo, 1990, Nancy
Hartsock, 1990).
26
Developed over the course of his extensive body of work, Foucault’s theory of power in the modern state
is multifaceted and complex. According to Foucault, power in the modern state acts through coercion and
surveillance of subjugated forces (subjects): ubiquitous, productive, disciplinary power produces subjects
and controls them without the appearance of domination. He gives a summary in Society Must be Defended
(a series of lectures 1975-1976): “an important phenomenon occurred in the 17th and 18th centuries: the
appearance…of a new mechanism of power…It was a type of power that was exercised through constant
surveillance…[and] that presupposed a closely meshed grid of material coercions rather than the physical
existence of a sovereign, and it therefore defined a new economy of power based upon the principle that
there had to be an increase both in the subjugated forces and in the force and efficacy of that which
subjugated them” (35). The individual subject is continually formed through intersecting relations of power
at every level of society: “relations of subjugation manufacture subjects” (Society Must Be Defended 45). In
History of Sexuality, vol. 1, Foucault explains that “the notion of sex [sex as the secret “truth” of every
individual, established through the deployment of sexuality] …made it possible to invert the representation
of the relationships of power to sexuality, causing the latter to appear, not in its essential and positive
relation to power, but as being rooted in a specific and irreducible urgency which power tries as best it can
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De Lauretis analyzes the “technology of sex,” and states that gender is not a property or
pre-existent quality of human beings, but rather a set of effects produced and maintained in
bodies, behaviors, and social relations (De Lauretis 2-3). Butler’s analysis of the
construction and naturalization of gender, employing Foucault’s concept of the sexed
subject, investigates the formation of the subject as rendered unintelligible outside the
heteronormative binary of sex (Gender Trouble, 1999). Butler develops the concept of
gender performativity: a series of acts and norms that must be repeated in order to maintain
the sex-gender system. For Butler, there is no “pre-formed” subject. Agency can occur in
“slippage” of the repetition, or in re-signifying: repetition with a difference. Her focus on
the definition of “an intelligible life…what will qualify as the “human” and the livable”
(Gender Trouble, xxii) leads her to consider racial subjugations and marginalized
communities in her later work (Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and Violence
2004), and to support the Black Lives Matter movement. 27
Starting in the 1970s, white mainstream feminist theory was seriously challenged
by black feminist writers, who called for a more inclusive feminism that addressed racial
subjugation. From Toni Morrison’s statement of black women’s distrust of feminism in
“What the Black Woman Thinks about Women’s Lib” (op-ed in The New York Times,

to dominate; thus the idea of “sex” makes it possible to evade what gives “power” its power; it enables one
to conceive power solely as law and taboo” (155).
27
Writing post-9/11, in the age of the “war on terror,” Butler declares: “The question that preoccupies me
in the light of recent global violence is, Who counts as human? Whose lives count as lives? And finally, What
makes for a grievable life?” (Precarious Life 20, emphasis in the original). In a New York Times interview
about this text and its application to the Black Lives Matter movement, she elaborates: “So what we see is
that some lives matter more than others, that some lives matter so much that they need to be protected at
all costs, and that other lives matter less, or not at all. And when that becomes the situation, then the lives
that do not matter so much, or do not matter at all, can be killed or lost, can be exposed to conditions of
destitution, and there is no concern, or even worse, that is regarded as the way it is supposed to be”
(“What’s Wrong with ‘All Lives Matter’”, 2015).
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1971), to the Combahee River Collective’s “A Black Feminist Statement” (1978), bell
hooks’s “Ain’t I a Woman: Black Women and Feminism” (1981), Hazel V. Carby’s
“White Women Listen!” (1982), and Gloria T. Hull’s landmark All the Women are White,
All the Blacks are Men, But Some of Us are Brave (1982), black feminist scholars’ work
investigates epistemologies of white-centered Western feminism and establishes the multifaceted nature of black women’ subordination.28
Although the 1970s-80s recognition of these scholars’ work marks a turning point
in feminist theory, black women had been writing and speaking for over a century about
race in conjunction with class and gender: their voices had been marginalized. As early as
1851, Sojourner Truth’s pivotal speech at a suffragist convention called for women’s rights
and challenged white feminist definitions of “woman” that excluded black women.29 And
in 1892, Anna Julia Cooper wrote: “The colored woman of to-day occupies, one may say,
a unique position in this country…She is confronted by both a woman question and a race
problem, and is as yet an unknown or an unacknowledged factor in both” (Cooper 134). In
1940, Mary Church Terrell characterized race and sex as two “handicaps” (Terrell 29).
Black feminist theory of the 1970s-80s examined the ways in which these subjugations of
28

The Combahee River Collective Statement (1977) mentions multiple, “interlocking” subordinations that
women of color face: “The most general statement of our politics at the present time would be that we are
actively committed to struggling against racial, sexual, heterosexual, and class oppression and see as our
particular task the development of integrated analysis and practice based upon the fact that the major
systems of oppression are interlocking. The synthesis of these oppressions creates the conditions of our
lives. As black women we see black feminism as the logical political movement to combat the manifold and
simultaneous oppressions that all women of color face” (271). Carby wrote of the “simultaneous oppression
of patriarchy, class, and race” (Carby 1982, 111, emphasis in the original). In addition, black and Latina
writers write in 1981 of the simultaneous, intersecting subjugations of sexual orientation, race, gender, and
class in This Bridge Called my Back (eds. Cherrie Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa). For a more complete history
of the development of black feminist theory, see Brittney Cooper’s “Intersectionality,” Oxford Handbook of
Feminist Theory (2015).
29
The version of her speech known today is not accurate. Truth spoke extemporaneously and her speech
was transcribed from memory and published a few days afterwards by a friend. Twelve years later, feminist
and abolitionist Frances Gage modified the speech to fit the diction of Southern enslaved people (Truth was
from New York), changed many details, titled it “Ain’t I a Woman,” and re-published it.
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race, class, and gender interconnect, which had been insufficiently recognized, both under
the law and in mainstream feminist theory. Deborah King (1988) argued for the
recognition of multiple subjugations (race, gender, class) of black women; she coined the
term “multiple jeopardy,” referring to “not only…several, simultaneous oppressions
but…multiplicative relationships among them as well” (King 47).
White mainstream feminist theory elided issues of class after the work of earlier
scholars who wrote from a Marxist or materialist tradition, such as French Christine
Delphy, (L’ennemi principal, 1970) Luce Irigaray (“Le marché des femmes,” 1978),
Communist and feminist Arlette Laguiller (see her interview with Jacqueline Aubenas in
Les Cahiers du GRIF, 1975). But marginalized feminist voices have long argued for the
recognition of economic and racial inequalities. In the 1920s-60s, feminist activists such as
Myra Wolfram, Anne Draper, Ruth Young, Addie Wyatt, and many more30 led women in
the union labor movement, and challenged mainstream feminist activism and theory that
catered to bourgeois white women: they prioritized social justice over a language of equal
rights. They fought for equal wages, racial integration in the workplace, and
accommodation of women workers’ issues such as pregnancy leave, disability and
unemployment coverage, and equal pay, seeking to transform the nature of working-class
jobs in order to address women’s needs (Cobble 30). Dorothy Sue Cobble’s “When
Feminism Had Class” (2005), emphasizes that American labor feminists were often
impoverished women of color. These activists understood that “gender, race, and other
identities were not add-ons to class experience but inseparable features of it” (Cobble 34).

30

See Cobble 23-24, 26-27) for a more complete overview.
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In the wake of post-structuralism, contemporary feminist scholars have examined
subjugations of class, race, and gender with a focus on issues of subjectivity within a
discourse of disciplinary power -- as do Nancy Hartsock, Amy Allen, and others -- and on
praxis. Linda Zerilli’s Feminism and the Abyss of Freedom (2005) bemoans feminism’s
“lost treasure:” what she terms “world-building” (183-84). Zerilli argues that the self is not
constituted before action, but rather in every “productive moment of figuration” (29), and
she shifts focus to a “world- and action-centered frame” (23). Jacqui Alexander and
Chandra Talpade Mohanty insist that although postmodernist discourse challenges the
“stability and analytic utility” of categories of race, class, gender, and sexuality, the reality
of the domination and subjugation effected by these categories remains, requiring
“political specification and engagement” (1997, xvii). For many contemporary feminist
scholars, the collapse of colonial empires and shift to present-day postcolonial and
capitalist societies has not destroyed subjugations that underpinned colonial empires, but
rather re-enacted them under different forms. They offer analyses that draw on
(post)colonial theory and have turned toward a critique of contemporary political and
social structures. In her 2003 Feminism without Borders, Mohanty proposes a theory for
“recognizing that sexism, racism, misogyny and heterosexism underlie and fuel social and
political institutions of rule” (Mohanty 3). Examining the ways in which “interwoven”
subjugations buttress such institutions, her analysis underscores praxis. She is interested in
radical transformation and action, particularly in her critique of contemporary capitalism
and neoliberalism; she writes of “the increasing corporatization…and naturalization of
capitalist values” (6), which she seeks to reject. She calls for “decolonization” of
knowledge. For Mohanty, the fall of postcolonial empires has meant what she terms the
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capitalism’s “recolonization” of almost the entire world (2), and she explicitly calls for
anti-capitalist solidarity. She is seeking a radical change of the sort envisioned by
postcolonial theorist Frantz Fanon (1961), where an entire social structure is upended,
involving profound shifts of “self, community, and governance structures” (7). And while
Mohanty uses the term “recolonization,” others, such as sociologists Joyce Green and Cora
Voyageur in “Development of the Bottom,” might use the term neocolonialism, as they
offer a similar critique of neoliberal ideology and globalization. They view neoliberalism
and globalization as threats to marginalized and peripheral cultures. They state that
globalization leads to weakening of state power and thus the erosion of the state’s ability to
defend human rights, and they see a transition to a “kinder, gentler, more localized”
colonialism after the fall of colonial empires (147). For these scholars, colonialism has reappeared, under a different name, in contemporary societies.
I analyze the intersection of class, race, and gender in my corpus through the lens
of intersectional feminist theory, the term coined by Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw. Since
her seminal 1989 article “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex,” scholarship
that examines the conjunction of class, race, and gender has been termed intersectional
feminist theory. Crenshaw established the multidimensionality of black women’s
experiences in order to show that the failure to consider inequalities and discrimination
from an intersectional view (both race and gender inequalities) leads to harm within the
justice system and to further marginalization. 31 In her 2015 overview of intersectional
feminist theory, Brittney Cooper observes that failure to employ this framework of analysis
31

See other Crenshaw works as well: “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics and Violence
against Women of Color” (1991), Critical Race theory: The Key Writings That Formed the Movement (ed.,
1995), The Race Track: Understanding and Challenging Structural Racism (2017), and On Intersectionality:
Essential Writings of Kimberlé Crenshaw (2017).
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will always result in “insufficient attention to black women’s experiences of subordination”
(Cooper 390); and she notes that this is especially problematic in regards to the justice
system, “where [black women] had heretofore remained invisible and illegible, and thus
unable to obtain any kind of justice” (390). In this dissertation, I deploy Valerie Smith’s
reading strategy of investigating the ways in which constructions and ideologies of class,
race, and gender reinforce one another (Not Just Race, not Just Gender 1998).
Emphasizing that identities are never fixed, but rather discursively produced, Smith writes
that identities always involve “negotiations of gender, sexuality, race, and class” (xiv-xv);
she analyzes literature in order to “illuminate the diverse ways in which relations of
domination and subordination are produced” (Smith xv).
In the chapters that follow, women’s identities are negotiated, within the context of
inequalities of class, race, and gender that often intersect. Women protagonists seek
autonomy, or the ability to seize language and agency, in texts representing colonial and
post-colonial societies. Women narrators and protagonists sometimes maintain norms and
subordinations, and sometimes resist them. In this dissertation, resistance can be
understood as various ways, and can be read as text- or character-based. First, a literary
work either replicates discourses that reinforce class, race, and gender subjugations, and/or
contests them. A text may do both simultaneously, offering an explicit denunciation of
colonialism and racism but effacing marginalized perspectives. Through an intersectional
analysis, the corpus of this dissertation reveals textual mechanisms of exclusion and elision
in regards to class, race, and gender, and the ways in which these subjugations reinforce
one another. Second, I examine the shifting representation of women characters’ subject
formation, and development of agency, over the time period of these texts. Character-based
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resistance may or may not be political. Rather, resistance can mean the following:
articulation of subordinations; actions that can be interpreted as opposition to norms that
constrain protagonists or others; or efforts to forge a life in which protagonists’ humanity
is realized. Many of the texts in my corpus could be called bildungsromans: they feature
the protagonist’s initial exploration, eventual understanding of life, and her integration (or
not) into society.32 Women characters alternately resist and/or enforce dominant norms and
constructions of class, race, and gender. Language -- dialect, accent, or patterns of speech
and writing -- is often presented as a part of disciplinary norms, but oral and written
expression also appears as a mode of resistance or a necessary adaptation to these norms.
Over the time period represented by the corpus of this dissertation, colonial empires
fall, new global hierarchies are established, and exile, displacement, and refugee crises
continue. I analyze these texts chronologically and contextually, arguing that the
inequalities of social class, race, and gender depicted in colonial empires in earlier texts are
shown to be re-enacted in later texts depicting postcolonial and capitalist societies of the
late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. This corpus is symptomatic of how race,
class, and gender subordinations re-appear in more subtle, perhaps more pernicious, ways
in postcolonial societies. Finally, over the time period represented, resistance – both textual
and protagonist-based – does not increase even after the collapse of colonial empires and
the growth of women’s significance in the public sphere. The ability to effect resistance
over the time span of these texts often decreases, proves to be in vain, or proves to be
impossible. Late twentieth and early twenty-first century texts, portraying postcolonial

32

For more on the bildungsroman featuring women characters’ development, see Marianne Hirsch,
Fictions of Female Development (1983).
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and/or late capitalist societies, depict neither decreasing subordinations nor increased
agency. Rather, they progressively show a space of no resistance.
Chapter Overview
The four chapters that follow expand the portrayal of social class to include racial
inequality. They depict post/colonial societies outside hexagonal France, and they are
sequenced in roughly chronological order (1950-2016). The first chapter focuses on
Marguerite Duras’s texts set in colonial French Indochina and France, which cover the
period 1950s – 1990s. In the second chapter, I examine the auto-writing of Marie Cardinal,
set in her native French Algeria and France (pre- and post-independence); the third chapter
features novels of Guadeloupe writers Simone Schwarz-Bart, Maryse Condé, and Myriam
Warner-Vieyra, published in the 1970s-1990s. The last chapter centers on Québécoise
authors Francine Noël (1970s-1999) and Catherine Mavrikakis (1970s to 21st century).
While the first two chapters feature authors who were French colonizers, whether or not
they subscribe to colonist ideologies, the authors and the setting of the second two chapters
can be characterized as postcolonial. In the case of the Guadeloupian texts, the context of
post-coloniality is further complicated by post-slave status and continuing racial
subordination. Francine Noël’s and Catherine Mavrikakis’s texts depict a marginalized
Québécois culture threatened with assimilation; Québec has been characterized alternately
as a settler culture, both colonized and colonizer, and as postcolonial or culturally,
politically, and economically dominated.33 Parts of Noël’s novels and Mavrikakis’s first
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See Lise Gauvin’s Aventuriers et sédentaires: Parcours du roman québécois (2012, pages 9 -13). She
describes Québécois writers’ discussion of whether to call Québec postcolonial: “…les intellectuels
regroupés autour de la revue Parti pris font de nouveau appel à la notion de colonisation pour décrire leur
situation. Reprenant les analyses de Memmi et de Fanon, ces écrivains se disent colonisés culturellement,
politiquement et économiquement par la présence anglo-saxonne…Albert Memmi constate de son côté
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novel are set in North America, and depict United States culture as capitalist and
hegemonic.
Chapter One: “Vampirisme colonial”: Duras’s French Indochina
In this first chapter, the central question of home appears as a disturbing lack or
absence. I analyze three Duras novels that retell the relationship of a wealthy Chinese man
and a young French girl in colonial French Indochina: Un barrage contre le Pacifique
(1950), L’amant (1984), L’amant de la Chine du nord (1994). These texts depict the
complexities of social class intersected with racial subjugation: the white French family in
these novels is poor, but racially privileged in relation to the native Indochinese. They also
portray the gendered norms to which the protagonist learns to conform in the first novel.
The protagonist of all three novels belongs neither to France, associated with an
exploitative colonial authority, nor to her native Indochina, where the family home is
literally falling apart. Home, as security and a place of belonging and identity does not
exist, unless it is in the apartment where the Chinese man and the girl meet, temporarily
removed from the norms of race and class that will eventually separate them. Over the
course of these three novels, resistance – both text- and protagonist-based -- decreases. In
the first novel, an omniscient narrator condemns the racist French colonial empire, and
predicts its collapse. The protagonist develops agency; by the end of the novel, she is able
to make her own decisions, and makes plans to leave the family home and the colony. The
French family resists the colonial government. In the later two texts, the focus is on racial
and class separations, which appear as inevitable and increasingly complex. The
que les Québécois partagent certains traits avec les colonisés mais préfère employer le mot dominé plutôt
que colonisé“ (11).
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protagonist no longer seems to need to develop her own autonomy: she is free to do what
she likes, although she cannot claim home. There is no specific oppressor, and no
resistance is possible. By the third novel, norms of race and class endure unquestioned, and
the French family is complicit in racial subjugations. Characters inhabit a space of static
timelessness where even words cannot be produced; language is foreclosed, although
writing occasionally emerges as a form of agency. Finally, in all three texts, the
perspective of the Indochinese, those most marginalized under such a society, tends to be
elided.
Chapter Two: Hiraeth, Nostalgia and Home: Race and Class in Marie Cardinal’s Work
The Welsh term hiraeth defines an intense longing for a home that is no more, or
perhaps never was. In Cardinal’s auto-writing, pied-noir narrators struggle with enforced
exile from their native Algeria. In Les mots pour le dire (1975), the narrator searches for
agency and “the words to say it,” denouncing the gendered bourgeois norms of her mother
and the racism of the colonial society in which she was raised. She learns to seize language,
developing autonomy, as she rejects restrictive, sexist norms and recovers from mental
illness. In La clé sur la porte (1972), the protagonist seeks to build a home that opposes
materialism and a hierarchical society. In both the novels and non-fiction texts -Autrement dit (1977), Au pays de mes racines (1980), and Les pieds-noirs, Algérie 19201954 (1988) -- hiraeth overshadows any condemnation of colonialism and racial
subjugation. Ultimately, the narrators’ home can be found neither in a France that
attempted to crush Muslim resistance in the Algerian war, thus subjugating the Algerian
people they claim to love, nor in Algeria, where resistance to colonizers would have meant
a rejection of her, as colonizer, and the eradication of her own family home. These texts
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present a homeland of a de-politicized, essentialized Algeria, idealized in order to function
as the focus of the narrators’ hiraeth: Muslim Algerians characters most often do not
appear as subjects; their presence serves to buttress French narrators’ humanity. In the
non-fiction texts in particular, the authorial narrators’ hiraeth serves to validate their
version of Algerian history, where French violent appropriation of home is erased. As
pied-noirs, they also center their experience of inequality vis-à-vis metropolitan French
rather than on their role as colonizers. Because Cardinal’s work does not fully include the
humanity of people most marginalized by a racist colonial system, the narrators’
condemnation of a materialistic hierarchical society, found especially in Autrement dit and
La clé sur la porte, is far from complete or convincing.
Chapter Three: Home as Resistance – Women of Guadeloupe: Schwarz-Bart, Condé, and
Warner-Vieyra
This chapter shifts focus from the portrayal of former colonizers, as in Duras and
Cardinal, to novels that depict descendants of enslaved people in a post-colonial, postslave society: characters whose ancestors’ home and identity was stripped from them.
Simone Schwarz-Bart (Pluie et vent sur Télumée miracle, 1972), Maryse Condé
(Traversée de la mangrove, 1989, Desirada, 1997), and Myriam Warner-Vieyra (Le
Quimboiseur l’avait dit, 1980), illustrate the difficulties of women who struggle against
racial and gendered inequalities, both in their native Guadeloupe and abroad. Hierarchies
of class are subsumed by struggles of race; in this chapter, I follow critical race theorists in
using the term white supremacy, emphasizing systemic racism and whom it privileges.
Protagonists’ resistance consists of asserting humanity and dignity in a post-slave society,
which has historically positioned them as commodities, and in which they still occupy a
subjugated position vis-à-vis the descendants of slaveowners and metropolitan France.
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Whether or not they can resist depends on their ability to build home and communities in
which they can seize agency, despite poverty and racial inequality; solidarity with women
is crucial to their capacity to build home. Warner-Vieyra’s heroines find themselves unable
to resist and assert their identity in a racist society. Condé’s novels portray women who
seek a home that affirms their identity, at times embarking on a futile search for ancestors
and roots. Schwarz-Bart’s protagonist demonstrates an indomitable inner strength and
resistance despite the poverty and racial inequality she faces. In addition to depicting
women characters’ (in)ability to build home despite racial subjugation, these texts illustrate
a way of being in the world that opposes a white supremacist system, most especially an
understanding of the natural environment as a sentient, spiritual being, connected with
humanity; and they créolité appears as linguistic resistance. The characters in these texts
do not necessarily hope to transform society outside their own communities; their
resistance involves the formation of an alternative worldview and community in which
their humanity is fully recognized. They cannot always achieve this goal.
Chapter Four: Langue en exil: Inequality and Marginalization in the Works of Noël and
Mavrikakis
The final chapter, portraying late 20th century and 21st century Québec and North
America, moves from a depiction of hope and agency in Noël’s first novels to despair in
the later novels. Home and identity are under threat: by the final novel, resistance is
extremely limited or is simply foreclosed. Francine Noël’s texts, Maryse (1983), Myriem
première (1987), and Conjuration des Bâtards (1999), chronicle Québec in the 1960s 1990s: the protagonist, a Québécoise student, undergoes exile and loss in her transition to a
university milieu where she must overcome shame for her working-class origins. She
struggles with class differences, and with the sexism and misogyny in leftist circles and in
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her own relationship with an upper-class university student. Her Québécois French,
highlighted in the texts, allegorizes the Québécois’s subordinated position in relation to
France. In this first novel, a bildungsroman, the protagonist seizes language and agency,
creating a home, identity, and community for herself. By her third novel, Noël broadens
her focus, portraying the divisions and inequalities endemic to capitalist societies, and
emphasizing the marginalization and threatened annihilation of Québec and other
peripheral cultures. In Noël’s third novel and both of Mavrikakis’s novels, globalized
capitalist societies pose a threat to marginalized cultures. Mavrikakis portrays a pervasive
hopelessness about the human condition in Le Ciel (2008), and an apocalyptic future
characterized by profound inequality in Oscar de Profundis (2016). In the later novels of
both Noël and Mavrikakis, there is no resistance possible. Characters’ agency is limited to
articulating the ways in which their home and identity are endangered, or, in Oscar de
Profundis, a protest that ends in death. In these novels, language, identity, and home are at
stake, and human art, literature, and expression are either censored or on the point of
disappearing. In Noël’s and Mavrikakis’s final novels, late capitalist societies appear as a
space of no resistance, and there is a refusal of hope.
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Chapter One:
“Vampirisme colonial”: Duras’s French Indochina

“[la mère était] désespérément ignorante du grand vampirisme colonial qui n’avait pas
cessé de l’entourer”
--Un barrage contre le Pacifique, 25

Marguerite Duras’s Un barrage contre le Pacifique (1950), L’amant (1984), and
L’amant de la Chine du Nord (1991) depict a young French girl’s coming of age in
colonial French Indochina. The three novels retell the story of an affair between the girl
and a wealthy man, and reveal the ways in which racism and norms of gender and class in
colonial society restrict even the white French colonists who benefit from these norms.
They are loosely based on Duras’s youth in French Indochina; she was born near Saigon in
1914.34 The novels offer a fictionalized account of the colony then called the Indochinese
Union, which was officially created out of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia in 1887 and
lasted, with the interruption of Japanese invasion and rule during World War II, until its
dissolution in 1954. In their history of French Indochina, Brocheux and Hémery describe
the region’s complex intermingling of cultures and ethnicities, situated near the powerful
Chinese empire, which had occasionally invaded and ruled it. The area was the crossroads
of several civilizations, located near the passageways of the South China Sea and the great
rivers: the Mekong in the south, the Red River in the north. The French and the British,
who viewed the peninsula as located between the British India and the Chinese empire,
34

Duras grew up in the province of Cochinchina, in what is now southern Vietnam. Her father died when
she was young, and her mother later moved the family to a farm she had bought in southwestern Cambodia,
then part of French Indochina. It is difficult to know to what extent the novels reflect the reality of Duras’s
childhood and teenage years. See L’orient(s) de Marguerite Duras, eds. Florence de Chalonge, Yann Mevel,
Akiko Ueda, especially “La Chine lointaine, d’enfance, de M. Duras” by Catherine Rodgers (305-318). For
biographies of Duras, see Laure Adler’s Marguerite Duras: A Life (1998), and Jean Vallier’s C’était
Marguerite Duras, 1914-1945 (2006).
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dubbed it “Indochina;” it was colonized by France following the decline and
disorganization of the Chinese empire in the first half of the 19th century. In Duras’s work,
racially diverse characters – Chinese, Thai, European, or indigenous (one of many
Vietnamese or Cambodian ethnicities) – reflect the region’s diverse population.
All three texts postulate that the protagonist’s mother was tricked into buying
uncultivable land by the local French government. While autobiographers have cast doubt
on this version of events from Duras’s youth,35 these novels portray the tensions in
Indochinese society as the French imposed their state mechanisms (land ownership, land
tax, an administration modeled after that of French departments) and stratified society
along racial lines. The local colonial administration mentioned in these novels would have
been the government body in charge of administrating cadastral matrixes (plots of land),
introduced by the French in order to increase tax revenue and only successfully established
in some regions (Brocheux and Hémery, 99). According to Brocheux and Hemery, Duras’s
texts accurately portray the divisions of race in colonial French Indochina (194-195). The
French, certain of their superior racial status, often abused native servants with impunity.
The affair between a young French woman and a wealthy Asian man depicted in the novels
would have been a violation of the general separation between the races; while French men
took Indochinese women as mistresses or even wives, the reverse was not common.
Brocheux and Hémery also observe: “Mixed unions…did not necessarily imply closeness
between communities, since they also obeyed the general logic of colonial relations”

35

Vallier’s account has it that the land was not purchased from the French colonials, but from a
Vietnamese (Vallier 30-35); Adler’s version, however, is similar to the events described in Duras’s work (see
pages 42-45).
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(195).36 In other words, relationships between French and Indochinese women followed a
pattern of dominant male colonizer and dominated native woman; they did not improve
relations or increase intimacy between colonizers and colonized.
The colony was a protectorate: its purpose was to generate income for metropolitan
France, and relatively few French lived there as compared to Algeria, for example, which
was geographically closer to France. In part due to the complex nature of the region and its
history, France often had difficulty retaining control of Indochina.37 After World War II,
during which the Japanese took control of part of Vietnam, France struggled to re-establish
authority and failed. Vietnamese nationalists fought for independence, while communist
China to the north supported an independent Vietnamese government in Hanoi; the U.S.,
China, and the Soviet Union all provided supplies to rival factions, while the French
government, opposed by many of its own citizens, employed troops from across the French
colonial empire, but could not manage to maintain power. The Indochinese War of 19461954 ended with the Geneva Accord, which ousted France from Indochina and granted the
region a temporary peace38.

36

Brocheux and Hémery give examples of French who were penalized for intimacy with natives and for
opposition to the brutality of the colonial regime, stating: “Clearly, the French who chose to transgress the
invisible barriers that separated the colonizers from the colonized were no more than a fringe, outcasts
regarded as traitors to the community of interests and the moral cohesion of the colonizers” (196). See also
the description of racism and race relations in their chapter “Colonial Society” (181-216), in particular the
explanation on pages 194-195 that mentions Duras’s novels.
37
See 70-71 of Brocheux and Hémery.
38

An account of the various factions of the Indochinese War can be found in the last chapter of Brocheux
and Hémery’s history. In metropolitan France, the Communist party and the far left strongly opposed the
French attempt to retain control after WWII; their opposition, including strikes by dock workers,
contributed to the downfall of French colonialism in Indochina. For a description of the terms of the Geneva
agreement, which divided Vietnam and Laos and set the stage for the American war, see pages 370-372.
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These novels can be termed autofiction: fictionalized accounts of events from
Duras’s own life. 39 It is difficult to define autofiction, however, which can take many
different forms, and difficult to characterize an autofiction narrator, who can present
him/herself as the author, narrator (first- and/or third-person) and character, sometimes
alternating within the same text. The first text I examine, Un barrage, is fiction: it contains
no indication that the third-person narrator or the characters are based on events from the
author’s life. In L’amant, published over thirty years later, an authorial first-person narrator
introduces the text by stating that she is revisiting the story of an affair from her own
childhood; she relates the text to Un barrage. The third, L’amant de la Chine du Nord,
shifts to a cinematic, dialogue-based narration, in which an authorial narrative voice
comments on her textual choices.
Read chronologically, these three texts show a diminishing possibility of resistance
to inequalities of race, class, and gender, and an increasingly complex characterization of
such inequalities, which coincide with differences in narrative form and narrators: while
the first novel is a linear story that concludes with a climax and denouement told by a
narrator who strongly criticizes French colonialism, the second and third novels underscore
stasis rather than progression or development, and feature shifts in perspective between
third and first-person narrators. L’amant de la Chine du Nord is dominated by imagery; as
Maïté Snauwaert puts it, Duras becomes an “écrivain d’images.”40

39

French women authors such as Annie Ernaux, Catherine Cusset, and Marie Cardinal, among others,
dominate this field. See autofiction.org for an overview of the genre and its genesis; for an account of the
formats and purposes of autofiction, see Thomas, Lyn et Webb, Emma. “Writing from Experience: the Place
of the Personal in French Feminist Writing.” Feminist Review, 61 (1999): 27-48, and Nancy K. Miller, Getting
Personal : Feminist Occasions and Other Autobiographical Acts (1991).
40
See Snauwaert’s essay “Présentation: Marguerite Duras, écrivain d’images” (2011).
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Much of the scholarship on Duras offers a psychoanalytic and/or postmodern
interpretation of the minimalist style of later Durassian works, including L’amant and
L’amant de la Chine du nord. In characterizing Duras’s work as “écriture blanche,” or
“écriture de simplicité” (de Chalonge 210) or as imbued with “la présence de rien” (Cohen),
critics discuss difficulties of subjectivity, naming, and the transient self, that is, a self
portrayed as provisional, only existing at the moment of its translation into text (Jellenik
34).41 Florence de Chalonge states that Duras’s texts interrogate meaning rather than
moralizing, or they promote a liberating value. While these are fruitful analyses, a study
that does not examine context tends to obscure what is explicit in many of these texts: a
critique of imperialism, colonialism, and social injustice, and a portrayal of gendered,
racialized hierarchies of social class. They reflect what one writer calls “the distance
between the dominant norm and the lived reality” (Maynes 114); that is, the difference
between the colonial dream of French prosperity and civilization of foreign lands, and the
lived reality of impoverishment and exploitation.42 Economic and racial inequalities, along
with tragedies of genocide and war, are treated throughout Duras’s works, both in wellknown texts like L’amant or the lesser-known anti-colonialist theater pieces, Le square
(1955, 1957), Yes, peut-être (1968), Le Shaga (1968), and Eden cinéma (1977).43 As Jane
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See « La présence de rien » (1983) by Susan Cohen, which begins with this quote from Duras: « Il n’y a
rien de vrai dans le réel, rien. » Cette phrase de Marguerite Duras ne doit inciter à chercher ni le “réel” ni le
“vrai,” mais amener plutôt ses lecteurs ou ses spectateurs à se projeter vers ce qui informe toute son
entreprise: le Rien” (17). See also Béatrice Slama’s “Le silence et la voix” (1984), Germaine Brée’s
« Contours, Fragments, Gaps» (1981), Martine Antle’s "Panoptisme et bureaucratie coloniale dans Un
barrage contre le Pacifique" (1994), and Florence de Chalonge’s “Barthes – Duras: une morale de la forme?”
(2009), among others. See Jellenik (2005) for a discussion of subjectivity and re-writing.
42
For more on French colonial discourse around Indochina, see Yves Clavaron, “Capitalisme et colonialisme
français dans quelques romans indochinois de Marguerite Duras » (2015). Duras’s harsh experiences as a
child in Indochina are shown in Adler’s biography (especially page 25).
43
Eden Cinema was a landmark cinema that the French built in Saigon; the narrator of Un barrage
mentions that the mother in the novel played the piano there for years. The play Eden Cinéma, very similar
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Winston points out, scholarship on Duras does not often consider Marxist strains in her
work (Winston 1995: 345).44 Un barrage, L’amant, and L’amant de la Chine du Nord
portray class, race, and gender inequalities in colonial society, and reveal the ways in
which inequalities are perpetrated and reinforce one another, thereby bolstering colonial
rule. I focus on the development of agency in Duras’s women characters through an
examination of the ways in which they experience, accept, or attempt to resist norms of
gendered, racialized social class.
In my contextual and narratological reading, I avoid relying on Duras’s
commentary of her own work, noting the problems that Michelle Royer has highlighted in
her examination of the « paraliterature » around Durassian work, particularly the numerous
interviews and published works, such the collection of interviews Les parleuses (1974) and
the documentary Les lieux de Marguerite Duras (1976), wherein the author provides
analysis of her own texts. These analyses, Royer writes, serve to envelop her work in a
commentary and metalanguage that forestall alternative interpretations; the author’s
rejection of others’ critiques of her texts masquerades as “the” sole truth on Duras’s texts:
Le journalisme de Duras…[est] subjectif [et] se veut révélateur d’une vérité, mais
plus la vérité est subjective plus elle est proche de la réalité du vécu. Duras s’est
forgée une identité paratextuelle à travers la presse et la télévision…[et] a
commenté bien des aspects de son écriture…La place et la crédibilité que le
critique doit donner à ces textes est problématique, car il est impossible de ne pas
en tenir compte, et naïf de leur accorder le privilège de la vérité” (78, 81-83).
to Un barrage, is supposedly based on Duras’s mother’s life playing piano in the cinema; Duras’s
autobiographers have disputed this fact.
44
In a later article, Winston also states that Duras’s gender was used to displace her work from “the active
literary space of engaged writing to the non-political feminine space of (French) sentimental fiction…the
[French] community…promotes Durassian narratives of sexuality and desire and represses those dealing
with politics and cultural difference…” (2001, 252-53)
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Duras’s explanations of her own work are subjective, not authoritative truth. As Royer
observes, it is difficult not to take this commentary into account, and it is problematic to
afford it a privileged place in analysis of Durassian literature, as sometimes occurs; critics
use Duras texts and her commentary as a vehicle to explore Duras’s personality, memories,
and childhood. This type of biographical critique fails to examine the works closely.
In addition to focusing too much on the author, scholarship that relies on Duras’s
interpretations proves to be problematic because her analyses sometimes border on the
fantastic and mystical. For example, in a 1975 interview with Susan Husserl-Kapit, Duras
comments that women’s writing is “organic, translated writing…translated from blackness,
from darkness” (423). Feminist scholars have since rejected such essentialist, mythic
descriptions of women. More important, Duras’s interpretations often have the effect of
mystifying her texts, such as when she analyzes her work by speaking of “le silence” and
“le trou noir” of literature (Royer 78); such analyses serve to obfuscate, and also prevent a
contextual study that would take into account anti-colonialist themes of her earlier work,
such as Un barrage, and issues of social injustice treated in her later work.
One final consideration on Durassian commentary is that it can be read in the
political context of critical reception of her earlier Marxist and anti-colonialist work. In her
article on Duras’s cultural production, Jane Winston writes that French critique of the
1950s dismissed the anti-imperialist, anti-colonialist themes of Duras’s work in order to
focus on motifs of desire and sexuality, themes considered appropriate for “feminine
literature” (Winston 2001: 252, 253). Duras also highlights gender and sexuality when she
comments on her own work, perhaps responding to and concurring with critics’ focus.
Winston explains:
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Just as gender was used to displace women from the social arena into the home and
to divide them from male power in the social sphere, so was gender used to
displace Duras and her scriptural project, in reader perception…from the active
literary place of engaged writing to the non-political feminine space of (French
sentimental) fiction. As Alice Jardine and others have noted, McCarthyism’s social
purging of left intellectuals elicited a preemptive separation of scholarly work from
politics in the U.S. Talking in 1974 with Xavière Gauthier [in Les parleuses],
Duras suggested that in her case at least, 1950s French critical practice provoked a
similar separation of writing and explicit left political textualizations. ‘Je ne veux
pas être déclarative,’ she insisted: ‘ça c’est fini, c’est…parce que je l’ai été une fois,
dans Un barrage’ (Winston 2001: 252).

“To be declarative” could mean to refuse to engage in potentially controversial political
questions, as Winston suggests. Or “declarative” could be interpreted as the explicit
criticism of colonialism in Un barrage. Was Duras’s refusal of “declaration” in her later
works a reaction to this separation of writing from “left political textualizations”? Did she
make the decision to depart from political commentary as a result of critics’ response to
her explicitly anti-colonialist work, encountered at a time when France was fighting to
retain French Indochina?45 It is impossible to know for certain, but Duras’s later texts, such
as L’amant and L’amant de la Chine du Nord, which do not make overt statements against
colonial rule (although they expose the inequalities of the colonial system) were fêted in a
way that Un barrage was not. Regardless of the author’s intentions, it would be unwise to
rely on her commentary as a guide for scholarly interpretation of her texts.
The novels I examine in this chapter portray a poor French family living in French
Indochina and a young girl’s affair with a wealthy foreign man: in Un barrage, he is
described as being from the north, and in the following two novels, as Chinese. The works
explore the norms and boundaries of racialized class in the Indochinese colony; elite
45

See Julia Waters’s and Jane Winston’s articles for more on the reception of Duras’s anti-imperialist works.
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whites occupy an exclusive area removed from native families, and the association of a
white woman with a Chinese – or a non-white - is transgressive. This transgression is an
illustration of Ann Laura Stoler’s description of what she terms “tense and tender ties,”
that is, the relations between colonizer and colonized that
…could fully confound or confirm the strictures of governance and the categories
of rule…sexual and affective intimacies are not only the microsites of governance
from which to explore the relationship between metropolitan and colonial
histories…sexual and affective intimacies are the privileged site on which…other
sites invariably turn back and converge…the colonies located in Asia and Africa
were sites for experiments in urbanism, hygiene, and social reform but also sites
where the vulnerabilities of imperial projects were in sharp relief and where
bourgeois prescriptions for family life, morality, and sexual protocol were
challenged and rejected (Stoler 830-831,865).
As Stoler explains, sexual and affective intimacies can expand and affirm colonial power,
such as when colonial men appropriated and raped native women. They can also challenge
colonial governance insofar as they defy the racial hierarchies on which colonial rule was
predicated. The intimacies depicted in these novels – between a Chinese man and a white
girl, and, in the last novel, also between a white girl and a native servant -- “confound”
colonial governance to a certain extent. The French colonizers, especially white women,
were meant to follow bourgeois norms of family life and sexual protocol that would
maintain societal control and “civilize” the colonized. Duras’s trilogy ironizes and mocks
bourgeois prescriptions of morality; the mother, an educated daughter of peasants, aspires
to preserve respectability by enforcing bourgeois sexual mores for her daughter and by
insisting that her children learn proper written French. But her efforts are in vain: she can
neither attain the social class to which she aspires nor maintain the hierarchies of race, as
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she instructs her daughter to encourage intimacies with a wealthy non-white foreigner in
the hopes that he will marry her and rescue the family from poverty.
All three novels portray home as fraught with insecurity, poverty, violence, and the
mother’s mental instability. The protagonist and her two brothers seem to belong nowhere
and to have no affection for their land of origin, which is the colony, nor for the “homeland”
of France. Maria-Luisa Ruiz describes these fractured boundaries of home and identity in
response to Duras’s statement on her creole identity: “Je suis créole, je suis née là-bas.”
Ruiz highlights a bifurcated position between both “over there” [the French colony] and
“here” [France], a world where Duras’s characters - pass through and are transformed into
neither French nor native, but creole (Ruiz 102)46. They are caught between France - the
homeland of the hated French colonial administration - and a French Indochinese plain, 47
which they want to escape. The unstable, dangerous, and fractured nature of home in
Duras’s novels destroys the illusion of home as pictured in colonial propaganda: as MariePaule Ha explains, colonial women were supposed to maintain the home as part of their
role as moral and civilizing agents; the bourgeois home bolstered moral security, the idea
of a superior culture, and thus colonial rule (“Portrait of the Young Woman as Coloniale”
175). The insecurity of home and its eventual destruction (Un barrage) or disintegration
(L’amant, L’amant de la Chine du Nord) expose the rotting core of French colonial
projects.

46

See also Stephanie Schechner’s article on water images in L’Amant and their association with the
protagonist’s fluidity of identity and slippages between classes: “Metaphors of Liquidity: Love, Class, and
Identity in Marguerite Duras’s L’amant and Mireille Best’s Camille en octobre,” (2014).
47
The narrator never specifies the location of the plain. According to Adler, Duras’s family moved from
Sadec, Vietnam, to a concession in southwestern Cambodia, three kilometres from the sea (Gulf of Siam);
this could be the plain in the novel. The mother lost all her savings on this land, which was uncultivable. See
Marguerite Duras: a Life, pages 42-43, for a description of the area.
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These three novels alter their retelling of the same events: in the first novel, the
heroine rejects the wealthy man’s advances; in the second account, she has an affair with
him, but hides it from her mother; in the third, she has an affair and her mother is aware of
it. Although it would seem that the heroine’s agency progresses over the course of the
three novels as she openly defies racial separations, despite society’s condemnation, the
third novel casts these separations as naturalized and dissociated from a particular colony,
empire, or government. I argue that the main characters in these Durassian texts experience
class as racialized and gendered; that these works offer a critique of inequalities in the
Indochinese colony; and that the main character’s ability to name and resist these
oppressions and shape the world around her diminishes by the third novel. I read the shifts
in narrative form in these texts (from linear text with a clear climax and dénouement, to an
increasingly non-linear, image-based narrative) as correlative to the characters’ resistance
or lack of resistance to gendered and racist colonial class hierarchies. I first discuss Un
barrage, then L’amant, then L’amant de la Chine du Nord.
***
Un barrage contre le pacifique presents Suzanne, her older brother Joseph, and her
mother, a poor French widow who is tricked by the local French administration into buying
a farm that is inundated by the sea every year. If she cannot prove to colonial officials that
she is cultivating this land, they will confiscate it and re-sell it to another unwitting
colonist.48 Suzanne meets a wealthy foreign man, develops agency and independence
throughout the novel, and comes to understand the norms of colonial society. She
48

According to Adler, Marguerite Duras’s mother did indeed try to build a dam once she learned that her
land would be covered with water six months out of the year, and she was not the only one; many wouldbe farmers did not know that it was necessary to bribe administrators in order to receive good land (Adler
42-43).
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eventually rejects her suitor. The novel concludes with the mother’s death, the expectation
that Suzanne will be able to leave the colony, and Joseph’s affirmation of Suzanne’s
autonomy. The novel can be roughly divided into three parts: adolescence on the farm,
where Suzanne learns the social norms to which she is expected to conform; a trip to the
city, where she learns her place in society; and the return to the farm, where the mother
dies and Suzanne gains independence.
The story commences with a third-person omniscient narrator’s description of the
poverty of the area where the family lives. The mother is mentally unstable, sometimes
abusive, and less savvy than her children because, according to the narrator, she has bought
into “la propagande coloniale” (23). The narrator explains that the mother’s imminent
madness stems partly from her belief in the French colonial dream: “Le malheur venait de
son incroyable naïveté…désespérément ignorante du grand vampirisme colonial qui
n’avait pas cessé de l’entourer” (25). The narrator’s term, “colonial vampirism,” describes
the corruption of the French colonial government, which exploits the Indochinese, steals
their land, and takes advantage of the naiveté of poor French colonials in order to enrich a
privileged few: the colonial elite that possesses huge plantations or enterprises.49 The
mother’s impossible dream of building dams against the sea represents a foolish, failed
attempt to gain agency and advancement in a system designed to deprive most of the
population of both. Just as the colonial administration exploits the colony, the ocean
destroys the dams. Although the dams are never referred to as singular in the novel, the
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See Adler’s description: “The white community could be divided into various categories: extremely
wealthy planters who soon amassed a fortune from ‘green gold,’ rubber trees mainly; affluent and
unscrupulous enterpreneurs, come to make money from trafficking; high-ranking civil servants, who
headed the colonial administration; whites of average means, shopkeepers and teachers; and the poor
lower-class whites who formed a kind of lumpenproletariat” (16).
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title is not “Les barrages contre le Pacifique,” but rather “Un barrage contre le Pacifique.”
“Un barrage” against the sea could represent the mother’s attempts to recover her land and
to live out an illusory colonial dream; the sea signifies the exploitation endemic to colonial
society. The novel is structured as a bildungsroman - a novel in which a young person goes
out into the world in search of answers to life’s questions, and returns a wiser, more mature
person, to be integrated into his/her society; in a reversal of this structure, Suzanne’s
coming of age will not be marked by her integration, but by her ability to learn the lessons
of colonial society, which her mother has failed to understand, so that she can escape it.
Agency, wisdom, and adulthood will involve departure and rejection of the abusive
colonial system.
Throughout the first part of the novel, Suzanne comes to comprehend the gendered
norms of class with which she must comply. As Suzanne Chester writes in her analysis of
female subjectivity in Un barrage: “the overwhelming emphasis of the novel is the young
girl’s body as the site of domination by both colonizer and colonized, and on the
marginalized position of the lower-class, white colonial woman” (443). It is not the French
administration, however, nor the colonized natives, who dominate and use Suzanne; it is
her own mother, who plans to marry off her daughter to the wealthy planter from the north,
M. Jo.50
The mother, daughter of peasants and a former schoolteacher, adheres to the
bourgeois ideals of a young bride’s virginity and deference to her family, and a marriage
exchange between respectable families. Although Suzanne states, “moi j’ai envie d’être
50

Neither the race nor the nationality of M. Jo is mentioned; I revisit the question of his race later in this
chapter. He is not French; his name might allude to a French pronunciation of M. “Cho,” a Chinese name.
Perhaps Duras did not dare to describe an affair between a white girl and a Chinese man in a novel
published in 1950.
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dans les bras de personne” (101), both her mother and M. Jo disregard her wishes. M. Jo
displays resentful entitlement where she is concerned: “vous êtes encore toute nue sous
votre robe, dit-il, et moi j’ai jamais droit à rien” (101). Suzanne’s early hopes for
autonomy and exploration of the world are dashed: “C’est ainsi qu’au moment où elle
allait ouvrir et se donner à voir au monde, le monde la prostitua” (73). The world
“prostitutes her” in the sense that she is expected to marry or have an affair with a wealthy
man in order to help her family survive. Gender constraints are presented as a norm: it is
“le monde” that prostitutes her, rather than M. Jo or her mother. M. Jo’s gift of a diamond,
rather than a proposal of marriage, indicates to her mother that Suzanne has given her
virginity to M. Jo and has thus lost her marriageable value as a pure white girl. Frustrated,
the mother flies into a rage and beats her for hours, especially when she attempts to resist:
“Ce qu’elle [la mère] ne pouvait pas supporter, semblait-il, c’était de la voir se relever. Dès
que Suzanne faisait un geste, elle frappait” (137). Young and poor, Suzanne experiences
the possibility of upward social mobility as a decrease in her agency.
On first meeting the wealthy M. Jo, a planter from the North, the family encounters
his bourgeois manners, or “classe,” to which they are not accustomed: “[M. Jo était]
soucieux peut-être de manifester ainsi à Suzanne son tact, sa classe, et sa
considération…Sa voix était douce et distinguée” (43). Speech is one of the main class
differences. After only fifteen days of acquaintance, Suzanne’s older brother, Joseph, and
the mother rudely confront him with the prospect of marrying Suzanne. When M. Jo
protests that it is too soon to decide to marry, the mother declares: “si on était riches, ce
serait différent. Chez les gens riches on peut attendre deux ans” (95-96). M. Jo is shocked
by such a “scandaleuse franchise” (96); he is accustomed to the luxury of subtle irony and
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polite speech. In the family’s view, M. Jo’s wealth renders him incapable of understanding
the monetary value of objects and riches. Suzanne pities him, but Joseph declares that he is
a “con” for having given Suzanne a phonograph without asking for anything in return (to
Joseph’s knowledge). When M. Jo declares that wealth does not make happiness, telling
Suzanne “vous êtes si jeune,” and implying that she does not know how the world works,
Suzanne quickly disabuses him: she declares that he is “trop riche” (45) to understand her
family’s point of view.
The difference between M. Jo and the family is crystallized in the matter of the
diamond, which he offers to Suzanne as proof of his love. He fails to realize that she
intends to sell it and claims to not even know its price (126-127), but the diamond’s
symbolic value as a token of love is lost on the family, who desperately need the money a
diamond would bring. When they go to the city to sell it, however, the mother finds no
jewelers who will give her a fair price for a jewel they declare to be flawed. Even the
mother knows that the diamond has no use value: “Il n’y a rien de plus dégoûtant qu’un
bijou. Ça sert à rien, à rien. Et ceux qui les portent n’en ont pas besoin, moins besoin que
n’importe qui” (135). To those who can afford to wear jewels, the worth of a diamond is
that it proves social standing, luxury, and good taste. When the family finally dismisses M.
Jo, because his father would never allow the marriage, he declares her and her family to be
profoundly immoral for taking the diamond and rejecting him (154). However, his morals
are no different than those of the family: as the mother did, he prostituted Suzanne, giving
gifts in exchange for her showing her nude body to him. The text exposes the hypocrisy of
the bourgeois façade of respectability that the mother, despite her good French education,
cannot acquire. His wealth allows him to indulge in ideals of love that the French family
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cannot afford. Described as a “petit innocent,” M. Jo cannot grasp the harsh realities of
poverty (153). The final statement on M. Jo’s character comes from Joseph, who declares
that M. Jo is incapable of understanding because of his wealth: “Il doit rien y comprendre
du tout…C’est difficile à comprendre quand on est plein de fric comme lui” (158).
Furthermore, he is cast as weak and effeminate, especially in comparison to Joseph, who is
depicted as virile and able to provide for the family, since he hunts animals for food. Kevin
O’Neill provides a Lacanian reading of Joseph’s character: “The “giver of the word” is
clearly Joseph…Joseph has appropriated the role of father in the family…Although
inarticulate, when Joseph speaks, the family listens…we find truth and virility intertwined
with the god-like role of Joseph” (O’Neill 56). Authority is held by the only male in the
family; it is he who ultimately decides whether Suzanne will be given to M. Jo.
M. Jo’s race is the non-dit in this novel: he is introduced only as a wealthy
“planteur du Nord.” The narrator never specifies his ethnicity or where exactly he is from,
but since the text names all other characters as either white or native Indochinese, the
absence of a mention of race indicates that he is neither white nor native. Thus, Joseph’s
repeated descriptions of him as a “singe, salaud, raté, un con” and his effeminate traits can
be viewed through a racial lens: Joseph’s insults could be racist epithets, and he might be
considered effeminate because he is not white. The fact that he is not white further serves
to render him unworthy in the family’s eyes.
This first section of the novel concludes with Joseph’s affirmation of Suzanne’s
right to choose a man after she confirms that she has told M. Jo to leave. The mother
approves: “Faut voir comme elle l’a eu [M. Jo]” (163). According to her, Suzanne has
managed to acquire the foreign man’s wealth (the diamond) without allowing him access
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to her body; she has apparently accepted Suzanne’s claim that she did not lose her virginity.
They grant Suzanne autonomy because she has demonstrated adherence to the bourgeois
norms governing her sexuality, and she has apparently extracted an object of value from a
wealthy man, an essential skill for a poor white woman. In the second section of the novel,
Suzanne tests her understanding of social norms in the city, where the family goes to sell
the diamond. The omniscient narrator51 presents the divisions in the city and the colony as
based first on race and then on wealth:
Comme dans toutes les villes coloniales il y avait deux villes dans cette ville; la
blanche et l’autre. Et dans la ville blanche, il y avait encore des différences. La
périphérie du haut quartier, construite de villas, de maisons d’habitation, était la plus
large, la plus aérée, mais gardait quelque chose de profane. Le centre, pressé de tous les
côtés par la masse de la ville, éjectait des buildings chaque année plus hauts. Là ne se
trouvaient pas les Palais des Gouverneurs, le pouvoir officiel, mais le pouvoir profond,
les prêtres de cette Mecque, les financiers…[C’était un] espace orgiaque, inutile…[un]
immense jardin zoologique où les espèces rares des blancs veillaient sur ellesmêmes”52…C’était la grande époque. Des centaines de milliers de travailleurs
indigènes saignaient les arbres des cent mille hectares de terres rouges…la possession
des quelques centaines de planteurs blancs aux colossales fortunes. Le latex coulait. Le
sang aussi. Mais le latex seul était précieux, recueilli, et recueilli, payait. Le sang se
perdait. On évitait encore d’imaginer qu’il s’en trouverait un grand nombre pour venir
un jour en demander le prix (167-169).
The narrator implies that one day those who have been exploited by French colonialism
will demand retribution for the blood they have spilled. The city is divided into two: one
section for whites and one for all others; the white section is further divided, with poorer
whites in the periphery, and elite whites gathered in the center nearest the “pouvoir
profound.” Describing the privileged colonials as a rare type of zoological species who
51

The third-person narrator has no apparent gender in Un barrage. In the other two novels, the narrative
shifts between third and first person narrators, with one first person narrator appearing as an authorial
narrative voice.
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For more on the significance of space in Un barrage, see Yves Clavaron, “Capitalisme et colonialisme
français dans quelques romans indochinois de Marguerite Duras” (2015).
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revel in their luxury and admire themselves in a sequestered space called “orgiaque,” that
is, designed for elites’ pleasure, the narrator satirizes the immense power of the financiers
as profanity by referencing the holy city of Islam; the devout, like the mother, make their
pilgrimages to this Mecca of wealth. In this holy space, money itself, like the diamond,
loses its exchange value; the privilege of the wealthy few is naturalized: “Les magasins de
cette rue…ne vendaient rien d’utilitaire. L’argent même, ici, devait ne servir à rien. Il ne
fallait pas que la richesse des blancs leur pèse. Tout y était noblesse” (169). Money is
“good for nothing” in the sense that the wealthy whites are no longer burdened with even
the necessity of thinking about money; their privilege and wealth are accepted as the
natural order, like that of the nobility of the Ancien Régime. Their whiteness, like the
“blue blood” of the French nobility, assures their exclusive social status. Once they have
lived in the colony, the whites learn an “impeccable propreté” (167); the color white,
“couleur d’immunité et d’innocence,” further serves to differentiate not only between the
whites and the Indochinese but also between those whites who can afford to wash inside
their houses every day and those who are obliged to wash themselves with dirty rain and
river water (168). Whiteness signifies cleanliness, privilege, immunity, and innocence.
In the city, Suzanne learns to decipher the racialized and gendered norms that
determine what she, as a poor white woman, is allowed to do within this segregated city.
The family’s social status in the colony, between privilege and deprivation, is indicated by
their stay in a city hotel located in a zone reserved for “les blancs qui n’avaient pas fait
fortune, les coloniaux indignes” (171). While their race signifies a right to exploit, they
have failed to do so, and thus are unworthy. They belong to the vast underclass that forms
part of “the Other” city. The proprietor of the hotel, Carmen, an independent woman and
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daughter of a prostitute, becomes Suzanne’s role model and mentor; she also exposes the
colony’s economy of desire, prostitution, and exploitation, concealed by the façade of
white respectability. The colony is labeled an enormous brothel (198), while the prostitutes
themselves are described as « [le] plus honnête, le moins salaud», since their profession
reveals the colony for what it is rather than what it claims to be. Exploring the elite white
spaces of the city, Suzanne soon realizes that a young woman of her race does not wander
the city alone, and the stares of passerby show her that she does not belong in this space
reserved for the wealthy. In fact, she does not fit any category, and so feels lost: “Elle ne
savait pas qu’un ordre rigoureux y règne…Aucune jeune fille blanche de son âge ne
marchait seule dans les rues du haut quartier. Celles qu’on rencontrait passaient en bande,
en robe de sport…une raquette de tennis sous les bras…des odeurs fraîches de l’argent”
(185-186). She lacks the money that gives these young women the connections necessary
to occupy this space, and she realizes that, as a young white woman, her movements are
restricted: “Tout le monde ne disposait pas des mêmes facultés de se mouvoir” (186).
Suzanne seeks refuge in “la grande nuit égalitaire” of the movie theater where all
can attend; here, she discovers “la réalité indéniable, indubitable du cinéma” (188).
Watching movies helps her to understand the way the world works: heteronormative love
is exposed as a circuit of desire that must end with the hero’s possession of the heroine,
and the screen mirrors the shining whiteness of the city. The romantic movie exposes the
beliefs in white superiority and white male entitlement that buttress the exploitative colony,
and the movie theater both reveals gendered norms, reflecting the reality that she has lived
thus far, and alerting her that these norms might not be natural, but rather cultural
constructions. When Joseph attends the theater, he hardly watches the screen: he has no
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need to learn its lessons since he is about to defy colonial respectability by leaving home
with a married woman and, even worse, encouraging the natives to overthrow the colonial
government. The mother, however, has never even been alerted to the fiction of these
norms: the narrator notes that in all the years she spent playing the piano for the Eden
Cinema, she was seated at such an angle that she never saw the screen. At the end of this
section of the novel, Suzanne rejects both M. Jo and a wealthy colonial merchant who
wishes to marry her to improve his social status. In so doing, she demonstrates her
understanding of both gendered norms and the hypocrisy of bourgeois morality, which
requires the exchange of virgins to ensure a white man’s respectability in the colonial
system, the “bordel colossal.” In the final part of the novel, the family returns to the farm.
While Suzanne’s experiences with M. Jo and the city have taught her the racist
stratification and the exploitations of the colonial system, the mother has learned nothing.
When Joseph’s lover gives them money for the diamond, the mother goes to the bank to
pay off her debts and attempts to acquire new loans rather than use the money to establish
a new life. She blames individuals rather than the system itself: “c’est que les gens en
abusent” (238).
Above all, the last section of the novel focuses on the colony’s abuse of the
Indochinese. It is revealed that the family’s servant was formerly enlisted for the project of
building a road: the French enslaved the Indochinese and used the wives of the workers as
sex slaves.53 The text presents the servant as fatalistic. In the narrator’s view, he does not
understand his poverty to be a part of a system of governance that oppresses both the
53
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and laying roads through the swamps for France ” (44).
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family and the Indochinese: “il était conscient de la misère de la mère mais il n’arrivait pas
à trouver une commune mesure entre la sienne et celle-ci. Chez la mère on mangeait
quand même chaque jour et on dormait sous un toit” (248). Although the narrator implies
that the servant has failed to understand the colonial system, it is clear from the description
of his life that he has correctly understood the situation: there is no equivalence between
the colony’s cruel treatment of the natives and the dispossession the mother has
experienced. And while the mother sees herself as mistreated by the colonial
administration, a binary understanding of class (oppressors versus oppressed) does not
apply here since the family belongs to both groups. As Marie-Paule Ha points out, the
relationship between the mother, the natives, and the native servant is paternalistic
(Figuring the East, 78). Although the family is abused by the colonial system, they
themselves employ a native servant and view him as a possession, an object; he is referred
to as the family’s “seul bien” along with the diamond (243).
The last part of the novel also emphasizes the mother’s attempts to better herself
and her son through language skills, as her final letter to the local colonial administration
shows. Her proper spelling and writing skills have allowed her to advance to a social class
superior to that of her parents; thus, she deplores the fact that Joseph never properly
learned to spell or write, and declares, “il n’y a rien de plus important, si tu ne sais pas
écrire une lettre tu ne peux rien faire” (348-349).54 The mother’s naïve confidence in the
authority of the written language, however, proves to be futile. It is Suzanne who
understands and articulates the lessons of the colony that her mother has not learned; she
reminds her mother that writing letters to the land registry, the local colonial
54
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administration, has been useless (349). Written language is ineffective as a form of
resistance. This last part of the novel features language as both the oppressive law of the
land and as the mother tongue. Joseph, who learned to speak the native language, refuses
to study written French; he rejects his own mother tongue, in which the law is inscribed,
and chooses exile. As poor colonials exploited by the administration, the family will never
have recourse to the law, no matter how well they speak or write. In Nostalgie: quand donc
est-on chez soi (2015), Mary Cassin argues that the mother tongue is the only thing one can
carry from one’s homeland and that “l’exil dénaturalise la langue maternelle” (85).
However, there is no true “langue maternelle” in the exile depicted in Un barrage;
Suzanne and Joseph demonstrate no deep attachment to French, the language of their
oppressors.
This dissociation from their mother tongue reflects an unsettling lack of home:
Suzanne and Joseph belong neither to the home in the colony nor to their “homeland,”
France. In this novel, a safe, stable home does not exist. It is the site of Suzanne’s
exploitation, first by her mother as she hopes to marry her off, and second at the hands of
M. Jo, who feels entitled to her body. The family farm is also under constant threat of
seizure by the colonial administration. Even as a site of belonging, home does not exist in
the text, since Suzanne and Joseph belong neither to France nor to the colony; they have to
look for a future in an undefined “elsewhere.” At the end of the novel, Suzanne, who has
learned to stop waiting for rescue from a man, abandons “les rêves vides” (320, 357) and
sleeps with the son of Agosti, a local colonial. In this claim of sexual freedom, Suzanne
affirms her agency, while the place that should have been her home, the worm-eaten family
bungalow, literally falls to pieces around the family. The mother dies, succumbing to the
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struggles of poverty and mental instability. However painful, the mother’s death gives
Suzanne the freedom to leave and seek her own fortune. Joseph, who formerly set the law
of the family, declares she is ready to do whatever she likes.
The novel concludes with a denunciation of colonialism. In her final letter to the
colonial administrator, the mother complains of a lack of doctors, of quinine, and of
vaccinations for natives, accusing the administration of profiting from their deaths: “plus il
mourra d’enfants dans la plaine, plus la plaine se dépeuplera et plus votre mainmise sur la
plaine se renforcera” (295); the colonial administration will find it easier to rule that area
when there are fewer natives. The mother’s letter declares that she has told the Indochinese
that property rights were invented in order to “pouvoir disposer de vos terres et les vendre.”
55

She even threatens to have the administrators killed (294-295, 297). She appears to

believe that the Indochinese’s newfound knowledge of the administration’s duplicity will
result in their revolt. At the end of the novel, Joseph returns possession of the land to the
natives, gives them the bungalow, and instructs them how to kill the colonial
administrators and hide their bodies, if they so choose. As Suzanne and Joseph plan to
leave the miserable plain, there is an expectation of change. But whatever the possibility
that the natives might overthrow the French colonial system, the novel finishes with the
mention of native children’s cries in the huts as night settles; their misery remains
unaltered.
In this last section of the novel, the narrator connects the abuses of the French
colonial administration to colonial exploitation elsewhere in the world: “toujours les
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enfants continuaient à jouer près du pont…il en mourait sans doute partout. Dans le monde
entier, pareillement. Dans le Mississippi. Dans l’Amazone. Dans les villages exsangues de
la Mandchourie. Dans le Soudan…Et partout comme ici, de misère. Du lait de la misère,
du lait trop maigre de leurs misérables mères” (329-330). The abject poverty of the
indigenous people in Indochina, whose children die of disease and malnutrition, is
compared to other places where colonial white forces have appropriated indigenous lands
or have enslaved the population: the Mississippi, the Amazon, Sudan, and Indochina.
Colonialism impoverishes and exploits indigenous people. Still, the narrator’s anti-colonial
rhetoric is undermined by the paternalistic role of the main French characters. It is the
mother, a European, who directs the natives and acts to save the land from yearly
inundations, while Joseph instructs them how to revolt; the natives, especially the family’s
servant, are portrayed as indolent, passive, and fatalistic – a racist stereotype. As MariePaule Ha writes: “Ma, being more “civilized” and “enlightened,” acts as the protector of
the uneducated and ignorant peasants,” instructing them on their rights. “Yet what Ma fails
to realize is that the same authority which empowers her persecutors also legitimizes her
own presence in the colony” (Figuring the East 78). Furthermore, Ha characterizes the
family’s servant as an “Uncle Tom character” “whose presence serves to humanize the
colonizers/colonized relations” (Outre-mer/Autre-mer, 321, footnote 5). In addition, Julia
Waters points out that “the majority indigenous population is almost entirely removed, for
picturesque, contrastive effect” (258). Not only do the natives have no agency, the text
erases their subjectivity and individuality by describing them as a naturally occurring part
of the landscape as if they were animals or nature itself (262).56 By contrast, the whites are
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portrayed as those who master and take ownership of the land. Indeed, although the mother
denounces the idea of property titles as an invention to appropriate land, she does so by
characterizing the natives as that which belongs to the land: “pas plus que les oiseaux ou
les singes…n’ont de titre de propriété vous n’en avez” (295). The natives’ reaction is not
shown. The text’s failure to portray the natives as human subjects capable of action and
agency, not simply as dying masses that remain faceless and voiceless, perpetrates the
racist narratives on which colonial discourse relies.
***
In contrast to Un barrage, L’amant is written in the first and third person. In the
preface, L’amant is cast as a remembrance of the author’s past: an affair between a girl,
purported to be the authorial narrative voice’s younger self and referred to as the “petite,”
and a Chinese lover. In addition to the first person accounts of an authorial narrative voice
in the beginning, first- and third-person accounts of World War II-era France emerge later
in the novel. The text is not presented as a narrative with beginning, middle, and end from
which the reader can gain understanding or meaning, but rather as a blurry, unreliable
reflection on the past. Static, halting phrases, a fragmented subject alternating between
“elle” and “je,” verb moods such as the conditional present and past, and a lack of linear
narrative suggest uncertainty about what can be known or understood from the past. These
fluctuations of narrator complicate the issues of who is speaking and with which
perspective readers should identify; the re-telling thus presents the same events in a more
ambiguous manner.
as an element of local colour, as if in a schematic, exoticising travel guidebook” (Waters 258). The body of
Duras’s work over a span of fifty years shows an evolution in her portrayal of the French empire and, to a
lesser extent, of the indigenous population of French Indochina.
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As Mieke Bal explains in her Narratology: Introduction to the Theory of Narrative
(2009), events in a narrative are always presented from a certain point of view, but
narrative theory has been unclear on one point: “[it] do[es] not make a distinction between,
on the one hand, the vision through which the elements are presented and, on the other, the
identity of the voice that is verbalizing that vision. To put it more simply: they [narrative
theorists] do not make a distinction between those who see and those who speak” (146). To
resolve this issue, Bal introduces the term focalization, which is:
the relationship between the ‘vision,’ the agent that sees, and that which is seen.
The relationship is a component of the story part, of the content of the narrative text:
A says that B sees what C is doing… The subject of focalization, the focalizer, is
the point from which the elements are viewed. That point can lie with a character
(i.e. an element of the fabula), or outside it. If the focalizer coincides with the
character, that character will have an advantage over the characters. The reader
watches with the character’s eyes and will, in principle, be inclined to accept the
vision presented by that character. (149-50)
The one who views the events, the focalizer-character, assumes an advantage since readers
will identify with his/her version of events. In L’amant, the focalizer coincides with the
first-person authorial narrative voice, who distances herself from the nameless main
character “la petite” or “l’enfant,” as she claims to tell the story retrospectively of what
happened to the main characters. In Bal’s words, then, “A,” the first-person authorial
narrative voice, distances herself from “B,” the “petite,” who is both the protagonist and
also the character best able to understand her surroundings and the events that take place.
Readers see the main character’s life through the vision presented by the authorial
narrative voice, who prefaces the narrative with an interpretation of the events that took
place; they are thus inclined to sympathize with that vision and that interpretation.
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To complicate matters, though, the narrators are in flux. Eileen Angelini’s “Look
Who’s Talking: A Study of Narrative Voice in Marguerite Duras’s L’amant” (1995) finds
one first-person and two third-person narrative voices in L’amant: “the first-person
authorial voice of Duras remembering her adolescence and two seemingly distinct
omniscient third-person narrators, one offering a second perspective on Duras' adolescence
and the other confined to telling about the older Duras” (172). It’s not clear, then, whether
or not the first-person authorial voice in this novel and the third novel can be called Duras.
L’amant starts out with the first-person authorial voice who states that she has written the
story; it then segues into a third person narration to tell the story of the past; the text later
tells the account of World War II experiences in the third person, with fluctuations back to
the first person authorial narrative voice, who comments on the story throughout the novel.
The readers’ perspective is retained by the first-person authorial narrative voice and her
emotions. If, as Patrick Hogan writes in Affective Narratology (2011), “emotions make
stories,” and “story structures are fundamentally shaped and oriented by our emotion
systems” (1), then the emotions expressed by the first-person authorial narrative voice
shape the story that follows: readers might associate with her emotions as she presents
events that purportedly took place in her past. Indeed, readers can identify with the feelings
of loss, exile, and grief that the authorial narrative voice has introduced, even as the main
character is not shown to experience emotion at the time of the events, and even treats the
lover with disdain at some points.
In her analysis of the fluctuations between first-and third-person narrative voices,
Angelini notes the contrast between internal and external focus in the novel, which is
passing from the account of the narrator’s emotions to events from the past, and states that
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the authorial narrative voice in the preface is “composing the history of her personality”
(172):
in this way, Duras, by employing both the first and third-person narrations, gives
the impression of being able to overcome one of the difficulties of autobiographers
--that of the credibility of directly quoted dialogue. Moreover, Duras is able to
present the mother's point of view and, indeed, actual words are given to amplify
the description of the adolescent. Nonetheless, the reader will continue to question
the validity of this description -- s/he wonders if this is a true description given by
the mother or the head of the boarding house and remembered by the daughter or
an imaginary construction of the self (178).
Following Angelini’s interpretation, third-person narration presents events as valid, having
actually happened, although it cannot be known which events are fiction and which are the
authorial narrator’s past. But whether or not the authorial narrative voice is actually
recounting her past, Angelini’s questions about the validity of a description that fluctuates
between the first and third person highlight an aspect of L’amant that differs greatly from
Un barrage: even as the authorial narrative voice presents the text as a description of
events that actually took place, this same voice de-stabilizes readers’ expectation of an
accurate description of past, since she introduces the text by declaring that this reiteration
of events will be different now that her mother has passed away: “J’ai beaucoup écrit de
ces gens de ma famille, mais tandis que je le faisais ils vivaient encore, la mère et les frères,
et j’ai écrit autour d’eux, autour de ces choses sans aller jusqu’à elles” (14). To go “around
these things” rather than going “up to them” suggests that the previous account was
evasive, and that this version of events is a more accurate reiteration.
Later, the authorial narrative voice implies that some details of time and place were
not correct in the earlier iteration of the story: she states that, as a girl, she met the wealthy
man after the family had abandoned their plot of land, rather than before, as indicated in
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Un barrage: “Ce n’est donc pas à la cantine de Réam, vous voyez, comme je l’avais écrit,
que je rencontre l’homme riche à la limousine noire, c’est après l’abandon de la concession,
deux ou trois ans après, sur le bac, ce jour que je raconte, dans cette lumière de brume et de
chaleur” (36)57. She speaks directly to readers (“vous voyez”), initiating a conversation
where she establishes herself as the authority. Moreover, in this text she claims that she is
telling the story (“je raconte”) rather than writing it, implying that it is an oral history,
which is both more personal and less certain than a written text. After having given more
explicit details about the story, she cautions readers: “L’histoire de ma vie n’existe pas. Ça
n’existe pas. Il n’y a jamais de centre” (14). To state that a story of her life does not exist
suggests that a life cannot be narrated in a linear fashion, with beginning, climax,
dénouement, and conclusion; the statement that there is never a “center” of a life is
obfuscatory. The alteration of a story already told and the uncertainty around details of
time and place indicate indicate that perhaps the truth can never be understood fully.
Indeed, the narrator states: “je n’ai jamais écrit, croyant le faire, je n’ai jamais aimé,
croyant aimer, je n’ai jamais rien fait qu’attendre devant la porte fermée”(34). Nancy Lane
explains that “the closed door is the blank of a past that resists narration” (Lane 36). As
Angelini also notes, the nature of memory itself is being interrogated (Angelini 175), for it
consists of images: “quinze ans et demi. C’est la traversée du fleuve….c’est au cours de ce
voyage que l’image se serait détachée, qu’elle aurait été enlevée à la somme. Elle aurait pu
exister” (16). Here the authorial narrator questions her own memory. The past conditional
tense indicates uncertainty as to whether the events happened; the image could have
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If these passages represent events from Duras’s own life, the “bac,” a barge, would have been crossing
the Mekung River, which crosses the region in which Duras lived in her teenage years after the failure of the
farm (according to Adler’s biography).
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existed and could have become detached from the total of all images that remain in her
memory.
L’amant avoids the certainty of tenses such as the passé simple, often used for
literary texts. As Barthes describes it, the passé simple indicates certitude and progression.
It is:
…l’instrument idéal de toutes les constructions d’univers; il est le temps factice
des cosmogonies, des mythes, des Histoires et des Romans. [. . .] Le passé simple
est précisément ce signe opératoire par lequel le narrateur ramène l’éclatement de la
réalité à un verbe mince et pur, sans densité, sans volume, sans déploiement, dont
la seule fonction est d’unir le plus rapidement possible une cause et une fin. (Le
degré zéro de l’écriture, 47).58
According to Barthes, the passé simple is an artificial construct used to create myths,
histories, and novels without departing from a straight line of progression. The purpose of
the passé simple is to “unite a cause and an end,” in a narrative, enveloping messy reality
neatly in a verb that is “thin and pure.” Duras’s text elides causes, purposes, and ends in
avoiding the “purity” of the passé simple. Rather, the use of the ambiguous conditional
undermines any expectation of reliable accounts of the past; the first-person authorial
narrative voice avoids making definitive statements in her commentary about the images
she has presented to readers, in contrast to the omniscient narrator’s explicit
condemnations of colonialism found in Un barrage. Words seem to be in flux, and have
what Jellenik terms a “provisional nature” (Jellenik 34), especially since the narrator states
that she does not know what she has avoided saying or what she has said: “Je ne sais plus
tout à coup ce que j’ai évité de dire, ce que j’ai dit” (34). Continuing to question her
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memory, she states that she no longer loves her family, does not know if she has ever loved
them, and that she has left them: “Maintenant je ne les aime plus. Je ne sais plus si je les ai
aimés. Je les ai quittés. Je n’ai plus dans ma tête le parfum de sa peau (la mère) ni dans mes
yeux la couleur de ses yeux…elle est devenue écriture courante” (38). The mother has
become “ordinary writing.” And yet, the narrator seems to protest too much: while
insisting that she has left her family, she mentions the smell of her mother’s skin and finds
the color of her mother’s eyes in her own eyes; the narrator’s account of what she does or
does not remember is not reliable.
It is then through a narration of impermanence, vacillation, and uncertainty that the
themes of the novel are presented. As Hayden White argues, the choice of narrative form
“is not merely a neutral discursive form”; rather it “entails ontological and epistemic
choices with distinct ideological and even specifically political implications” (9). I take
political here to mean contextual, historical analysis. This uncertain narration presents the
inequalities of race, class, and gender the young girl learns to navigate in a different way
from the narration of Un barrage: in this second retelling, there is no clear denunciation,
resistance, or solution to these inequalities, which are presented in greater complexity.
L’amant begins with a detailed image of a teenage girl on a boat, dressed in an
unusual, inappropriate costume of an old silk dress, gold high heels, and a man’s hat, who
is about to encounter a man who will change her life. A first-person authorial narrative
voice states that the story of her past will explain why her face has had a defeated look
since the age of eighteen. She claims that although some people have concluded it is
because of the poverty she experienced as a child, she believes that something else has
produced this face, an event that happened when she was eighteen years old:
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On m’a dit aussi que c’était [her look] la réflexion dans laquelle la misère plongeait
les enfants. Les enfants-vieillards de la faim endémique, oui, mais nous, non, nous
n’avions pas faim, nous étions des enfants blancs, nous avions honte, nous
vendions nos meubles, mais nous n’avions pas faim, nous avions un boy et nous
mangions, parfois, il est vrai, des saloperies…mais ces saloperies étaient cuites par
un boy et servies par lui et parfois aussi nous les refusions, nous nous permettions
ce luxe de ne pas vouloir manger. Non, il est arrivé quelque chose lorsque j’ai eu
dix-huit ans qui a fait que ce visage a eu lieu (13).
The short, understated passage at the beginning of the novel highlights important themes of
the novel: inequalities of race and class. The family - a depressed mother, a weak, beloved
younger brother; and a despised, dangerous older brother - was ashamed of their lack of
means, and was obliged to sell their furniture in order to survive, but they were not as
disadvantaged as many others. In colonial Indochina, being white, although poor, meant
eating regularly, having the luxury to reject their food occasionally, and being served by a
“boy;” implicit in white privilege is the exploitation and servitude of another race. While
the narrator(s) of L’amant do(es) not denounce colonial society as in Un barrage,
inequalities of race and class are always present in the text. Characters, events, and even
places are often unnamed, undefined, fluid, or fragmented, but the race of the characters is
always identified: “la petite prostituée blanche,” “la petite blanche” (131, 133), “la jeune
fille blanche” (140, 141). This novel focuses on intersections of race, class, and gender
inequalities in a colonial society where whiteness entails privilege to even poor colonials.
Unlike Un barrage, L’amant portrays no resistance on the part of the characters to racial
oppression. All the characters engage in racism and maintain the norms of their
exploitative society, and the characters and the narrators (third and first-person) seem to
take inequalities of gender and class for granted.
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Race, more than class or gender, is the primary inequality highlighted in L’amant,
starting with the first scene on the ferryboat crossing the river. The privileges of race are
evident, since the girl occupies the place in the front reserved for “voyageurs blancs” (16);
later, the lover expresses surprise that she has taken a mode of transportation normally
used by natives: “[c’est] très inattendu, une jeune fille blanche dans un car indigène” (43).
The narrator observes that the wealthy stranger watching the protagonist “n’est pas un
blanc” and mentions that young white girls in the colony are used to stares and attention
(25). Despite the narrator’s memories of poverty and desperation, the girl can attract the
gaze of a wealthy man of color, who is not native, but “de cette minorité financière
d’origine chinoise qui tient tout l’immobilier populaire” (44)59 because she is white. As a
powerful Chinese real estate magnate, he holds a position of power, but is not the most
favored race in the colony. The girl’s whiteness, more so than her beauty or personality,
draws him to her (43) and yet, he fears the idea of surmounting racial differences (42-43,
66-67). Race is gendered in this narrative: the lover is portrayed throughout the novel as
“intimidé” (42), “très faible” and “souffrant” (49), and the older brother abuses those who
exhibit such “feminine” emotions, as do the lover and the younger brother.
The girl comes of age and acquires agency through events that will mark her
profoundly. From the start, however, she seems confident and self-assured, qualities that
are demonstrated not so much by action, but rather by silence: the narrator states that her
attitude of silent wonderment is what pleases her most about herself; “Elle [l’enfant] est
toujours là dans le même silence, émerveillante. C’est entre toutes celle qui me plait de
moi-même, celle où je me reconnais, où je m’enchante” (9). She is the voice of authority
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and reason in this text, compared to her unhappy and occasionally violent mother, and her
older brother, who bullies and abuses the younger brother, and who is favored by their
mother. Observing this conflicted triangle, the girl hopes to save her younger brother, who
lives in fear of his older brother. Indeed, she states that she is afraid that one day she will
lose control and kill this older brother:
J’avais peur de moi, j’avais peur de Dieu…Je voulais tuer, mon frère aîné, je
voulais le tuer, arriver à avoir raison de lui une fois, une seule fois, et le voir mourir.
C’était pour enlever de devant ma mère l’objet de son amour, ce fils, la punir de
l’aimer si fort, si mal, et surtout pour sauver mon petit frère…de la vie vivante de
ce frère aîné posée au-dessus de la sienne, de ce voile noir sur le jour, de cette loi
représentée par lui, édictée par lui, un être humain, et qui était une loi animale, et
qui a chaque instant de chaque jour de la vie de ce petit frère faisait la peur dans
cette vie, peur qui une fois a atteint son coeur et l’a fait mourir (13-14).
“La loi animale” is described as a reign of terror that can kill. Portrayed in almost mythical
terms, the older brother, who has no name in this text, incarnates an inhuman, almost
godlike power; he has the capacity to extend “un voile noir sur le jour” and to instill such
fear in the younger brother that he dies of it as if from a heart attack.
A passage where the Chinese lover takes the family out to dinner associates the
older brother’s terrifying force with racism. Both the older and the younger brother refuse
to speak to the lover because he is not white; the rest of the family complies with the older
brother’s “ordres muets” (67) to treat him poorly: “ils ne lui adressent jamais la parole [à
l’amant].” The first-person authorial narrative voice emphasizes: “mes frères ne lui
adresseront jamais la parole. C’est comme s’il n’était pas visible pour eux…parce que c’est
un Chinois, que ce n’est pas un blanc (65).” Their racism blinds them; they cannot even
see the Chinese man. Although she recognizes the family’s racism, the protagonist
becomes complicit, saying that the older brother’s domineering presence renders them all
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silent: “Nous prenons tous modèle sur le frère aîné face à cet amant. Moi non plus, devant
eux, je ne lui parle pas…En présence de mon frère aîné il cesse d’être mon amant…il ne
m’est plus rien” (65-66). Racist entitlement fuels the brother’s rage: he is outraged by the
indignity of having a Chinese man pay for a good meal in an expensive restaurant, when it
should be natural for them to do so since they are white: “on le voit, [le frère aîné] est
exaspéré et souffre d’avoir à supporter ça, cette indignité, pour seulement manger bien,
dans un restaurant cher, ce qui devrait être bien naturel” (67). Once she finds herself alone
with the lover, the protagonist explains to him that the older brother’s first instinct is to
destroy: “c’est de tuer, de rayer de la vie, de disposer de la vie, de mépriser, de chasser, de
faire souffrir;” but she insists that the Chinese man must not be afraid, saying that she is
the only person the older brother fears (68). Still, she claims that their family is petrified by
fear because they hate what colonial society has done to their mother, a person “de bonne
foi” (69).
Rather than detailing the abuses of the colonial administration, however, the text
focuses on the “loi animale” of the older brother; first linked to racism in the above
passage, it is later associated with Nazi rule of occupied France, as a scene set in Paris
suggests. The first-person authorial narrator compares the time of terror throughout World
War II with the earlier “reign” of the brother:
Je vois la guerre sous les mêmes couleurs que mon enfance. Je confonds le temps
de la guerre avec le règne de mon frère aîné…Je vois la guerre comme lui était,
partout se répandre, partout pénétrer, voler, emprisonner, partout être là, à tout
mélange, melée, présente dans le corps, dans la pensée, dans la veille, dans le
sommeil, tout le temps, en proie à la passion saoulante d’occuper le territoire
adorable du corps de l’enfant, du corps des moins forts, des peuples vaincus, cela
parce que le mal est là, aux portes, contre la peau (78).
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In this passage, first the older brother and the war are portrayed as omnipresent, and then
the focus shifts to an undefined evil “aux portes, contre la peau.” This evil seems to have
no specific provenance. In connecting the older brother with the only destructive force or
law described in detail, the text replaces the colonial administration not only with the
brother, but also this undefined “evil” as the agent(s) to fear. It locates the genesis of racist
behavior and genocide within the white French family and their home.
Moreover, L’amant differs from Un barrage in portraying racial inequality and
mistreatment of the Indochinese without explicit denunciation by the narrator. The focus
shifts inward, from systemic oppressions perpetrated by a corrupt government to the racist,
gendered norms maintained by the white family. Even the protagonist internalizes racist
attitudes and learns to use them for self-defense: when the mother beats her for associating
with the Chinese man, and claims that she will kick her out of the house, her daughter lies
and declares that she would never sleep with a Chinese: “comment veux-tu, je dis, avec un
Chinois, comment veux-tu que je fasse ça avec un Chinois, si laid, si malingre” (73).
Ugliness and frailty are associated with the Chinese race to make her lie believable; she
tells her mother that she only associates with the lover because of his money (114).
The lover’s fortune brings the two together – her family’s tolerance of their
interracial relationship is contingent on his wealth – but it also draws them apart: the
Chinese father, who raises no objections to his son having an affair with a young white girl,
declares that he would rather see his son dead than married to her rather than to the
Chinese heiress to whom he has been promised (102). The text associates wealth with
terror and lack of pity: “le père n’aura aucune pitié pour son fils. Il n’en a pour
personne…[il] est le plus terrible, le plus riche” (119). The lover’s fortune causes conflict
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between the lovers as well; he believes she has agreed to the affair because of his money
and the girl does not contradict him (51). Wealth is also depicted as exploitative: the lover
explains that his father made his fortune by building cheap huts for poor natives. While he
claims that the poor habitually live all together in huts that open onto the street and that it
is best to please them, it is clear that he knows nothing about the reality of poverty, and is
complicit in profiting from the misery of others.
The text also depicts inequality of class within the French colonial population. The
three children have learned to hide their poverty from other white colonists: “nous avions
d’abord appris à nous taire sur le principal de notre vie, la misère” (75). Although the
protagonist understands the difference in social status between her family and more
affluent whites, she does not yet understand the choices her desperate mother is forced to
make. The narration shifts to third-person as an omniscient narrator reflects on the past,
explaining that the mother allows her daughter to dress provocatively in the hopes that she
might attract a wealthy man: “il faudra bien que l’argent arrive dans la maison, d’une façon
ou d’une autre il le faudra…[the girl] saura peut-être un jour comment on fait venir
l’argent dans cette maison. C’est pour cette raison, elle ne le sait pas, que la mère permet à
son enfant de sortir dans cette tenue d’enfant prostituée” (33). The struggle against poverty
is portrayed not as an attempt at upward mobility, but as an intense desire to escape their
circumstances: “ce n’est pas qu’il faut arriver à quelque chose, c’est qu’il faut sortir de là
où l’on est” (32).60
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Apart from attracting attention from men, the mother views an education in math as another way out
for her daughter; thus, she is not pleased when her daughter receives high grades in French rather than
math (31).
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L’amant reveals restrictive norms of gender that intersect with the racist norms of
the colony. Despite the family’s poverty, the protagonist enjoys some agency– she works
toward a future, however uncertain, and engages in a transgressive affair. In writing, she
also finds a way to escape abusive family dynamics and finds her own voice, despite her
mother’s discouragement (29). By contrast, the well-off French women in the colony lack
agency: they are described as lost in a state of perpetual waiting, preserving themselves for
Europe: “elles ne font rien, elles se gardent seulement, elles se gardent pour l’Europe, les
amants, les vacances en Italie, les longs congés de six mois tous les trois ans…Elles
attendent. Elles s’habillent pour rien. Elles se regardent...Certaines sont plaquées pour une
jeune domestique qui se tait. Plaquées. On entend ce mot les atteindre, le bruit qu’il
fait…Certaines se tuent” (27). These women have failed to fulfill their womanly mission
of “civilizing” the colony.61 Their attempts to represent Europe and maintain the happy
bourgeois home in the colonies leave them with no real occupation except that of dressing
in elaborate European attire and monitoring one another in their small isolated community.
The passage highlights colonial women’s stultifying role, as described by Marie-Paule Ha :
“the coloniale is called upon to duplicate the middle-class social and cultural habitus
through her elegant attire and her exquisite taste in home furnishings” (172). Charged with
civilizing the colony and representing the French homeland, they are controlled by
gendered and racist norms they help to maintain; any expressed discontent results in being
replaced by Indochinese mistresses who will “keep quiet” rather than complaining, and
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they live in fear of social ostracism. The above passage emphasizes the ways in which the
inequalities of gender and race reinforce one another: an Indochinese servant, subjugated
because of her race, remains docile in order to gain a more privileged position as mistress
of a colonial administrator, while the white women are controlled by the threat of losing
social status. As in Un barrage, the colonial image of the pristine European home is
revealed to be a façade. Not only is her own home unstable and dangerous, the girl
instinctively also realizes that most colonial women she knows are constrained, disciplined,
and mired in a destructive fantasy of womanhood. She is both fascinated and horrified by
their passivity, despair, and the rumors of suicide. These women’s predicament contrasts
with the mother’s situation: rejected by white society due to her poverty, she cannot
participate in such restrictive gendered norms even if she wanted to.
The fact that the protagonist enjoys limited agency, however, does not mean that
she has any possibility of changing or resisting the norms that govern her life and will
eventually separate her from the Chinese lover. On the day she departs for France, leaving
the lover behind, the girl must hide her sorrow from her mother and brother “parce qu’il
était chinois et qu’on ne devait pas pleurer ce genre d’amants” (135). The girl has
accomplished what her mother hoped: she escapes the colony and has a chance at a better
life. The price to pay is compliance with race and class hierarchies, and separation from a
loved one.
***
L’amant de la Chine du Nord departs radically from the narrative style of the first
two novels: the development, climax, and dénouement, indicating progression, of Un
barrage, and the more minimalist style of L’amant, where the first-person authorial
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narrative voice introduces the novel as fragmented remembrance. L’amant de la Chine du
Nord is more complex in both genre and in narrative form. The genre is mixed, as an
authorial narrative voice presents the text: “C’est un livre. C’est un film. C’est la nuit” (17).
This tripartite classification involving increasingly unlikely definitions – book, film, night serves to confound any analysis based on genre. Miguet-Ollagnier describes the text as
“[un] travail mixte de romancière, de dialoguiste de film, de metteur en scène,” observing
that “Alors que L’amant ne comportait pas de mention générique, L’amant de la Chine du
nord est suivi de l’indication “roman”. …En fait dans bien des oeuvres antérieures, M.
Duras ne tenait pas à une définition du genre pratiqué…” (16).62 The authorial narrator
characterizes the text as based on her youth, but also troubles readers’ expectations of an
autobiographical account: she first states that she wrote this book after learning of the
death of the Chinese lover, so that writing appears to be an act of grief and affirmation as
she re-lives the story of her youth (9); but then she implies that the text is fictional by
saying that she has become once again a writer of novels (12). The narrator identifies
herself as the writer of Un barrage and L’amant when she states that she has chosen again
not to name the character of the mother: “c’est celle qui n’a de nom dans le premier livre ni
dans celui qui l’avait précédé ni dans celui-ci” (13). Nevertheless, the authorial narrator’s
presentation of the text as her past and her identification with the previous two texts does
not render it an autobiography. Miguet-Ollagnier explains: “l’écrivain crée une illusion
référentielle en dédiant à Thanh [the family’s servant] le récit de 1991. Mais ni cette
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dédicace ni la prétendue photo du Chinois dans Match ne constituent réellement des
éléments fiables de pacte autobiographique. ..” (20).63
Adding to the confusion of genre, there is a “polyphonie” (Miguet-Ollagnier 22) of
narrative voices: an authorial narrative voice, a first-person narrator who sometimes
reviews the past and sometimes remains in present, and a third-person narrator, generally
speaking in the present tense. The role of the authorial narrative voice differs in L’amant
de la Chine du nord: she inserts herself as critic and authority in the text, interpreting
scenes, providing instructions for a film based on the text, either in the text or in footnotes,
and she mentions textual choices: “La jeune fille, dans le film, dans ce livre ici, on
l’appellera l’enfant” (21)64. Distancing herself from the protagonist by referring to her in
the third person, “je suis restée un an dans ce roman, enfermée dans cette année-là de
l’amour entre le Chinois et l’enfant” (11), the authorial narrative voice does not claim to be
relating images from her life, as in L’amant. Rather, a series of cinematic scenes follows
the preface without the authorial narrative voice casting herself as the character in those
scenes. She writes of the later life of the main character: “toute sa vie, même vieille,
[l’enfant] avait pleuré sur la terrible injustice dont leur mère avait été victime” (100),
claiming that this is a more accurate version of the events related in the first two novels
(78), and referencing other Duras works.65 She thus interprets her own text and presents
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herself as the authority on all three texts.66 Jellenik offers a postmodern commentary on the
narrator, stating that narrators of the twentieth century depart from “the booming authority
of omniscient [nineteenth-century] narrators…the only authority that persona [the authorial
narrative voice] might claim resides in his or her authoritative questioning of the tacit
absolutes which served as the foundation of texts of previous centuries – absolutes such as
a belief in…a transcendent literary model, and in a knowable, representable self” (Jellenik
37-38). In L’amant de la Chine du nord, the authorial narrative voice refuses a
“transcendant literary model” that would show a moral or incontrovertible truth, as she
repeatedly challenges the events or images recounted and the analyses of those events.
Also, by revisiting and re-interpreting characters and events, the text erodes the certainty of
the “knowable, representable self.” But while the depiction of events and characters of
these novels vary in every successive re-telling, the constant across all three texts is the
naming and distinctions of race (“le Chinois,” les Blancs”, etc.) and the portrayal of racial,
class, and gender inequalities, which remain oppressive despite a more complex
description in the later two novels. In the final novel, the narrative authorial voice, cast as
an authority in the three texts, does not question or refute these inequalities, implying that
they are enduring.
The polyphonic, multi-genre, minimalist format of L’amant de la Chine du nord
suggests complexity and stasis. The narrative structure of the text is not the development,
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climax, and dénouement of Un barrage, nor the long paragraphs presenting characters and
events that appear in L’amant, but fragmented sentences and dialogue, similar to a
screenplay. Short present-tense sentences portray a scene, followed by dialogue. Images
dominate the text; the authorial narrative voice intervenes to specify which images must be
used if the text were made into a film: “Ciel bleu, fleuve vide, immense, énorme, nuit
indécise, relative, les routes, les buffles, un fleuve vu de plus haut, la boue. Bleu, paquebot,
pluie droite, la pluie sur tout. La transparence qui la remplace. Ciel nu” (233). These
images of sea, rain, a blue, naked sky, and river, framed within short fragmented sentences,
reflect changelessness and vast emptiness. Also, the narration of the third novel, like many
of Duras’s later works, is characterized by blanks or gaps; this minimalist style has been
described as “opaque” language, or an “image of dark silence” (Genova 45, 46), or, as de
Chalonge terms it, following Barthes, “écriture blanche.” Textual gaps appear in the place
of any background or psychological rationalization; images of places and events are
presented without explanation, and characters act, declare, and express emotion, even
violent emotion, with no connection to prior events. For example, in the first part of
L’amant de la Chine du Nord the lover offers the child a cake. He laughs when she
devours it. “Tu en veux un autre? Elle voit qu’il rit. Elle dit que non, elle n’en veut pas”
(39). While her refusal can be interpreted as a desire not to be ridiculed, her motive is not
explained. These two sentences are followed by a blank space on the page. The fragmented
narration serves to showcase characters’ fractured relationships and occasionally
problematic behavior rather than any progression of events or development of emotion or
motive.67 Furthermore, as the authorial narrative voice explains in the beginning, the
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See Jellenik, 89-100, for more on the minimalist aesthetic of L’amant de la Chine du nord.
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protagonist is now called “l’enfant,” a more general appellation than a named character as
in Un barrage or even “la petite” as in L’amant. “L’enfant” is thus cast as the
representation of any child, rather than one specific child; her behavior that of any child in
her circumstances or in that society.68
The complexity of the narrative form reflects the complicated hierarchies that are
showcased in L’amant de la Chine du Nord. In the previous two novels, whites, especially
wealthy whites, are privileged oppressors, and every other ethnicity is racially
marginalized. In this final text, the Chinese, the powerful people who had formerly
invaded and ruled Indochina, are depicted as a formidable threat to French colonizers. At
school, when the girl is ostracized for her association with a Chinese lover, she explains
that: “cette société…[a peur] de la syphilis. De la peste. De la gale. Du cholera. Des
Chinois…Ils ne sont pas colonisés les Chinois, ils sont ici comme ils seraient en Amérique,
ils voyagent. On peut pas les attraper pour les coloniser, on le regrette d’ailleurs” (114).
The Chinese are perceived as a force that cannot be dominated or colonized. Even though
the whites consider themselves to be racially superior, the Chinese are on an equal if not
superior social standing to colonial whites. Whereas in L’amant, the family disdained the
lover because he was Chinese, in L’amant de la Chine du nord, it is the Chinese who reject
the whites: “les vieux Chinois…ne voulaient pas des Blanches pour leurs fils, même
comme maitresses” (118). The Chinese mores and laws of the older generation preclude
the lover from marrying the girl; his Chinese fiancée is chosen for her family’s wealth but
also for their own culture and values (104). While the French mother is at first appalled at
the idea of her child marrying a Chinese, she later hopes for it because he is so wealthy; the
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lover’s father and Chinese law prevent the marriage. The Chinese lover tells the mother
that “mon père…préférerait que je meure plutôt que trahir la loi” (146).
The powerful position of the Chinese is echoed in the strikingly different portrayal
of the Chinese lover in this text. In the previous novels, he is characterized as weak,
lacking in virility, and afraid of the older brother, but here he and his wealthy father are
stronger than the whites, and even more powerful than the cruel older brother, whom the
“enfant” calls “criminal.” In the lover’s first meeting with the mother, he is described as
tall and elegant: “Lui, c’est un Chinois. Un Chinois grand. Il a la peau blanche des Chinois
du Nord. Il est très élégant” (38), reinforcing the stereotype of northern Chinese as taller
and whiter than southern Chinese. In his interactions with the family, he dominates; at a
meeting between him and the mother, he reads a letter from his father, who has decided to
pay the mother’s debts, mainly incurred by the older brother’s gambling and opium use,
and to pay her journey to France, in order to get the family to leave the colony. The father
pays off the mother because the lover has taken the girl’s virginity, thus dishonoring the
family. When the older brother tries to interject, the Chinese lover “fait comme s’il n’avait
pas entendu” and “le frère aîné est seul…Ni la mère ni le Chinois ne prennent garde au
frère ainé” (128-129). Described as “tout à coup terrible, de calme et de douceur” (131),
the Chinese lover is in complete control of the situation as he demonstrates gracious
generosity. Only the older brother, who displays a virulent racism in calling him “sale
Chinetoque” (164), is incapable of understanding that the powerful Chinese tycoon holds
the French family’s fate in his hands.
The family’s servant, Thanh, plays an important role; he is entrusted with the
money the Chinese father gives to the mother, so that the older brother will not be able to
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steal it. Thanh is an autonomous figure who is neither white, native Indochinese, nor
Chinese. He is likely Thai, since he is said to belong to the forest of Siam, that is, Thailand
at that time (175).69 Thanh and the child are deeply attached to one another; he calls her
“ma sœur” (175), and seems to be a part of the family, but he remains in the colony upon
their departure. Thanh does not fulfill the “Uncle Tom” role that Marie-Paule Ha asserts
the family servant plays in Un barrage (Outre-mer/Autre-mer, 321, footnote 5). Despite
his closeness to the French family, he fears giving in to his desire to kill white colonists: “il
a en lui la peur de tuer les hommes et femmes à peau blanche, qu’il doit faire attention à lui”
(176). The control of the French colonists, predicated on racial superiority and portrayed as
absolute in Un barrage and L’amant, is threatened by the uncolonized, powerful Chinese
and by those who dream of killing white colonists.
Racial hierarchies are further complicated by economic differences in the novel.
Poverty alienates the family from other whites and is a constant source of shame for them
among other whites: “On n’a plus vu des Blancs pour des années…les Blancs, ils avaient
honte de nous” (98). The child also experiences shame because of her mother, who at times
demonstrates mental instability and depression: “honteuse de sa mère…elle avait pleuré
sur cette mère pas sortable dont elle avait honte” (120). Nevertheless, the mother is wellknown by the Indochinese and even the Chinese lover’s father, because of her dedication
to her Indochinese students (124).
…[Elle est] adorée en Indochine parce qu’elle a une passion pour son métier…Elle
a élevé des milliers d’enfants…On dit qu’elle n’a jamais abandonné un enfant
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See Florence de Chalonge’s “Dans l’Orient de M. Duras, que sont les Orientaux devenus?” 29-42, in
L’Orient(s) de Marguerite Duras (2014), for an examination of the novels’ foreign characters and their role
as the Other in relation to the French girl.
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avant qu’il sache lire et écrire. Jamais. Qu’elle faisait des cours tard le soir pour les
enfants dont elle savait qu’ils seraient des ouvriers plus tard, des “manuels,” elle
disait: des exploités. Elle ne les lâchait que lorsqu’elle était sûre qu’ils étaient
capables de lire un contrat de travail (117).
The mother hopes to empower her students to avoid the exploitation and deceit that she has
encountered; she sees herself as an ally to those consigned to manual labor, and believes
that they, like herself, are exploited in the colony. Her dedication for her profession,
however, does nothing for her socioeconomic status. The respect she commands among the
Indochinese neither ameliorates her poverty nor changes her status among the whites, and
her daughter’s affair with the Chinese can only increase the whites’ disdain for the family.
Still, even in poverty, whiteness bestows prestige, and the wealthy Chinese lover knows it:
“il y a chez lui ce jour-là une sorte d’insolence heureuse, d’assurance qui lui vient d’être là,
dans cette maison de Blancs, si pauvres que soient ces Blancs” (127). In part, his assurance
and confidence come from being associated with whiteness. Indeed, at the child’s boarding
school, she and her friend Hélène Lagonelle occupy a privileged position among the
indigenous or métisse students, and are allowed certain liberties because of their race:
“Elles sont de race blanche. Elles sont dispensées de la promenade réglementaire des
métisses abandonnées – parce que blanches, si pauvres que soient leurs familles – sur leur
simple demande” (63). Hélène asks “l’enfant” how she could have slept with a Chinese
and concludes that it must be because she is poor; the implication is that, because of her
poverty, she is content to settle with an inferior race (92-93).
Gendered and racial norms that shape the characters’ lives are not only maintained
by the family, as in L’amant, but also associated with a predilection for problematic
behavior that seems to be endemic not only to the family but also to the colony itself. The
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mother is mentally unstable; as Thanh recounts: “Je sais pas comment elle devient pas folle,
la mère” (175). “L’enfant” contradicts him, emphasizing: “Elle devient folle. Tu le sais. –
Oui. Je le sais” (175). The mother is described as “une sorte de reine…sans patrie…de la
pauvreté, de la folie” (117), a queen without country betrayed by the French colonial
administration, which deceived her with the promise of land she could not cultivate. Her
madness is due to tragedy, the stress of poverty, and her oldest son, Pierre, who has
increased her debt. But she is not the only one going mad: the native population is as well.
The horrors of poverty and nature itself drive women to insanity: “à force de leurs enfants
morts de faim, du soleil, de la forêt, des nuages de moustiques, des chiens enragés, et puis
des tigres » (107). The older brother Pierre is portrayed as an almost inhuman evil force, as
he is in L’amant. In this text, it is not only the girl who perceives the threat he poses; the
mother, who loves him best, admits that she fears he will one day kill or destroy the
younger brother. She plans to send him back to France in the hope of saving the family
from his influence: “ça finira avec le départ [du frère ainé]” (175).
In another departure from the earlier two novels, sexual transgressions mark the
protagonist. She demonstrates a desire for sexual relations that violate colonial norms of
race. She and her friend, Hélène Lagonelle, discuss what the price of white versus
indigenous prostitutes must be; the child offers to bring Hélène to have sex with the
Chinese man, and she mentions wanting to sleep with the native servants at their boarding
school: “j’ai envie de tous les boys” (66). She propositions Thanh to have sex with her,
claiming that she and Thanh have always wanted it. Incest is also mentioned: she appears
younger in this text than in the previous two novels, but experiments sexually with her
little brother Paulo, and declares that she wants to love no one but him until her death (58).
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Unlike the other two novels, this novel portrays her sexual initiations and transgressions as
entirely her own choices; the mother mentions that she is obliged to let her do whatever
she likes (119). Her attempts at sexual transgressions represent a limited agency in an
environment in which madness, violence, and racial divisions are prevalent, and in which
she will ultimately have no choice in separating from her lover.
In her analysis of Duras’s works, Germaine Brée highlights what she terms “primal
disorder.” She describes the transgressive character of Anne-Marie Stretter, a colonial
administrator’s wife whose young lover committed suicide over her and who appears in a
number of Duras’s texts; the protagonist of L’amant de la Chine du Nord claims to know
Stretter (108-109). In Brée’s words, Stretter is the incarnation of “two incompatible powers:
the power to give death; the power to live an everyday life” and a “heraldic figure of
disorder, a passionately desired primal disorder” (275).70 In L’amant de la Chine du Nord,
“primal disorder” is manifest in the madness, violence, and danger rampant in the colony
and the violence associated with the lover’s ethnicity, which both horrify and fascinate the
girl, as shown in a conversation between them: “[il dit] Qu’est-ce que tu as peur le plus?
Les tigres ou les gens? Elle dit elle crie: -- Des gens. De toi. De toi, le Chinois” (106). A
bit later, she realizes that he fantasizes about killing her because he cannot have her. The
suggestion of violence in the Chinese intrigues her: “Tu m’aurais tuée comment à LongHai? –Comme un Chinois. Avec la cruauté en plus de la mort” (109). As Madeleine
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Marie Paule Ha comments on the literary figure of the destructive female in the colonies: “Behind what is
commonly perceived as ‘the myth of the destructive female,’ what we find, I suggest, is an expression of the
anxiety surrounding the solidity and viability of the bourgeois value system outside the hexagon…a
common topos in colonial novels is the rapid transformation of the female protagonists during the journey
to the colony” (“Portrait of the Young Woman as a Coloniale” 172-173).
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Borgomano observes in “Questions d’Orient(s) dans l’oeuvre de Marguerite Duras” (2014):
“l’amant lui-même, un homme pourtant doux et attentionné, conforte le mythe [de l’Orient]
en se donnant comme cruel, forcément cruel…Marguerite Duras se fait l’écho tardif et
involontaire des mythes du “sombre Orient” (24). China, the powerful country the French
could not colonize, symbolizes the dangerous “Other,” a constant threat, and the appeal of
“primal disorder.” In “La Chine lointaine, l’enfance de Marguerite Duras” (2014),
Catherine Rodgers writes of an earlier unpublished Duras text about her childhood: “Une
analyse du texte Les petits pieds de la Chine permet de remonter à la source de cette
fascination. La Chine y est associée à la cruauté, l’enfance et l’étrangeté; elle est aussi un
ailleurs protecteur. Elle incarne L’Autre » (305). In Les petits pieds de la Chine, the young
Duras is terrified by a tiger at Long-Hai, “un lieu de perte, de passage où se rassemblent les
mendiants, ces tueurs de chiens, et les folles, ces femmes qui rient et pleurent en même
temps” (Rodgers 311-312). Moreover, Rodgers notes that for the French, the home of the
Chinese lover, Cholon, signified a modern-day “Gomorrah,” a place of sin and corruption,
so that a Chinese lover from Cholon would epitomize the ultimate transgression for a
young French girl (314). Although gentle, the Chinese lover represents the unknowable,
the unrepresentable, resembling the child’s phantasms. Undertones of violence and murder
coexist with love, unquestioned by the authorial narrative voice. Violence, depicted as a
fantasy or game rather than subjugation, both buttresses and obscures oppressions of
gender, race, and class, which remain undisputed. Despite her sexual agency, there is no
way for the girl to resist or change the forces that shape her life and eventually separate her
from the Chinese lover. The text portrays undercurrents of madness, violence, and sexual
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deviance that leave no room for the façade of white purity so important to French colonial
domination in Un barrage.
The fascination with violence and its association with the Chinese expose a racist
tension in the text. It was historically the colonizer who violated the bodies of the
colonized: as Laura Stoler explains in her analysis of sexual and familial relations and
conquest in the colonies, “sexual violence was fundamental to conquest, as was colonizing
the hearts and minds of women, children, and men” (Stoler 865). In L’amant de la Chine
du Nord, the gendered aspect of the colonizer’s violence is attributed to the Chinese: the
Chinese lover would kill the girl because she will not belong to him. Violence is exoticized,
so that the “Other” appears dangerous, and the colonizer’s oppression is effaced. The text
also engages in a latent racism in the role of native Indochinese, who occupy more space in
the text than in the previous two novels. Indochinese figure as part of a landscape to
provide color to cutaway scenes, and Vietnamese words are sometimes featured. MiguetOllagnier observes: “à côté des voix humaines, Marguerite Duras avait aussi rêvé de faire
entendre des voix du pays, des chants vietnamiens, de faire voir des paysages dans ce
qu’elle appelle des plans de coupe” (22). Their vague, voiceless, faceless songs offer
background noise to scenes; they are not subjects, and, in the telling description of MiguetOllagnier, Indochinese are not featured as “human voices,” but rather only part of the
country or landscape.
The violence of the gaze, first referred to in Un barrage and L’amant, is depicted
again in this novel. In her analysis of the patriarchal structures of Hollywood film, Laura
Mulvey writes that scopophilia, or the desire and pleasure of looking, immobilizes and
reifies the regarded person. “[Freud] associated scopophilia with taking other people as
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objects, subjecting them to a controlling and curious gaze” (Mulvey 59); the regarded
object in Hollywood films is generally the woman, who has no value in herself except
what she inspires in the male character. The other side of domination is the agency of the
one who holds the gaze: the act of looking is an act of learning and gaining mastery over
self and others. In 2009, Mulvey revisited her landmark essay to explore how women in
the audience might identify with the male hero, and what are the effects when a female
character occupies the main narrative role. Similarly, the gaze in L’amant de la Chine du
Nord involves limited self-discovery as well, when she looks at herself in a mirror after her
first sexual encounter with the lover and realizes that she has somehow changed: “Elle se
regarde. Elle se voit…Elle se regarde elle – elle s’est approchée de son image. Elle
s’approche encore. Ne se reconnait pas bien. Elle ne comprend pas ce qui est arrivé. Elle le
comprendra des années plus tard: elle a déjà le visage détruit de toute sa vie » (84-85). In
this passage, she experiences a moment of brief self-discovery when she realizes that her
reflection is no longer the same; she is startled and confused, although she does not yet
know what is different.
The gaze as domination, however, also appears often in L’amant de la Chine du
Nord. This phenomenon is first introduced in Un barrage, when Suzanne is humiliated by
stares in the wealthy white spaces of the city, and when M. Jo’s gaze allows him to
objectify Suzanne, possess her, and render her unthreatening; according to one critic: “the
owner-spectator hopes through the gaze to reduce the mystery of the other to the level of
banality. Such banality is necessary to combat the undercurrent of fear, brought on by her
mystery, a fear that pervades his relationship with Suzanne” (O’Neill 48-49). The concept
of the gaze is further developed in L’amant, where a similar dynamic is described: the gaze
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reduces the other to helplessness, shame, and dishonor: “Du moment qu’on est vu, on ne
peut pas regarder. Regarder c’est avoir un mouvement de curiosité vers, envers, c’est
déchoir…Il est toujours déshonorant” (69). The gaze’s dishonor consists in rendering the
regarded person in an object incapable of becoming the subject.71 Even more than the other
two novels, the third novel depicts the gaze as an act of demeaning the other. In L’amant
de la Chine du Nord, the characters look at and are looked at by others (74, 75, 76, 82, 83,
84, 141, 166, and others), but the person regarding governs the other. The Chinese lover
looks at the girl; although she allows him to do so, it is a moment of domination: “Elle a
pali…Elle va vers lui. Elle dit rien, cesse de le regarder. Il…la regarde. Elle, non. Elle a les
yeux baissés, elle le laisse regarder” (75).72
Although it seems that the affair changes the girl in some way because the authorial
narrative voice claims it has given her the “visage détruit” she will have all her life, the
protagonist is portrayed as already mature, and perhaps wiser than the other members of
the family. She perceptively analyzes people, relationships, and situations and then
articulates her observations – for example, she accuses the mother of loving the older
brother, Pierre, more than her other two children. Described as “insolente, libre” (36), she
does not hesitate at anything (38). These events in her life and her coming of age are not
characterized by increased maturity, agency, and integration into society as in a typical
bildungsroman, nor by an ascending line of narrative indicating achievement, but rather by
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See also Suzanne Chester’s article “Writing the Subject” (1992) and her analysis of the power relations in
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The gaze also reveals characters’ emotions: “C’est dans le regard qu’il a sur elle qu’on devinerait qu’il va
l’aimer” (74).
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loss, separation from the lover, and departure.73 And although “l’enfant” acts with a certain
agency by participating in this transgressive affair and in her behavior towards her family,
she has no agency in altering the norms that shape her life; indeed, it is not suggested that
she or any other character can or should do so.
Exile, loss, and sorrow are frequently mentioned in the text: “L’enfant pleure.
Hélène Lagonelle pleure avec elle. Toujours elles pleuraient ensemble sans savoir pourquoi,
d’émotion, d’amour, d’enfance, d’exil” (55). Even prior to her departure from the colony,
the girl appears to be always already exiled, since home is denied her. Her family’s house
is a site of fear and instability; if there is a home in this text, however temporary, it is the
Chinese man’s garçonnière. In this refuge, which seems suspended in time and removed
from place, the lovers wait, and sometimes weep. Here, distinctions of race are blurred: the
lover tells the girl that the food and the climate have made her body like that of the natives
(120). But this temporary home is also pervaded by the expectation of sorrow and loss. The
text emphasizes silence and passivity: “nous nous taisons” or “ils se taisent” (123). The
characters’ tears, and silence reflect helplessness and their inability to alter their lives or to
prevent departure.
And yet, writing emerges as a form of agency. The protagonist characterizes
writing as a vehicle of survival, saying: “il y aura les livres au-dehors du cercueil” (187);
she believes that the texts she will write will bear witness to the wrongs done to her mother
and shame the French administration (98). By contrast, spoken language is either futile or
it is prevented. Words fail the lover and the girl as they contemplate the future, and
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sometimes prove to be inadequate, as when the lover declares that there is no word to
describe the child’s family (159). Dialogue, so much more prominent in this text than the
other two, is unproductive; it leads to no development or action, sentences drift off, and
questions often remain unanswered. The characters’ occasional aphasia suggests despair
and an inability to change their lives. No resistance to norms of race, class, or gender is
suggested or possible. As in L’amant, the text closes with a phone call from the lover,
years later. In L’amant, the lover’s phone call emphasizes the endurance of love: “Il lui
avait dit que c’était comme avant, qu’il l’aimait encore, qu’il ne pourrait jamais cesser de
l’aimer, qu’il l’aimerait jusqu’à sa mort” (L’amant 141). In L’amant de la Chine du Nord,
the lover’s attempt at communication is met with silence from the protagonist: “Elle était
devenue invisible, inatteignable. Et il avait pleuré. Très fort. De plus fort de ses forces”
(232). There is no response to his suffering; she has become inaccessible to him. This final
retelling emphasizes exile and loss.
When examined chronologically, these novels reveal a decrease in agency or in the
possibility of resisting racial, class, or gender inequalities, and an increasingly complex
characterization of racial hierarchies. The retelling of these events in a progressively static
and complex narrative reflects the norms that control the outcome of the characters’ lives
and the inability of the characters to change those norms. By the third novel, inequalities
are portrayed as difficult or impossible to surmount, and the French characters in the
novels are restricted and subjugated by the racial norms and class divisions they
themselves help to enforce. Racist norms are located in the characters themselves. Madness,
racism, violence, and evil are not presented as aberrations, but as endemic to society itself;
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by the third text, published some forty years after the first, racial, economic, and gender
inequalities have survived the fall of colonialism itself.
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Chapter Two:
Hiraeth, Nostalgia and Home: Race and Class in Marie Cardinal’s Work

“ma belle terre, ma mère, ma génitrice, de quelle manière ignoble et basse je t’ai perdue!”
--Au pays, 61

If Duras’s characters seek to leave the colony, a land that was never “home,” Marie
Cardinal’s texts, set in 1960s-1980s Algeria and France, chronicle the journeys of piednoir women who long to come home and never can.74 Cardinal, daughter of an upper-class
pied-noir family, was raised on her family’s Algerian estate, a vineyard encompassing
thousands of acres. Owned since 1836, it was lost to them after Algerian independence.
Themes of home, exile, and an overwhelming sense of loss and nostalgia dominate her
texts, which are loosely based on her life. La clé sur la porte (1972) fictionalizes a time
spent raising three children alone when Cardinal’s husband worked in Québec, while the
novel Les mots pour le dire (1975), is based on her experience with psychoanalysis. The
travel journal Au pays de mes racines (1980) chronicles an authorial narrator’s return to
post-independence Algeria after years of exile, and Les pieds-noirs, Algérie 1920-1954
(1988), gives a nostalgic account of colonial Algeria, starting off with a description of her
beloved childhood home and her youth. Autrement dit (1977) is Cardinal’s interview with
French writer Annie Leclerc interspersed with her reflections and memories, and her
interpretation of her own texts.
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Pieds-noirs are those of French or European background and/or citizenship who lived in Algeria. There is
disagreement as to the provenance of the term: some accounts state they were called pieds-noirs after the
coalworkers in ferry boats going to Algeria, while others say the term refers to French soldiers’ black boots.
European Algerians of many ethnicities were given French citizenship. Muslim Algerians were denied French
citizenship on account of their religion, which was deemed to be incompatible with European beliefs and
th
lifestyle; in an attempt at assimilation in the 19 century, they were offered the benefits of citizenship only
if they renounced their statut personnel as Muslims, so most rejected citizenship (Dunwoodie 13).
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As a young woman, Cardinal left Algeria to complete her studies. She became a
philosophy professor, married, and returned often to her family’s Algerian home although
she lived at various times in Greece and in France. During her time abroad, the war for
independence broke out, suddenly exiling her from her homeland, as she describes in Les
Pieds-noirs: she had come home to Algeria to give birth to her daughter, and left that
summer planning to return for Christmas. At her departure, she did not know that she
would never be able to return, and would no longer have a house there.75 Her transition to
life in France was accompanied by relative economic hardship she had not previously
faced: as a young mother, Cardinal occasionally worked as journalist and ghost writer in
addition to her position as philosophy professor in order to make ends meet. Cardinal and
her family lost not only their home but also income and social status.
In examining Cardinal’s nostalgic texts, her family’s role as colonizers is crucial to
keep in mind.76 Although Cardinal supported Algerian independence, opposing her own
family’s position, and condemns colonialism in her work, her texts do not portray the
violence of French colonial occupation of Algeria. Her family’s farm would have been
given to her ancestors by the French government, appropriating it from native Muslim
Algerians77 as part of the colonial campaigns that started in the late 1820s. After
conquering the city of El Djezair and re-naming it Algiers in July 1830, the French
massacred rural Muslim populations and razed villages, crops, and herds over the next
decade in an effort to destroy Muslim resistance; they fought native opposition
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See Emma Webb’s introduction of Marie Cardinal: New Perspectives for a brief account of Cardinal’s life;
see also Cardinal’s description of her departure in Autrement dit (14-15) and Les pieds-noirs (11-12).
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Dunwoodie, Stora, Lacheraf, Bourdieu, among others, provide histories of the colonization of Algeria.
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For the sake of simplicity, I will use the terms native and Muslim to refer to non-French and non-Jewish
Algerians, who included numerous ethnicities and cultures. See Dunwoodie’s analysis of the difficulty and
politics of naming (4).
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sporadically until 1857 and again in the uprising of 1871.78 During these years in which
Muslim Algerians were gradually impoverished, Marie Cardinal’s family increased their
wealth, becoming owners of an estate structured like a feudal establishment, such as
Lacheraf describes. 79 The French family employed Muslim workers in the home and in the
fields, especially at harvest. It is possible that the Muslim Algerians whom Cardinal’s
narrators characterize as beloved members of the family or as close friends are descendants
of those the family helped dispossess of land.
Dunwoodie explains that one hundred years after the French first arrived in Algiers
“European ownership – whether State or private – had been imposed on approximately 7.7
million hectares, or 40 per cent of the territory” (18). The French had appropriated irrigated,
fertile land; French property law had codified the dispossession of the native Algerians;
traditional collective land ownership was exchanged for individual-based ownership;
Muslim laws had been nullified; and traditional socioeconomic structures had been
disrupted.80 In part, rationalization for the French colonization and settling of Algeria (and
by the non-Muslim populations who were also granted French citizenship) was based on
European conceptions of individual land ownership opposed to collective land ownership.
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See Dunwoodie’s Writing French Algeria, chapter 1, “The End of El Djezair,” especially pages 8-18 for an
account of the violence of the French conquest and ensuing land appropriation and impoverishment of
Muslim Algerians. See also Pierre Bourdieu’s Sociologie de l’Algérie (1974), which details how property laws
were used to dispossess native Algerians.
79
L’Algérie: nation et société, 70. Mostefa Lacheraf describes French colonialism in Algeria as an artificial
feudal system which impoverished rural Muslim populations and cut them off from tribal federations,
decreasing the possibility of organized resistance.
80
See Dunwoodie, 15-16: “Expropriation soon generated a rural proletariat which was barely able to
survive and was dependent on the Europeans for work. It disrupted basic socio-economic structures and,
from about 1930, gave rise to an urban explosion as landless Muslims (and impoverished settlers) fled the
countryside under the impact of a capitalistic concentration of ownership” (16). I explore French
rationalization of land appropriation more in my study of Au pays de mes racines.
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In addition, the vision of the colonial civilizing mission was especially emphasized in
Algeria, which was a settlement population, unlike Indonesia, where relatively few French
lived.
In Cardinal’s texts, colonial realities are overlaid by a sense of physical exile from
a French Algeria that no longer exists; there also appears a psychological exile from a class,
an identity, and an entire way of life. The narrators’ concept of home is that of a
boundaried place lost to them after Algeria’s independence, or what Rosemary Marangoly
George terms “a private sphere of patriarchal hierarchy, gendered self-identity, shelter,
comfort, nurture and protection…built around exclusion and inclusion” and “act[ing] as an
ideological determinant of the subject” (George 1-2). In the “ideological determinant of the
self,” Cardinal’s narratives feature two outsiders: the native non-French Algerians who
rebelled against the French, and the metropolitan French, Cardinal’s “monsieur prétentieux”
(Autrement dit 23) who disdains pied-noirs. The narrators of Cardinal’s texts attempt to
claim a home that is welcoming to a pied-noir, beloved by and loving of Algerian people,
while eliminating the bourgeois and racist aspects with which they were raised. They can
never quite do this. The texts marginalize native non-French Algerians who do not fit the
protagonists’ image of Algeria.
Cardinal’s narrators express nostalgia for the homeland denied them in the postcolonial present and portray an idealized childhood home; as Hubbell observes,
“[Cardinal’s] narrators constantly slip between past and present in an effort to reattach
themselves to the homeland” (“Slipping Home” 34). They recall their homeland of Algeria
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as a sort of “Edenic space” (“The (M)Otherland” 207)81 where they could occasionally
gain a sense of freedom from restrictive bourgeois norms. In France, which they never
viewed as their true home, they attempt to create a family home that rejects those norms
and fosters the sort of physical freedom, expression, and equality that they remember in an
idealized Algeria.
For Svetlana Boym, nostalgia is a modern condition, “a longing for a home that no
longer exists or has never existed.” Coined by a Swiss doctor in 1688 from the Greek
“nostos,” to return home, and “algos,” pain (Boym xiv),82 nostalgia was first understood as
a sickness of displaced people. It is not only a longing for a place but for a different time,
and for an idealized home: “The danger of nostalgia is that it tends to confuse the actual
home and the imaginary one” (xv – xvi). Boym also differentiates between what she calls
restorative and reflective nostalgia: “Restorative nostalgia stresses nostos and attempts a
transhistorical reconstruction of the lost home…[it] does not think of itself as nostalgia, but
rather as truth and tradition…Restorative nostalgia protects the absolute truth, while
reflective nostalgia calls it into doubt” (xviii).” Cardinal’s portrayals of her childhood
home in Algeria evoke restorative nostalgia, depicting an imagined, essentialized Algeria
as the narrators’ true home and as absolute truth about the narrator’s identity.
In addition to nostalgia, I use the Welsh hiraeth83 in this study of Cardinal’s texts to
highlight her narrators’ longing for a (re) constructed of home. A term that has no direct
81

See Owen Heathcote (2006) and Lucille Cairns (1993) for more on Algeria as Eden in Cardinal’s work; see
John Durham Peters (1999) on the theme of exile in Western literature.
82
Amy Hubbell, in “The Wounds of Algeria in Pied-noir Writing” (2007) gives a similar definition of nostalgia
and an examination of its role in pied-noir writing.
83
Pronunciation of hiraeth: http://www.geiriadur.net/sain/hiraeth.mp3 . Hiraeth is said to be similar to the
Cornish hireth, the Breton hiraezh, and the Portuguese saudede (missing someone or something). An
internet search for hiraeth returns several attempts to translate hiraeth into English, many of which differ
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translation in English, hiraeth is commonly understood as a homesickness for a home to
which you cannot return or which maybe never was, and “grief or sadness after the lost or
departed, longing, yearning, nostalgia, wistfulness, homesickness, earnest desire”
(Geiriadur dictionary, 1987). For Welsh expert Gillian Thomas, hiraeth expresses longing
not only for a place but also for a state of mind:
People say to me, where are you from? And I always say the Rhondda [a valley in
Wales], and they instinctively think they know what that means and the Rhondda
isn't a place, it's a state of mind that makes me feel very happy, very warm and very
safe. And so, whenever I'm away for any period of time, I long to come back...You
know, it's not homesickness. Homesickness is too weak. You feel hiraeth, which is
a longing of the soul to come home to be safe. – 2007 interview

I use the term hiraeth to emphasize not only the nostalgic remembrance of Algeria, but
also the narrators’ textual reconstruction of an idealized home where they can recreate the
feeling of being “very happy, very warm and very safe.” They long for “the soul to come
home to be safe;” they desire to return to what the authorial narrator of Les pieds-noirs
calls “la période de l’insouciance” (11). An important unspoken loss in these texts is that
of moral standing upon acknowledging the pieds-noirs’ role in colonialism; even as the
narrators condemn racism, paternalism, and colonialism, they long for a time when they
did not understand their implication in the oppression of others. Hiraeth and nostalgia for
home appear in juxtaposition with a sense of rancorous culpability for the narrators’
family’s racism, which they denounce, and for what Cardinal terms “le cancer d’être
propriétaire” (Autrement dit 19).

from the dictionary definition in their reiteration of the concept of longing for a home that maybe never
was or for a lost peace, love, or joy. Hiraeth can also be compared to the synonyms for nostalgia that Boym
lists in The Future of Nostalgia (2001), all considered untranslatable in English: not only saudede, but the
Russian toska, the Polish tesknota, and the Romanian dor (Boym 12-13).
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Cardinal’s narrators belong to the colonizing class, not the colonized, no matter
how much they would like to renounce that position. In addition to this identity, which
they never fully accept, the narrators struggle to rid themselves of the restrictive bourgeois
values taught them by the mother. In Les mots and La clé, the protagonists experience their
social class as oppressive and alienating. They are taught to repress their sexuality and any
anger or violent emotion, and they learn that some studies, such as math, and certain
professions, such as medicine, are not appropriate for bourgeois women: although the
mother can practice medicine on native Algerians as a member of the Red Cross, she is not
allowed to be a doctor.84 At puberty, the girls are no longer allowed to frequent childhood
friends, particularly boys, and they must not associate with native Algerians as equals; a
racist, paternalistic attitude toward Muslim Algerians underpins the mother’s sense of
Christian charity. In Les mots and La clé, the first-person narrators attempt to create a new
kind of home which, in their view, will form the foundation of a more equal society.
These texts can be described as autofiction,85 although they do not feature a
narrator who claims authorship, as in Duras’s L’amant and L’amant de la Chine du nord.
Like much autofiction, her texts are difficult to classify as a particular genre. Indeed,
Cardinal rejects attempts to classify her work: “Je n’aime pas que les livres aient un genre
défini, j’aime qu’ils soient à la fois roman, poésie, essai, recherche, histoire, philosophie”
(Autrement dit 87). Because Les mots is written in the style of a “journal intime” with a
first-person narrator, it was construed by French critics as testimony, disregarding the art
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In so doing, the mother fulfills the role of the French “civilisatrice,” the benevolent white woman aiding
the impoverished natives by teaching them superior methods of hygiene and medicine.
85
Collette Trout Hall asserts that Cardinal did indeed undergo a process of psychoanalysis similar to that
described in Les mots, and gives an account of events in the author’s life that are very similar to those
related in both novels.
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involved. In an interview, Cardinal adamantly rejected this characterization: “Pour moi,
c’est un roman” (Marrone 124), and in Autrement dit: “On a dit alors: ce n’est pas un
roman, c’est une autobiographie. Comme si tous les romans n’étaient pas
autobiographiques!...Je ne veux pas qu’on dise que je témoigne. On n’a pas besoin d’être
écrivain pour témoigner. Or je suis un écrivain” (85 - 87). To be a writer means to create a
narrative, with characters, plot, and literary devices, not just to bear testimony to past
events. Cardinal’s insistence on her role as writer here is, in part, a response to sexist
reception of her work that discounts it as literary since she describes taboo subjects of a
woman’s life such as menstrual bleeding, childbirth, and abortion.86
However, in her later non-fiction texts, Au pays and Les pieds-noirs, the authorial
narrators do present the texts as testimony and as “recherche, essai, histoire,” including
pictorial evidence in Pieds-noirs.87 Au pays can be described as a travel journal that begins
with an account of the narrator’s feelings and experiences upon returning to post-colonial,
independent Algeria, and finishes with observations about the country’s political and
socio-economic issues in a style more akin to an informal essay. Les pieds-noirs is cast as a
historical, pictorial account, but through the lens of a nostalgic authorial narrator who
reminisces about a colonial Algerian past. Whether or not the narrators present the texts as
history, essay, and journalistic inquiry, I examine them as literary in order to explore the
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Cardinal responds to the sexist rejection of her work in several interviews; it was long neglected by the
French literary establishment, and was first critiqued by British and American women scholars. See the
introduction of Webb’s Marie Cardinal: New Perspectives for more on the reception of her work and the
ways in which Cardinal’s writing broke down barriers for the women authors that followed her.
87
I call Au pays and Les pieds-noirs non-fiction for simplicity’s sake, but in addition to the authorial
narrators’ observations of modern Algeria and a nostalgic portrayal of pied-noir history, the texts also
include memories of the narrators’ childhood that may be fictionalized.
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various techniques used and the ways in which hiraeth and nostalgia influence their
portrayal of Algeria and Algerians.
Another Cardinal text that defies genre is Autrement dit, which the author
introduces as a conversation among Leclerc, Cardinal, and the many readers who have
written her letters (5-7). Autrement dit and other interviews in texts by and about
Cardinal88 create a metalanguage around her texts, similar to Duras’s work. In Cardinal’s
case, this metalanguage also helps to define her work as literary, and to present the author
as “la femme que je suis plutôt que l’écrivain” (Autrement dit 7), creating a relationship of
trust between the author, her interviewer, and her readers. In effect, Cardinal asserts an
intimacy, honesty, and freedom with her readers that she states the formal written word
does not allow; she introduces Autrement dit by claiming that it is merely an imitation of
the written word (6-7). Although she never defines herself as an écrivain engagé, this text
served to establish her as an intellectual capable of analyzing the themes of social
inequality, injustice, colonialism, paternalism, racism, and materialism that appear in her
novels, even though French literary critics had paid work little attention to her work.
Autrement dit thus provides a transition to her later non-fiction works, Au pays (1980) and
Les pieds-noirs (1988), that feature commentary on colonialism and Algeria, pre- and postindependence.
Thus, Cardinal’s work is “une oeuvre personnelle mais aussi profondément
politique” (Hall 7); for Lionnet, the personal and the political are inseparable in Cardinal’s
texts (“Métissage” 264). Although Cardinal never identified as feminist, Les mots and La
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See Claire Marrone’s interview, interviews included in Hall’s Marie Cardinal, and the interview with
Bernard-Henri Lévy cited in Emma Webb’s introduction to Marie Cardinal: New Perspectives (17).
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clé, published in the 1970s, illustrate that era’s feminist refrain, “the personal is
political.”89 At the time, feminists were attempting to assert that issues considered
“personal” or “private” - abortion, mothering, sex, marriage -- had political importance;
they defined the ways in which these issues reflected larger systemic structures that
oppress women. In Les mots, the protagonist’s physical and psychological suffering is in
large part due to the restrictive bourgeois norms enforced by her mother. Her achievement
of mental health, agency, and action is thus related to understanding and rejecting those
norms. The narrators in both Les mots and La clé seek to transform their lives and their
immediate environments based on their desire to resist those norms; they believe that their
actions can lead to profound societal changes. For Tzushiow, the protagonist of Les mots
must redefine her understanding of the larger social, economic, and political implications
of family and class structure in order to transform herself and conquer her depression and
anxiety (197).
In this chapter, I interrogate the texts’ portrayal of those most marginalized by the
colonial and capitalist societies that Cardinal’s narrators criticize, and the role that the
narrators’ hiraeth and nostalgia play in the portrayal of racial and economic inequality. I
first examine the ways in which the narrators of Les mots (1975) and La clé (1972) attempt
to construct a home in France that will revolutionize society by rejecting consumerism and
materialism, and the bourgeois norms that support them. I then discuss the construction of
an idealized Algerian home.
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The introduction and second chapter of Hall’s Marie Cardinal explain Cardinal’s attitudes towards
feminism and the subjugated place of women. The slogan “the personal is political” first appeared in the
late 1960s. It has no single author; Carol Hanisch’s essay, “The Personal is Political” (1970), reflects this
sentiment, as does the work of the Combahee River Collective, Audré Lorde, Gloria E. Anzaldúa and Cherríe
Moraga, among others.
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***
Home in France
Les mots recounts a woman’s struggle with mental illness brought on by restrictive
mores. The protagonist has suffered continual bleeding, at times profusely, for years; no
doctor has been able to discover the cause of her malady, and she finally sees a
psychoanalyst in hopes of avoiding a hysterectomy. In her first psychoanalysis session, she
finds it nearly impossible to express what she calls “la chose, cette colonne de mon être,
hermétiquement close, pleine de noir en mouvance, comment en parler” (9). This “thing” is
her mental illness, of which she is profoundly ashamed and thus cannot even name; it has
come to dominate her and define her existence. Early in her psychoanalytic treatment, she
realizes that her physical symptoms of bleeding stem from psychological disorder, contrary
to what the gynecologists and neurologists had told her. It takes her seven years of
psychoanalysis to overcome her mental illness. Following her cure, she expresses disgust
with her mother’s repressive upbringing, which have resulted in a profound denial of self,
and with her family’s bourgeois, materialistic values. The novel finishes with a brief
description of her initial efforts to build a more egalitarian home. La clé, although
published before Les mots, can be characterized as the continuation of Les mots, since it
recounts a single mother’s attempts to create such a home. Both novels are narrated in the
first person by protagonists who are left unnamed, as though to represent Everywoman.
Les mots’ explicit portrayal of physical details of the narrator’s life is in itself a
rejection of bourgeois norms, as Thomas and Webb describe in their analysis of what they
term Cardinal’s “feminist confessional” writing:
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Cardinal’s refusal to disguise her embodied experience [her menstrual blood] in
academic, technical or elliptical language belies many of the conventions of “taste”
and “intellectualism” which are rigorously enforced within the French literary
milieu. Indeed, as Pierre Bourdieu has pointed out, the refinement of language and
taste, and the subordination of the body to a culture of abstraction are the markers
of French high culture (Bourdieu, 1979: 32). Cardinal’s reclamation of the crude
lexis is all the more disarming because it deconstructs many of the unspoken
expectations about what a woman should and should not say (39).

Webb and Thomas equate Cardinal and her narrator here, but whether or not Cardinal
herself actually hemorrhaged, the text’s use of “the crude lexis” and exposure of intimate
embodied experience refuses the norms of decorum and the denial of the body imposed on
bourgeois women. The failure of French critics to examine Cardinal’s work, such as Les
mots, can be attributed to a rejection of “lower-class” language, and the exposure of
intimate details of women’s lives.90
Les mots presents bourgeois values as inextricably related to inequity and
oppression within a materialistic society; the narrator’s transition to mental health depends
on rejecting these values, as well as transforming her use of language. Because the
bourgeois lexicon defines her world, there are experiences she cannot describe for she has
never been allowed to learn the words that designate them, such as the physical suffering
of workers and of women who give birth (232). She must learn the “crude lexis” in order
to understand and express the realities of women’s lives. Words such as “cristal, verre, la
valeur, le précieux” (232) have taught her the worth of every object and person within a
hierarchical system:
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In Autrement dit, Cardinal compares the reception of her work to that of a male author who also used
crude language to describe bodily functions: “Le livre de Tournier, Les Météores est sorti à peu près à la
même époque que mon dernier livre..La critique l’a reçu comme le beau livre qu’il est en réalité. On a parlé
de la littérature à son propos...parce qu’il est un homme…” (85).
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Tous ces mots servaient à designer la valeur des choses mais pas leur vie. La
hiérarchie des valeurs était établie depuis longtemps, elle était transmise en
génération en génération : une succession de mots qui me servaient de squelette et
de cervelle. Elle contenait non seulement la valeur des objets mais aussi la valeur
des gens, des sentiments, des sensations, des pensées, des pays, des races et des
religions. L’univers entier était étiqueté, range, classé, définitivement…Les valeurs
bourgeoises étaient les seules qui étaient bonnes, belles, intelligentes, elles étaient
les meilleures. A tel point que je ne savais même pas qu’elles s’appelaient valeurs
bourgeoises. Pour moi elles étaient les valeurs, tout court (232).

The text thus characterizes bourgeois ideology as devaluing people’s lives in favor of their
use value: it is capitalistic. As a child, the narrator was taught to identify the rank and
classification of people, feelings, sensations, thoughts, countries, races, and religions in a
hierarchical system, rather than seeing them as valuable in themselves.
In her sessions with the psychoanalyst, the protagonist reveals her struggle to
conform to bourgeois ideals in order please her mother, who desires her to be Catholic,
virtuous, pure, generous toward the poor: “Quand on a la chance d’avoir ce que tu as on
n’a qu’une ligne à suivre: louer le Seigneur, aider les autres et ne pas s’occuper de soi”
(92). She apparently believes that society’s hierarchy is ordained by God, and teaches her
daughter that, although everyone is equal before God, she must not invite Arab children,
not even well-off Arabs, to the home, because they would feel out of place (118). The
young girl internalizes the idea that there are two classes of people who live separate lives,
and that she must not step outside of what her mother terms “notre milieu” (124). Every
movement symbolizes social class; the mother tells her that the narrator’s father way of
eating and using tools indicates that he is not originally of their milieu (65). Social class is
revealed in character and behavior: “la charité, les bonnes moeurs, l’hygiène, la tenue”
(134). The mother practices a paternalistic racism toward poor Muslim Algerians, offering
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charity to those less fortunate, never admitting that her privilege depends on the
disenfranchisement and dispossession of others; she embodies the “civilizing mission” of
the colonial bourgeois woman.91
Les mots portrays women’s madness as conformity to norms which require them to
give up important aspects of their identity.92 The text presents the idea that there is a preexisting self which is altered by society; however, the concept of rebirth also appears, first
in the dedication: “Au docteur qui m’a aidée à naître,” and later when the protagonist
compares herself to “ [un] embryon gros de moi-même” (18). The protagonist must birth
herself, or make the journey from mental and physical illness to health and autonomy with
a psychologist who serves as midwife.93 Her journey to mental health is literally a
transformation from silence to self-expression, as the psychoanalyst intervenes little, but
simply guides her in speaking openly. Once she recognizes that her entire life has been a
struggle between repressing the self she had once been before her mother’s “lavage de
cervelle” (143) in the values of her class, she understands that her insanity has developed
out of her suppression of her identity, that is, the pre-existing self. There is no examination
of how that self may have been formed. “Ainsi ai-je fait la connaissance de la femme
qu’elle voulait que je sois…J’ai dû mesurer la force de sa volonté à tordre mon corps et ma
pensée pour leur faire prendre le chemin qu’elle avait décidé. C’est entre cette femme
91

See Marie-Paule Ha (“Portrait”) for more on the colonial woman’s role.
McGivern, Dow, and Martin offer analyses of madness in women and Les mots. Suzanne Dow argues that
madness represents blindness to women’s position in the patriarchy (113), and Elaine Martin’s “Women,
Madness, and the Middle Class” (1981) focuses on madness stemming from what she calls the “rigid and
inflexible” nature of bourgeois values (31).
93
For more on the theme of rebirth and transformation of the self in Les mots, see Susan Schwartz’s
“Reconfiguring the Colonized Body: Revolution as Rebirth” (1996). Schwartz compares Cardinal’s
madwoman and colonized subject since they are both “profoundly self-divided” (128); she states that
“notions of freedom and truth are the stuff from which the political subject constructs herself as an effect
of assuming her own desire” (132). Schwartz’s comparison of the madwoman and the colonized subject,
however, does not take into account the narrator’s position as colonizer.
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qu’elle avait voulu mettre au monde et moi que la chose s’était installée. ..” (71). In the
narrator’s efforts to conform to her mother’s wishes, she has literally become two people:
the woman whose body and mind were twisted to meet her mother’s demands, and the
repressed “moi.” As a result, she has become inactive, almost paralyzed: “J’avais
simplement de moins en moins goût à bouger, à m’exprimer, à me projeter dans une action
ou une pensée “(51). Above all, she has had to deny herself pleasures, freedom, and
sexuality, which her mother represents as dangerous and unchristian (86). As a child, the
narrator rebels from the strict path she must follow despite her desire to please her mother:
“j’avais peur parce que je voulais plaire à ma mère…et je sentais pourtant en moi une force
épouvantable qui me poussait hors du chemin que je devais suivre” (134). This denial of
self eventually leads to her anxiety, panic attacks, and depression. The protagonist of Les
mots explains that her mental illness commenced after her mother’s confession that she had
attempted to abort her, after which she loses faith in her efforts to please her mother (134141). However, as McGivern argues, the narrator’s explanation of her malady does not
account for the fact that the mother suffers the same mental health issues: “if the mother is
guilty of having transmitted the madness to the narrator, who or what transmitted it to her
[the mother]?” (4); McGivern thus concludes that all women are brought to madness by
patriarchal culture.
Once the narrator has gained her mental health and a new outlook on life in the
final part of Les mots, she describes her mother’s decline to ill health, for she cannot
sustain the shock of questioning “la charité chrétienne” on which she has based her life. If
the narrator has learned to adjust to the French middle-class from an upper-class,
landowning bourgeoisie, it is too late for the mother: “Le bouleversement était trop
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grand…Je crois que c’est lorsqu’elle a inconsciemment analysé le contenu du mot
“paternalisme” que tout a basculé pour elle” (258-9). The mother’s statement “les riches
doivent donner aux pauvres afin de plaire à Dieu…être un maître ce n’est pas un état de
fait mais un état d’âme” (260), illustrates the bourgeois ideal of Christian charity, which
cast the French as generous benefactors, when in reality they had appropriated native lands
and impoverished the indigenous population. And as Patrice Proulx writes, patriarchal
bourgeois values buttressed the colonial system (Speaking from the Margins 4).
In Autrement dit, Cardinal describes the “talking cure” of the narrator of Les mots.
She defends psychoanalysis against its feminist critics of the 1970s, associating it with the
ability to understand what it is to be a woman: “[j]ai été sauvée par la psychanalyse…Il
m’est plusieurs fois arrivé d’entendre des “analystes féministes” attaquer Freud et me
bombarder d’extraits de l’oeuvre de ce “grand misogyne”…Or j’ai découvert que j’étais
une femme, ce que cela veut dire “être une femme,” grâce à la psychanalyse la plus
freudienne qui soit” (10).94 The quotation marks she places around “feminist analysts”
emphasize her skepticism of feminism. For her, working towards the emancipation of
women does not involve feminist theory or practice, but rather discovering one’s
womanhood despite society’s repression of women, and then finding the words to say it:
“…je ne cessais de penser à ce que mon analyste m’avait dit le premier jour: “Ne vous
servez pas des connaissances que vous avez, trouvez un vocabulaire qui vous soit propre”
(Autrement dit 11). Thus, when the narrator of Les mots first meets with the psychoanalyst,
she is primarily concerned with silence (8) and with finding “les mots qui passeraient de
moi à lui” (9); after the second session, when she is first able to access the words to
94

Angelfors critiques the Freudian conception of women as “issue de l’idéologique patriarcale” (221), a
characterization that Cardinal would reject.
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express her mental anguish, her bleeding stops almost immediately. This almost magical
cure reflects the power of expression in Cardinal’s texts. Words perform transformations:
indeed, the protagonist of Les mots at first views her psychoanalytic treatment as a sort of
“sorcellerie” or “tour de magie” (171) because she cannot believe that mere speaking can
bring her back to health.
Autrement dit emphasizes women’s agency through speaking and writing, an
important theme in Cardinal’s work, and draws a distinction between the written and
spoken word. In associating the body and writing, especially when Annie Leclerc speaks of
writing “en lettres de sang, de lumière, d’amour” (222), the text mirrors the ideas of
écriture féminine, for instance in Cixous’s “Rire de la Méduse” (1975). Cardinal discusses
the difficulty of finding the vocabulary to express physical rhythms of women’s lives (54,
97), and characterizes words as women’s arms (81).95 She claims that such a vocabulary is
forbidden, does not exist, or is shameful: “[des mots] honteux, laids, sales, tabous” (81).
Again, however, Cardinal essentializes women, reducing them to their experiences of
bearing children and raising a family: “…leur intelligence profonde vient du sang, de la
merde, du lait, de la morve, de la terre, de la sueur, de la chair, des jus, de la fièvre…Elles
ne savent pas traduire en mots ce que leurs corps sait: la lenteur des gestations…la
précarité des limites…” (81). Her description of women here replicates traditional Western
conceptions of women that relegate them to the physical rather than the spiritual or the
mental.
For Cardinal and her narrators, language has been designed to imprison women,
and it is necessary to transform language to liberate them:
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Annie Ernaux expresses a similar conviction in L’écriture comme un couteau (2003).
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La parole est un acte. Les mots sont des objets. Invisibles, impalpables, wagons
divaguant dans le train des phrases. Les hommes les ont fermés hermétiquement, ils
y ont emprisonné la femme. Il faut que les femmes les ouvrent si elles veulent
exister. C’est un travail colossal, dangereux, révolutionnaire que nous avons à
entreprendre. Ce sont bien ces mots-là que j’écris. Je n’ai pas peur du premier [du
travail] ni de ses adjectifs. Je prétends même qu’il faut ouvrir « travail » et
« révolution » pour y trouver le désir et le jeu dont ils ont été amputés. (53)

Speaking is an act; taking up words is both a struggle and a jouissance, at once personal
and political. And yet, while transforming language that oppresses women is described as
colossal, dangerous, and revolutionary work of which Cardinal is not afraid, it is not clear
what the danger will be, or if any other transformative work is needed: a revolution of
language seems to be the only one struggle necessary to allow women “to exist.” Moreover,
women who seize agency and language are met with little to no opposition in Cardinal’s
work.
A problematic aspect of both Les mots and La clé is that these texts conflate the
“experience” of bourgeois women with all women. While the narrators in these novels
undergo financial hardships, they cannot fully comprehend the limitations of the lives of
women who lack the education and social connections they enjoy, and they view their own
experiences as synonymous with those of all women. The narrator of Les mots does not
distinguish between the repression of body, language, and behavior required of bourgeois
women and women’s oppression in general, although the narrator, even as a child,
observes the differences in the way she lives compared to the servants in her home. In one
passage, she asks her mother why the cook’s daughters are allowed to go out alone with
boys on the beach; they are allowed to do what she is not. She realizes that certain behavior
is expected of her to demonstrate her social class and protect her from a world presented at
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once as inferior and dangerous: “Il fallait que je sois dressée de telle sorte qu’à n’importe
quel moment, dans n’importe quelle circonstance, on puisse reconnaître mon origine….je
devrai porter mon uniforme invisible….il inspirera le respect aux inférieurs” (116-117).
The narrator does not recognize that women of a lower class might be subjugated in
different ways or subject to different norms. By and large, the particular oppression of
women, beyond materialistic society, is not recognized in Cardinal’s work, as Angelfors
argues (222).96
In her final sessions of psychoanalysis, the narrator comes to acknowledge injustice
in the world, particularly the suffering Algerians endured in the war for independence. She
attributes her previous ignorance of it to the idea that she had never had any agency: “…je
n’avais aucun rôle à jouer dans cette société…sinon donner des garçons pour faire marcher
les guerres et les gouvernements et des filles pour faire, à leur tour, des garçons aux
garçons. Trente-sept ans de soumission absolue. Trente-sept ans à accepter l’inégalité et
l’injustice sans broncher, sans même les voir!” (252) She realizes that to accept inaction in
the face of inequality would mean regressing to the woman she was before her cure (253).
In this passage, the narrator recognizes her own complicity in an unjust society, but it is
unclear what resistance is possible, beyond recognition of injustice.
The last sentence of the book “Quelques jours plus tard c’était Mai 68” (279) is
emphasized by a separate chapter, consisting of a single line. This phrase references the
1968 social and political “revolution,” associating the narrator’s seizing of language and
transformation with this event. In her psychoanalytic interpretation of Cardinal’s work,
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Angelfors also observes that Les mots presents an essentialist vision of women, in which the narrator’s
struggles are largely due to her inability to access the body; thus, once the narrator is able to speak the
body, her troubles are resolved. Any inequality between the sexes appears as a result of physical
constitution, says Angelfors, rather than any particular societal oppression.
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Schwartz observes that desire is the “very ground” of agency (125), that it is essential for
personal and social transformation and is in itself revolutionary, a “shift of the notion of
revolution from an act of cataclysmic upheaval to one of change that is the product of an
interrogation of culture’s stake in the discourses of mastery” (127). But as Cardinal’s
narrator transforms language, part of culture’s “discourses of mastery,” by going through a
process of “rebirth” in psychoanalysis, and rejects her bourgeois culture, how does she
interrogate her own involvement in systemic inequality and privilege? She describes
herself as a working mother of three who has difficulty making ends meet, whose paid
employment is the only recognized work (250-251), but she is apparently privileged
enough to have the means to pay for a psychoanalyst (as well as the numerous experts she
had previously consulted) and the time to visit him thrice a week for seven years. Her
“talking cure” may elicit a new outlook on life and a realization of injustice, but she never
fully examines her own privilege.
The narrator’s recognition of injustice and inequality upon her psychoanalytic cure
inspire her to work for change, but she envisions simplistic solutions. She describes her
final step toward health as the result of her interpretation of a dream which involves she
and her husband destroying a serpent that attacks her; she reads this attack of the serpent as
fear of the phallus and of the power of men. In her interpretation, her ability to destroy the
serpent in the dream with the help of her husband is an indication of the possibility of
sharing men’s power: “C’était pas plus difficile que ça! Pas plus compliqué que ça à
comprendre ! Cette peur qui me paralysait, qui paralysait ma mère et les femmes en noir,
ce n’était pas la peur du phallus, du vit, du chibre, c’était la peur du pouvoir de l’homme.
Suffisait de le partager ce pouvoir pour que la peur s’éloigne” (256). It is not clear who the
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women in black are in this passage; perhaps they are veiled women or nuns, who are not
referenced elsewhere in the text. She claims that once understood, this fear of the phallus
and of men’s power can be easily conquered. Improbably, she expects men to willingly
share their privilege and power with women. The dismantling of patriarchal structures and
male privilege will not involve any sacrifice on the part of those who benefit from
inequality, and there is no explanation of the ways in which women are subjugated and
how they are to share men’s power.
Recognizing women’s role in enforcing and maintaining bourgeois norms in the
home, the narrator states that will start the transformation of society by creating a more
egalitarian home. She recognizes that while there are other ways to begin, she must start
with what is within her reach: “…il fallait que je commence par ce qui était à ma portée, ce
que je connaissais le mieux: Jean-Pierre [her husband] et les enfants, nous cinq, une
famille, un microcosme, le ferment d’une société” (256). The changes she describes are
vague : eliminating hypocrisy and lies, valuing material objects less, and listening to her
children rather than imposing her ideas and tastes on them (256). She also removes her
mother from the home, because she considers her to be a corrosive influence on her
children, and she moves the family to a smaller, less ostentatious apartment in an attempt
to live a less materialistic lifestyle. The ease with which she makes this transformation
indicates a troubling issue in Cardinal’s work: again, achieving equality and justice
involves little conflict or sacrifice by those with more social advantages. It is striking that
she reports no resistance from her husband in her efforts to create a more egalitarian home :
either she does not challenge his privileges, or they had always had a perfectly equitable
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relationship, which seems unlikely given her description of having all household and
childcare responsibilities in addition to working outside the home.
In her plans to transform her home, the narrator of Les mots hopes to re-create the
Algerian home of her childhood, which she has idealized. She experiences hiraeth for this
idealized Algeria, as she associates physical freedom and human relationships with it,
while materialism, bourgeois values, and repression of the body are related to her mother
and France. She uses two terms for Algeria: “l’Algérie française,” a political entity
destroyed by the Algerian war for independence, and l’Algérie,” an apolitical, personalized
land whom the narrator names as her mother: “Algérie c’était ma vraie mère. Je la portais
en moi comme un enfant porte dans ses veines le sang de ses parents” (92). 97 This
personalized Algeria represents a beloved mother because of the household servants who
raised the narrator during her own mother’s long daily absences caring for the poor. She
gives a long, poignant description of her Spanish nurse and the nurse’s sisters, and of the
Arab men who showed her how to garden and with whose children she played: Youssef the
gardener, and Aoued, a father who drove them to the village school (88-96). She claims
that these native Algerians forged her identity, teaching her the joy of their cultural
traditions and rhythms: “Tous ces gens qui avaient fait de moi une petite fille sachant rire
et courir…sachant chanter Laroulila…sachant danser avec les derboukas, sachant faire
rissoler les beignets et verser la thé à la menthe…là, j’arrivais à vivre. J’allais rejoindre
ceux qui me faisaient la vie belle, ceux qui j’aimais et qui m’aimaient en retour” (92-93).
Exile from Algeria means that the narrator loses what she views as the foundation of her
identity: the laughter, song, dance, and customs that she learned from her association with
97
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beloved Algerians. Thus, when she learns of the horrors taking place in Algeria during the
war, she has a visceral reaction: “nous allions assassiner l’Algérie” (92). The news affects
her so much that she asserts her madness started to really develop at that point, whereas
she had first said that it stemmed from her mother’s treatment. She then describes French
Algeria in the throes of shameful death, the conflict which, in her description, involved
torture on both sides (here she fails to recognize that the power was in the hands of the
French). “L’Algérie française vivait son agonie…c’était quand même l’agonie honteuse de
l’Algérie française” (90-91).98 While she was at first horrified at the eventual assassination
of “l’Algérie,” it is “l’Algérie française” that dies a shameful death. The narrator’s
distinction between the political entity of l’Algérie française and l’Algérie, her “mère-terre”
(Proulx’s term), means that her beloved, idealized Algeria can continue to live on in her
imagination, untouched by the horrors of war, torture, and destruction, and removed from
colonialism, from which she benefited.
The narrator’s newly egalitarian home is described in similar terms as the “terre
maternelle”99 of Algeria. Just as the Algerian people once taught her how to laugh, run,
sing, and dance, her children now teach her how to “marcher, à parler, à écrire, à lire, à
compter, à rire, à aimer, à jouer” (257). They teach her not only physical pleasures but
also the pleasures of the mind, associated with France: how to speak, write, read, and even
count. This rosy image of an egalitarian household is one in which children’s imagination
is not stifled by what they are taught at home and school; but she gives no details on how
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Later in the novel, she uses the same phrase to describe the decline and death of her mother, whose
death, according to her, is due to her mother’s loss of French Algeria:“Pendant cette dernière année de
mon analyse ma mère vivait son agonie” (257).
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Alison Rice’s term, "La Terre Maternelle” (2006).
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she plans to liberate them from cultural influences, and how she believes this will help to
create a more egalitarian society.
It is in La clé sur la porte (1972)100 that the more egalitarian, less materialistic
home first described in Les mots is portrayed in detail. La clé depicts a mother’s efforts to
raise her three teenage children without the bourgeois norms with which she was raised;
rather, she seeks to teach them to value honesty, kindness, and anti-racist attitudes.
Echoing Cardinal’s statement in Autrement dit that the “[le] fait de posséder est un cancer,”
the narrator of La clé refuses attachment to material possessions, social status, and capital:
“les enfants deviennent un capital dans lequel on investit des sommes énormes…on est
devenu si âpre au gain, si rude, qu’on a oublié l’amour désintéressé…” (29-30). She
perceives this attachment as destructive of a parent’s disinterested love for a child, and
desires to allow her children the freedom to make decisions about their own lives rather
than planning a future for them.
Choosing to welcome her children’s teenage friends into the home, the protagonist
leaves the key over the door. By opening her apartment to everyone, she hopes to create a
home predicated on inclusion rather than exclusion: she offers a safe space where her
children’s friends can enjoy each other’s company and temporarily escape the bourgeois
norms imposed by their parents, whether it is a teenager who longs to study art despite her
parents’ objection since art is not profitable, or a young woman who finds herself pregnant
and feels she cannot tell her parents. As the only adult in the house, she provides food,
shelter, and a sense of structure, but she does not prevent her children from giving away
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La clé is written in the first person and is presented as an artless, diary-like account: “J’aimerais jeter
dans ces pages, ouvrir les vanes, que toute ma pensée épaisse s’écoule comme une lave…” (5).
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objects; likewise, she never asks for payment, although she attempts to create community
by asking the teenagers to participate in the household chores. Laura Dennis, following
Marxist Lefebvre’s work on spaces, terms this type of home a “differential space, for it
focuses on sensory experience, natural rhythms and social relations rather than
reproduction, quantification and profit” (1301-1302). The home is no longer owned, but
rather shared or given, so that the act of leaving the key over the door is a radical challenge
to capitalism, a “negation of the dream of possession” (De Méo 119).
La clé illustrates the struggle of effecting change within an unjust society and the
difficulty of living an authentic life in accordance with one’s principles. Throughout the
novel, the narrator questions whether she can truly show her children the right way to live,
because she herself, as a privileged white woman, is implicated in the materialistic culture
she would like to reject. She worries whether she can truly allow her children the freedom
to choose and make their own path in life according to their own talents and personalities,
since they are inevitably part of the bourgeoisie (12); will they be able to choose
responsibility towards others over a kind of selfish anarchy exhibited by affluent, selfcentered adolescents she calls “gauchistes de luxe” (12)? Occasionally, she finds that her
ideals are affirmed; after a house fire during the family’s annual visit to Montreal, she recommits to a rejection of materialistic culture. The fire destroys their possessions, and the
narrator’s response is that of relief: “Je prends conscience que je n’ai pas pensé une
seconde à sauver des papiers, l’argent et surtout de vieux et très beaux bijoux de famille.
Enfin libre. Enfin séparée de ces foutaises…On a largué les amarres” (84-85). She feels
that she has been set free to live an authentic life. This sense of freedom, however, is shortlived, as she encounters difficulties maintaining an open, communal home; certainty does
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not always translate into a clear understanding about the best way to practice her values.
When she discovers that much of the household silver has been stolen by a group of
visiting friends who disappear the next day, she is furious at what she views as an act of
disrespect: “[ils] se sont moqués de moi” (129). As she is about to call the police, her son
convinces her to reconsider by reminding her that the police will treat all the teenagers as
miscreants, and tells her to avoid collaborating with the police: “il ne faut pas entrer dans
leur système” (130). This incident leads her to acknowledge that, as a member of society
who provides for her family and who relies on the police, she is complicit in an unequal
system she would like to reject. She bemoans her part in it, and yet has no solution but
revolution, which she expects the young people to lead (130). The responsibilities of
raising children forces her to compromise her values, and she resents this: “Je leur en veux
d’être obligée, pour les élever, de me compromettre. Que je gagne ma croûte dans le
système ne les dérange pas. Que j’appelle les flics les bouleverse…Je crois qu’ils ne sont
que des bourgeois qui n’acceptent pas la forme bourgeoise. La forme seulement” (130).
The text exposes the difficulties of effecting systemic change: for the narrator, there is no
middle ground, and her rigid ideals lead her to the unrealistic expectation that her children
can work to overthrow the system when she finds herself too implicated in it to do so.
The narrator fears that her own upbringing influences her behavior toward her
children. At one point, she asks a series of questions whose negative format emphasizes
her inability to answer them:
“Est-ce que je n’étais pas folle de laisser mes enfants vivre cette vie?...Cette
attitude [refus de la bourgeoisie] n’était-elle au fond, et encore, un règlement de
comptes de plus entre ma famille et moi ? Et dans ces conditions est-ce que je
n’entraînais pas mes enfants dans ce règlement de comptes qui ne les concernait
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pas ? Est-ce que je ne les attirais pas dans une autre bourgeoisie, une autre religion,
différentes par la forme uniquement de celles que je détestais ?” (108)

These questions, and the narrator’s uncertainties throughout the novel, emphasize the
difficulty of breaking free of the norms with which one is raised. Although the narrator is
genuinely concerned for her children, her determination to build a new type of home often
centers around her desire to break free from her own childhood, which she revisits
throughout the text. It is often herself that she re-examines: the “I” becomes her focus.
In addition, the narrator worries that she has retained her family’s racist attitudes.
Reminiscing about her childhood, she recalls her mother’s comments at the sight of thin,
malnourished workers: the mother’s main concern is their hygiene, synonymous with
respectability. It does not occur to her that their illnesses might be due to malnutrition
(110). However, the narrator never examines what the roots of hierarchical society might
be even as she criticizes her mother’s paternalistic Catholic charity towards poor Algerians
and satirizes her mother’s racism:
“Et les pauvres que je côtoyais quotidiennement, ceux que ma mère soignait avec
tant de dévouement et d’abnégation, était, de surcroit, des Arabes. Race oubliée du
monde, abandonnée de Dieu, que les Français avaient trouvés errant comme des
hordes de chiens sauvages sur des terres incultes et épuisées. Ils n’avaient même
pas le courage de s’acharner sur un lieu pour le faire fructifier, ils ne faisaient
qu’aller de point d’eau en point d’eau, épuisant les ressources du pays l’une après
l’autre” (111-112).
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Here the narrator does not offer an alternative understanding of the Algerians’ way of life:
there is no rebuttal to her mother’s demeaning view of nomadic lifestyle nor the use of
racist terms to describe native Algerians as hordes of wild animals. While she criticizes
what she terms paternalism, she has internalized racism and has not yet countered it with a
realization of systemic inequality and a respect for cultures other than her own. Her
understanding of her own internalized attitudes and privilege is limited. In one passage, she
fears that her interactions with a visiting North African teenager, who is recovering from a
heroin addiction, are racist:
Chez Lakdar, au manque de confiance en soi, courant chez presque tous les jeunes,
vient s’ajouter d’une part l’inch Allah de sa race et d’autre part la résignation à la
médiocrité de certains ouvriers. Ça fait beaucoup. Il est persuadé que son sort a été,
est, et sera mauvais. Alors, avec un sourire, il s’efface: “Ca fait rien, je vais vous
éplucher vos pommes de terre.” Il est le seul ici qui ne me tutoie pas. Quant à moi
je me surprends à lui dire avant de sortir : “Lakdar, si tu peux, tu feras la salle de
bains. Attention! Le vieux complexe colon-indigène remonterait-il à la surface ? Ce
serait un peu fort!... (141)

The narrator believes that she is racist in asking Lakdar to complete a household chore,
thus resurrecting the “colonialist-native complex” she fears she has retained from her
upbringing, but she fails to notice her equation of Muslims with a “race” and her
association of fatalism (Inch Allah - if God wills it) with all Muslims. However, the text
contradicts the narrator’s simplistic presentation of a monolithic race. This passage is
followed by Lakdar’s own words. He mentions that an ambush killed his uncle in Algeria.
This may be a reference to the Algerian war, and his uncle’s companions may have been
fellow insurgents against the French; thus, the narrator’s description of Muslim Algerians
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as fatalistic is contradicted by the implication that these men might have been involved in
overthrowing colonizers. His monologue counters the narrator’s initial failure to see him as
an individual, rather than only a Muslim. Near the end of the novel as the narrator doubts
her decisions, Lakdar acts as the voice of reason; he explains to her that people are not as
good as she would like to believe and that she is an idealist (153). The text exposes the
narrator, as a privileged former colonial, to be more ignorant than she believes herself to be.
The narrator’s choice of lifestyle is put to the ultimate test by a group of entitled
young Americans and then by another incident of theft. The Americans stay for weeks, do
nothing to participate in the household, and constantly take objects around the house for
their own use. They represent the pinnacle of capitalist society, no longer able to
comprehend anything without monetary value, “des adolescents malheureux, paumés”
(108). They demonstrate an empty revolutionary discourse of disdain and rejection: “Ils
n’étaient pour rien, ils étaient contre tout” (117); these affluent youth display a lack of
respect towards others, especially the poor. They imitate the attitudes of the bourgeoisie
towards the working class and demonstrate the same scorn for workers that her parents did:
“ils confondaient ouvriers et débiles” (108). Some amuse themselves by begging in the
street as an act of humility, and the narrator finds this imitation of extreme poverty to be an
act of unsupportable snobbery: “Les bourgeois sont minables, alors les misérables sont
chouettes. Nous allons donc nous mettre à jouer les misérables avec les sous de papa…”
(117). The American teenagers leave, after the protagonist’s own children have grown tired
of their antics and start to realize their shallow outlook on life; realizing that her children
have learned something from the episode, she demands they do chores, and they abruptly
leave. Finally, after some personal items of hers have been stolen, this time by a teenager
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in the house (she does not know which one) the narrator admits doubt about whether this
type of open home is feasible. “Finalement la clé est toujours sur la porte mais je ne suis
plus certaine qu’elle y restera toujours. Il y a quelque chose de cassé, quelque chose qui ne
va plus. Pas la foi que j’ai dans une certaine idéologie mais le choix des moyens à
employer pour élever mes enfants dans la liberté et le respect des autres et d’eux-mêmes”
(154). Left questioning her decision to leave the door open to all as a way of rejecting
divisions of privilege, class, and wealth and teaching her children to respect others, she
recognizes the difficulty of doing real good in society and raising her children in a way that
reflects her own beliefs, and she cannot define what is the best way to proceed.
The novel ends with an uncertain optimism for the future. One of the teenage girls,
Moussia, discovers that her mother tried to abort her. Moussia, feeling lost and unwanted,
writes a letter that the narrator describes as “une sorte de ballade des foetus mal aimés” that
finishes with the birth of the fetus and Moussia’s new outlook: “Te voilà née à la
beauté….Maintenant mets-toi au balcon et contemple. Tout est à toi. Tout!” (156). De Méo
notes that Moussia was Cardinal’s nickname (121) and views this episode as a prelude to
the narrator’s “rebirth” in Les mots. If it is examined through the lens of La clé’s focus on
youth, however, it can be construed as a commentary on Moussia and her generation: the
narrator dares adolescents to engage in society and try to bring about change even if they,
and she, cannot be certain of success.
Ultimately, the novel does not go far enough in interrogating social injustice. La
clé’s portrayal of social inequality, including gender inequality, is problematic. Although
this type of welcoming home appears to oppose what Marangoly George calls the “private
sphere of patriarchal hierarchy” (1), wherein a man’s children and wife are his property
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and embody his wealth, the denial of the patriarchal hierarchy is only possible because
there is no male authority to challenge; the narrator’s husband is most often absent. He has
taken a post in Québec and the family only reunites during summer vacations there.
Although the narrator presents her marriage as an equal relationship, a reflection of
Cardinal’s view expressed in Autrement dit that couples living in true equality would
constitute a revolution since the family is the foundation of society (163), the text never
addresses the prickly question of why the narrator’s husband is allowed complete freedom
from the quotidian responsibilities of raising three children. He remains free to pursue his
own career and interests, and does not seem to contribute to their material welfare. The
narrator makes no reference to the disparity in their duties; parental responsibility appears
simply to be women’s lot, and there is no real recognition of gender inequalities. Also, the
narrator’s denunciation of materialistic society does not translate into an effective
understanding of social injustice. As in one passage, she laments that materialistic desires
entrap young people, and cannot define how to combat this trap. She finds the younger
generation’s challenges overwhelming, and views them with awe and a sense of confusion:
for her, economic and cultural imperialism have taken the place of colonialism. Yet, she
waxes nostalgic about the older generation’s transmittal of knowledge and moral values;
she remembers simple comments of “parce que c’est comme ça” or “c’est pour ton bien”
(149). Even though she recognizes that these explanations are no longer sufficient, she is
troubled that in this new era, information has a commercial, rather than a moral, value, and
instructions on what is right or good are given only to “faire consommer” (149). Although
she urges the teenagers to question the system and to demand change from those in power,
it is unclear what types of changes should be demanded in order to effect real change in an
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unequal society. Would inequality and racism be eradicated if young people were no
longer taught to desire material objects so much? No answer to this question appears in the
text. Ultimately, the narrator’s resolve to reject bourgeois values involves no real sacrifice
and seems to benefit only herself and her children, who will have an easier childhood than
she had since they do not have to conform to repressive bourgeois norms. Refusal of
bourgeois culture for her and her children’s sake will not necessarily lead to a real shift in
inequalities; fashioning her home as a resistance to dominant hierarchical values might
allow her children to see the world differently, but does nothing for those who are really in
poverty. Her resistance to materialism remains an incomplete, rather simplistic effort to
combat social injustice.
***
Home in Algeria
Throughout Cardinal’s texts, nostalgia is used to construct an Algerian home that
minimizes French colonizers’ appropriation of Algerian land. Despite the narrators’
criticism of colonialism, these texts eulogize a colonial past. Hiraeth and nostalgia,
important themes in La clé (1972), Les mots (1975), Autrement dit (1977), become
narrative cornerstones in Au pays de mes racines (1980) and Les pieds-noirs, Algérie 19201954 (1988), the non-fiction texts. I first examine the construction of the Algerian home in
Les mots and La clé; depictions of the narrators’ childhood farm appear primarily in the
novels. I then study the non-fiction texts, which focus more on the Algerian homeland.
In Les mots and La clé, criticism of colonialism focuses on the mother’s
paternalistic attitude of charity toward the workers, while the colonial farm is generally
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portrayed as independent of the marginalization of the Algerian people. The narrator of Les
mots nostalgically recalls her family’s paternal, almost feudal relation with farm workers,
when in fact, a feudal system was often instrumental in the dispossession and ensuing
poverty of non-French Algerian natives (see Dunwoodie, Writing French Algeria, chapter
1). In one passage, the narrator poignantly describes the workers who live on the farm:
Quelques ouvriers vivaient à la ferme avec leur famille tout au long de l’année. Ils
habitaient des logements pourvus d’eau courante et d’électricité qui donnaient sur la
grande cour. Ces gens, pour la plupart, naissaient et mouraient là, laissant leur place à
leur progéniture. Je jouais avec les enfants de Barded [un paysan musulman] qui avait
joué lui-même avec ma mère, dont le père avait joué avec ma grand-mère et le grandpère avec mon arrière-grand-père, et ainsi de suite depuis cent ans passés. Je
connaissais mieux les naissances, les morts et les unions de leur famille que celles de
ma propre famille dont une partie vivait en France, trop loin, dans le froid, dans le
vague. Ces ouvriers étaient entièrement sous notre protection. Nous partagions tout
avec eux. Sauf le sang, l’argent et la terre (Les mots 126 - 127).

The narrator emphasizes the family’s generosity in providing running water and electricity
to the workers, and also masks the unequal relationship between her family and theirs by
portraying them as childhood friends, almost as family, and closer to her than the French
relatives whom she did not really know. She then describes the workers as “under the
protection” of the French family, similar to medieval seigneurs and vassals. That the
family did not share “blood, money, or land” with the workers can be interpreted as an
ironic critique on the dispossession of native Algerians, but any irony remains
overshadowed by the following paragraphs’ nostalgic portrayal of farm life, in which
Europeans and Muslim Algerians are shown struggling together to make a living from the
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land. Also, as she reminisces about her childhood, the narrator never examines the irony of
one particularly striking statement her mother makes: “il faut préserver ce qu’il nous reste.
Grâce à cela nous pouvons encore faire le bien, aider nos ouvriers” (126) ; although she
criticizes her mother’s religious fervor for charity for poor Algerians, she never examines
her mother’s paternalistic attitude in saying the French family will help those whose lands
they have appropriated (126).
Following this depiction of the farm, the narrator of Les mots nostalgically
references the first colonists’ hard work to render the land cultivable. There is no mention
that anyone may have lived there previously; this colonist rhetoric that the land was unused
and thus free for the taking appears in Cardinal’s non-fiction texts as well. The narrator
describes the farm’s material goods, brought over from the “old country,” and its legends,
and then venerates the family’s charity. She portrays the first pioneers in almost mythical
terms, perhaps repeating stories that she would have heard in her childhood:
Les fièvres et la fatigue les avaient fait mourir comme meurent les pionniers de
légende, dans la maison qu’ils avaient construite de leurs mains, dans le précieux lit
qui venait du vieux pays, un crucifix sur la poitrine, entourés de leurs enfants et de
leurs serviteurs…Ces jours-là, il était beaucoup question de la générosité de ma
famille (Les mots 127, 131).
This passage marks a startling departure from the narrator’s previous condemnations of
bourgeois materialism and a paternalistic, Catholic charity towards native Algerians as she
lauds both.
Muslim Algerian workers’ position is described in positive terms. In return for
their labor, those who live and work on the farm receive “la certitude de la sécurité (ils
n’auraient jamais faim, ils ne seraient jamais nus, quand ils seraient vieux ils seraient
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vénérés comme on vénère les ancêtres, quand ils seraient malades on les soignerait), et plus
encore, s’ils restaient serviables et fidèles…C’était comme cela de génération en
génération” (Les mots 127). That faithful workers who remained “serviable,” or eager to
render service, would be honored as ancestors are and cared for when ill conceals the
reality of Muslims’ poverty after the transfer of fertile land to the French. The text portrays
the vineyard’s annual harvest as a communal gathering; Arabs from miles around come to
work and “les petits propriétaires arabes” (129) sell their crops of grapes to her
grandmother. They show her great respect: “Ils s’étaient faits beaux pour venir la voir…Ils
touchaient du bout de leurs doigts la main tendue de ma grand-mère puis ils embrassaient
leur index. Elle en faisait autant…Ainsi, ils avaient gardé l’habitude d’échanger leurs
trésors” (Les mots 129). The text thus minimizes the unequal relation between the
negotiators, one of whom is wealthy and privileged and the others who are small farmers,
by portraying them as friends who have been exchanging treasures since childhood.
In a similar description in La clé, the narrator shows familial harmony between the
Muslim workers and the French family: “la bonne ambiance familiale sans laquelle on
n’aurait pas le coeur de se lancer dans le travail exténuant” (144). She recalls her uncle’s
friendly interactions with the day laborers who come annually to help with the harvest.
When a worker remarks on his own poverty, using the title of Monsieur for the French man,
this impression of harmony is shown as false: “C’est la misère chez nous, tu sais bien
m’sieur Michel” (144). But the French owner minimizes the workers’ poverty and
equalizes their relationship: “C’est la misère partout, mon vieux, pour tout le monde…tu
vas bien gagner cette année” (144). The passage ends on this note, representing the French
and the native Algerians as partners or family.
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In Au pays and Les pieds-noirs, nostalgia and hiraeth function as validation of the
narrators’ characterization of Algeria. Au pays begins with an authorial narrator’s poignant
recollections of Algeria and her ambivalence about returning there after years of exile; it
then transitions into observations about modern Algeria in a style comparative to that of a
journalist, or of an ethnological report. The narrator is portrayed as an expert on Algeria
capable of giving a journalistic report because she has roots there and hiraeth for it.
Similarly, in Les pieds-noirs, the authorial narrator’s memories precede a pictorial history
of Algeria. In both texts, it is not the narrator’s research or particular knowledge of Algeria,
but her experiences there and her overwhelming love and nostalgia for the place that
establish her as an expert on pieds-noirs and Algerian history. Her impressions of colonial
Algeria are presented as realistic historical account; the narrators’ hiraeth subtly belies a
history of violent French appropriation.
In Cardinal’s work, recognition of the shame of colonialism is accompanied with
an attempt to explain it by a description of French settlers’ love for Algerian land. In a
passage that reiterates assertions of love for Algeria also found in Autrement dit, the
narrator of Au pays repeats the phrase “Nous [les pieds-noirs] étions amoureux d’Algérie.”
Declarations of being in love with Algeria serve to minimize French land seizure, implying
that the colonists loved the land more than the previous inhabitants and they were thus
more entitled to it. But this love is violent and possessive. The narrator of Au pays
compares it to animal sexuality:
Je ne cherche pas à excuser le people des pieds-noirs dont je fais partie. Il est
inexcusable. Mais je sais d’où est venue sa perdition : d’un amour passionné.
Peuple en rut, chien en chaleur auquel on veut prendre sa femelle. Rien que ça, et
tout ça. Impossibilité d’imaginer qu’on ne va pas encore copuler avec sa terre et la
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féconder et la parer. Passion aveugle, brutale, bestiale, stupide, mais passion
authentique et archaïquement pure […] l’amour fou de cette terre (74-75).

Algeria is rendered in this passage a female animal who must be appropriated, fertilized,
and improved.101 Although the narrator states that she does not seek to excuse her people,
she then uses the colonists’ “passionate” and “blind, brutal, bestial” love to explain their
theft of Muslim land and refusal to cede independence, excusing it for its “authenticity”
and “purity.” Algeria becomes a possession.102
De-politicization of Algeria in these texts occurs through essentialization of
Algeria103 and portrayal of the Algerian homeland as a mother. Cardinal’s narrators feel
hiraeth for a primeval land where they are free to express sensual joy and sexuality; as
Heathcote, Ha, and Cairns observe, Algeria represents a sort of Eden or paradise
(Heathcote 66, 67). The narrators of Les pieds-noirs and Au pays de mes racines
emphasize physical connection with the land, reiterating descriptions in Les mots104 and in
La clé, where the narrator reminisces about harvest celebrations involving dancing and
music. The narrator of Les pieds-noirs recalls feeling physical freedom as a child during a
feast night on the farm: “J’avais chaud, j’étais libre…nous ne dansions plus, nous étions la
danse” (51). The mythical, non-European country, characterized as passionate and
uncivilized, buttresses the narrator’s identity. In this way, Algeria is removed from a
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Angelfors’s critique of Les mots, that colonialist ideology is inscribed between the lines, would apply
here as well (Angelfors 213-14).
102
This description contradicts Cardinal’s narrators’ denunciations of proprietary materialism, found
elsewhere, and belies their repeated portrayal of Algeria as beloved mother rather than usurped land.
103
See Marie-Paule Ha’s commentary on essentialization of Algeria in Cardinal’s texts (1996: 319-320).
104
In one passage in Les mots, the narrator, on the brink of madness, clings to her memories of her
childhood Algeria to re-connect to her own body. See McGivern for more on this (pages 20-28 especially).
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history of violent appropriation; for Woodhull, Cardinal’s Algeria is an “ahistorical realm
of jouissance” (167), unrelated to political conflict. She observes that such de-policitization
is an elitist luxury.105 Cardinal and her narrators also demand that this ahistorical Algeria
assume the role of génitrice, one who begets and takes the place of their own mother.
Proulx, Hubbell, and Rice have written extensively on the “mère/terre” that Algeria
represents in Cardinal’s writing.106 In Au pays, the authorial narrator as a child clings to the
Algerian landscape as refuge, after her mother has told her that she was unwanted: “Je me
suis accrochée à ce que j’ai pu, à la ville, au ciel, à la mer…ils sont devenus ma mère et je
les ai aimés comme j’aurais voulu l’aimer, elle” (198). In that moment, Algerian land
replaces the mother; the narrator then says that present-day Algeria remains her mother,
despite the war of independence and years of absence. Algeria is cast as owner and creator
of the narrator, rather than the colonists’ possession, despite the narrator’s denunciations of
colonialism throughout Au pays.
These texts also elide inequalities in colonial Algerian society through a focus on
the differences in social status between the metropolitan French and the pieds-noirs. They
offer the position of suffering, marginalized subject to the pied-noir, not to the colonized
Algerian, by portraying the pied-noir as socially inferior to the metropolitan French, so
much so that the narrators’ dépaysement has even been compared to that of previously
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See Transfigurations of the Maghreb (1993), especially introduction and pages 165-171.

Similar to the descriptions found in the novels and Au pays and Pieds-noirs, Autrement dit includes
passages where Cardinal personifies a land her ancestors claimed: « mon corps a été façonné par elle [la
terre] ma gorge a été formée par sa musique et son langage. Je n’ai pas d’autres rythmes que les siens” (22).
Algerians are disappeared in this passage: their music and language seem to exist independently of human
beings as part of the mother-land that formed her.
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enslaved characters.107 After criticizing France’s colonialism in Algeria, the narrator of Les
pieds-noirs describes the stigma of being pied-noir on her childhood trips to visit family in
France: « [La France] pour moi, c’était le territoire de l’ennui, le tribunal, l’examen
perpétuel. Il fallait montrer que j’étais bien élevée, que je savais me tenir à
table…interdiction d’avoir l’accent, la moindre intonation algérienne… » (48). Visiting
France, the pieds-noirs of the upper bourgeoisie had to demonstrate that they were indeed
worthy of occupying their superior position in society and that they were truly French,
despite living in northern Africa, by displaying proper French education and bourgeois
manners. But if the pieds-noirs did not have to prove themselves worthy of their social
status in Algeria, it was because their rank was cemented by racism; the narrator’s distaste
for a colonial France shifts focus from pied-noir culpability to her perceived inequality in
relation to the French, again distancing the pied-noir narrator from France. And yet, it was
this France that granted both land, citizenship, and superior social status to pieds-noirs.
The narrators of Les pieds-noirs and Au pays portray the pieds-noirs as family
rather than a national people; this portrayal serves to minimize their role in colonization. In
Les pieds-noirs, the narrator denounces the pieds-noirs’ racism but refuses to judge their
actions: “les femmes de ménage… on les tutoyait et elles nous voussoyaient…c’était le
racisme tout simple, le typique racisme français…Je ne renie pas mon peuple, je l’aime [les
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Hall reports that Cardinal felt an affinity to the Québécois (she lived in Montreal later in life) because
they have “un discours de colonisés” – pas souvent politique mais passionnel, affectif” and, “les
québécois…lui rappellent les pieds-noirs”(8). Comments such as these define the pieds-noirs as colonized
because of their social inferiority relative to the metropolitan French and minimize the pieds-noirs’ role as
colonists themselves. Also see Proulx’s comparision of the position of Cardinal’s narrators to that of
Warner-Vieyra’s character in Le quimboiseur l’avait dit. Describing the narrator of Les mots, she describes
“subversive female characters who must learn to speak from the margins in order to implicate themselves
in male-dominated discursive strategies” and the “fundamental alienation of women in society” (Speaking
from the Margins 1, 4). But the characters in Warner-Vieyra’s texts are poor descendants of slaves and
Cardinal’s narrators are the privileged descendants of colonizers. Marie-Paule Ha makes reference to this
conflation in “The (Mother)land of Marie Cardinal” (1996).
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pieds-noirs]. Mais je le juge et c’est ce jugement que je ne veux pas écrire. Les histoires de
famille se règlent en famille” (35, 80). In this nostalgic account of “her people,” she
refuses to air what she terms private grievances outside of the pied-noir “family,” and she
uses the term “histoires,” in the sense of “stories” of this “family,” rather than examining
the “histoire” or history, which de-politicizes the pied-noir history of colonization. And
how can the question of the exclusion and dispossession of native Algerians be settled “in
the family,” when that family had a stake in excluding non-French Algerians? The narrator
of Au pays also focuses on “family” or “tribes;” this characterization removes them from
politics and association with governmental powers: “Nous vivions dans les passions
familiales, les règlements de comptes familiaux, les défenses familiales, les guerres
familiales. A côté de cela, pour la majorité d’entre nous, que pouvaient être un Etat, un
gouvernement, une politique, une idéologie ? Pas grand-chose. Nous vivions à l’état tribal”
(45).108 This dismisses the pieds-noirs’ association with France, although they owed their
property in Algeria to the French state’s dispossession of an entire people.
Au Pays and Les pieds-noirs depict French colonial institutions in Algeria
positively, and center pieds-noirs’ perception of Algerian history.109 Les pieds-noirs, in
particular, glorifies the role that France played in Algeria with a narrative and photos that
depict plenitude and progress. According to this text, the medical care the French provided
led to a decrease in maternal and infant mortality and subsequent rise in the indigenous
population (193). The French system of education in Algeria is also described in laudatory
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Note that this characterization of pieds-noirs as family contradicts the portrayal of the French and the
Algerians as family found in Les mots and La clé. See also Marie-Paule Ha’s analysis of the apoliticization
effected by differentiation between l’Histoire and l’histoire in this text (1996: 210).
109
According to Hubbell, Cardinal writes in a way that absolves her and other pieds-noirs of any complicity
in colonialism and in the Algerian war (“The Wounds of Algeria” 64).
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terms, as well as French attempts to educate and “emancipate” Muslim girls despite their
families’ opposition:
il faut vaincre l’opposition farouche des familles à l’instruction, si minime soit-elle,
de leurs filles, pour leur inculquer, à côté de l’apprentissage de travaux pratiques ou
de l’artisanat traditionnel, telles la couture ou la fabrication de tapis, quelques
rudiments de lecture, d’écriture, de calcul ou encore les notions indispensables
d’hygiène et de santé…. l’échec dès lors qu’ils semblent encourager un soupçon
d’émancipation féminine (Les pieds-noirs 191).

Muslim families’ resistance to French education of their daughters is portrayed as a fierce
and savage entity that must be conquered. This implies that Muslim Algerians manifested
uncivilized and sexist hostility to a morally superior French who knew better how to
educate their daughters, adding to the impression that the French were well-intentioned
invaders who sought to improve the natives’ health, well-being, and hygiene. This passage
conflicts with the characterization of Dunwoodie, who decries the French education of
native Algerians as “an effective, and less overtly coercive, means of regulating the
indigenous population” (20-22). 110 The narrator replicates the tropes of the civilized
European lifting up the native which facilitated French takeover in the 19th-20th century.
Au pays and Les pieds-noirs imply that the colonial French knew how to manage
the land and make it produce in a way that the native Algerians did not: “en même temps
qu’elle créait des écoles, la France coloniale mit en place des centres d’éducation
professionnelle et agricole dans l’intention d’initier les fellahs [Arab owners of small farms]
aux différentes branches et méthodes agricoles” (Les pieds-noirs 188). French education
about farming is portrayed as superior to native Algerians’ knowledge. The French
110

See also Bourdieu’s Esprit d’Etat (1994) and Derrida’s Le Monolinguisme de l’Autre (1996) for accounts
of French nationalist indoctrination in education, especially in Algeria.
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colonials are depicted as succeeding in a land which Muslim Algerians had failed to
properly cultivate: “Sétif [an Algerian town] …elle aussi, elle puise son actuel prestige de
la réussite coloniale qui, autour d’un plateau sévère et peu amène, a su apprivoiser la terre
et y faire lever les blés” (Les pieds-noirs 109). In praising “colonial success” that
contributes to a town’s prestige, the text does not mention those who might have
previously “tamed” or farmed the land. Because Les pieds-noirs depicts the first
inhabitants of Algeria prior to French conquest as disorganized nomadic tribes, the
narrative suggests that they had no real claim to the land. In Au pays, Algeria’s situation
seems unimproved after independence: the narrator mentions farm fields that have gone
fallow, as if under improper management. Her description recalls the French
rationalization for taking over Muslim lands:
The prevailing [French colonial] argument was that the land was, in any case,
unused or under-used, and by devalorizing nomadic or semi-nomadic agricultural
and social practices, the colonial could conveniently argue that the ties between the
(“empty”) land and its native inhabitants were tenuous at best. Communality of
native ownership was no doubt an alibi which made the strategy that much easier to
implement since, like settlement, individual ownership was the (foreign) norm
commonly applied (Dunwoodie 16). 111
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See Marie-Paule Ha’s “The (Mother)land in Marie Cardinal” (1996) in which she gives a similar analysis of
Cardinal’s portrayal as echoing colonist rhetoric (210). Stora observes that the racist portrait of the Algerian
native as a savage, uncivilized, constant threat to the struggling European farmer was used to justify
European appropriation: “une menace permanente, comme celui qui voudra récupérer ou se réapproprier
sa terre” and he notes that the identity of the pieds-noirs was constructed “dans le rapport de violence à
l’autre” (15-16).
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The French refusal to understand nomadic methods and communal land ownership and
their conception of the under-use of land resources were deployed to dispossess native
Algerians; the narrator of Au pays exhibits the same capitalistic views.
Moreover, these texts’ emphasis on the first French colonists’ poverty, hard work,
and ingenuity masks their appropriation of others’ land.112 The early French colonials are
eulogized as hard-working refugees eager to make a living in a new land: “agriculteurs
ruinés, ouvriers au chômage, exiles et déportés politiques, aventuriers de tous horizons,
tentés par l’offre d’une ‘propriété,’ qui leur permettrait de vivre, sinon de faire fortune”
(Les pieds-noirs 89). In fact, the narrator of Les pieds-noirs documents the shift from small
Muslim farms to larger colonial French farms with no mention of land seizure:
La concentration de la propriété agricole s’accentue en même temps qu’augmente
une classe de salariés agricoles, d’abord européenne, ensuite locale...la propriété
musulmane suit la même évolution mais, à l’inverse de la propriété européenne,
cette concentration n’est pas synonyme de modernisation, les grandes domaines
étant souvent, dans la société rurale musulmane, confiées sous forme de parcelles à
de petits exploitants traditionnels (Les pieds-noirs 161).

Here, a change in the form of land ownership is shown without mentioning the transfer of
land to Europeans. The greater concentration of land ownership with a new class of
agricultural employees is contrasted to Muslim property, depicted as less modern where
estates are divided into small plots managed by traditional farmers. The text does not
clarify why the new class of agricultural employees became local rather than European:
were these employees Muslims who had formerly held land themselves? The Muslim
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A similar description is found in Autrement dit, where Cardinal describes the first pieds-noirs in the
following way: “ils avaient tant donné à ce terrain lointain et sauvage, qu’ils ne considéraient pas leurs
fermes comme des conquêtes” (19). This portrayal minimizes the French conquest that forced Muslims off
fertile lands and impoverished them by focusing on European colonists’ feelings and hard work. It also
defines Algeria in colonialist terms as wild, barbaric, uncivilized, but ready to be rendered profitable.
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Algerians’ attitude in response to this transformation is not described, and land seizure is
cast as a matter of hard farm work, a victimless crime, when in fact histories of the
colonization of Algeria tell of violent land theft: “plus d’un million d’hectares passent des
Algériens musulmans aux Européens entre 1860-1918” (Stora 13). Dunwoodie
characterizes the French conquest as: “destruction and the systematic dismantling of socioeconomic structures…carried out by the colonists in the name of assimilation” (13) and
writes of the “gradual dispossession of the native Muslim population” (15).113
In addition, Au pays de mes racines and Les pieds-noirs give no indication of what
Muslim Algerians might have gained by resisting colonization and declaring independence
from France, often erasing the perspective of those Muslims who resented their
marginalization and inferior social status as non-French citizens. While the narrator of Au
pays supports the Algerian rebellion, she also implies that the French tragically lost
Algerian land rather than having it wrested from them; she laments: “ma belle terre, ma
mère, ma génitrice, de quelle manière ignoble et basse je t’ai perdue!” (Au pays 61). Les
pieds-noirs suggests that relations between European and Muslim Algerians were close:
Difficile en pareille cité [Constantine] tant enserrée dans ses pierres, de ne pas se
côtoyer, se mêler. A Constantine, indigènes et Européens se sont toujours
étroitement fréquentés…Qu’on ne se laisse pas abuser par le poids des traditions,
les costumes traditionnels, voiles ou turbans: ici bat un coeur fidèle qui a épousé la
France. Farouche et rétif, en revanche, est l’indigène qui s’entasse dans
l’imprenable Casbah, et affiche, comme tout montagnard, une orgueilleuse
retenue… (112)
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He also examines the erasure of Algerian natives in French texts about Algeria (79).
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Cardinal’s work as a whole never explains why those of the mountains would be “farouche”
and “rétif” (the mountain people were those last conquered, according to Dunwoodie). The
text does not answer the question: if some native Algerians who, despite the “weight of
traditions, the traditional dress, the veils or turbans,” have a “faithful heart” which has
“married” colonial France, how and why did they divorce her? The war appears to lack
cause, a horrifying aberration in a diverse, fraternal society unmarred by conflict. In Les
pieds-noirs, the war is defined as a civil war: a “guerre fratricide” (80).114 But what are
these fraternal relationships? The authorial narrators’ depiction of pieds-noirs as families
and tribes excludes the rebellious native Algerians from the narrators’ hiraeth for an
ahistorical Algeria.
This erasure of rebellious Algerians’ perspective is juxtaposed with a failure to
portray Muslim Algerians as subjects. For Marangoly George, alternative notions of
subjecthood are absent in colonial texts: there are no “ordinary subjects, just faceless,
outhoused “boys” or excessively bejeweled or painted rajahs and chiefs” (24). While
Cardinal’s narrators might seek a new subjectivity in a “validation [that] does not come
from the Other” (Schwartz 133), there is an Other who must be re-erased every time
Cardinal’s narrators wax over their hiraeth for Algeria. Even as they seek personal and
social transformation, they distance themselves from their own fraught subjectivity as an
intruder who has been complicit in the colonization and subsequent erasure of the native
Algerian. Cardinal’s narrators, especially the authorial narrators in the non-fiction texts,
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One exception to this failure to portray resistance to colonists is a passage in Les mots where the
narrator, as a child, encounters the mother’s dread of “communistes, des ouvriers” during a time when the
pieds-noirs feared Communist conquest (182-84). This emphasizes the mother’s disingenuous attitude
toward workers.
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express hiraeth for the age of “insouciance” referred to in Les pieds-noirs (11), that is, a
lack of knowledge of their own culpability as colonizers: they seek self-affirmation,
redemption, and acceptance from the people of post-colonial Algeria, even as the Au pays
narrator declares that she has nothing to ask forgiveness for since she has supported
Algeria’s independence, in opposition to her own family (168). Especially in Au pays and
Les pieds-noirs, Algerian servants from the narrators’ childhood figure as beloved
characters, whose role is not that of subjects, but as a buttress for the narrator’s
humanity.115 Algerian men form the young girl’s identity and her education about how the
world works: they teach her to garden, to knit, and about relationships. One of them,
Barded, is described in Les pieds-noirs as “la loi, la connaissance, et la sagesse…Il
m’enseignât tout ce qu’il y avait à savoir sur les rapports entre les gens et Dieu…tout ce
qu’il y avait à savoir sur les limites du domaine” (15). The narrator asserts that these men
“m’ont servi de pères” (19). In Au pays, riding with Barded teaches the child narrator about
her land and her heritage; encountering an Arab youth after a car crash re-acquaints the
teenage narrator with the Arabic of her childhood; her nannies lavish her with a carefree
love and attention she cannot gain from her mother. The role of these characters is to
reinforce the narrators’ identity, their moral and political choices, and their agency; equal,
reciprocal engagements with non-French Algerians rarely appear in these texts, and neither
do portrayals that center native Algerians’ thoughts, feelings, desires, or agency.
There are some notable exceptions to this denial of subjectivity in Cardinal’s work.
In Les pieds-noirs, the narrator as a young woman meets a Kabyle man on a mountain, as
he is coming from an election, and he utters a call to action: “Aie Boulitique, Boulitique!”
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For Marie-Paule Ha, the natives in Cardinal’s text play the infamous role of Uncle Tom in a narrative of
benevolent oppressor (2000: 318).
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She admits that it is the first time that she had associated politics with someone other than
a French man (36). And in La clé, the narrator encounters a Muslim boy in an incident that
changes her life. First, she reiterates the hierarchy of society as taught by her mother: “A
douze ans, je connaissais parfaitement bien la hiérarchie du monde. Dieu par-dessus
tout...puis les riches…les commerçants étaient moins bien qu’eux parce qu’ils ne
connaissaient pas aussi bien les vieilles règles, les traditions, la beauté des gestes qui ont de
la classe…Enfin, en bas de l’échelle, les Arabes, sans distinction véritable” (112). The text
challenges the mother’s veneration of the wealthy: the narrator recalls a night during the
harvest festival when, as a girl of twelve years old, she stands at her window overlooking
the celebrations of the workers dancing in the garden below. As she has been instructed to
do, she throws mirrors and small gifts down to them in a gesture of generosity and
gratitude for their labor during the harvest – an act that could be interpreted as “gestes qui
ont de la classe”. The youngest worker, with joyous complicity, begins to dance begging
for more gifts. Like her, he is only twelve years old. As she continues to throw gifts, he
dances more and more frenetically and suddenly collapses in an apparent seizure. Horrified,
she runs to her mother to tell her that the young worker is dying: “il est en train de crever
comme un chien…il va crever si on ne lui fait rien” (115). Her mother, who could possibly
have helped the boy with her medical training, assures her that he is only playing and
dismisses her concerns: “Il fait l’imbécile comme d’habitude. Je te l’ai pourtant dit qu’il ne
fallait pas s’amuser avec les ouvriers” (116). But the next morning, the girl discovers that
the young worker has in fact died and has already been buried for hours. She is horrified to
know that she was throwing small gifts at him while he danced to his death. The narrator
claims that it is partly because of the boy’s death that she has sworn to fight inequality: “[je]
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m’étais juré, dans mon enfance, à cause du petit vendangeur, d’aider tous les enfants du
monde, de faire en sorte qu’il n’y ait jamais des enfants en haut à jeter des petits miroirs en
pâture aux enfants d’en bas” (117). This passage highlights the mother’s disregard for
native Algerians’ suffering and lives; but the narrator sees the boy as a comrade and an
equal and starts to understand that her mother is wrong about the hierarchical order of the
world.
In Cardinal’s work, the narrators’ hiraeth allows them to present a history of
Algeria in which the violence of colonialism is masked and in which Muslim Algerians
often do not appear as subjects, contradicting the narrators’ opposition to colonialism.116
These texts privilege a boundaried sense of home: to be at home means to be separate not
only from Muslim Algerians who resented the pied-noir occupation, but also from the
metropolitan French. Hiraeth serves as the narrative cornerstone of Cardinal’s work to
overshadow these denunciations and offer a portrait of nostalgia and loss. These texts,
where the narrators define bourgeois restrictions of women in Les mots and denounce a
society of propriety and property, paternalism and racism in La clé and Autrement dit, elide
those most marginalized in such a society.
In the next chapter, Maryse Condé and her fellow Guadeloupean authors Simone
Schwarz-Bart and Myriam Warner-Vieyra illustrate the struggles of black women against
racial marginalization and class divisions to find a home, both in their native land and in
116

While outside the scope of this chapter, the visual representations of French and Muslim Algerians in Les
pieds-noirs could also be examined. In these photos, native Algerians are often markers of place, forming
part of the Algerian landscape as emblematic or representative of a particular culture or a history. These
photos reify the Other. Meanwhile, the photos of pieds-noirs depict them as subjects with agency, showing
them in such activities as ministering to the ill, engaging in pastimes, eating dinner with the family, or
posing for the camera, as principal acting subjects in this portrayal of an idealized Algeria.
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France. For them, building home, despite all odds, becomes an act of resistance against
racism and a history of enslavement and exploitation.
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Chapter Three:
Home as Resistance – Women of Guadeloupe:
Schwarz-Bart, Condé, and Warner-Vieyra

It was not, however, an understanding of the Europeans that preserved those [enslaved]
Africans in the grasp of slavers, planters, merchants, and colonizers. Rather it was the
ability to conserve their native consciousness of the world from alien intrusion, the ability
to imaginatively re-create a precedent metaphysic while being subjected to enslavement,
racial domination, and repression. This was the raw material of the Black radical tradition,
the values, ideas, conceptions, and constructions of reality from which resistance was
manufactured…it was the materials constructed from a shared philosophy developed in the
African past and transmitted as culture, from which revolutionary consciousness was
realized and the ideology of struggle formed.
–Black Marxism, 309

In Black Marxism, Cedric Robinson writes that enslaved Africans arrived in the
New World with what he calls a “precedent metaphysic:” that is, they came with a way of
life and ideas about being and knowing that radically differed from that of their European
enslavers. Another term for the notions embedded in Robinson’s “metaphysic,” which I
will use in this chapter, is the German Weltanschauung, or philosophical apprehension of
the universe. Indeed, Robinson asserts that enslaved Africans’ “shared philosophy”
formed the basis of an “ontological” resistance to enslavement and racist oppression in the
New World: a struggle to retain their own humanity and identities, and to forge community
with their own concepts of land ownership, nature, religion, and kinship, although stripped
of home and culture and forced into a world where they were defined as commodities.
From diverse cultures, enslaved Africans in the colonies forged a common brand of
resistance and culture, in part due to a shared history of forced transplantation and
135

oppression.117 For Robinson, enslaved Africans formed a “Black radical tradition” in the
Caribbean and across the Americas, which was “a negation” of Western civilization
(72).118
What was this Western civilization? Chronicling centuries of European history
from the fall of the Roman Empire to the growth of transatlantic slave trade and
colonialism, Robinson proposes that European hierarchical class society, which he terms
“racial capitalism,” was based on racialization before the advent of the African slave trade,
and that slavery, justified by racism, was always a part of European life. 119 Racialization
formed the basis for the Europeans’ erasure of African history, which involved extended
intellectual work, and the concurrent development of the identity of “the Negro” as a
constant source of labor capital. Brought to the Americas, enslaved Africans were faced
with a racialized, hierarchical society in which Europeans exploited both the natural
environment and human beings, working them to death for profit.120

117

Robinson’s assertions correspond to Edouard Glissant’s statement in Le discours antillais (1981) that the
black Antillais’s present is shaped by his past: “il [le Caraïbe francophone] comprend que de toute cette
histoire (même si nous l’avons vécue comme une non-histoire) est résultée une autre réalité” (17). Here he
is speaking of the common history of enslavement and oppression.
118

th

See Black Marxism, page 122. See also Robinson’s discussion of slave rebellions: the successful 18 century slave revolution in Saint Domingue that led to the founding of the first black republic (Haiti), the
establishment of maroon communities in Brazil, constant low-level resistance or outright rebellions
throughout the New World: “the persistent and continuously evolving resistance of African peoples to
oppression…[involved] meanings enduring and powerful enough to survive slavery to become the basis of
an opposition to it” (5). See especially the Introduction, Conclusion, and Chapter 6 of Black Marxism. For an
overview of the history of slave resistance in the Americas, see Michael Craton’s “Forms of Resistance to
Slavery,” (2003): it was “endemic, [but] overt only in special circumstances, [it was] perennial but multifaceted” and involved not only plots of rebellion, but more often subversive behaviors and activities,
including but not limited to arson, suicide, abortion, subterfuge, petit et grand marronnage, malingering,
and procrastination (Craton 222-232).
119
Chapter 1, “Racial capitalism: the nonobjective character of capitalist development” of Black Marxism
offers a detailed account.
120
Slaves’ daily life in Guadeloupe and throughout the Antilles is related in detail in Frédéric Régent’s La
France et ses esclaves, Chapter 5, “Survie au quotidian et transformations culturelles” (131 – 153). Régent
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In this chapter, I use the term “white supremacy” to characterize societies that
subordinate those marked “non-white” in order to privilege whites, and in particular the
Guadeloupian society portrayed in this chapter’s corpus. Broadly used within the fields of
intersectional feminist theory and critical race theory, this term emphasizes the systemic,
cultural, and philosophical underpinnings of racial domination, which these texts highlight.
Three theoretical foundations are critical to this chapter: Cedric Robinson’s Black Marxism,
Frances Lee Ansley’s characterization of white supremacy, and critical race theory,
particularly the work of Charles Mills. Ansley defines white supremacy as “a political,
economic, and cultural system in which whites overwhelmingly control power and
material resources, conscious and unconscious ideas of white superiority and entitlement
are wide-spread, and relations of white dominance and non-white subordination are daily
reenacted across a broad array of institutions and social settings” (Ansley 1997, 592).121
Ansley’s definition highlights the systemic nature of racial oppression, including the
political, economic, and cultural structures that enable racism, racial subjugation, and
white domination. It suggests the insidious, durable nature of racial prejudices and ideas:
they are both conscious and unconscious, and re-enacted daily. Moreover, for Ansley,
white supremacist regimes are not limited to any particular political economy (592); for
this reason, white supremacy is a better choice than Robinson’s “racial capitalism.”
Contemporary critical race theorists122 concur in their use of the terms “white
supremacy,” “global white supremacy,” and “white supremacist oppression” (Fleming

notes that the harsh conditions endured by enslaved people led to a high rate of infant mortality and low
fertility rates, particularly in Guadeloupe (132-133).
121
See also “Stirring the ashes: race, class, and the future of civil rights scholarship” (Ansley 1989).
122
Critical race theory is defined as “scholarship that takes a “critical approach”…to the study of race and
racism” (Fleming 2017, 13, quoting Golash-Boza, 2015). For critical race theory and more analysis of white
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2016). For analysis of the theories underpinning such a system, I turn to Charles Mills’s
The Racial Contract (1997),123 in which he details the theoretical framework of racism,
emphasizing that white supremacy remains in force today: it is a political system that
privileges whites at the expense of those marked non-white, although it is not generally
named as such (Mills 2-3).124 His study focuses on the development of “differential
distribution” of rights: while 18th century Western philosophers claimed that all humans
(all men) are entitled to natural rights, in reality, such rights have been understood to apply
only to whites.125
According to Mills, the social contract was underwritten, not contradicted, by a
“Racial Contract” (Mills 6), which he defines as an unspoken agreement of one group of
people to understand themselves as “white,” and as such, a “class of full persons,” and to
categorize the remaining subset of humans as “nonwhite and of a different and inferior
moral status, sub-persons, so that they have a subordinate civil standing” (11). All whites
benefit from this contract, even if they are not in agreement with it (11). They benefit in
supremacy, see the contemporary work of Crystal Fleming, Paul Gilroy, Gerald Horne, Charles Mills, and
Ijeoma Oluo. Fleming’s introduction offers a refutation of the common misconception that white
supremacy refers only to the antebellum American South (2017, 13-14); see also Horne’s description of the
development of slavery and settler colonialism in the Caribbean, which is more Anglophone-focused (2018).
For a brief and readable critical explanation of white supremacy in today’s U.S., see Oluo (So you want to
talk about race, 2018); see also Michelle Alexander (The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of
Colorblindness, 2012).
123
In referring to a Racial Contract (which he capitalizes), Mills is referencing the idea of the social contract,
developed by Locke, Hobbes, Rousseau, and other Western philosophers, that organized society consists of
an agreement among individuals to restrain natural rights in order to secure mutual protection or welfare.
Mills states that his title was inspired by Carole Pateman’s analysis of the social contract underlying
patriarchy, The Sexual Contract (1988). See page 6 of The Racial Contract. Mills terms the racial contract
“non-ideal,” that is, it describes reality rather than an ideal to be attained.
124
He sums up his definition of white supremacy: “If I am right, what needs to be recognized is that side by
side with the existing political structures familiar to all of us, the standard subject matter of political theory
– absolutism and constitutionalism, dictatorship and democracy, capitalism and socialism – there has also
been an unnamed global political structure – global white supremacy – and these struggles are in part
struggles against this system. Until the system is named and seen as such, no serious theoretical
appreciation of the significance of these phenomena is possible” (125, emphasis in the original).
125
See pages 16-18.
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two ways from this system. First, the general purpose of this agreement is profit:
recognizing non-whites as not fully human enables whites to exploit them. Second, whites
benefit psychologically from a worldview that positions them as morally advanced citizens
removed from the barbaric “heart of darkness:”126 non-whites are viewed as “‘savage’
residents of a state of nature” (13). Finally, Mills explains the terms of the racial contract:
“[it] require[s] of the slave an ongoing self-negation of personhood” (84, emphasis in the
original).127 Enslaved Africans in the colonies lived in a system that demanded not only
relinquishment of their political subjectivity, but also denial of their personhood or
humanity.128
The focus of this chapter is the French department of Guadeloupe, composed of
five islands (Basse-Terre, Grande-Terre, Désirade, Les Saintes, and Marie-Galante), and
colonized in the 17th century. Guadeloupe has abundant, diverse vegetation and varied
topography, which figures prominently in Guadeloupian literature: dense forests,
mangrove swamps, mountains and flatlands, rivers and beaches. Shaped by a history of
slavery and white supremacy,129 Guadeloupian or Creole identity, a métissage of African,
European, Indian (and some Chinese) cultures, can be encompassed in Glissant’s term,
créolisation, which he defines as heterogeneous cultural elements in relation to one another
without degradation or diminution of any one element, and with unpredictable results. He
126

Joseph Conrad. See Mills, pages 19, 46, 77-78, and 81 for further explanation.
Mills briefly describes slavery in the Caribbean and the Americas (10-11). For a more detailed history,
see also Frédéric Régent’s La France et ses esclaves: de la colonization aux abolitions, 1620-1848 (2007),
and Paul Butel’s Histoire des Antilles françaises, XVIIe-XXe siècle (2000).
128
Régent characterizes slavery as practiced by Europeans in the New World as different from slavery in
Africa: under the European system, slaves were positioned as commodities, whereas in Africa, slaves were
more protected and could possibly obtain social status based on family lineage or education: « l’individu
asservi [aux Antilles] n’est plus qu’un objet d’exploitation économique interchangeable » (Régent 131).
129
For more context and history of Guadeloupe, see France and the Americas Vol. 1 (ed. Bill Marshall, 2005,
17-26) and Doris Garraway’s The Libertine Colony: Creolization in the early French Caribbean (2005).
127
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emphasizes the value of this “imprévisibilité:” the inability to predict new identities,
languages, traditions, and cultures (2002 Federica Bertelli interview with Glissant). 130
However, contemporary Guadeloupe is hierarchized along racial lines: the “békés,” white
creole descendants of French colonists, retain privileged status. Mireille Rosello describes
the Antilles as divided not only by race but also by history: white Antillais are descended
from slaveowners; black Antillais, the majority, are descended from the enslaved.131
Slavery in Guadeloupe existed for much of its history; the French took possession
of Guadeloupe in 1635 and established the first slave plantations by 1674. Along with
French Caribbean colonies such as Martinique and Saint Domingue (now Haiti), the
colony produced sugar, coffee, cacao, and other cash crops harvested and processed by
enslaved Africans, shipped in by the millions. Slavery in the Caribbean was enormously
profitable for France; despite the loss of Saint Domingue in 1804, after that colony’s
successful slave revolution and independence from France, slavery continued to contribute
to France’s economic growth.132 In the late 1700s-early 1800s English and French empires
battled for control of Guadeloupe. The British invasion of 1794 led to a brief abolition of
Métissage: the mixture and fusion of cultures, contradicting the idea of superiority of one singular-origin
culture put forth by Western civilization (see Lionnet’s explanation in Introduction, Autobiographical Voices,
especially pgs 8-9). Créolisation: “la mise en contact de plusieurs cultures ou au moins de plusieurs
éléments de cultures distinctes, dans un endroit du monde, avec pour résultante une donnée nouvelle,
totalement imprévisible par rapport à la somme ou à la simple synthèse de ces éléments […] la créolisation,
c’est le métissage avec une valeur ajoutée qui est l’imprévisibilité” (Federica Bertelli’s interview with
Glissant, 2002).
131
“Aux Antilles, ne vivent pas seulement des hommes et des femmes de races différentes, mais des
communautés polarisées par un passé récent de division manichéennes et de violence extrême. A quelques
exceptions près, les Antillais sont tous des descendants d’esclaves, ou des descendants de maitres, c’est-adire les descendants de groupes raciaux et économiques qui avaient intérêt soit à faire intervenir un
changement radical, soit à maintenir de force un statu quo favorable à une minorité (Rosello 7-8).
130

132

Régent’s history of slavery in the Caribbean nuances slavery’s contribution to France’s economic growth.
th
th
He states that colonial commerce cannot alone explain France’s industrial growth in the 18 -19 centuries,
but also claims that it contributed to the development of the “spirit of capitalism,” that is, favoring profit
over need, rendering the consummation of non-essential goods, such as coffee and tobacco, essential even
though the majority of the population did not always have enough bread to eat (130).
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slavery: French colonial administrator Victor Hugues, with the assistance of free mulatto
leader Louis Delgrès, enforced the Jacobins’ February 1794 emancipation decree, armed
slaves, and drove out the British. However, Napoleon re-established slavery in 1802, and it
was not until 1848 that slavery was abolished in the French colonies. In the aftermath of
abolition, France brought in indentured workers from India and China to help produce cash
crops. They were not granted citizenship or the right to vote until 1923. In 1946,
Martinique, Guadeloupe, and Guiana, inspired by the “Free French” rejection of racist
Vichy France and the promise of new social security benefits, chose to become overseas
départements of France.133 France assured its former colonies a secular education centering
metropolitan France, which would deny a racist past and refute any cultural differences.
Guadeloupe remains affected by racial inequality. It also occupies a position of
inferiority and dependency vis-à-vis metropolitan France. Indeed, Nicole Jenette Simek,
rejecting the term postcolonial for Guadeloupe and Martinique, emphasizes that “traces of
colonial power relations…continue to subordinate these islands to the metropolitan center,
despite their current…status as French départements equal to any other” (Simek 6). She
describes political and cultural subordination, and French governance in the Antilles.
Beverley Ormerod’s Introduction to the French Caribbean (1985), details the following
colonial traces, among others: French-administered education and government, positions of
133

See Kristen Stromberg Childers’s analysis of the 1946 choice of Martinicans and Guadeloupians to
become French departments. Childers describes the vote to assimilate as motivated in part by a desire to
protect themselves from the new threat of United States imperialism: “citizens … genuinely identified with
a France of transcendent culture and humane principles that was above the regime of “colonialist jackals”
who claimed to represent France in Martinique. Second, departmentalization would safeguard the island
from the designs of a new postwar colonial power they associated with racism and the békés: the United
States” (Childers 2006, 284-285). However, social ascendancy or prestige in Guadeloupe is associated with
French education and affiliation with France; Condé’s autobiographical Coeur à rire et à pleurer (1999),
which portrays the upper black bourgeoisie to which her family belonged, describes their attitude as similar
to Frantz Fanon’s “black skin, white masks” -- black Caribbeans who see themselves as French removed
from their African roots, viewed as barbaric (Condé 117).
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power given to metropolitan French, and economic dependency.134 In particular,
Guadeloupe’s relation to France is marked by French linguistic and cultural domination. In
her 2004 in-depth anthropological study of language and identity politics in postwar
Guadeloupe, 135 Ellen Schnepel focuses on the historical, economic, and cultural factors
that made assimilation so complicated. She characterizes Guadeloupian Creole as cultural
identity and community, associated with resistance to subjugation and opposition to the
official French language of education, government, and positions and discourses of
power.136
This chapter examines modes and degrees of resistance to white supremacy
depicted in the work of three Guadeloupian authors: Simone Schwarz-Bart (Pluie et vent
sur Télumée miracle, 1972), Maryse Condé (Traversée de la mangrove, 1989, Désirada,
1997), and Myriam Warner-Vieyra (Le Quimboiseur l’avait dit, 1980). In this chapter, the
focus shifts to those most marginalized in post-enslavement, postcolonial Guadeloupe: the
protagonists are descendants of slaves. These women primarily suffer racial subjugation, in
addition to inequalities of gender and sometimes class, in contrast to Duras’s and
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“The French Caribbean islands, apart from Haiti, are still owned and ruled by France. Their official status
as départements of France has not greatly altered the realities of political and cultural colonialism: high
school courses, radio and television programmes sent from France, the French officials appointed to key
positions, even the weekly Air France arrivals of French fruit and vegetables for consumption by white
expatriates and a Europeanized middle class. The government’s lack of encouragement for traditional
agriculture, the saturation of the information services with news of the most remote provinces of
metropolitan France at the expense of news about events in neighboring West Indian islands, are further
aspects of the official policy of assimilation with France and the desire to prevent any popular stirrings
towards autonomy or a sense of a pan-caribbean solidarity (Ormerod 3).
135
In Search of a National Identity: Creole and Politics in Guadeloupe (2004).
136

In his history of slavery in the French colonies, Régent notes that Creole developed as a method of
communication between slaveowners or foremen, many of whom did not speak proper French but dialects
or patois - and slaves, who spoke various African languages. For him, Creole became a “barrière linguistique
qui enferme encore davantage l’esclave dans sa condition inférieure” (147). Historically, Creole is not
exclusively the language of poor black Antilleans, but metropolitan French, considered “proper,” signifies
better education and social status.
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Cardinal’s protagonists, who hold racial privilege in colonial and postcolonial societies.
Resistance, which is not always possible in these texts, is textual and/or protagonist-based.
It consists of the conservation of an alternative Weltanschauung: an apprehension of the
world and way of being, a general philosophy of life that opposes that of white supremacy.
This Weltanschauung involves concepts such as an understanding of humanity and
spirituality as associated with the natural environment; kinship and solidarity with other
women; home as independent of roots or origin; and créolité. 137 Resistance is focused
inward: if realized, this Weltanschauung resists subjugation by allowing black characters
full personhood, negated in white supremacist societies. However, resistance – whether
textual or protagonist-based -- cannot be read as either increasing or decreasing over the
time period of the texts (1972 – 1997). 138
Protagonist-based resistance involves both a particular Weltanschauung and home
(as security, belonging, and identity). Women characters who can preserve this
Weltanschauung can deploy tactics to find home, seize language, articulate resistance, and
develop agency. They are not always able to do all of these. Protagonists’ resistance to
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Créolité: the definition will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. I am deploying Karen Smyley
Wallace’s use of the term and Katherine Gyssels’s description of the mixture of Guadeloupian creole and
French in Condé and Schwarz-Bart’s work, and to a lesser extent, Warner-Vieyra’s work. There are other
characteristics of these works that could be described as resistance: see studies of the polyphonies in the
narrative of Maryse Condé, especially in Traversée de la mangrove, in Rosemarie Mitsch’s “Maryse Condé’s
Mangroves” (1997), and Anna Miraglia’s “Désirada: Des voix contre silence” (2005); the rejection of a linear
narrative, discussed in Davies’s Black Women, Writing, and Identity (1994) and Adlai Murdoch’s “En
attendant le Bonheur;” the re-definitions of motherhood, especially in Condé’s novels, described in Pascale
De Souza’s “Traversée de la mangrove: éloge de la créolité, écriture de l’opacité” (2005) and Leah Tolbert
Lyons’s 2007 dissertation.
138
The textual resistance in these novels was not always recognized by early analyses. Telumée Miracle was
characterized as not a “political novel;” but, as Gerise Herndon states, choosing to represent AfroCaribbean women’s world was a political act in itself (1997, 164). Similarly, Margaret Willen, in a 1995
article, refutes the critique that characterized the novel as nihilistic, observing that the work is “political” in
the sense that “l’oeuvre de Schwarz-Bart exprime une vision de Guadeloupe critiquant les réalités sociales
et politiques des Antilles” (85).
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white supremacy is portrayed as dependent on the ability to build home, most often with
other women; finding or building home in these texts is particularly important, because the
characters’ ancestors, enslaved Africans, were exiled. Formation of home cannot be found
in roots, origins, place, or in the exclusion of the Other, as in Cardinal’s texts.139 Yet, this
is not the only depiction of being “out of home” in the corpus of this chapter. In Condé’s
work, women characters of upper middle class sometimes feel estranged in their own
social class, or experience upward mobility as separation from family or as increased
gendered subordination. Exile is sometimes portrayed negatively, as in Warner-Vieyra’s
novel, where the protagonist cannot seize much agency and cannot build home; but in
Condé’s work, it can be associated with characters’ agency and development of
subjectivity.140 In Schwarz-Bart and especially Condé’s works, protagonists learn to accept
uncertainty and lack of roots as part of their identity.141
Edouard Glissant’s Discours antillais (1981) provides a lens through which to
analyze the Guadeloupian texts of this chapter. In a section titled La function du paysage,
Glissant writes that connection with landscape, or the natural environment, plays a central
role in Antillean history, identity, and literature:

139

Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Feminism without Borders (2003) examines the violence and repression,
particularly against non-whites, around concepts of home based on exclusion (86, 102). In her introduction,
she provides a term that could be used to describe women protagonists’ efforts to build an alternative
home: “[we need] a formulation of decolonization in which autonomy and self-determination are central to
the process of liberation and can only be achieved through self-reflexive collective practice” (8). Her “selfreflexive collective practice” could be compared to Robinson’s description of enslaved Africans’ efforts to
conserve an “alternative metaphysic” or “ontological totality.”
140
In her introduction to Black Women, Writing and Identity, Migrations of the Subject (1994), CaribbeanAmerican Carole Boyce Davies discusses these concepts. She describes home as displacement in black
women’s writing (21) and writes that “black female subjectivity asserts agency as it crosses the borders,
journeys, [and] migrates” (37).
141
For more on Condé’s understanding of exile and her positive interpretation of this condition, see her
interview with Paola Ghinelli, pages 34-35.
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…le rapport à la terre…devient tellement fondamental du discours, que le paysage
dans l’oeuvre cesse d’être décor ou confident pour s’inscrire comme constituant de
l’être. Décrire le paysage ne suffira pas. L’individu, la communauté, le pays sont
indissociables dans l’épisode constitutif de leur histoire. Le paysage est un
personnage de cette histoire. Il faut le comprendre dans ses profondeurs (199).

Landscape forms a part of histoire, (both story and history); this passage emphasizes that
nature is not the background, nor does it involve an intimate relation. Not only does it
figure as an active participant, a “personnage,” but it is also inscribed as a constitutive,
identity-forming element of “l’être:” innermost being, soul, or sentience, that must be
understood in depth. In addition, individuals cannot be considered apart from community,
country, and landscape: they are indissociable, formed together. In accord with Glissant,
both Annie Rehill and Maryse Condé state that characters are portrayed as profoundly
connected to natural environment in Antillean literature, while Martinican Frantz Fanon
contrasts Antillean and colonists’ attitudes toward the world in general.142
The corpus of this chapter demonstrates this outlook on the natural world. It forms
part of the protagonists’ Weltanschauung, and in all the novels, nature forms a constitutive
element of humanity. In Schwarz-Bart’s work, the meaning of being human is shown
through an association with the natural world. In Condé’s work, Guadeloupian landscape,
through the metaphor of the rhizome, appears as a refuge linked to the identity of black
Guadeloupians. In Warner-Vieyra’s novel, nature, again seen as refuge, is sentient and
associated with the protagonist’s subjectivity. The first section of this chapter, which
142

See Annie Rehill’s “Perspective éco-critique” (2013), where she writes that Antillean writers see
humanity as part of “la totalité de la nature or the world” (137); Maryse Condé also notes that “[la nature]
ne dissocie pas de l’homme” (La parole des femmes, 64), as Fanon describes the contrast between
Antillean attitudes and those of white Europeans: “J’épouse le monde! Je suis le monde! Le Blanc veut le
monde; il le veut pour lui tout seul. Il se découvre le maître prédestiné de ce monde. Il l’asservit. Il s’établit
entre le monde et lui un rapport appropriatif” (Peau noire, masques blanches 103).
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covers Simone Schwarz-Bart’s Pluie et vent sur Télumée miracle (1972), depicts resistance
under the harshest of circumstances. The second section shows protagonists who develop
agency: Condé’s Traversée de la mangrove (1989), and Désirada (1997). In the third
section, analyzing Warner-Vieyra’s Le quimboiseur l’avait dit (1980), the protagonist
cannot deploy much resistance.
***
The title, Pluie et vent sur Télumée Miracle, a play on a Creole proverb roughly
translated as “surviving despite the rain and wind on me,”143 suggests survival and
resistance. Notwithstanding poverty, racial and gendered subjugation, and personal
tragedies, the protagonist Télumée is able to declare herself content at the end of the novel.
Schwarz-Bart depicts an alternative Weltanschauung, in which humanity is defined as part
of the natural environment, women’s spiritual leadership and solidarity are essential to the
protagonist’s agency, and créolité is featured as textual- and protagonist-based resistance.
Pluie et vent emphasizes the dignity of black Guadeloupians.
Nature plays a central role in the novel. Older women, featured as voices of
authority, teach that to be human is to be part of nature and to reject avarice and ownership
of the earth. Télumée’s grandmother Toussine, called Reine sans Nom, tells the village
children that nothing can be owned, especially nature: “…les biens de la terre restent à la
terre, et l’homme ne possède même pas la peau qui l’enveloppe. Tout ce qu’il possède : les
143

The title illustrates the use of proverbs in oral Creole culture. The English translation of this title is
“Crossing the Bridge of Beyond” which significantly alters the reader’s expectation of meaning in the novel.
For more on the difficulties and implications of translating Creolized French novels, see Elizabeth A. Wilson,
“Translating Caribbean Landscape” (2000), and Pascale De Souza’s “Crossing the Bridge of Beyond”:
Translating the Mangroves of French Caribbean Identities” (2005).
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sentiments de son coeur…” (79-80). The goods of the earth remain the earth’s alone, and
“man” can only own his own feelings, which he must learn to master in order to persevere
through hardship. Reine sans Nom then recounts a creation story, which describes a
division between humans that occurred at the dawn of the world. After God created
humans, he said, “it is good,” and slept, abandoning them to do as they would. At that
moment, some became: “lâches, malfaisants, corrupteurs et certains incarnaient si
parfaitement leur vice qu’ils en perdaient forme humaine pour être: l’avarice même, la
méchanceté même, la profitation même. Cependant, les autres continuaient la lignée
humaine, pleuraient, trimaient, regardaient un ciel rose et riaient” (80). In this origins story,
Reine sans Nom distinguishes between those who literally “lose human form,” to become
the incarnation of greed, cruelty, and ill-gotten gain (“profitation”), and the others,
identified with humanity, who rejoice in the beauty of nature (“le ciel rose”), suffer, and
also “slave away” (“trimaient”). Those who remain human can represent the enslaved,
whereas those who lost human form are slaveowners and their descendants. To fail to learn
the lesson that humans cannot possess the “les biens de la terre,” and to engage in
“profitation” is to become other than human. The novel distinguishes between black
Guadeloupians, associated with the land, and the white descendants of slaveowners, who
own land and previously even owned human beings.
Portrayed as part of the natural world, black characters are identified with plants or
animals, and their beauty, strength, energy, and intelligence are emphasized. Telumée’s
great-grandmother has the beautiful skin of a mahagony tree: “une peau d’acajou rouge et
patinée” (13); Toussine, Télumee’s grandmother, is like a tall, blooming red canna flower
in her youth, full of vitality: “[elle] apparaissait à tous comme le balisier rouge surgi en
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haute montagne” (14). The graceful fingers of Toussine’s fiancé, Jérémie, are “aussi agiles
et effilés que les feuilles du cocotier au vent” (18); his skin, which Toussine loves best
about him, is likened to a glistening, iridescent, juicy dark fruit: “moirée et chatoyante qui
rappelait la pulpe juteuse de certaines icaques violettes” (18). Télumée’s attractive mother
is described as “une gousse de vanille éclatée” (45). While in Condé’s Traversée the
characters are compared to rooted, intertwined plants that draw their strength from their
relation to one another and the land, Schwarz-Bart’s characters’ association with plants and
animals highlights their dignity, despite their subordinated position in society.
Use of the word “nègre” (and nègres, négrillon, négresse, etc),144 further
underscores black characters’ humanity.145 Although the characters in most of the
passages are black, with no need to differentiate them from characters of a different race,
they are repeatedly identified as “nègre” and affectionately call each other “ma négresse”
or “mon nègre,” etc: the term appears at every passage with a major life event or decision,
emphasizing characters’ human struggles and emotions, as well as kinship. For example,
the village community is called “les nègres” (29) as they rejoice in Toussine’s recovery
from grief, and the word “négresse” is used to emphasize her resiliency as they question
what it is to be a woman (29). At the end of the novel, Télumée reflects on what she has
learned through adversity. She interrogates whether the “nègre” deserved slavery and
suffering (248-251) and whether “le nègre” is a man since they had been sold as slaves
(251), but concludes by affirming strength and humanity: “Je sais que le nègre n’est pas
une statue de sel que dissolvent les pluies” (254-55); this line recalls Reine sans Nom’s
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See pages 29, 56, 129, 210, 226-227, among others.
Historical use of the term nègre in French writings denotes African origins, black sin, and enslaved status,
often conflated, used in a pejorative way and to justify slavery: see Simone Delesalle and Lucette Valensi,
“Le mot “nègre” dans les dictionnaires français d’ancien régime histoire et lexigraphie,” (1972), esp. 95-98.
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identification of humanity with suffering. The term also highlights the black community’s
inferior position to the privileged world of whites. Named as “Blancs” or “Blancs des
blancs” (wealthy slaveowners or descendants of slaveowner), whites are portrayed outside
the world of “les nègres,” both in the sense of spatial separation, and by an oppositional
Weltanschauung. In one passage, Telumée’s mother, Victoire, exults in the success of
Regina, Telumée’s sister, who enrolled in French-administered school, adopting the habits,
customs, and way of life of whites:
“Regina…dormait dans un lit, mangeait des pommes de France, possédait une robe
à manches bouffantes et allait à l’école…cette petite négresse a tête poivrée savait
déjà signer son nom…elle a dans son esprit toutes les colonnes des Blancs…vous
ne savez pas écrire, mes négresses, voilà une honte qu’il est difficile d’oublier, et, à
ces moments-là, la terre ne s’ouvre même pas pour vous sauver…” (67).

Victoire reveres the whites’ world, admiring the “columns,” or knowledge, of whites, and
the prestige of France, which signifies increased social status.146 When she says “mes
négresses” it is both derisory and affectionate, reflecting both kinship and the conflicted
attitude characters sometimes have towards their subjugated position (see 227, 250). After
this meeting, Télumee never sees her mother again. She follows a different path than her
sister’s and mother’s: her education will be imparted by her grandmother, not the “Blancs,”
and she will strive to understand and to affirm the worth of “les nègres,” in particular that
of black women in Guadeloupe.
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In her article on postcolonial education in French Caribbean apprenticeship novels, Pascale De Souza
states that French-administered education is depicted as a “deadly lure” for young girls in Pluie et vent and
Warner-Vieyra’s Le quimboiseur, leading to decreased agency, departure from community, and sometimes
ruin (262).
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Another phrase, “la terre,” or “sur terre,” as in the above passage, appear
throughout the novel in connection with interrogating what it means to be human or a
woman. Even Victoire, removed from her community’s Weltanschauung, expresses the
primacy of “la terre” in her statement: “la terre ne s’ouvre même pas pour vous sauver:” in
those moments of profound shame of illiteracy, the earth will not even open to save human
beings. When Elie, Télumée’s first husband, beats her, he tells her that he will teach her
what it means to be a “femme sur terre” (163, 164, 169-70), linking womanhood with
subjugation. Suffering from his betrayal, she describes feeling like a floating spirit in the
world, without a place; when she leaves Elie, rejecting his treatment, she describes herself
as again happy to be a “femme sur terre” (181). The term again differentiates between
whites and blacks: “les nègres” are frequently said to be “sur terre,” while whites are not.
Amboise, Télumée’s second husband and another voice of authority in the novel, is said by
the villagers to not understand his place “sur terre” (210); even as a poor black man, he
seeks better things and believes himself to be equal if not superior to “les Blancs.”
Amboise, who has spent time in France, and differentiates between the world of the whites
and that of blacks: “il avait lavé sa tête de toutes idées blanches, mais il n’en gardait nulle
amertume. Ces gens-là étaient d’un bord et lui de l’autre…” (223-4). “White ideas” include
beliefs of black inferiority and the French education. Amboise describes whites as
disconnected from “la terre:” regretting the necessity of existing in the physical world,
“…avec cet air qu’ils ont de flotter au-dessus de leur corps, de n’y être qu’à regret” (224).
For Amboise, whites seem to belong neither on earth nor even to their own bodies,
inhabited by “esprits malins” (223).
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Télumée’s understanding of what it is to be “nègre” “sur terre” is shaped by older
women, who are storytellers, or “mother/priestess/goddess figures,” as Greta LeSeur calls
them (LeSeur 2001, 21). They teach spiritual strength, history, and heritage to younger
generations; their solidarity and leadership are fundamental to resisting subjugation.
Télumée establishes herself as part of a matriarchal lineage, in which women are situated
in history and myths, according to Patrice Proulx, who writes of the importance of the
“mythical continuum,” citing Glissant (Proulx 135),147 and she learns to venerate her stillliving grandmother as an almost mythical figure (11). Her family’s women are known for
their actions, earning their own names rather than taking the names of husbands or fathers.
Toussine merits the appellation Reine sans Nom after recovering from grief over the loss
of her daughter; her triumph over pain inspires the villagers to declare that there is no
queen’s name good enough for her (29). As an old woman, Télumée will earn her own
name, Télumée miracle, for her kindness to a man who had lost his dignity (246). Reine
sans Nom and her mysterious friend, Man Cia, teach Télumée the faith she will need to
survive as a poor black woman. Although Man Cia is rumored to have the ability to harm
and heal people, her distinctive quality is the power to literally escape her existence as an
impoverished black woman at will: “[elle] planait au-dessus des mornes, des vallons et des
cases de Fond-Zombi,148 insatisfaite de son enveloppe humaine” (55). Reine sans Nom
explains to her granddaughter that Man Cia, whose reputed powers sometimes inspire fear
in the villagers, demonstrates an ability to rise above harsh circumstances, which the
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In the first part of the novel, called “Présentation des miens,” Télumée introduces her maternal
ancestors. Patrice Proulx characterizes Reine sans Nom, as the “griotte” or storyteller, with “privileged
enunciation” (Proulx 136).
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“Fond-Zombi” signifies both a geographical depression and a deep sadness: the villagers are described as
sometimes unable to catch their breath because of life’s difficulties, perhaps like “zombies” (56). See
Jeanne Garane’s description of the village of Fond-Zombi in “A Politics of Location in Simone Schwarz-Bart’s
Bridge of Beyond” (1995, 23).
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villagers cannot always do (56). The agency of the two older women lies in part in their
sense of kinship with the dead and their ancestors, and an understanding of their heritage,
which they impart to Télumée: Reine sans Nom speaks of her beloved, deceased husband,
Jérémie, as if he were still alive (62).
The spiritual beliefs that the older women convey to Télumée do not involve faith
in God, whom they regard as a capricious Being complicit in slavery and suffering.
According to Man Cia, God appears both to punish and help human beings: “C’est depuis
longtemps que pour nous libérer Dieu habite le ciel, et que pour nous cravacher il habite la
maison des blancs, à Belle-Feuille” (63). This contradictory God, both absent and present,
is associated with “liberation” but also with the “whippings” and the subjugation
represented by the plantation Belle-Feuille. Rather than place their trust in such a God, the
two women express faith in human resiliency and the strength of future generations. As
they gaze with pride at the young Télumée, Reine sans Nom and Man Cia agree that the
evils of slavery are finished (64), convinced that the harm of slavery will dissipate in future
generations. The women also demonstrate solidarity, which allows the protagonist to
develop resistance to not only racial but also gendered subjugation; Reine sans Nom
encourages her granddaughter to leave a relationship that becomes abusive, and helps her
recover afterwards (153-161).
Racism and racial subjugation are highlighted in the description of Bellefeuille, the
plantation where Télumée goes to find work, and its owners the Desaragnes, especially
Mme Desaragne. Télumée describes her as descendant of “Blanc des blancs,” or
slaveowners, in their first meeting:
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Venant à moi, depuis le perron où elle se tenait la descendante du Blanc des blancs
m’apparut, dame frêle, un peu vieille demoiselle…Deux yeux d’un bleu intense
m’examinèrent, et le regard me parut froid, languissant, désinvolte tandis que Mme
Desaragne m’interrogeait avec insistance, tout comme si elle n’avait jamais
rencontré grand-mère.
--C’est une place que vous cherchez? (93)

Télumée responds that she is seeking to rent herself out, not gain a permanent place. Mme
Desaragne’s apparent frailty and deceptively nonchalant behavior demonstrate her
privileged position as she interrogates Télumée in a deliberately humiliating exchange: she
asks her “vous connaissez cuisiner” and “je veux dire cuisiner, pas lâcher un morceau de
fruit à pain dans une chaudière d’eau salée” (93). These questions are meant to emphasize
to Télumée that she belongs to what Mme Desaragne views as an uncivilized people who
can only cook staples like breadfruit, rather than French cuisine, signifying French cultural
superiority. Kathleen Gyssels explains that “vous connaissez cuisiner” is creolized French,
used to remind Télumée that she will always remain nothing but “une faiseuse de
béchamel” (Gyssels 1997, 150), despite her mastery of French. In another exchange, Mme
Desaragne directs Télumée on how to starch and iron her husband’s shirts: “‘il est si
délicat votre patron…il faut voyez-vous que je vous surveille, que ça tienne juste assez.’
[Télumée :] J’étais déjà habitué à la tactique, à la musique, je prenais ces paroles de blanc,
rien que ça” (96). Mme Desaragne reinforces white male power: she insists on the
“delicate” nature of a wealthy, influential plantation owner, whose comfort takes
precedence. Télumée disregards her words as tactics to keep her subservient. Mme
Desaragne openly denigrates black women as promiscuous “savages” with “ventres à
credit” (97): bodies on loan for illegitimate children. Her racist, misogynist attitudes
implicitly justify her husband’s abuse of the black women who work at Bellefeuille.
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Créolité that figures as textual and protagonist-based resistance to such treatment:
Creole proverbs, songs, and stories conveying folkloric wisdom, whose rhythm permeates
the text’s French language and expresses an alternative Weltanschauung. In a 1992 article,
Nathalie Buchet Rogers observes that Creole orality in Pluie et vent illustrate a particular
dynamic of Antillean culture: the tension between oral culture, identified with kinship and
heritage, and the incursion of written culture, symbolizing white knowledge, privilege, and
power (435). Karen Smyley Wallace, who first employs the term créolité in regards to
Pluie et vent,149 cites Eloge de la créolité by Martinican writers Patrick Chamoiseau, Jean
Bernabé and Raphaël Confiant (1989); they affirm Creole culture, emphasize its orality,
and characterize créolité as a mode of speech and thought that opposes French dominant
(colonial) culture, committing to “anticolonialist” writing (13, 20-21, 33-36). 150 Cynthia
Mesh’s “Empowering the Mother Tongue,” (1997), which draws on Dany Bébel-Gisler’s
work,151 characterizes Creole literature as resistance, emphasizing French cultural and
linguistic dominance: “to speak French was to be French and to be French was to be
human….those who did not speak French, then, were deemed…even inhuman” (Mesh 25).
Créolité figures as vehicle of Télumée’s education, in opposition to French
education. Older women teach black heritage through song, proverbs, and metaphors, warn
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“Créolité and the Feminine Text in Simone Schwarz-Bart” (1997).
Delphine Perret details the history of this term. Chamoiseau and the others developed it following
Glissant, who subsequently rejected créolité in favor of créolisation: see pages 9 – 11. Perret also examines
the terms métissage, Glissant’s relation, and Confiant’s bâtardise, that evoke similar valorization of the
creation of cultures and languages in the Antilles.
151 A sociolinguist, Bébel-Gisler examined the subordination of Guadeloupians’ native langauge in their
own country, advocated for equal treatment of Creole, and rejected the monopoly of French as official
language in the Antilles. Mesh quotes her “Who is the Other/ What does Translating the Other mean?”
(conference at Barnard College, 1990). Bébel-Gisler wrote on the socio-psychological effects of the
denigration of Creole language on native Creole speakers. See La langue creole, force jugulée, Etude
sociolinguistique des rapports de force entre le creole et la français aux Antilles (1975), and Le défi culturel
guadeloupéen (1989).
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of the harm of racial subjugation, and instruct the younger generation on what they will
need to survive in a white supremacist society. Télumée recalls Reine sans Nom’s haunting
voice as she sings slave songs: “Et j’écoutais la voix déchirante, son appel mystérieux, et
l’eau commençait à se troubler sérieusement dans ma tête, surtout lorsque grand-mère
chantait: Maman où est où est où est Idahé/Ida est vendue et livrée Idahé/Ida est vendue et
livrée Idahé” (53). Her grandmother’s voice expresses mystery, loss, and pain, inspiring
sorrow in Télumée every time she hears the song. The repetitive refrain evokes despair:
“Ida” or “Idahé” has been sold and delivered, but the question of where she can be found is
never answered. Later, Man Cia uses metaphors to express slavery’s terror and violence to
Télumée: slaves are compared to frightened poultry in cages at the market, and
slaveowners to biting ants who “called themselves men,” (60), distancing humanity from
slavery. Another story becomes the guiding mantra of Télumée’s life: repeating it aids her
in surmounting homesickness and racism (95, 98). Reine sans Nom tells of a man whose
beloved horse was called “Mes Deux Yeux.” Consumed by the thought of human misery,
the man mounted the horse to flee his troubles. Nothing would console him: “il pensait à
l’homme et à son mal et rien ne le charmait” (78). When the man finally wanted to get
down, homesick for his loved ones and his land, the horse galloped on, and the man was
forced to wander until he disappeared: “l’animal l’entraînait ailleurs, toujours ailleurs” (79).
The story’s lesson: “la misère est une vague sans fin mais le cheval ne doit pas te conduire,
c’est toi qui dois conduire le cheval” (79). The grandmother teaches the younger
generation that life is full of pain, but that they must master their feelings (le cheval), and
refuse to dwell on misery. This is the only way to claim home; otherwise, one will be taken
“elsewhere.”
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“Creolized” lyrical French, with imagery and proverbs often evoking the natural
world, features as authority in the text: it is used to interpret narrated events and impart
understanding. For example, Reine sans Nom’s grief is explained as worsening over time:
“la feuille tombée dans la mare ne pourrit pas le jour même de sa chute” (27). Proverbs
illustrate universal knowledge and commonly held beliefs – in this case, recognition of
natural processes to describe human emotions. When Télumée is obliged to leave home for
the first time to work at Belle-Feuille, the plantation, her grandmother expresses the pain
of parting with the line “il arrive, même au flamboyant, d’arracher ses boyaux dans son
ventre pour le remplir de paille…” (92); Schwarz-Bart evokes Antillean folklore, the “bête
à feu” who takes the form of a fire creature at night. This suggests to Télumée that
suffering, sacrifices, and even transforming oneself, are sometimes necessary to survive.152
This Creolized French contrasts with the French of the white characters. Nathalie Buchet
Rogers observes that Schwarz-Bart manages to give the impression that blacks and whites
seem to speak a different language, a linguistic difference that reveals a “mode de pensée
radicalement opposé” (441). In one passage, where Télumée encounters her employer’s
racial hostility, three registers of tone appear: Mme Desaragne’s “proper” French without
proverbs or similes, a lyrical créolité that recounts proverbs that convey meaning of
narrated events, and Télumée’s straightforward narration. Mme Desaragne claims that
“vous les nègres d’ici” have escaped barbarism and cannibalism because the whites, or
“we,” brought them to Guadeloupe (hypocritically, she does not mention slavery), and yet
still live in filth, licentiousness, and laughter: “sauvages et barbares que vous seriez en ce
moment…à danser nus et à déguster les individus en potée…on vous emmène ici, et
152

See the explanation of the “bête à feu” or “soukougnan” at this website on Creole literature:
https://popotecreole.wordpress.com/category/litterature/
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comment vivez-vous?...dans la boue, le vice, les bacchanals…[…] c’est ce que vous aimez:
drôle de gout, vous vous vautrez dans la fange, et vous riez” (96-97). This blatant racism is
uttered in sharp, cutting phrases that are contrasted by the créolité of the following lines:
Télumée, rather than answering, thinks of Man Cia’s proverb that she should be a
“tambour à deux peaux,” showing one side to her employer, but hidden underneath,
remaining utterly intact. She compares experiencing Mme Desaragne’s words to
swimming through clear water (97), meaning that these racist words mean nothing and can
be ignored. Her thoughts are recounted in rhythm, as if in song; the sentence is a nine-line
paragraph, differentiating from Mme Desaragne’s short phrases. Télumée’s narration, the
third register of tone, is shown in the next line, a shorter sentence without proverbs or
similes: “Après un temps de silence elle reprenait, mais avec, cette fois-là, une petite
nuance d’énervement” (97).
Télumée’s mastery of Creole wisdom also figures as “camouflage” or “ruse”
(Glissant’s term in Discours antillais 32-33): feigned innocence or dissemblance that serve
as defense.153 In the same passage, the narrator returns to another long phrase of lyrical
rhythm (six lines in the text) as she judges Mme Desaragne’s character: “…la voyant tout
entière… avec ses yeux qui avaient tout classé, mis en ordre, prévu, au fond de leurs
prunelles sans vie, et je disais doucement, l’air étonné…” (97). Télumée inwardly
denounces Mme Desaragne’s hierarchical, racist worldview that “classifies everything,
puts everything in order,” while her eyes remain without life, or soul. Then she responds
with feigned ignorance: “Madame, on dit que certains aiment la lumière, d’autres la fange,
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According to Katherine Gyssels, Télumée uses the spoken word as action: “…dans ses échanges avec des
Békés…la protagoniste résiste par des actes de parole. Télumée s’arme contre l’aliénation et se révolte
contre les humiliations dont elle risque d’être victime dans une société coloniale et raciste” (Gyssels 1997,
146).
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c’est ainsi que le monde tourne…moi je ne sais rien de tout ça, je suis une petite
négresse…et je lave, je repasse, je fais des béchamels, et voilà tout…” (97-98). Turning
Mme Desaragne’s words into a saying, “some love the light, others the mire or muck,”
Télumée avoids further confrontation with her employer. Her dissemblance wins her
freedom from harassment: she will now be permitted to work without interference. Mme
Desaragne even passes from the formal “vous” to the more intimate “tu” (98). Télumée
retains from the incident a new understanding of what it means “to ride her horse” (98): the
ability to ignore her employer’s racism, which she cannot change.
Throughout the novel, Creole spoken word is shown as powerful, 154 and in two
passages it serves as attempted defense against white supremacy: Télumée’s rebuttal of
harassment, and Amboise’s speech for the striking cane workers. When Monsieur
Desaragne attempts to rape Télumée, she defends herself not only with a knife, but also
with proverbs. In contrast to the phrases he uses at the beginning of the encounter (“on
dirait que tu es sans culottes, ma fille,” 112, “tu es la plus grande vicieuse de la terre,” 113),
he employs metaphor in a misguided attempt to seduce her: “écoute, j’ai besoin d’une
petite négresse…plus vive qu’un éclair…” (113). Télumée abruptly silences him with a
proverb illustrating the difference between them: “ Les canards et les poules se ressemblent,
mais les deux espèces ne vont pas ensemble sur l’eau” (114). Not only is white, powerful,
and the owner of a plantation, he is also attempting to appropriate a Creole way of
speaking for nefarious purposes. Here the proverb functions as “active speech,” according
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See page 79, “avec une parole, on empêche un homme de se briser,” and page 202, where characters
discuss the power of words, “que penses-tu des mots?” Rogers describes the role of the spoken word in
Creole culture; words are imbued with magical power: “la parole vivante et magique” (443).
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to Gyssels’s description (158);155 in a later passage, Amboise, chosen for his ability to
employ “le français de France,” “les mots qui charmerait” (228), uses Creolized French to
speak to cane factory overseers. He declares that a worker is not a bird, and that his
children are not chicks; an empty sack cannot stand upright (229). The white overseer
rejects him and turns his back; the resulting rage and ambush of the factory spells death for
Amboise and other workers. Although Buchet Rogers characterizes this use of Creolized
French as miscommunication, a fatal mistake on Amboise’s part (441), as “porte-parole”
of the workers, Amboise’s use of metaphor highlights créolité as expression of their
understanding of the world, and contrasts it to the factory owners’ cruelty.
The framing of créolité as signifying superior understanding in this novel lends
authority to Télumée’s conclusion that “le nègre n’est pas une statue de sel que dissolvent
les pluies” (254-55); she states that she will die with joy, standing upright in her garden
(255). Télumée’s final declaration exemplifies the resistance to white supremacy expressed
by the text and by the women characters: they are engaged in a struggle to establish their
humanity and dignity within a system that has subordinated them as black, as poor, and as
women. They are able to do this because of their alternative Weltanschauung: they are
situated as part of a natural world imbued with supernatural power, possessing an
oppositional wisdom, expressed through créolité.
***
Women learn resistance and are sometimes able to develop agency in Condé’s
Traversée de la mangrove (1989), and Désirada (1997). In Traversée, as in Schwarz155

She cites Carole Tennessen’s Authority and Resistance in Language: from Michel Foucault to compere
Lapin (1989).
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Bart’s work, characters exist in relation to the natural world, and créolité expresses an
alternative Weltanschauung, Unlike Pluie et vent, however, solidarity between women is
not always realized because of difficulties with racial and/or gendered subjugation;
Traversée highlights gendered class norms. Désirada features alternative concepts of home,
as the protagonist searches for her family history and learns to accept uncertainty about her
origins; the novel can be read as an answer to or a continuation of Condé’s first novel,
Heremakhonon (1976).156
The Caribbean landscape and in particular the rhyzomatic plant constitutes a
defining aspect of Traversée.157 Personified nature is solace for marginalized characters,
and the text depicts Guadeloupian nature as remembrance of Caribbean history and
heritage, recalling Glissant’s description of landscape as constitutive discursive element.
Following Rosemarie Mitsch’s and Françoise Lionnet’s analyses,158 Traversée highlights
three concepts related to the natural Caribbean environment: the philosophical concept of
the rhizomatic, developed by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in their two-volume work
Mille Plateaux: Capitalisme et Schizophrenie (1972, 1980), Glissant’s concept of
créolisation, and his relation. Deleuze and Guattari link the botanical term rhizome to nonhierarchical, interconnected, reflecting multiplicities; the rhizomatic can be associated with
créolisation, the continual re-invention of multiple cultures and identities in the Caribbean
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Heremakhonon’s narcissistic, “anti-heroine” Véronica embarks on an unsuccessful quest of connecting
with her African ancestors. Heremakhonon (the title means “waiting for happiness,” and was later republished as En attendant le bonheur can be seen as a rejection of the “négritude” movement that
advocated for a return to African roots. For analyses of Heremakhonon, see Françoise Lionnet, “Happiness
Deferred,” in Autobiographical voices (1989, 167-190), and Anne Donadey, “The Postcolonial and the
Postmodern: Irony and Identity in Maryse Condé’s Heremakhonon” (2008).
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The intertwined roots of rhizomatous plants grow horizontally either at the soil surface or below, and
reproduce easily: if separated from the plant, each piece of a rhizome can produce a new plant. Mangrove
trees are rhizomes, as are yams.
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archipelago, and also to Relation, identity established in relation to the Other (Discours
antillais, 463). The novel’s narrative structure is the rhizomatic. Set in a rural
Guadeloupian community at a wake from sundown to sunrise, the text’s chapters are each
narrated by a different character that explains the deceased Francis Sancher’s influence on
their lives. Because of Sancher, some of them come to a new understanding of agency.
Mitsch casts the novel’s polyphonies and connections among characters of diverse origins,
races, and classes (African, Indian, Chinese, or Haitian, dark- or light-skinned, desperately
poor or well-off) as an illustration of the rhizomatic: “[the novel] may be read as a positive
illustration of multiculturalism, where the rhizomatic overtakes the singular, essential root”
(54). She observes that the image of the mangrove also illustrates multiplicity “with its
multiple roots, multiple ramifications, horizontalness, lateral linkages rather than vertical
roots” (58). The “fragmented, piece-meal” novel concluding on an open-ended note,
rejecting the linear and suggesting the possibility of continuing creations and inventions of
identity, can also be read as reminiscent of Glissant’s créolisation (Mitsch 59). For
Françoise Lionnet, the novel epitomizes rhizomatic créolisation in its portrayal of
interrelated, diverse identities and opposes the Western model of independent, separate
cultures originating from one distinct place (Lionnet 1993, 104-108).159 By extension, the
novel’s “rhizomatic” interrelatedness of culture and identity challenges ideas of racial
superiority or hierarchies; this can be defined as Glissant’s Relation: identity found in
relation to the Other.
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Lionnet refers to French anthropologist Jean-Loup Amselle’s argument: “even before colonial times, the
interrelations of cultures was the norm…the Western anthropologist has ‘invented’ separate ethnic groups
as his objects of study” (106).
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The mangrove forest (a rhizome) can be read in positive and negative ways: as
entangling and restrictive, or as strong and resistant. For Mitsch, the mangrove is both
borderless and bordered, a “mesh of both land and water and in that sense it is fluid,
borderless, open to influence and change – and might it not be called a métissage? Yet
because of its rhizomatic lateral growth patterns, which prominently feature prop roots and
pneumatophores160 it can also contain, entangle, strangle, bind” (55). Contemporary
Guadeloupian society depicted in Traversée is also “entangling” or “strangling:” characters
are bordered or constrained in different ways by racial hierarchies, conventions of social
class that are often gendered, and poverty. And yet, with its multiple identities connecting
and creating, this society is continually re-invented, open to change, and fluid. The
mangrove, a hardy plant (Mitch 56), can also symbolize resistance and resiliency: a
Caribbean mangrove flourishes in harsh environments with low-nutrient soil and saline
water. They provide breeding grounds for many organisms, filter pollutants, and protect
shorelines against erosion and storms. As such, the mangrove metaphor illustrates African
Caribbeans’ survival despite centuries of racial subjugation.
Condé’s title “Traversée de la mangrove” is ironic, for crossing a group of
mangrove trees (palétuviers), is arduous, and highlights the difficulty of overcoming social
restrictions, especially gendered constraints. Vilma, daughter of a wealthy landowner, had
an affair with Francis Sancher, and remembers a conversation with him in which he
revealed the name of the novel he was trying to write: “Traversée de la mangrove.” She
objects: “On ne traverse pas la mangrove. On s’empale sur les racines des palétuviers. On
s’enterre et on étouffe dans la boue saumâtre” (192). In fact, Sancher’s body is found
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facedown in the mud. Vilma sees no possibility of “crossing the mangrove,” or obtaining a
fulfilling life; she is threatened with being married off against her will. The “brackish mud”
that suffocates her is being married off at a young age to a wealthy farmer, like her mother,
Rosa was. When Rosa’s beloved, longed-for baby daughter dies, grief and despair
translates into emotional absence as she raises her next daughter, Vilma. Other upper-class
women are trapped in unhappy marriages as well: Dodose Pélagie, married off after her
father’s death since the family could not survive on her mother’s meager teaching salary.
Dodose explains: “je me mariais…je souffrais la martyre, car je ne pouvais supporter
Emmanuel Pélagie” (207). Dinah, the lonely wife of Loulou Lamealne, another wealthy
landowner, discovers that her fiancé only married her to be a maid to his family, and that
she will never be allowed to fulfill her ambitions, restricted by gendered norms of class.
Her snobbish husband opposes her desire to work outside the home, saying “les dames
Lameaulnes ont toujours eu assez à faire chez elle” (103). For women, social ascension, or
a shift in social class, brings despair and loneliness rather than satisfaction. Like Annie
Ernaux’s narrators in the “in-between,” Traversée portrays women who never truly belong
in their new social classes: social ascendance is associated with the denial of their desires
for self-fulfillment and agency. Families’ desire to retain their social status or the fear of
poverty lead to unhappy, arranged marriages. Bourgeois life, especially for women in
loveless marriages, is depicted as providing little to no opportunity for self-expression for
women. Married to a self-important politician revered in their community who has no real
interest in her, Dodose is soon overwhelmed with ennui; she finds herself “m’occupant à
ces mille riens qui composent la vie d’une petite-bourgeoise” (208). Women find
themselves treated as good for nothing but bearing children and serving their families;
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motherhood brings no satisfaction, for the children take after their tyrannical fathers.
Lighter-skinned women, such as Mira, enjoy certain privileges and respect due to their
lighter skin, but remain constrained in a society where women are subjected to male power
and desires. For these bourgeois women, home is revealed as hollow, unsafe, and a place
of repression.
These women seem more constrained by their gender than do those of lower classes,
but poverty also traps men and women. For some, the impossibility of crossing the
mangrove is due to restrictions of race, intersected with class. The novel portrays the racial
privilege of the white békés and of light-skinned Guadeloupians, where those of darker
skin or those who are seen as foreigners -- Moise, “mi-Chinois-mi-Nègre,” rejected by the
village (39), and poor Haitian immigrants -- are outsiders (75). Désinor, a Haitian, is
reviled by the “petits bourgeois” for being a poor foreigner, with darker skin; his only
friend is the wanderer of the forest, Xantippe. He bitterly reflects on his experiences with
poverty and racism in Guadeloupe: “Ah, l’esclavage du Nègre d’Haiti n’est pas fini!” (199).
The United States represents a dream of liberty and prosperity (as it does for other
Guadeloupians in Condé’s Désirada), but he will never attain his dream of seeing the
Statue of Liberty because of racism in the United States: “Je sais bien que je ne la verrai
jamais, la Statue de la Liberté. D’ailleurs, on m’a dit qu’elle n’est pas belle et ne fait bon
visage qu’aux immigrants d’une autre sorte que la nôtre. Nous n’avons pas la bonne
couleur” (202). For him, leaving Guadeloupe for a better life, or “crossing the mangrove,”
is impossible.
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Although Traversée centers the voices of women,161 it underscores gendered
restraints often enforced by mothers and female relatives to maintain social status; it
depicts women struggling to affirm agency. Also, solidarity between women is not always
present. Encounters with Sancher, the outsider to the community, sometimes lead to shifts
in perspective. Rosa, herself married off at a young age to a man she did not love,
Sylvestre Ramsaran, tells her daughter Vilma that she must acquiesce when Sylvestre plans
to marry her off despite Vilma’s objections (188). Vilma then refuses to marry and runs
away to be with Francis Sancher, who tells Rosa that she cannot love since she herself has
never been loved: “pour donner l’amour, il faut en avoir reçu beaucoup, beaucoup.” (171).
Rosa is moved to tears as she recognizes the truth of Sancher’s declaration: “Moi, je n’en
avais jamais reçu. J’avais les mains vides. Je n’ai jamais fait que servir” (171). Because of
this realization, she decides to stop trying to force her daughter to marry. Dinah, Vilma,
and Mira resolve to change their lives or their homes after reflecting on what they have
learned through meeting Sancher; Mira declares: “Ma vraie vie commence avec sa mort”
(231). Because the women learn to value their needs and desires, they are able to achieve
some agency.
Women lead the community in a benevolent sorcery or witchcraft, which is
seamlessly integrated with Christianity, and women hold positions of relative authority. At
Francis Sancher’s wake, Dinah, rather than a male priest, reads Biblical psalms. Man
Sonson, like Man Cia in Télumée, is rumored to have great powers (163), and gives Rosa
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For more on narrative and women’s voices in Traversée, see Suzanne Crosta, “Narrative and Discursive
Strategies in Maryse Condé’s Traversée de la Mangrove” (1992). Crosta outlines the shift in women’s
perspectives throughout the novel: “women characters of the text subtly reverse…objectification by
assuming their own discourse (148). See also Pascale de Souza, “éloge de la créolité, écriture de l’opacité”
(2000).
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potions to ensure that she bears a baby girl, but insists that her gift comes from a
compassionate God: “Prie, prie le Bon Dieu. N’arrête pas de le prier, parce qu’en fin de
compte, Lui seul décide. Les gens ne comprennent pas que mon pouvoir passe par Sa
volonté” (164). However, as in Télumée, God’s goodwill and power seem capricious; when
Rosa’s second daughter, Vilma, moves in with Francis Sancher, she believes that God has
punished her for rejecting Vilma after the death of her first daughter (167). The text does
not portray either sorcery or God as sustaining the characters in the same way that
benevolent, personified landscape does.
The Caribbean landscape in this novel is haunted by ghosts of past slavery, writes
Sarah Phillips Casteel (Casteel 59), who characterizes Condé’s work as “postcolonial
gothic [that] excavates repressed histories expressly in order to challenge the dominant
political and social order” (56). This challenge to the order of white supremacy is
highlighted in the lives of Sancher and Xantippe. Sancher, the descendant of a “sinister
lineage” of Creole slaveowners, believes himself to be under a curse that the slaves placed
on his family. Sancher characterizes history as “nightmare,” (196), which is why Xantippe,
who is more aware of local history of slavery than other villagers, disturbs him so much
(Casteel 69). Trees remember a time “quand la main brutale des hommes ne les avait pas
déflorés” and Guadeloupian landscape remembers a time before “l’avidité et le goût du
lucre des colons ne la mettent à l’encan” (Traversée 66).162 Personified landscape,
documents a past of slavery, denouncing colonial greed. Xantippe, who is referred to as a
“sou kougnan” (sorcerer) (98), claims to have named the trees and the ravines. In a gesture
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Like the trees, Guadeloupe itself is personified as female. Even in nature, the role of subject is most
often occupied by women; as Crosta points out, the first-person narratives, associated with the “implied
author” are women, while male characters’ stories are told in third-person. The exception to this is the
chapter on Mlle Timothée, the schoolteacher: she represents the French white supremacist school system.
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evocative of the Biblical creation myth, he names the trees, subverting slaveholders’ rule
by establishing the subjectivity of descendants of slaves:
J’ai nommé tous les arbres de ce pays. Je suis monté à la tète du morne, j’ai
crié leur nom et ils ont répondu à mon appel. […] Les arbres sont nos seuls amis.
Depuis l’Afrique, ils soignent nos corps et nos âmes…Quand je suis devenu nèg
mawon, leurs troncs me barraient.
C’est moi aussi qui ai nommé les lianes.163 Siguine rouge. Siguine grand bois.
Jasmin bois…Les lianes aussi sont des amies depuis le temps longtemps. Elles
amarrent corps à corps. Igname à igname.164 […] Dans le temps d’autrefois, j’ai
vécu avec Gracieuse. Négresse noire. Canne Kongo juteuse. Malavois à écorce
brodée” (241-242).

Just as Xantippe’s late wife is identified with the malavois, a type of hardy sugarcane
native to Guadeloupe, while he is associated with the yam. Pascale De Souza notes the
importance of this metaphor: the yam “is both a staple of the Caribbean diet and a
rhyzomatic plant that Glissant uses to characterize the Caribbean archipelago, each island
linked to the others through an array of underground vines like cassavas via their root
systems…[Xantippe] is part of a strong rhyzomatic Caribbean network” (De Souza 2005,
70). Connected to Caribbean landscape, history, and culture, Xantippe is rooted in
Caribbean heritage; he contradicts a false history taught in French schools, when he hears
the children, descendants of slaves, chant “our ancestors the Gauls” (244). Remembering
his heritage is an act of resistance. Xantippe associates black Guadeloupians’ dignity with
nature, rather than with social and political structures. Describing the modern
developments in Guadeloupe that he has seen (television, paved roads), he disdains them;
for him, they are not signs of progress, but rather the degradation of the Antillais (244).
163
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A woody plant that attaches and climbs trees in a tropical rainforest in order to reach the sunlight.
Yam, a staple food, but also a plant that climbs and connects.
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In Traversée, nature is associated with spiritual fulfillment and humanity. Like
Pluie et vent, Traversée depicts landscape as sentient, rather than profitable commodity.
Often personified, it provides a refuge where characters can develop an understanding of
the world around them. Mira, the motherless child, feels she fits in nowhere, remembers
days in a ravine to escape from the house where she is unwanted: “Je me blottissais sous
les feuilles de siguine géante165…Je n’aime que les ravines vivantes, violentes
même…C’est mon domaine à moi, à moi seule” (49-50). Associated with life and even
violent emotions, the ravine signifies refuge, or the place of the missing mother: “J’avais
retrouvé le lit maternel” (52). The forest also provides solace to Xantippe; after the death
of his family in a house fire, he wanders the forest, which he comes to view as home. As in
Schwarz-Bart’s work, people are sometimes described as Caribbean plants, highlighting
humanity’s connection with nature despite characters’ differences; for example, Dinah is a
“fleur de tubereuse” that wilted from lack of love (53-54).
Créolité marks home and community, and Creole oral culture serves as instruction.
Condé, who refers to Schwarz-Bart as “la mère de créolité” (interview with Ghinelli, 40),
also seeks to integrate the Creole language within the French to “faire une autre langue, qui
est la langue Maryse Condé” (44). In Traversée (although not in Désirada), Condé’s
“langue” blends Creole words in the French text, which are sometimes translated,
sometimes not. Creole expressions, or words for Guadeloupian vegetation or cuisine, are
translated in footnotes. For example, among others, the Creole word “trace” is translated as
“chemin de fôret,” “serein” is translated as “soir,” “pié-chans” is translated as “lianes
parasites” (14). The question in Creole “Sa ou fè? Ola ou kaye kon sa?” (“Comment vas-tu?
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Ou vas-tu?”) (31), appears early in the novel; it is used again later, untranslated.
Guadeloupian cuisine is explained in footnotes: migan is identified as “plat antillais” and
fig is described as “banane verte” (32). Oral culture is shown in Creole and French stories,
songs, poems, and (more rarely), proverbs. Creole songs, mark personality of community
or of a character: for example, the insulting, racist song the villagers sing to the first Indian
who moves to the village, although they later accept him (20), or the lullaby that Moise
sings to Francis Sancher (42), which indicates his empathy and contrasts with the song that
Sylvestre Ramsaran sings to himself, ignoring his new wife Rosa (161). Oral culture serves
as instruction. Through songs and stories, mothers pass down warnings to their daughters
about men or love, which they view as dangerous. Dinah hears her mother sing: “jeune
homme sans conscience qui ne connaît pas l’amour” (101), and Rosa’s mother tells her a
story as a child: “Pitite an mwen166 attention! Les hommes ne sont pas bons. Celui-là…est
peut-être même un guiab. Il va te dévorer (160). Rosa concludes that all men are “guiab”
and that she should have heeded her mother’s warning (160). Songs, such as the repetitive
refrain of the brook in the ravine where Vilna seeks refuge, can also signal comfort, home,
and peace (189). Finally, religious songs that women sing connect the individual with the
communal, as in Désinor’s story. He recounts his lonely existence, then finds himself
reminded of his community by the “choeur des femmes” (203). Even Désinor, reviled by
the villagers as a “Nègre malotru” (203), is recalled to the community by spiritual songs.
Créolité marks a certain way of being in the world: identity rooted in a heterogeneous
community, related to the Other in what De Souza terms an archipelago or “réseau
d’échanges” (2000, 825).
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Translated in a footnote as “mon enfant.” Guiab is translated as “diable.”
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Créolité also features as textual, rather than protagonist-based, resistance. In this
novel, it figures as “subversive discourse” to (post)colonial dominant social order,
according to De Souza (2005, 69): the text features French words that also have an
alternative Creole meaning. Creolized French subtly shifts the meaning of metropolitan
French in a destabilization of the language of white supremacy and affirms the authority of
Creole within the French, evidencing what De Souza terms a “calibanesque” process, or
approach of undermining the discourse of the master (69). In the novel’s last chapter, the
narrative shifts to the first person. Xantippe, authority on the island’s history, recounts the
landscape’s memory. In her examination of the start of this chapter where Xantippe names
the trees, De Souza notes Condé’s Creolized French.167 In particular, she focuses on three
phrases. First, Xantippe’s words “j’ai crié leur nom:” in Creole French, “crier” can mean to
“utter” or “speak” the trees into existence, not “cry out.” Second, the phrase “le temps
longtemps” is not used in metropolitan French and here not only refers to the past but also
its continuation in a rejection of linear time (like Glissant’s description of Antillean time).
Finally, De Souza observes that Xantippe’s use of the phrase “quand je suis devenu neg
mawon,168 leurs troncs me barraient” (69), indicates that while he is a prisoner of the trees,
“he is also a free wanderer protected FROM slave hunters [by] “un barrage d’arbres”
(69).169 There is no translation of these double meanings: metropolitan French speakers
will not recognize the affirmation. The chapter finishes with Xantippe’s declaration that he
is acquainted with the land’s history, and veiled references to slavery. He mentions hidden
graves of “les corps des suppliciés” in the ground and also “des conques de lambi” (conch
167
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De Souza’s article focuses on the difficulty of translating Caribbean French into English.

Maroon, runaway slave.
See Discours antillais, 199, for a characterization of Antillean time as non-linear. Glissant describes this
protective barrier of trees in his section on Caribbean landscape: “Au nord du pays, l’enlacement de verts
sombres que les routes n’entament pas encore. Les marrons y trouvèrent leurs refuges » (20).
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shells), which signal resistance, since they were used by slaves to communicate, especially
during a rebellion (244-245)170. He finishes with the memory of scattering his wife’s ashes
in the sea, stating that she will never have a grave: this image evokes enslaved Africans,
without graves, who perished in slave ships crossing the ocean. This disaster transforms
the meaning of time for him; he states that time no longer exists for him after that day,
recalling Antillean non-linear time, as Glissant describes it, where the past is always
present. His last phrase, a call for remembrance, can be read as plea for Guadeloupian
preservation of a history of their suffering, and their dead (245). The novel finishes with a
passage that shows the common heritage of diverse Guadeloupians, finishing with a
communal psalm: “Dinah rouvrit le livre des psaumes et tous répondirent à sa voix” (251).
Like Schwarz-Bart’s work, Traversée depicts a way of being in the world, a
Weltanschauung, in which black Guadeloupians are connected so completely with their
natural environment they cannot be uprooted, nor viewed as property. These texts portray a
world in which humans, plants, and animals are in a state of wholeness: a state of being at
home. Condé’s later novel Désirada highlights a woman’s quest for home, family, and
roots. Marie-Noelle, the protagonist, searches for her family roots, and comes to realize
that she will never know the truth of her past, eventually embracing her lack of roots.
Désirada presents home as security, identity and belonging, but in association with exile.
By claiming an alternative formulation of home and identity, not dependent on ancestry or
paternal line, Condé’s heroine challenges notions of racial purity and superiority.171 Unlike
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Conch shells: see Francophone Literatures: a Literary and Linguistic Companion (2001, 199).
Françoise Lionnet: “Racial and cultural ‘mixing’ has always been a fact of reality, however fearfully
unacknowledged, especially by the proponents of ‘racial purity.’ [In the nineteenth century] science created
the idea of the ‘pure race,’ an extremely fallacious and aberrant form of human classification, born of the
West’s monotheistic obsession with the ‘One’ and the ‘Same’…nineteenth-century scientists firmly believed
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the other novels in the corpus of this chapter, Desirada neither proposes nor portrays an
alternative Weltanschauung in the same way, but it reveals Glissant’s Relation, a similar
sense of identities connected in the Caribbean archipelago as seen in Traversée. Créole
words appear only very briefly in this novel (page 14). The natural world, which is barely
depicted since the protagonist spends much of her time in cities outside Guadeloupe, does
not possess the same supernatural or sentient characteristics as it does in Pluie et vent,
Traversée, or Warner-Vieyra’s Quimboiseur. Solidarity with other women is not always
present, and the protagonist struggles to attain agency in much of the novel.
The majority of the novel recounts Marie-Noelle’s search for her past. MarieNoelle spends her childhood in Guadeloupe, raised by a kind-hearted older woman,
Ranélise, who had found Marie-Noelle’s mother, Reynalda, after a suicide attempt, about
to give birth. Ranélise rejoices in raising the child, as she had never been able to have a
child of her own, and Reynalda soon departs for France to obtain an education and pursue
a career. Years later, Reynalda abruptly summons Marie-Noelle to her. After an unhappy
adolescence spent with her cold, distant mother, Marie-Noelle returns to Guadeloupe to
find the truth about her past; she longs to discover her father, whose identity her mother
does not reveal. She is convinced that her father was her mother’s employer, and her rapist.
In pursuit of answers, she travels to see her maternal grandmother, Nina, on the small
island Désirada, reputedly named for the European desire to see land.172 Nina contradicts
Reynalda’s account, but also gives her an unconvincing story about who her father might
be. In the end, Marie-Noelle finds no paternal line and cannot use her family to establish
that the white race had to be kept pure for its own protection, for it might otherwise become ‘degenerate’”
(Lionnet, Autobiographical Voices 9).
172
The island’s name is the French Désirade. There is no explication as to why the title is Spanish instead of
French : it might refer to the myth of Columbus’s desire to see land.
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her “true” identity. As Karen McPherson observes, the island symbolizes Marie-Noelle’s
inability to find ancestors: it “remains what its name suggests – that which is desired,
something remembered or anticipated but never realizable in the present moment” (31). In
Isabelle Choquet’s analysis, the novel rejects a traumatizing search for roots For her, the
Antillean quest for origins remains associated with violence, suffering, and forgetting,
since mothers were so often raped by slaveowners and sometimes desired abortion rather
than raising children in slavery (Choquet 31, 36).173
For the protagonist, home is found in exile from Guadeloupe. Marie-Noelle settles
in the United States, eventually becomes a professor of literature, and values her sense of
belonging in a place where roots do not matter and where she can re-invent herself:
“Les Etats-Unis d’Amérique étaient faits pour ceux de son espèce, les vaincus,
ceux qui ne possèdent plus rien, ni pays d’origine, ni religion, peut-être une race, et
qui se coulent, anonymes, dans ses vastes coins d’ombre…nulle part, elle ne se
sentirait aussi en sécurité qu’à Roxbury [in the state of New York]” (163).174

She feels at home in a place where others, like herself, have been “defeated” in their search
for the past, and who claim no ancestry or heritage: neither origins, nor national or
religious identity. A sense of community could be found in race, but the only commonality
they can be said to share is that of no longer possessing anything: she expresses a feeling
of solidarity with those who are already in exile. That the United States figures as location
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Here she references Caroline Rody’s The Daughter’s Return : African-American and Caribbean Women’s
Fictions of History (2001) : « Selon…Rody, les images troubles de la maternité et de l’enfantement chez les
romancières afro-caribéennes et afro-américaines reflètent leur malaise vis-à-vis de l’héritage d’un passé
traumatique et d’une historiographie problématique pour les femmes” (Choquet, 36). Michael Craton lists
abortion as one method of slave resistance (232-233).
174
For further analysis of Marie-Noelle’s eventual rejection of identity based on fixed origin, see Anna
Miraglia’s “Désirada: Des voix contre silence” (2005), and Dominique Licops’s “Expériences diasporiques et
migratoires” (2000).
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where those with no past can create their own subjectivities illustrates Glissant’s Relation,
where identity is constructed through connection to the Other. Nevertheless, Marie-Noelle
continues to be troubled by her uncertainty about her origins, and finds herself incapable of
fulfilling her ambition of writing novels despite her facility with language and literature:
“Comment pouvait-elle prendre la plume tant qu’elle ne saurait ni qui elle était ni d’où elle
sortait? Batarde née de père inconnu. Belle identité que celle-là…” (220). She continues to
be paralyzed by her ignorance of her familial line, or her bastard status, which she sees as
unacceptable.
For Karin Schwerdtner, the female protagonist’s wandering, challenges the
stereotype of the male wanderer as she engages in self-discovery, self- expression, and reinvention (Schwerdtner 129, 136); Marie-Noelle’s state of exile can be read as wandering,
and interpreted as rejection of restrictive gendered class norms. At one juncture, MarieNoelle attends a party at the home of bourgeois Guadeloupians, where she is questioned
about her life in the United States by the women: her lack of husband, child, or
housekeeper signifies failure to them, and they are puzzled by the fact that she contradicts
their images of success in the United States (264-265). Marie-Noelle’s lack of fixed
identity, place, or trajectory permits her to overcome the norms that restrict these women
even as they maintain them, and eventually discover her own path. Condé casts exile as
stimulus of creation of identity. In a 2005 interview with Paola Ghinelli, Condé states that
she finds community everywhere and does not believe in exile in the sense of being out of
home or out of place: “Je crois que là où vous êtes, vous récréez ce qui vous manque, avec
le paysage, et avec les choses et les personnes que vous avez là, vous refaites une sorte de
pays natal” (35). She refuses a longing for origins or the past, saying, “je suis à la
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recherche du temps présent” (36). Condé expresses faith in the human ability to re-create
home anywhere. Like Glissant’s expression of Antillean history that unites, she claims a
common heritage with those African-Americans who were also previously enslaved (37).
Similarly, Karen McPherson describes the novel as “highlight[ing] the shifting manner of
both individual and cultural identities, and…suggest[ing] the transformative potential of
exile” (31).175 For McPherson, exile can be an opportunity to establish subjectivity. She
writes of Marie-Noelle: “Her place, her land will be where she takes herself and where she
sets herself down, where she chooses to find or to invent her own Desirade, her own
Amérique” (36).
Nevertheless, the text presents a more nuanced, less positive portrayal of
subjectivity through exile: most of the novel chronicles the protagonist’s years of anguish
spent searching for affirmation and answers from her mother, who gives her little to no
affection, and her inability to find answers leads to a lack of confidence, as in her acerbic
statement on her “belle identité.” Carole Boyce Davies defines black female subjectivity
and agency as “not primarily in terms of domination, subordination or “subalternization,”
but in terms of slipperiness, elsewhereness. […] as a migratory subject moving to specific
places and for definite reasons” (36-37). She also terms the ability of black women to reinvent themselves in the gaps, between established origins and official spaces, as
“interstitial” (36): to exist in the “elsewhere,” and defy fixed identity. For Davies, black
female subjectivity is found in the ability to survive despite subordination; her definition
suggests a past of loss, exile, marginalization, and destruction of home.
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This description is similar to Bhabha’s definition of exile as re-invention and re-discovery from its Latin
root “salir,” “to leap” (Home, Exile, Homeland xii).
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In the last part of the novel, Marie-Noelle finally realizes that there is no truth to be
found about her past, and can finally forge her subjectivity. She returns to France and visits
her stepfather Ludovic, who figures as a nurturing presence throughout the novel,
providing maternal affection, questions whether anyone can speak the “truth” of their lives
(278), and believes Reynalda’s version of the past. However, Marie-Noelle realizes that
her mother will ever tell her the full truth, and accepts that she will never find the answers
to her past: perhaps the past can never be known. Marie-Noelle returns to her life in the
United States, with a good friend, Anthea, her students, and her career as professor, which
she finds fulfilling. Contemplating the irony of directing students’ theses when she has no
direction herself, Marie-Noelle embraces what she calls her “monstruosité:” her
fragmented origins and bastard status. In the last pages of the novel, the narrative shifts to
a first-person account, marking the heroine’s ability to claim her voice, to forge an
alternative identity and sense of home that does not depend on her past: She declares,
“cette identité-là avait fini par me plaire. D’une certaine manière, ma monstruosité me rend
unique. Grace à elle, je ne possède ni nationalité ni pays ni langue. Je peux rejeter ces
tracasseries qui tracassent tellement les humains” (281). For her, others’ “troubles”
originate with fixed national and linguistic origins; they are also linked to all the ambitions
and struggles she chooses to reject in favor of seeking happiness: «Moi, j’ai toujours cru
que le bonheur, c’est le seul but dans la vie. Tout le tapage que certains font, littérature,
politique, religion, bonnes œuvres, ne sert qu’à masquer cette vérité-là » (280). She claims
her subjectivity in constant re-invention and also in connection with those of African
descent, around the world:
“Quelle magie a pour nous l’Afrique qui résiste à tant d’images de désolation et de
tortures projetées sur les écrans du monde entier ?… ….[Anthea, her friend] me
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répétera les histoires cent fois rêvées du Paradis [d’Afrique] d’autrefois. Du Middle
Passage, ce terrible voyage que nous avons tous effectué avant même d’être nés. De
notre dispersion aux quatre coins du globe et de nos souffrances... je me tairai donc
en attendant qu’à mon tour j’apprenne à inventer des vies” (281).

In this final passage, she states that she will wait to speak of her troubles until she too has
invented lives to tell. Like her mother and grandmother, who never really told her the past,
she seeks to create her own narratives and meanings, rejecting the idea of the “truth” of a
life. Désirada presents a model of home that rejects the image of the outsider, which
cannot be invaded because it rests in the subject’s definition of liberty, agency, and
continual re-creation and reflection.
Condé’s work emphasizes the possibility of learning resistance and ways of
building home and identity even as it highlights inequalities of class, race, and especially
of gendered social norms. Traversée portrays humans as positioned as part of benevolent,
sentient nature, exemplified in the rhizomatic, that serves as refuge. Such a system
contrasts to hierarchical, racist class society. It also can be defined as security, belonging,
and identity: home.
***
In Le quimboiseur l’avait dit (1980), the protagonist finds herself unable to build a
future either in France or in Guadeloupe, and realizes that racism and white supremacy, in
addition to the gendered restraints she faces as a young woman, are responsible for her
situation. This novel emphasizes the harm done by white supremacy, and the protagonist
finds that there is little resistance possible other than recognizing and articulating the
system that constrains her. The novel tells the story of a poor teenager, Zétou, raised in a
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small village in Guadeloupe by her grandmother, since her mother had left the family for a
more prosperous life in France with a new boyfriend. Expelled from school by her white
schoolteacher in Guadeloupe for having questioned the history taught, Zétou chooses to go
to France with her mother to seek schooling and a better future. When Zétou learns that she
will be able to travel to France, she expresses optimism about the future, believing that
hard work and education will lead to autonomy: "A Paris, mon avenir était assuré: il
suffirait que je me mette sérieusement a mes études: ma réussite ne dépendait que de moi,
donc était certaine (80). Zétou is unaware, however, of the educational obstacles that face
her: when she moves to France, she is already behind according to the national school
system. With little support or guidance to help her navigate this education, her dreams of
agency and self-fulfillment are thwarted.176 Moreover, she discovers that her mother has
no intention of sending her to school, but rather uses her as a maid. After she flies into a
rage against her mother, Zétou is committed to a psychiatric hospital. The narrative shifts
between past and present as Zétou increasingly withdraws from the present, in a French
psychiatric hospital, into her memories of childhood in Guadeloupe. The novel ends with
her descent into aphasia and mental retreat as she realizes how few options remain for her.
Unlike the other novels in this chapter, Le quimboiseur portrays a protagonist with
little to no female guidance, which contributes to Zétou’s inability to find a path for
herself.177. Three women have an impact on Zétou: her grandmother, her mother, and, to a
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In a 2002 article on postcolonial education in Caribbean apprenticeship novels, Pascale De Souza
observes that these novels often indicate a “failed subjectivity” for girls in a postcolonial setting: school
leads not to self-fulfillment, but to destruction (De Souza 273).
177
Warner-Vieyra’s subsequent novel, Juletane (1982), also portrays a Guadeloupian woman who goes mad:
she met her African husband in France, and returns with him to Africa only to find that he already has a wife
and children. Cast into a polygamous culture she cannot understand, she finds herself isolated, depending
only on writing in her journal to retain a sense of self. She ends her days in a psychiatric hospital, and
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much lesser degree, a Guadeloupian worker at the psychiatric hospital. When the mother
abandons the family, Zétou’s grandmother moves in and brings harmony and happiness to
the household; she takes Zétou to a quimboiseur, a sorcerer, to discover omens for the trip
to France. However, she is unable to guide her granddaughter in her chosen path, higher
education, since she is uneducated like most of the villagers. Zétou’s mother betrays Zétou,
denying her schooling, and scheming for her to be seduced and raped by her own partner,
Roger. Leah Tolbert, in her study of madness (2007), notes that Zétou’s insanity is
“brought on by the absence of maternal love in a woman who abandons and abuses her
daughter in her quest for autonomy” (65). In the hospital, Zétou briefly encounters a
Guadeloupian cook, who speaks kindly to her, but cannot offer any advice. Like Zétou,
who is called Suzette in France (37), she is isolated in French society and removed from
her identity: she is called by the infantilizing nickname Doudou, though her true name is
Léontine (41).
As a light-skinned woman, Zétou’s mother aspires to a better social class, and sees
her darker-skinned daughter as good for nothing but servanthood and vehicle to a higher
social class through marriage to an older, wealthy white man. In France, she frequents
upper-middle-class Creoles who express racism toward their darker skinned compatriots
and toward Africans. In particular, one colonial administrator who had worked in Africa
expresses “mépris pour ces nègres paresseux, voleurs, menteurs, empoisonneurs, etc…A
l’entendre, on avait peine à croire que du sang nègre coulait dans ses veines » (110). The
novel portrays Guadeloupians’ internalized racism; the protagonist is able to understand

questions whether she actually did kill the first wife’s children, or if that was only a fantasy. In a 1995
interview with Francoise Pfaff, Warner-Vieyra observes: “it is said somewhere in the Bible that man’s
dementia is God’s wisdom” (38).
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and articulate not only the effects of racism in her life, but to connect it with centuries of
white supremacy and racial subjugation. When Zétou realizes that her mother has betrayed
her, she declares:
“Je venais de comprendre à quel point j’avais été dupe. Séduite par Roger avec
l’accord de ma mère, et vendue telle une esclave à un vieux Blanc. Un sentiment de
haine…me brouillait la vue…haine de tous ces Blancs qui nous avaient toujours
trompés, humiliés, bafoués depuis mon premier ancêtre arraché à la côte africaine”
(128-129).

In this passage, Zétou recognizes that her frustrations are due not only to her mother’s
betrayal, but to systemic racism, and she is overcome with hatred, frustration, and
helplessness. She has been sold “like a slave” by her own mother, who is complicit with
the whites. Zétou identifies with black people throughout the world, from her enslaved
ancestors to those “humiliated” today by “Blancs.” When Zétou identifies racial
subjugation as the cause of her mother’s betrayal, she attacks her in a rage; her mother
calls the police, and Zétou is forced into court, and then sent to the psychiatric hospital.
Attempts to turn to religion for support – whether African-based or Catholic –
prove futile. In a passage referencing the title, le quimboiseur (sorcerer) predicts the
outcome of her upcoming trip to Paris. He declares: “Je vois du bon et du mauvais [à
l’avenir]. Nos dieux d’Afrique ne sont pas favorables dans l’immédiat” (90). Zétou reveres
the quimboiseur ; his knowledge is portrayed as superior to the official history taught by
her teacher, Madame Paule, in the local school, because he understands the history of
slavery: “lui, il savait d’où nous venions, il pouvait parler avec les dieux d’Afrique” (91).
However, the quimboiseur’s knowledge does not help Zétou. African religion, although
superior to the narratives imparted by French education, appears fatalistic: the quimboiseur
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predicts an unfavorable outcome, and can offer no advice on how to alter such a future or
gain agency. Christian beliefs are also unhelpful. Lonely and discouraged in Paris, Zétou
feels she should have followed the teachings of the Catholic Church: “Imperceptiblement,
je m’étais éloignée de l’Eglise, de Dieu et de l’idée du péché. Je ne m’étais jamais cru en
état de péché” (125). Guilt-ridden because she has been raped by Roger, believing that she
has “sinned,” she is horrified that “je me damnais l’âme” by sexual relations with her
mother’s partner (125). She determines to do penance by giving in to her mother’s wishes
that she marry the older white man and never “sin” again, praying for forgiveness to the
Christian God (126). Her prayers are in vain. The Christian God appears impotent or
unwilling to prevent tragedy: Zétou’s belief in sin has only served to render her submissive
to her mother’s manipulations.
The rare appearances of créolité in Le quimboiseur serve to alert readers to
interpretations of the text, and underscore the fatalism of the quimboiseur’s predictions. As
in Télumée, Creole proverbs convey folk wisdom. Zétou’s father imparts his understanding
of race relations: “Affaire de chevre, n’est pas affaire de mouton” meaning that blacks and
whites must live separately, and “Le ravet n’a jamais raison devant la poule’” indicating
that black men (the grasshoppers) are always at a disadvantage when interacting with
whites (the chickens) (24). The Creole proverb placed as the novel’s epigraph foreshadows
Zétou’s future: “Là où la confiance te mène, ta force ne te fait pas sortir,” implying that
Zétou’s quest will end in failure. The quimboiseur, who speaks the only Creole shown in
the novel, declares, “Ce qui est pour toi, la rivière ne le charroie pas” (91), another proverb
meaning your destiny cannot be avoided. The declaration of the gods’ disfavor and the fact
that Zétou’s fate cannot be avoided foreshadow an unhappy end. As in Télumée or
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Traversée, créolité hints at a different way of understanding the world than that of
(post)colonial France, though it is clear in this novel that this culture is peripheral or
marginalized in relation to France. Zétou’s isolation and her marginalized position as she
enters the world of French education and France, are highlighted through language. At
school, she desires to learn “le français de France” (44); for her, French language and
education which signify autonomy and advancement. And yet, in contrast to Creole, this
language remains mysterious, or difficult to speak: “quand je parlais le créole, il n’y avait
jamais de mots mystérieux pour moi; c’était vraiment ma langue” (44). Required to speak
an alien language with a history of slavery and colonialism in order to escape poverty, she
finds she cannot defend herself to a hostile French judge or even to the psychiatrist at the
hospital, who is kinder to her. Gradually, she retreats into silence, refusing to communicate.
Home remains elusive in Quimboiseur. As in Télumée and Traversée, the novel
portrays a benevolent, personified natural environment as safe haven or home, but in
France, Zétou cannot access it. In the hospital, where she retreats more and more from the
world in daydreams or in sleep, Zétou recalls seeking refuge one day in the woods in
Guadeloupe, after an upsetting day. Her teacher, Madame Paule, had become furious with
Zétou when she told her about reading in a book that “nos ancêtres étaient des Noirs, des
esclaves qui venaient d’Afrique” (48); she asks for confirmation. Furious, her teacher
responds : “Les vôtres, peut-être, pas les miens. Dehors!” (48). For Madame Paule, history
is inadmissible: what infuriates her is Zétou’s innocent phrase “our ancestors:” she
immediately differentiates between her ancestors and Zétou’s. She demands a conference
with Zétou’s father. As Zétou is waiting for this dreaded conference, she realizes that she
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has forgotten to cook the midday dinner, her household duty for the week; her sister,
obliged to do it in her place, is also angry with her. Ill at ease, she goes down to the river:
C’était un après-midi calme, le soleil glissait lentement du zénith vers le couchant.
Une brise légère se balançait d’arbre en arbre. “Vous êtes arbre de vie; grâce à vous,
les hommes d’en bas peuvent boire, manger, se vêtir et s’abriter des mordants du
soleil”, chuchotait-elle à l’arbre à pain et au cocotier, s’attardant un peu plus dans
les longues palmes qui dansaient de joie. “Toi, mancenillier, même ton ombre est
mortelle… Combien d’innocentes victimes as-tu faites cette année, avec tes petites
pommes que tu lâches malicieusement sur le sentier?” Hautain, le mancenillier
frémissait à peine à l’idée de ces crimes, et la brise légère continuait son chemin
jusqu’aux fougères sauvages de la montagne…La rivière racontait aux galets tout
ce qu’elle avait vu et fait plus haut sur la montagne…(51-52)

The breeze, the river, and the trees are sentient being(s) that surround and protect Zétou;
the breeze speaks to the trees, the river to the pebbles. The trees, all native species to the
French Antilles, are portrayed as distinct personalities characterized by their healthful or
poisonous qualities. The coconut tree and the breadfruit tree both give nutritious fruit that
sustain human beings, and the palm trees dance with joy; by contrast, the “mancenillier,”
or manchineel, is known to be one of the most poisonous trees in the world: hence the
mention of its “crimes.” It produces fruit and sap that are fatal if ingested, and the sap can
cause blindness. The nourishing, joyous, and poisonous trees, so different in character, all
co-exist near the river, a pastoral place that restores Zétou and gives her strength. A
community where different characters live together peacefully is not possible in the society
Madame Paule’s teachings uphold. Nature here contrasts with the hierarchized, divided
white supremacist society that Madame Paule represents.
In France, however, Zétou finds herself exiled from the Weltanschauung,
associated with nature, that she had known in Guadeloupe. Comparing her confinement in
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a mental hospital to the freedom of her childhood, Zétou condemns French society, and
denounces the practice of shutting up perfectly healthy children rather than letting them
run outside or attend school: “Çà, c’est la civilisation! Enfermer des enfants qui ont besoin
de lumière, d’air pur, et surtout d’affection ! Je préfère ne jamais m’adapter à cette
civilisation » (63). Zétou mocks the colonial hubris of “civilized” countries and
characterizes France as a repressive society. For her, the mental illness of children could be
easily solved with natural elements and especially affection, rather than psychological
study and intervention. But French society has rejected the natural environment and failed
to understand human needs: it is inferior, hardly civilized. She realizes she has no place in
such a society; she will not and cannot adapt to it, and her rejection of the idea of
adaptation is the only form of resistance available to her.
Her inability (and refusal) to adapt leaves Zétou with few choices. Upon receiving a
letter that informs her that her beloved friend Charles, whom she had hoped to marry, has
been killed, she understands she can never return to the home she once knew. In the last
passage of the novel, she retreats into a comforting memory of when she lay in her father’s
small fishing boat and looked up at the sky:
A nouveau je me sentis glisser dans un gouffre. Cette fois, je ne fis rien pour
empêcher ma descente dans la vallée des ténèbres. Quand j’atteignis le fond, j’eus
conscience d’être couchée au fond d’une barque. Tout ce que je pouvais voir du
fond de la barque, c’était le large dos d’un homme au torse nu – ses muscles
luisants de sueur évoquaient une puissance qui me rassurait – un tout petit nuage
blanc accroché à un ciel bleu. (137-138)

Zétou descends into the “valley of darkness,” or the Biblical “valley of the shadow of
death.” Here, she pictures herself in a womb-like fishing boat, not associated with her
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mother, but rather with her protective, powerful father and the natural environment that
was once her refuge. Retreating into absence or madness is her only option. For Shoshana
Felman, madness is “the impasse confronting those whom cultural conditioning has
deprived of the very means of protest or self-affirmation” (Tolbert, 33).178 Zétou cannot
affirm herself in a society that has treated her first as a disposable slave and then, when she
denounces her mother, calls her a liar and mentally ill, thereby denying her freedom, selfexpression, and agency.
As Mildred Mortimer observes, Zétou’s story is a “thwarted journey, not [the]
successful reintegration” of a bildungsroman (Mortimer 38).179 Le quimboiseur ends in
withdrawal from a society that is portrayed negatively. But Zétou’s denunciation of French
society, her refusal to adapt to it, and her withdrawal into aphasia and mental absence can
also be considered a form of limited resistance. As she passes into a state where dream and
reality co-exist and where personified nature plays a comforting role as sentient being, she
forges an alternative narrative, portrayed as preferable to the white supremacist narrative
exemplified by the miseducation of Madame Paule and the abuse and limited agency she
finds in France. She retreats into a womb-like nature in an attempt to retain her
Weltanschauung and build some semblance of home.
***
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See also Lionnet’s “Geographies of Pain: Captive Bodies and Violent Acts in the Fictions of Myriam
Warner-Vieyra, Gayl Jones, and Bessie Head,” which focuses on Warner-Vieyra’s Juletane (1982). Lionnet’s
claim that violent acts « provoke a re-examination of the doxa – the acceptable norms or moral codes »
(135) could also be applied to Le quimboiseur, in which the violence of Zétou’s reaction to her mother’s
betrayal, and her ensuing mental state could inspire re-examination of French doxa.
179
Linda M. Clemente’s article gives a similar description of the novel as bildungsroman: Zétou journeys
“from adolescence to mature self-knowledge” (81), but the novel results in alienation, not integration (82).
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These Guadeloupian novels form part of an oppositional tradition of literature,
discourse, and understanding of the world, described in Eloge de la créolité and Discours
antillais; as such, they contrast with the previous chapters’ texts. Whether characters can
seize agency has little to do with their socioeconomic class, but rather whether they can
live in accordance with this marginalized Weltanschauung, which is shown as superior to
dominant white supremacist culture. To be “out of home” is not only to be racially
subordinated, but also to be forced to exist as not with or as part of the world: removed,
hierarchized, and subjected to a false identity. In the next and final chapter, the perspective
shifts to protagonists who are also depicted as belonging to marginalized, peripheral
cultures. In the texts of Francine Noel and Catherine Mavrikakis, home, associated with
Québécois French, is perpetually under threat. Both authors portray late capitalist societies
in North America where, similar to white supremacist society shown in this chapter,
profound inequality and social injustice are endemic.
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Chapter Four:
Langue en exil: Inequality and Marginalization in the Works of Noël and Mavrikakis

“Mais s’il s’agissait, au fond, d’un conflit de classes?”
-- Fernand Dumont, Le français, une langue en exil, 133

Francine Noël’s trilogy (Maryse, 1983, Myriem première, 1987, and Conjuration
des bâtards, 1999), and Catherine Mavrikakis’s Le ciel de Bay City (2008), and Oscar de
Profundis (2016), which covers the period from the 1960s to the 21st century, highlight
globalization’s threat to marginalized, peripheral cultures. Intersecting oppressions of class,
race, and gender examined in previous chapters are depicted here in late capitalist North
American societies; 180 however, these Québécois authors’ texts emphasize language. Like
Creole in the previous chapter, Québécois French is subordinated in relation to France and
Anglophone Canada; and social inequality in Québec cannot be understood without noting
the marginalization of French in Québécois’ native land, as shown in this chapter’s
epigraph and in the work of Hubert Aquin, Fernand Dumont, and other Québécois
scholars.181 In Noel’s and Mavrikakis’s later texts, the threat to peripheral cultures like
Québec is linked to racial subjugation, such as the position of black Americans and
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For analyses of late capitalism, see Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late
Capitalism (1991), Theodor Adorno’s Minima moralia (1951), and Karl Marx, Capital, Chapter 25 (1867).
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See Fernand Dumont’s Raisons communes (1995), as well as his Récit d’une emigration: mémoires
(1997). He describes growing up in a working-class community: the factory workers all spoke French, but
department heads were English, the francophone overseers knew a little English, and the names of the
factory sections were all in English. Those who learned to speak some English hoped for an uncertain
promise of promotion (29). The feminist Manifeste des femmes québécoises (1971) gives a similar
description of unequal relations at factories, and uses this to characterize male-female relationships.
Sociologist Jean-Charles Falardeau states that upper-class Québécois owe their wealth and privilege to their
ability to “se mêler advantage au groupe social supérieur et ‘étranger,’ celui des Anglophones,
généralement installés aux étages supérieurs de la vie sociale”; and emphasizes: “Le succès économique est
le signe ambivalent…d’une étroite association professionnelle ou sociale avec les Anglais, puisque l’argent
ne peut être gagné que dans des institutions ou à travers des activités dominées à l’origine par les Anglais”
(essays originally published in the 1960s-70s, re-published in 2013, 131, 159).
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marginalized cultures around the world in Conjuration des Bâtards, and that of Native
American cultures and the Jewish people in Le ciel de Bay City. In Oscar de Profundis,
peripheral cultures have little hope of survival. Protagonists’ resistance, often illustrated as
ability to access language, does not increase, but rather decreases in the time period these
texts represent. The hope shown in Noël’s first novel, set in 1968-1975, when the
protagonist seizes agency during the latter part of Québec’s “Révolution tranquille,” is
nearly extinguished by the end of her third novel, set in 1999, where the characters express
ambivalence about the future. In Mavrikakis’s Le ciel de Bay City, covering the period
from 1979 to the early twenty-first century, and Oscar de Profundis, set in the late twentyfirst century, little more than articulation of resistance is possible.
In the preceding chapters of this dissertation, home has been linked with exile and
marginalization. The questions explored have been whether home is possible (Duras), who
is allowed to claim home at the expense of others (Cardinal) and how to build home in the
face of racial oppression (Schwarz-Bart, Condé, and Warner-Vieyra). In these Québécois
authors’ texts, the central question of home cannot be dissociated from language, featured
as lynchpin of identity and agency. Hubert Aquin emphasizes that Québécois identity is
not based upon cultural homogeneity, but on language (1962, 309-310). Describing “la
fatigue culturelle du Canada français,” the weariness due to constant efforts to maintain
existence, Aquin employs terms that denote anguish, uncertainty, and crisis in his analysis
of the marginalized position of Québécois subjects: “une certaine difficulté d’être” (320),
“un état d’exil émotif” (speaking here of French Canadian parliamentary deputies who
have abandoned duties toward Québec), “ambivalence” (321), a feeling of guilt for even
existing (322), and “[un] mépris de soi et des siens” (323). Strikingly, he conveys a
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disconnection with reality with his use of the verb “déréaliser:” “Je suis…fatigué de mon
identité atavique et condamné à elle. Combien de fois n’ai-je pas refusé la réalité
immédiate qu’est ma propre culture? … j’ai voulu être étranger à moi-même, j’ai déréalisé
tout ce qui m’entoure” (321).
Aquin seeks to refuse the linguistic and cultural subjugation of the present day,
finding himself “étranger” even to himself. This sense of dissociation – feeling out of
home, in exile, a stranger in one’s own land – relates to themes of the weight and presence
of the past, the difficulty in accessing language, and the critique of social inequality that
are seen not only in the corpus of this chapter, but also throughout Québécois literature and
film.182 Québécois writers often “identify with the wretched of the earth” (Green 13); for
example, the well-known poet Michèle Lalonde, author of the poem “Speak white,” and
“Défense et illustration de la langue québécoise (1980), decries the linguistic
marginalization of the Québécois,183 while Fernand Dumont describes the proletarization,
disappearance and “folklorisation” of the French language (Vigile du Québec, 1971, 124125, 133). Social advancement in Québec requires distancing oneself from one’s roots to
interact in a foreign language: thus, the dissociation or exile that Aquin describes, where to
be “at home” in Québec is to be always already exiled.
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Among others, see Poussière sur la ville by André Langevin (1953), the film Françoise Durocher, waitress
by André Brassard and Michel Tremblay (1972), and the film Contre toute espérance, by Bernard Émond
(2007).
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The title “speak white” references a derogatory phrase formerly used by Anglophone Canadians that
means speak English, not Québécois French; her impassioned recitation of this poem can be found on
YouTube. “Défense” is modeled after du Bellay’s “La deffence et illustration de la langue francoyse” (1549),
and illustrates the threat to French in Québec. It claims language as the strength of a nation when it is
poorly defined and threatened on all sides. Lalonde writes about the domination of Québécois identity in
Montreal: “Il n’y a donc, en Montréal, rien à voir que cette superchérie des ‘deux cultures.’ En vérité, il n’y a
qu’une culture [la culture anglaise]: celle qui commande, celle qui embauche, celle qui paie” (“Montréal-inMontréal, 1980, 146).
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In Noël’s last novel and in both of Mavrikakis’s novels, these themes of language,
home, and exile are shown in relation to hyper-capitalist societies, culminating in dystopia.
In Noël’s first and second novel of her trilogy, the protagonist Maryse develops her
identity as Québécoise through seizing language, becoming a celebrated author. The
second novel portrays a utopian home consisting of a community of like-minded
Québécois; however, in the final novel, this utopia is under threat. By the end of Noël’s
trilogy, the “voice of Québec” – as Maryse is known due to her writing -- is lost, for she is
killed. In Mavrikakis’s texts, language is often foreclosed. Aphasia demonstrates
powerlessness in Le Ciel de Bay City, where a young Jewish-French woman growing up in
Bay City, Michigan in the 1970s discovers that most of her family was murdered in the
Holocaust; the novel portrays American capitalism as complicit with and linked to
genocide. In Oscar de Profundis, climate change has rendered food increasingly scarce; a
world government suppresses dissent; and “les gueux,” the desperately poor, are consigned
to die by a plague that affects only them. Marginalized languages have all but been
exterminated, and characters’ effort to preserve language and culture figures as an
ultimately futile form of resistance. In Mavrikakis’s work, belonging and home are
forestalled in a society “where notions of heartland, home and belonging have been
emptied of meaning” (Killick 2011, 1) except, perhaps, in death.184
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Death, a predominant theme in Mavrikakis’ work, represents both violent annihilation in hierarchical
societies and escape from such societies. The narrator in Deuils cannibales et mélancoliques feels at home
near cemeteries: “En fait, le lieu de naissance compte peu. C’est la recherche du lieu de la mort qui pousse
l’humain à continuer à vivre” (82). For the narrator, the absurdity of life’s suffering can only be countered
by the knowledge of the certainty of death for all humans.
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Both authors deploy fantastical elements of magical realism.185 In Noël’s work,
supernatural, religious, or mythical figures are present in all three novels; in Mavrikakis’s
Le Ciel, dead relatives appear in the protagonist’s home.186 In the previous chapter,
supernatural elements or personification of nature signify a harmonious totality in contrast
to racial hierarchies. Here, fantasy fulfills what Rosemary Jackson terms the “subverse
function of the fantastic” (Jackson 8); she observes that fantasy brings to light that which is
repressed in the dominant social order, and/or subverts that order, and “through its
‘misrule,’ it permits ultimate questions about social order, or metaphysical riddles as to
life’s purpose” (15). In Noël’s and Mavrikakis’s novels, the values of dominant culture are
challenged; for example, in Noël’s work, linguistic subordination is critiqued though the
appearance of the “génie de la langue française,” while in Mavrikakis’s texts, the presence
of the dead challenges a society’s suppression of the past, especially crimes such as
genocide. These fantastical elements support narrators’ analysis of events, who are voices
of authority in both authors’ works.187
Whereas previous chapters have focused on colonial or postcolonial/post-slavery
societies, Québec’s status is more difficult to define. A peripheral culture, it is dominated
not only by Anglophone Canada but by the hegemony of U.S. culture; Québec can be
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Fantastical elements appear in otherwise realistic settings, their veracity unquestioned by the
characters or narrator. There is some debate about whether the term magical realism can be used outside
of Latin American literature. Noël’s texts, especially Conjuration des Bâtards, include numerous references
to Latin American culture ; possibly she was inspired by Latin American magical realist authors such as
Isabel Allende and Garcia Marquez. For more on the genre of fantasy, see Wendy Faris’s Ordinary
Enchantments : Magical Realism and the Remystification of Narrative (2004).
186
Re-appearance of the dead is a trope in Mavrikakis’s work; in La Ballade d’Ali Baba (2014), the
protagonist’s dead father meets with his daughter to seek a new burial place.
187
Both Noel and Mavrikakis offer somewhat didactic narratives with obvious interpretations and narratorprotagonists that explain significance of events and hermeneutic devices, so that they might also be
analyzed as authorial narrators, although the novels are fictional with no apparent autobiographical
elements.
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characterized as a settler territory, but has also been defined as colonized and colonizer,
and Lise Gauvin has also termed Québec a “postcolonial” society, where the colonizers are
the British (Aventuriers et sédentaires: Parcours du roman québécois (2012).188 As a
“survivalist culture,” in Matthieu Bélisle’s terms, a “race qui ne sait pas mourir” (Bélisle
39),189 the past is ever-present in Québécois texts, illustrating Québécois refusal of a
defeated present according to Aquin’s description (318-320). Dumont also emphasizes
memory, not in nostalgia of the “good old days,” but rather with solidarity: to remember
the past is to remember one’s identity.190 Québécois literature inscribes the weight of the
memory of defeat and ensuing marginalization.
There are four defining moments of defeat in Québécois history: the 1759 British
conquest of the French settlers, the aborted 1837 revolution for independence, and the first
and second failed referendums for Québec sovereignty (1980, 1995).191 The rebellion led
by the Parti Canadien’s Louise-Joseph Papineau, culminating in a declaration of
independence in 1838, was a crucial moment.192 The insurrectionists had no hope of
188

See Lise Gauvin’s introduction, and Rosemary Chapman’s What is Québécois Literature (2013):
“Francophones of European descent are both colonizers (of the indigenous population since first
permanent French settlement in North America in 1604) and colonized (by the British after their victory on
the Plains of Abraham in 1759 and the signing of the Treaty of Paris in 1763, which ceded New France to
British rule)” (4).
189
From Matthieu Bélisle’s Bienvenue au pays de la vie ordinaire (2009): “La figure du survivant a ici une
résonance particulière, dans la mesure où l’histoire du Québec peut justement se lire comme l’histoire
d’une improbable survie” (39).
190
See Dumont’s Récit d’une emigration, especially Chapter 2, “L’Exil” and pages 34-35, and Maxime
Blanchard (2006, pg. 23).
191
My brief description of Québec’s history is largely taken from Éric Bédard’s l’Histoire du Québec pour les
nuls as well as Histoire du Québec by Yves Bourdon and Jean Lamarre.
192
This declaration of independence followed the French Déclaration des droits de l’homme et du citoyen
(1789), the Constitution of the new United States, and included socialist ideas prevalent at that time. It laid
out the terms of the new republic: the right to vote for all men 21 years and older, separation of church and
state, public education for all, and an independent press, among others. The Patriotes granted equal rights
to indigenous people, probably to gain their allegiance, but also in sympathy with the oppressed status of
First Nations in the United States and Canada, which they saw as synonymous with their own. See Gilles
Laporte, Brève histoire des Patriotes (2015), and Pierre Falardeau’s film February 15, 1839 (2001), which
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defeating the British army; on February 15, 1839, their leaders were charged with high
treason and hanged. The Québécois would never forget this fight for autonomy, and indeed
neither would the British, who put in place a new government led by Lord Durham. In his
1840 Act of Union, which established English as the only recognized language of the
territory, and economically disadvantaged Bas-Canada (the French). Lord Durham’s
(in)famous 1839 report to the British queen illustrates the marginalized position of the
Québécois through present day. Despite his desire for responsible regional government that
would grant British parliamentary representation to Canadian subjects, Durham
nevertheless viewed the francophone Canadiens as inferior to the British and to the French
from whom they were descended, as can be seen in his report. Noting many Québécois’
lack of schooling, cultural isolation, and illiteracy, Durham’s description employs terms
that border on racism:
I found a struggle, not of principles, but of races […] There can hardly be
conceived a nationality more destitute of all that can invigorate and elevate a
people, than that which is exhibited by the descendants of the French in Lower
Canada, owing to their retaining their peculiar language and manners. They are a
people with no history and no literature…I should be indeed surprised if the more
reflecting part of the French Canadians entertained at present any hope of
continuing to preserve their nationality. Much as they struggle against it, it is
obvious that the process of assimilation to English habits is already commencing.
English language is gaining ground, as the language of the rich and the employers
of labour naturally will. (Durham 7, 132-133).

For Durham, the Québécois’ language and customs did not constitute culture, but lacked
sophistication and advancement. His characterization of political conflict as a clash
shows the last days of the insurrectionists. One of those hanged, Chevalier de Lorimier, left a political
testament that represents Quebecois’ resentments: “... je meurs sur le gibet de la mort infâme du meurtrier
[les Anglais]…je meurs en m’écriant: Vive la liberté, vive l'indépendance!” De Lorimier is honored today in
street names in Montréal and Gatineau.
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between two races, one inferior to the other, and his well-known conclusion that the
French Canadians had no history and no literature -- that is, no culture -- led him to
conclude that they would not be long in assimilating to British society. Although he was
mistaken, Durham’s report points to the threat of assimilation to Québécois culture, as had
occurred with the Acadians.193 His statement that the English language would dominate
since it was the language of the rich and of the employer would indeed prove to be true.
While there certainly have been many changes, positive and negative, in the French
position in Canada over the next century, this much would not change: the English
domination of the Québécois would continue, and would be strengthened by language.
Throughout the 19th century and into the 20th, the English language would come to be the
mark of the wealthy who hired the French, and of well-off Québécois who owed their
privilege to their proximity to the English and ability to communicate with them.194
Québécois political struggles centered around cultural and linguistic validation.
The 1960s “Révolution tranquille” brought change to Québec in the areas of
secularized health care and education; it altered social norms regarding women’s role in
society, and increased Québécois control over their economy. The Quiet Revolution,
however, did not resolve the difficulties of Québécois identity under Anglophone rule: in
October of 1970, in what is now known as the Crise d’octobre, the Front de Libération du
Québec (FLQ), kidnapped labor minister Pierre Laporte and British diplomat James Cross,
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Under the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713, the British took over Hudson Bay, Newfoundland, and Nova Scotia,
which had formerly been French-speaking Acadia; in 1755, when the British conquerors demanded that
Acadians in Nova Scotia renounce neutrality and embrace the British crown, the Acadians refused. In
reprisal, the British deported them in what is known as Le Grand Dérangement. Over 7,000 people were
dispersed throughout the American colonies.
194
Impoverished Irish immigrants in Québec were in a similar position to the Québécois.
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and demanded independence. In the aftermath, military rule was established in Québec,
and the intellectual community and those who had supported independence were put under
surveillance. Ten years after the Crise d’octobre, the first referendum over Québec
sovereignty failed by a slim margin (10%); in 1995, the second referendum, launched by
the Parti Québécois, would just barely fail (50.58% no, 49.42% yes). Today, advocates for
separation assert that Québec language, identity, and culture will never be protected from
assimilation unless Québec is sovereign and independent.195 Laws that seek to preserve
French language in Québec196 are no guarantee against assimilation in a globalized
economy. Québec’s ongoing uncertainty over identity and the basic “difficulté d’être” are
inscribed in both Noël’s and Mavrikakis’s texts.
FRANCINE NOEL: TRANSFORMATION AND SURVIVAL
Noël’s trilogy progressively expands its focus: the first novel, Maryse, features a
young woman’s subjectivity and transition from a poor working-class family to bourgeois
academia; the second, Myriem première, depicts Québécois identity in association with
women’s community and heritage; the third, Conjuration des bâtards, portrays
marginalized cultures around the world under threat in globalized, capitalist societies.197 In
the final novel, Québécois characters identify with “métis” and the titular “bâtards” of the
world; Conjuration valorizes what Noël calls “bâtardisation,” that is, the rejection of “pure”
195

As the protagonist in Le Québec n’existe pas (Blanchard, 2017) declares, “Le Québec sera souverain ou
ne sera pas” (16).
196
Law 101, La Charte de la Langue Française, defining French as the language of the majority of the
population, and the official language of the provincial government, was passed in 1977 and has been
amended several times since. Regulation of language, especially in regards to schooling in French, remains
controversial.
197
In her examination of space in Noël’s work, Valérie Raoul observes that Noël’s novels evolve from
highlighting the local and specific, in domestic space and issues of Québécois identity, to a broader focus on
the position of the global subaltern (Raoul 2002, 331).
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races.198 The arc of the novels moves from the establishment of a feminist utopic space,
fully realized in the second novel, 199 to the threat to that utopia at the start of Conjuration,
and finally at the end of the trilogy, the violent destruction of utopia and survivors’
ambivalence about the future.
Maryse chronicles the transformation of the eponymous protagonist: from silence
to speech, from subjugation to emancipation, and from working-class literature student to
professor and writer living in an academic milieu. In his introduction to the novel (1983),
Gilles Marcotte characterizes Maryse and her friend François Ladouceur as having no
ambition, no “désir d’arriver” (9); but this is not entirely accurate. For protagonist Maryse
O’Sullivan, a university literature student from a working-class family, the goal is not to
advance socially, but to adapt and survive in an upper-class environment that feels alien to
her; to do so, she must learn to imitate the norms and language of this social class. Maryse
does express the desire of advancing in society; at one point, having moved into an
apartment with her boyfriend Michel, she declares she is happy to have “arrived” (32).
However, while completing the steps necessary to survive in her new milieu – passing
exams, writing a thesis, teaching -- Maryse never subscribes to its values. What Marcotte
views as lack of ambition is in fact Maryse’s refusal to normalize a discourse revealed as
198

Noël’s definition of bâtardisation is similar to the concept of Lionnet’s métissage, and indeed, her
character Maryse gives a talk on “métissage culturel” in the last novel. Valérie Raoul discusses the concept
of bâtardisation and the evolution of Noël’s oeuvre in “Le ‘Lieu common’ disputé” (2004).
199

I examine only the first and last novels of the trilogy. Katherine Roberts characterizes the second novel,
set in the 1980s, as a post-referendum text, where women characters preserve collective memory and
heritage. The communal, feminist utopia portrayed in the second novel consists of Maryse’s family and
friends, who live in what Georgiana Colvile terms an “espace fantastique” and a “famille utopique et
matriarcale” (100, 102). Home is a métissage of different families or social classes. Much of the action in
Myriem première takes place in the utopic family garden called Babylone, a space that defies the traditional
concept of a bourgeois home; here, men participate in domestic, nurturing activities, and women control
history and narrative. For example, François tends to the garden, and Maryse passes on oral history to the
children.
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fundamentally sexist and classist despite leftist revolutionary pretensions. Over the course
of this novel, the protagonist-narrator develops her own principles, in opposition to both
her working-class community of origin and her new academic environment, and seizes
language and agency. In a sense, she undergoes a metamorphosis, as suggested by the two
stories of transformation frequently referenced in the novel: Eliza Doolittle in My Fair
Lady, and the Galatée myth. Like Galatée triumphing over its creator Pygmalion, Maryse
frees herself from a relationship that subjugates her. Her coming of age and seizure of
language and agency coincides with and allegorizes that of Québec. She will finally prove
that she has something to say, in her own language, becoming, like the Québécois,
“maîtres chez nous.”200 In “Maryse: la quête identitaire du roman québécois” (2004),
André Lamontagne summarizes Maryse as narrating a triple emancipation: a woman from
working-class origins battling with “patriarchal and bourgeois discourse;” Québécois
cultural identity subjected to the dictates of Europe; and the Québécois novel coming into
its own for the first time (Lamontagne 80).201
Like Ernaux’s and Cardinal’s texts, Maryse associates class transition with loss of
home, identity, and with exile, but unlike them, the protagonist eventually rejects her
previous identity in order to forge her own. Highlighting language both as marker of social
class and a vehicle of liberation, the novel portrays ideological, leftist academic discourse
that is dismissive of the realities of marginalized people, and contrasts it with the
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This is the campaign slogan of Jean Lesage’s Québec liberals in 1960 at the start of the Révolution
Tranquille; the phrase also became a rallying cry for Québec’s separatists.
201
On the seizing of language and agency in Noel, see Georgiana Colvile’s “L’univers de Francine Noël”
(1990), Lucie Joubert’s « La lecture de Maryse : du portrait social à la prise de parole » (1993), Francesca
Benedict’s “La prise de la parole” (1993), Lori Saint-Martin’s “Histoire(s) de femme(s) chez Francine Noël”
(1993), and Barbara Havercraft’s « Quand écrire, c'est agir : stratégies narratives d'agentivité féministe »
(1999).
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protagonist’s own development of concrete, descriptive language in her work, which
features working-class Québécois heritage. The text shows the protagonist’s ability to
appreciate the complex realities of those who live in poverty, and offers an intimate
portrayal of gendered and classist subjugation:202 Maryse’s relationship with her partner
Michel silences her; at the end of the novel, she leaves him to claim political/public
subjectivity, becoming the “voice of Québec.”
The novel emphasizes the complexity of human experiences over ideology. Michel
and his friends use a Marxist language of equality, speak in ideological terms of systemic
problems, and attach themselves to symbols of “proletariat culture,” such as when they
claim that beer is the “boisson du peuple” (60), but in reality, have no appreciation for the
realities of working-class people.”203 At one juncture, Maryse’s friend Tit-cul Galipo
claims in exaggerated Québécois French, which he adopts in order to identify with the
“proletariat,” that he cannot afford to tip their waiter, and that the practice of tipping must
be abolished since it is du “quêtage,” begging or extortion (31); Maryse, however,
understands that the waiter needs the tips to survive. Similarly, the protagonist comes to
realize that Michel’s group of intellectual friends uses people as talking points to bolster
202

Lamontagne describes Michel’s domination of Maryse as anchored in use of the language of the
dominant classes, patriarchal, and based on misogynist traditions in the academy (2004, 83-84, 91). The
novel’s portrayal of gendered subjugation of women in private spaces accords with 1970s feminist thought
in Québec and the United States: the “personal is political” refrain discussed in the chapter on Cardinal. The
1971 Le manifeste des femmes québécoises, issued by the Front de Liberation des Femmes Québécoises as
a response to the lack of inclusion of women in FLQ’s Manifeste, emphasizes the personal as political by
giving anecdotes of women’s everyday difficulties before delving into political demands. See also Katherine
Roberts’s examination of the link between feminist and nationalist claims in Noël’s work - two categories
often treated separately (Roberts 1999, 55). She observes that Maryse depicts nationalist/leftist aims as
compromised since they exclude women and feminist goals (58-59), and characterizes women characters’
feminist political consciousness as linked with the concrete, not the abstract, in contrast to masculine
political dialogue in Maryse.
203
By contrast, Marité, who comes from a well-off family, plans to become a lawyer to work for justice and
“améliorer les conditions de vie des citoyens” (42); because Marité empathizes with those less fortunate
than herself, her attraction to Maryse’s proletarian background develops into friendship.
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theoretical claims: Chilean refugees, invited to a party, are treated as representations of
political concepts, rather than people: “ils étaient des exilés politiques, ils n’étaient que ça,
des symboles” (368). The text privileges interrogation and uncertainty over ideological
dogmatism, as when the narrator questions how people in different situations can relate to
one another and how to address economic inequality; she wonders if Marx was right about
everything since he doesn’t address work that doesn’t produce anything, like that of a
server (87-88). Later, when Maryse has more self-confidence, she rejects the idealization
of poverty in leftist circles: “Où était-il, ce prolétariat laborieux-mais-malchanceux, plein
de bon sens, d’allure et d’ingéniosité, que les amis de Michel évoquaient avec tellement
d’assurance?” (483). The fact that there is no answer to her question, asking where is the
monolithic working-class person, implies that the stereotype does not hold true; the text
undermines rhetoric that romanticizes and effaces the lived realities of people who live in
abject poverty.
In contrast to this rhetoric, the novel presents women’s activism, grounded in the
concrete and the local. Marie-Lyre Flouée (MLF), an actor, protests social inequalities in
her art and in everyday life. She criticizes misogynist discourse, protests linguistic
subordination in theatrical monologues, and calls up public ministers and radio stations to
harangue them for “l’absence du français…du racisme et de bien d’autres choses encore”
(75). Michel, representing the male-dominated leftist movement, predictably dismisses
MLF’s actions as non-political and lacking in scope (75), although he and his friends take
no action against social injustices.
As in Annie Ernaux’s texts, the protagonist’s social ascension is portrayed not so
much as a triumph, but rather a disorienting exile as Maryse struggles to find her place and
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worth in a new social class,204 and shame is often associated with manners and language
marked lower class: “Maryse avait honte d’eux [her family], de Maureen [her sister]
surtout, et honte d’avoir honte…[elle] ne voulait plus frayer avec des gens qui avaient
toujours ri d’elle quand elle rentrait du couvent avec un accent différent et des manières de
tables fancies. Avec des manières” (37). Maryse’s mastery of bourgeois manners and
language through her Catholic school education permits her social ascension, but also leads
to isolation since her family comes to see her as a stranger; she realizes she has nothing
more in common with them. Shame in this passage is trifold: Maryse is ashamed of her
origins, her family shames her for having acquired manners and language they do not
understand, and she is ashamed of being ashamed, guilty that she no longer wishes to
associate with them. Her shame, as well as her disorientation within a new milieu, renders
Maryse vulnerable to a relationship that threatens her identity and agency.
The text depicts a slow escalation of gendered subjugation involving misogynist
and classist narratives. From the outset, Michel clearly does not view Maryse as a separate
and equal person whose activities are as important as his own: he pays no attention to her
daily life (49) and considers housework to be beneath him but not her (112,115); he
objectifies her as “baisable” while dismissing what she is saying (114), and his denigrating
treatment contrasts to the behavior of her friends François Ladouceur, Marité, the aspiring
lawyer, and actor Marie-Lyre Flouée.205 Michel deploys leftist ideological rhetoric to
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Fernand Dumont also calls his transition from poor working-class to the academic world an emigration,
a painful exile, even as a sort of betrayal of his family of origin, in Récit d’une emigration (1997).
205
MLF: a reference to the Mouvement de Liberation des Femmes. Names in Maryse are often plays on
words or a revelation of contrasts: for example, the “sweetness” or kindness of François Ladouceur,
contrasted with the “false paradise” of Michel Paradis. Maryse and her two female friends form a tripartite
identity of resistance to marginalization: Maryse becomes a novelist and playwright, Marité becomes a
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silence Maryse: he tells her that it is “bourgeois” and conventional to expect loyalty from a
spouse, and that “free women” of the left put up with cheating. He cheats on her, then
claims that he isn’t, and if he is, it isn’t important; then, drawing on sexist stereotypes,
accuses her of nagging, being suspicious, and inventing problems: “tu fantasmes” (80). He
deems his (male) concerns as political and her (female) concerns as non-political, therefore
less important (159). Maryse believes him, justifying his absences and cheating, and
ridiculing her own feelings: she calls herself a “petite bonne femme de peu d’envergure,
elle lui avait piqué une ridicule crise de jalousie” (159). Finally, she absorbs Michel’s
belittlement so fully that she speaks of herself in animalistic terms: “une femelle
possessive…rien à voir avec la libération des peuples et les choses vraiment politiques,
donc importantes. Sa violence était brute, animale, profonde, primitive, viscérale et
incontrôlable” (161-162). She fails to see herself as a person or a subject, defining her
concerns, and those of women’s in general, as apolitical and separate from the real issues
of “peuples;” she effaces her subjectivity.
Other misogynist and classist narratives that prove effective in silencing and
controlling Maryse are Michel’s characterizations of her as “hystérique,” “soule,” recalling
stereotypes of working class people as lazy drunkards and invoking Maryse’s insecurities
about women alcoholics in her own family (178-179, 285-286); associations of speaking
up for oneself or of taking up space with gendered lower-class impropriety, invoking the
idea that women must keep silent (178-179); and finally, dirt, disease, and hypochondria.
Michel tells her that she smells like a pharmacy, so she views herself as an infected thing,
“ses fatales indispositions de femelle…dans un état pathologique permanent” (244-245).
lawyer and later a Québécois deputy, and MLF, an actor, performs Maryse’s monologues in the second
novel of the trilogy and engages in vocal protests.
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Here, she once again uses animalistic terms to describe herself. Michel’s use of misogynist
narratives serves to occupy her time and attention in rendering herself acceptable to him,
re-centering the relationship around himself, and dismissing her concerns about their
inequitable relationship.
The text associates Michel’s misogynist behavior with classism and xenophobia or
racism. In a passage that marks the turning point in their relationship, Maryse sleeps with
the waiter, Manolo, and after rejecting Michel in this way, she feels that she is becoming
herself again (312). When Michel realizes that she has cheated on him with a waiter, he
hits her for the first time, declaring: “c’était bien son genre de courir après les garcons de
table” (316). Maryse realizes that he is a snob and a xenophobe, associating his snobbery
with his inability to come to terms with his Québécois identity: “Elle le voyait, petit
Québécois imbu de lui-même, minoritaire et bafoué dans son propre pays…arrogant envers
les autres ethnies” (318). Michel’s arrogance toward minorities and his disdain of the
lower class, despite his Marxist rhetoric, is related to his insecurities as a Québécois,
treated as inferior in his own country. In contrast, Maryse refuses xenophobia and feelings
of inferiority, and assumes her multi-faceted, multi-ethnic identity.
Maryse’s transformation begins by taking up language; writing in her journal, she
questions her unequal relationship with Michel (187), critiquing abstract intellectual leftist
discourse, instrumental in the de-politicization of women (222). Near the end of the novel,
when Maryse, Michel, and a group of friends see the play La Sagouine, which depicts an
Acadian cleaning woman, Maryse leads a discussion on representation of the working class
in the arts, giving her own experience as an example. When Michel tries to belittle her
commentary as “too subjective” – a sexist critique of women’s analysis, Maryse finally
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rebuts him, and asserts that her life is relevant to Québécois identity and politics (388-89).
The final step into agency and independence is to separate from the Pygmalion master:
Maryse compares her transformation to the myths of My Fair Lady and Pygmaleon. As she
realizes, she has succeeded in escaping poverty by conforming to the norms, etiquette, and
language of the dominant class. But she decries the fact that society ascribes social and
political power as well as the power of creation, to men, while denying it to women (439446). Maryse realizes that the approval of such a society is not, as she once believed,
something to attain, but rather to reject.
The narrator associates facility with language – which she has acquired with
difficulty -- as being at ease in one’s own home and identity; she reflects on the fact that
neither the imperfect English of her father nor the lower-class French of her mother served
them well, so that they were at a disadvantage in their own native country. Her full
development of subjectivity is finally effected in a passage when she rejects the “génie de
la langue française.” The génie claims that Maryse is not truly francophone since her father
is Irish (303). Maryse explains that all Québécois are of mixed descent; the génie again
disparages Québécois language and identity, claiming that it is bastard and regional (303304). Maryse responds in English: “Fucking bastard yourself” (304). Other than English
slang interspersed in Québécois French, Maryse rarely speaks English, but this line in
English, recalling her mixed background, finally rids her of the genie: she has conquered
her sense of inferiority.
As part of her transformation, Maryse claims a sense of home unrelated to roots
and heritage, similar to Condé’s Marie-Noelle. At first, Maryse envies her bourgeois friend
Marité’s ability to reminisce freely about her childhood (48), while she herself dissembles
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about her family background. Later in the novel, Maryse characterizes herself as “bâtard”
and rejects roots and lineage as identity:
“Elle était sans racines et ne devait pas s’attarder à la question des origines : c’était
un luxe réservé à celles qui avaient des mères-à-souvenirs et des pères
professionnels. Elle ouvrit son cahier et y nota… ma mère n’est pas née…les filles
qui n’ont pas eu de mère sont condamnées à rester petites, toujours …elle biffa ce
début de poème et ajouta, en majuscules énormes, au travers de la page: ON
DEVRAIT POUVOIR CHOISIR SES AIEULES” (484-85)

Because she chooses not to identify with her family and to forge her own path, Maryse
declares that she has no roots. The line “meres-à-souvenirs” refers to Marité’s mother, with
family photo books. Veneration of ancestors, the recognition of “origins,” is revealed as an
element cementing the perpetuation of privilege: a “luxury” reserved to those who have
ancestors of whom one can be proud. In this passage, Maryse first seeks to transform her
difficult relationship with her mother into poetry, but then erases her writing, instead
emphatically declaring that one should be able to “choose one’s ancestors.” In the second
novel of the trilogy, Maryse establishes her own home and community, constituted of an
extended network of friends.
By the third novel, Maryse is well-known as celebrated author, publishing in
French. Conjuration des bâtards commences on the eve of the new millennium. Maryse,
her husband Laurent, their two children, and friends travel to Mexico City, where Maryse
and Laurent will speak at the Sommet de la Fraternité, an interdisciplinary week-long
conference on global solidarity that Laurent has helped to organize. Along with academics,
artists, engineers, and journalists from around the world, they will discuss solutions to
inequality and threats to global peace. Maryse and Laurent have now lived in Latin
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America for years, and their two children speak French and Spanish: two languages that
challenge the hegemony of English and of U.S. culture. This polyphonous novel includes
Maryse, Laurent, their adopted daughter Agnès, about twelve, their son Alexis, a little
older than Agnès, Gabriel, Marité’s son, a doctor, as well as Marité’s daughter Myriem, an
actress, Elvire, former muse of the poet Oubedon, their sons Hugo, and Tristan, and Lilith,
who was adopted by Elvire. These characters constitute an extended family. Also present
are Bérénice, Maryse’s journalist friend, Mariana, a historian, and her daughter Elvira.
Finally, there is the cast of supernatural and historical figures who appear in the
underground Diable Vert’s bar, which is present in the second novel and materializes in
Mexico City: God, Allah, and Yaveh, René Lévesque, prime minister of Québec 19761985, among others. Maryse’s doubles, Marie-Lyre Flouée, who passed away years ago
from cancer, and Marité, now a Québécois deputy, are less featured in this text. One
important character is the villain, Jim Smith, a wealthy, warmongering American
philanthropist who represents globalized capitalism and who once helped Maryse and
Laurent adopt Agnès. On the seventh day, just as Laurent begins to present his talk, a rightwing terrorist group denouncing “racial impurity” attacks the conference: Gabriel is
wounded, and Maryse is killed. In the final part of the novel, the grieving families return to
Montréal just before New Year’s; the novel ends on New Year’s Eve, at the start of the
new millennium.
With its cyclical structure, the text conveys a sense of ambivalence, lack of
progress, and finally despair. It is divided into three parts: the first, “Le temps des Rois,”
set in Montréal, the second, “La Restauration du monde en sept jours,” the week-long
conference in Mexico City, and the third, “Le temps des bâtards,” the period after the
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summit, and then the return to Montréal. Thus, the plot revolves around creation and
destruction, echoing the Biblical story of creation of the world in seven days. In the first
part of the novel, utopia is challenged when Jim Smith enters the extended family’s Edenic
space in Montréal; he blackmails the journalist Bérénice, who had planned to expose his
nefarious activities, by threatening Maryse’s family. The second part of the novel is
organized into chapters titled by each day’s summit theme: “Lundi, le souffle, mardi, la
terre, mercredi, l’eau, jeudi, le sang, vendredi, le blé, samedi, la paix, dimanche, le rire.”
Each day emphasizes restoration of living elements or characteristics of humanity (breath
or wind, earth, water, blood, wheat, peace, laughter). On Friday, the final day of the
summit, terrorists attack, destroying the attempted world fraternity. The final part of the
novel is titled the “postmoderne, le sommeil de Dieu,” which symbolizes the sleep of God
in the face of human suffering. With an indifferent God, postmodernity is presented as
meaningless. Destruction is cyclical, and agency appears limited.
Conjuration opens and closes with the Montréal children re-enacting the fall of the
city of Granada. The text links the 1492 arrival of Columbus in the “New World,”
signifying the start of European colonization of the Americas, and the 1492 fall of Muslim
Granada, or the end of “covivencia,” in which Muslims and Christians lived together in
Granada despite differences. Both events are referenced throughout the text, and Maryse
explains the significance of the year 1492, when European exploitation of American lands
began: “L’Amérique deviendra bientôt le grenier d’une Europe affamée” (215). The start
of colonization and the collapse of “covivencia” signals both the importance of the past
and highlights a fundamental question of the text: whether peripheral cultures, such as
Québec, can survive. Threats to cultural hybridity or to marginalized cultures are explicitly
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associated with globalized capitalism, going back to the rise of colonialism and the
European “discovery” of the New World.
Knowledge of the past is depicted as essential to survival: the journalist Bérénice
protects herself from the villain Jim Smith by writing under the pseudonym of Micaela
Batista, wife of Tupac Amaru, the last Inca chief to resist the Spanish invaders. Because
Jim Smith knows nothing of Peruvian history, she remains safe. As in the second novel,
women transmit history and its meaning: the lessons of history are to reject racial purity
and patriarchal values, and to champion the métis (portrayed as stronger than persons of
unmixed race) as well as the bastard; both challenge racial “purity” (118). The women tell
of a resistor to cultural assimilation, Canadian Louis Riel, a francophone leader of a nation
of métis hanged amid massive protests in Québec (289, 335-340); and of Malinche, the
legendary Mexican interpreter of Mayan, Nahuatl, and Spanish for the Spanish colonizer
Cortés; according to Maryse, her “passing between” cultures allows her to survive (95).
The bastard appears as resistor, interpreter or savant, who disturbs a male-dominated social
order: Cortés’s son from an indigenous woman proves superior to his other son, with pure
Spanish blood (308); Hugo declares that the bastard figure challenges the harm done by
those who reclaim racial purity (175). From the outset, the text de-legitimizes the authority
of the father.206 Oubedon, a character first introduced in Maryse and now national poet of
Québec, recognizes only one of his sons, Hugo, as his “true” son, refusing to claim the
other, Tristan, who Tristan declares, “je suis un bâtard…faites comme si ma mère était
fille-mère. Moi, j’ai sûrement deux reins et je suis prêt” (31). Tristan’s courage in donating
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Lori Saint-Martin proposes that Noël portrays family as an alliance of multiple identities, open to
cultural diversity and political engagement, whereas the figure of the father is less important (Saint-Martin
2007, 301).
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his kidney to Hugo after an accident is identified with his bastard status, whereas Oubedon
fails to nurture his children, in contrast to Laurent and François. In the end, Oubedon
realizes his error and attempts to re-claim Tristan as son – but it is too late; neither son has
any interest in listening to him anymore.
In Conjuration, the United States represents cultural dominance, dangerous greed
and cruelty (as shown the character of Jim Smith), and it epitomizes the globalization that
threatens marginalized cultures such as Québec. 207 In this novel, language again figures as
marker of resistance: as a well-known novelist, Maryse writes in French and translates her
own works into Spanish, but refuses to write in English or even to translate her works into
English, resisting American cultural dominance (74). According to Maryse, Québec and
Mexico both defy the cultural influence of the United States: the two cultures share
“beaucoup de similitudes et la même lutte contre l’acculturation” (268). Latin America,
where she and Laurent have lived for years, is also a space of resistance to U.S. hegemony;
a “terre de lutte,” as Michel Nareau characterizes it (Nareau 2010, n.p.)
The text portrays ideological dogmatism and purity as a threat to marginalized
peoples. Maryse’s presentation on “métissage culturel” and the figure of the métis meets
with disapproval, and Bérénice comments as the academic audience reacts to her speech:
Ça cause, et très fort. Ça dit que le métissage mène à l’affaiblissement des races et
des cultures. Ça parle de dégénérescence, décadence, dégradation, de pureté perdue,
bref, le métis serait une mixture imbuvable, empoisonnée, fatale. Ça craint ! Ça
207

In her commentary on Noël’s work (2003), Catherine Khardoc associates Glissant’s concept of
créolisation with opposition to American culture: “la domination de l’anglo-américain et de la culture
américaine, plus précisément états-uniennes…qui se joue au niveau du dénominateur commun le plus bas,
celle qui aplatit les différences plutôt que de les exalter, qui est aveugle aux possibilités offertes par la
créolisation » (Khardoc 80). In Conjuration, Jim Smith, identified as the “méchant” in Noël’s index of
characters, represents white Anglo-American dominant culture, whereas “Tom du Bronx,” a sympathetic
character, is black; the appellation “du Bronx” avoids association with that culture.
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craint fort de disparaitre, de se voir absorbé, acculturé, amalgam, dilue, avalé par la
barbarie et la bâtardise (117).

The “ça,” the audience, identifies a mindless crowd mentality rather than a speaking,
thinking subject; this “ça” is alarmed, without reflection, at what it perceives as a threat to
its pure cultural and racial identity. Bérénice mocks their hyperbolic reaction,
characterizing their attitude as a desire to reject any “instability” “doubt” “discomfort”
(117). However, the liquid metaphor invoked in the third line casts the métis and the
bastard not as human figures, but as a poisonous drink, and the “ça” also appears as a
solution that might be absorbed, diluted, swallowed by barbarism: its liquid qualities mean
that “ça” must take on the qualities of its environment, and so the text emphasizes that
there is no purity of race or culture possible.
Mariana, a historian who is presented as another Maryse “double,” also gives a
speech, discussing manifestations of intolerance and the effort to eliminate “groupes
dominés.” She believes that the “Other” is under threat because of the refusal of some to
admit difference in others, and “la volonté de contrôler les idées des autres, leurs croyances,
leurs comportements…insécures au point de ne supporter ni la contradiction ni la
différence” (256). Mariana’s presentation meets with indifference, and no one seems to
understand her analysis. The negative responses to Mariana and Maryse’s speeches
foreshadow the failure of the fraternity conference and the destruction of Maryse’s dream
of resistance to dominant cultures. On the summit’s last day, the American white
supremacist “White Rights Watchers,” attack, in a direct assault on marginalized cultures
and races: the group opposes “threats to the Aryan race” such as Communists, blacks, or
Jews (421-22).
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In Gabriel’s visit to the magical realist underground bar after the terrorist attack, its
significance is explained. In Noël’s trilogy, two magical realist domains, the “aboveground”
and the “underground,” play different roles. In the “aboveground” of the characters’ homes
and daily lives, Gabriel the guardian angel, the “génie de la langue française,” and the
mischevious “mauvais esprit” guide or challenge Maryse and the others: these spirits help
them to deal with life events such as death, separation, or impending tragedy. Under both
Montréal and in Mexico City is the “underground:” a welcoming bar and its
owner/bartender, the good-natured Diable Vert, which challenge dominant cultural values.
In the underground bar, Western gods and historical figures are often depicted as nefarious.
Marie-Madeleine (prostitute),208 Jésus, and the Diable Vert, figure as transgressive to
dominant cultural values, and are shown as morally superior to the Christian God. MarieMadeleine denounces the God of the Jews for his selfishness: “Vous êtes insécure, égoïste,
pervers et futile” (388). Jesus declares that he should have better appreciated his loving,
adoptive father Joseph, rather than God the Father, whom he rejects as father (388); this
reveals Jesus to be a bastard, a transgressive figure who denounces the father’s authority
and the patriarchal structure, preferring a father with nurturing qualities. When Gabriel
visits the underground bar after the attack, he finds a bum, the monotheistic God, who is
sleeping indifferent to humanity’s difficulties (422). Le Diable Vert wonders why the
attack occurred, and claims that he could never invent anything as diabolic as the trouble
humans visit on themselves (422). The Diable kicks God out of the bar: “Si tu pouvais
seulement être à la hauteur d’un homme de bon foi et pas trop con, déjà, ça
208

The prostitute is another trope that appears throughout the trilogy. In Noël’s work, the prostitute
manages to make her own way through capitalization of her only property. Like the métis, the prostitute
proclaims on the ills of society. The prostitute figure can also be interpreted as a ironic echo of the feminist
slogan “the personal is political,” based on the last paragraph of the novel where Blanche, Marité’s mother,
asks Agnès what she will do in life; Agnès responds: “relations-publiques-privées…Bah…putain” (509).
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m’arrangerait…” (462). A failure, God lacks empathy, fortitude, and intelligence, and he is
either complicit or uninterested in human suffering caused by the attack on subordinated
cultures.
The terrorist attacks result in the death of Maryse, now known as “voice of Québec;”
as such, they signify loss of agency and expression for a peripheral culture, and they are
described as such. As Laurent begins speaking at a presentation on the last day of the
summit, he is cut off: a woman is shot to death by snipers, and terrorists storm the stage.
Bombs explode, and Maryse is struck by a bullet. Her death is described as a gradual loss
of senses:
Elle ne sent rien, elle a froid, elle sent la bouche de Laurent sur sa figure et les mots
qu’il lui murmure à l’oreille, les mots je t’aime. Elle essaie de parler: elle les aime,
ils iront ensemble voir La terre des métis [her play]…elle dit qu’elle ne veut pas
mourir mais ils ne la comprennent pas, car ses mots sont pleins de sang qui lui sort
de la bouche….elle n’entend plus que le gémissement d’Alexis, les pleurs d’Agnès
et le murmure de Laurent, qui va s’amenuisant. Puis elle n’entend plus rien (404)

Maryse, who has written of Québécois culture, can no longer speak, she cannot make
herself understood, and then she can no longer hear. Her death signifies loss of language
and identity, the disappearance of a peripheral culture; it can be interpreted as representing
the failure of the second 1995 referendum on Québécois separation and identity. Of the
tripartite resistance embodied in Maryse and her two doubles, only Marité, first a lawyer
and later an elected representative, survives at the end of the trilogy. All three women –
actress, novelist, congressional deputy -- represented Québec, but only the government
remains, not the art, language, and culture of Québec that symbolizes its identity. Whether
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peripheral cultures can survive remains unanswered: the death of Maryse seems to indicate
that they cannot.
At the end of the novel, the characters that have survived the attack struggle to
continue in a society where they seem unfit or misfit. Mutilations, deaths, and handicaps of
primary characters abound in the text: Lilith, dying of cancer, chooses to kill herself in a
spa in Mexico City; Hugo and Tristan have only one kidney; Alexis, Maryse’s son, is
slowly going blind from a degenerative disease; Gabriel, Marité’s son, is crippled in the
attacks; Oubedon, the national Québec poet, another “voice of Québec,” kills himself,
alone in his apartment. Some survivors of the attack form a new network of resistance in
hope of building a better world; they consist of “exilés, bâtards or métis. Déclassés” (433).
This group seeks to challenge multinational companies and networks that control world
resources for profit; but it is not clear that they can succeed. Monsieur Quan, the Chinese
professor who is also a bastard and a product of rape, begins to write his epic Conjuration
des bâtards, in a continuation of Maryse’s legacy.
The novel’s final passage depicts a return to Montréal, but their utopia, the Edenic
space of the garden called “Babylone,” has been profoundly threatened. On New Year’s
Eve, the start of the millennium, the families reunite, and the neighborhood children gather
to play the game of the fall of Granada, once again re-enacting the failure of covivencia, as
a culture threatened with assimilation. They are described as multicultural, united by
French language with a Montréal accent (506). Agnès, who had refused to speak anything
but Spanish after her mother’s death, finally returns to speaking French, the symbol of
home and identity. Although the community recovers some equilibrium, grief renders them
ambivalent about the future: as Gabriel says, “Il y a des choses qui sont tellement
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douleureuses que même les dire ne soulage pas” (508). Although the final sentence of the
novel emphasizes Maryse’s love of life (509), the dream “summit of fraternity” has been
destroyed. The trilogy, which started with a move toward hope and the claiming of
language and identity, finishes with despair and uncertainty.
CATHERINE MAVRIKAKIS: AUSCHWITZ AND THE END OF HOPE
In A Certain Difficulty of Being: Essays on the Québec Novel (1990), Anthony
Purdy writes that Québéc novels struggle to make sense of the Québécois society “which,
for the most part…finds itself adrift on the tide of human history” (ix); he concludes that
such novels express “ontological and narrative uncertainty” (138).209 Catherine
Mavrikakis’s work highlights uncertainty and futility in her portrayals of profoundly
unequal capitalist societies that emphasize death: in many of her texts, the dead co-exist
with the living and influence the characters’ decisions. Genocide and epidemics (AIDS in
Deuils cannibales, the Holocaust and genocide of Native Americans in Le ciel, an
unnamed plague in Oscar de Profundis) also feature in her works. Her protagonists
question how to make sense of life in the face of death, even though they realize that there
is no meaning to life without death; the “I” narrator of Deuils cannibales et mélancoliques
(2000) associates home with the place of the dead, expressing a sense of disorientation or
exile when far from cemeteries (81), since human beings are united by the inevitable fact
of death. Les derniers jours de Smokey Nelson (2011) recounts a murderer’s last days on
death row, and portrays everyone affected by his murder of an innocent family: the novel
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highlights the unpredictability of life and human actions.210 In Ballade d’Ali baba (2014), a
father returns from the dead to demand that his daughter re-bury his ashes in a place where
he feels at home, and the protagonist of Le ciel de Bay City (2008) discovers her dead
grandparents, murdered at Auschwitz, in the family’s basement. A sense of isolation and
“le néant” haunt Mavrikakis’s protagonists; the trauma of the past is engraved in their
bones, and they identify with the dead in order to remember heritage and identity. Le ciel
de Bay City and Oscar de Profundis portray destruction of peripheral or subordinated
cultures in contemporary capitalist societies. In Mavrikakis’s texts, subjugations of race
and social class (gender appears less often) lead to death and destruction, and also to
erasure. Those with privilege and power who annihilate the Jews and Native Americans
(Le ciel) and the poor (Oscar de Profundis) seek not only to commit genocide, but also to
obliterate the memory of those who came before, and those whom they murder. Almost
everyone seems complicit with this project, interested only in the present. In remembering
the dead and the past, Mavrikakis’s protagonists challenge such societies.
Amy Duchesnay, the narrator of Le ciel de Bay City, is raised by her French mother
and aunt in Bay City, Michigan, near Lake Huron and Detroit. They live with her uncle,
cousin, and younger brother. Her mother grieves the daughter who died at birth and dotes
on her young son, neglecting Amy, who grows up speaking French. Since her mother
refuses to speak of the past, Amy does not discover the full truth about the family until she
is a teenager, when her aunt reveals that their entire Jewish family, once well-off, was
murdered at Auschwitz, while she and Amy’s mother were adopted by a French couple, the
210

Killick observes that the title recalls Victor Hugo’s Le dernier jour d’un condamné (1829), but that, unlike
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Hugo’s 19 century novel, accident is the defining quality of the narrative; there is no reason or motive for
the murder, only coincidences (Killick 2015, 41). The text emphasizes the absurdity of existence and
mortality, but also affirms “human grandeur” (47).
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Duchesnays. As young women, they immigrated to America, determined to start a new life
and leave the past behind them; but Amy discovers her emaciated, long-dead grandparents,
Elsa and Georges Rosenberg, in the basement. She develops a friendship with her
grandparents, who tell her to burn everything. On Independence Day, 1979, Amy burns
down her family’s house – or appears to do so - but instead of dying with her family as she
had planned, she miraculously survives. Years later, she learns that that Henry Ford, an
anti-Semite, actively supported Hitler, that his assembly-line production inspired the
horrifying efficiency of the death camps, and that her pre-fabricated, assembly-line houses
in her Michigan town were built in the shadow of the Ford factory: even her home is
connected with the genocide that haunts her family.
Futility, lack of progress, and repetition of a painful past are inscribed in Le ciel by
the cyclical structure of the novel and a narration that fluctuates between present, passé
composé, and imparfait, emphasizing immediacy and avoiding the certainty of le passé
simple. Opening with the narrator-protagonist recalling her youth in Michigan in the 60s
and 70s, the novel then shifts to her reflections in 21st-century Arizona; the rest of the
novel alternates between the first three days of 1979 that lead up to the novel’s climax on
Independence Day, and the present day. Repetitions abound, as the narrator recounts
events and then remembers them again in the present, so that the past repeats itself in a
cyclical structure: the narrator can escape neither her family’s past, nor the genocides on
American soil. Referencing the novel’s title, she describes the American sky as an open
wound that remembers the pain of the past: “il héberge l’extermination des Amérindiens,
abrite les désespoirs et les génocides de tous les exilés venus trouver refuge dans le grand
cimetière qu’est cette terre” (54). Mentions of the sky, which is blue or mauve, the color of
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mourning, are repeated throughout the novel. The vast sky promises oblivion – “Le ciel
américain est grand, dit-on…Il nous sauvera du passé” (150) – but the promise is illusory.
Those who flee the Holocaust, the devastation of war, and the pogroms of Europe find
their past again in the “New World.”
Not only a trauma the narrator would like to forget, the past also signifies
belonging, home, and identity. She attempts to forget the extermination of her family,
asking, “comment sortir de l’histoire,” and stating that she is “hantée par une histoire que
je n’ai pas tout à fait vécue” (53). At this moment, she declares that she belongs to
America, as a “daughter of this land;” which harbors “cimetières” of the racial genocides
of the U.S.: she identifies with those who have gone before, such as exterminated Native
Americans: “Et les âmes des Juifs morts se mêlent dans mon esprit à celles des Indiens
d’Amérique exterminés ici et là, sur cette terre….l’Amérique…c’est cela. Un territoire
hanté par les morts d’ici ou d’ailleurs” (53). The souls of the dead live on within her; she
defines America as a land of the dead. Memory forms her sense of identity and belonging.
After Amy discovers her grandparents in the basement, her aunt, who is also aware of their
presence, tells her that although Amy’s mother has told her to forget the past, it cannot be
forgotten: “On ne peut déterrer la poussière humaine qui s’est mêlée à l’air et qui a
empoisonné le siècle…Nous avalons depuis plus de cinquante ans nos morts, cela nous
entre par le nez, les poumons, par tous les pores de la peau” (85). The sky becomes a
repository for the dead, who form part of the living; those who been denied a resting place
rise from the crematorium as smoke, entering into the lungs of those who have survived.
This use of the word “avaler” recalls Mavrikakis’s Deuils cannibales, where the narrator
states that the living must swallow their dead, absorb them and dwell on the dead, in order
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to avoid being consumed by the dead and by the past (123). Here, one cannot avoid
“swallowing” the dead: memory is inextricable from the self. And yet, the narrator’s
memory is fragmented, composed of what Amy and her aunt piece together from photos,
second-hand accounts, or reconstruct from old letters, in Adina Balina’s poignant
characterization, “les béances, les trous, les bribes, les manques” (Balina 264).
This fractured identity, home, and belonging associated with memory and the past
are under assault in a society hostile to history. In Amy’s town, everything must be new,
profitable, and sellable; even homes, like those in the suburb where she lives, are prefabricated in Detroit, delivered without history or connection with the land, an artificial
landscape (11-12). Amy works at K-mart, compared to the United States: “K-Mart est à lui
tout seul les Etats-Unis” (125); it is a world where everything has its place, and where
there is no history (126). The U.S. is “un lieu pour ceux qui n’ont aucune mémoire, où le
passé n’est inscrit nulle part” (196); this description recalls Theodor Adorno’s critique of
capitalism and American landscape: “l’absence de mémoire, du passé humain, qui ne laisse
aucune trace et n’en porte aucune” (Adorno 48). Although America’s land and sky are
haunted with the memory of genocides that have taken place there, the U.S. erases that past
with its fabricated suburban landscapes (196). Although she too would like to belong to a
place that forgets the past, the narrator realizes that she is caught between the “Old World”
of her family home, and the “New World” of K-Mart and the United States: “Je suis de la
race des morts, des vieux, de ceux que tous les jouets et gadgets du K-Mart n’arriveront
pas à consoler” (196). As someone whose identity is bound to memory of a traumatic past,
she does not belong in a world that effaces the past.
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At times, attachment to the past – not to lost family, but to social class of origin – is
cast as futile, as the novel satirizes the bourgeoisie. Amy’s aunt and mother aspire to the
“grande culture européenne;” nostalgic for a lost childhood in a well-off Jewish French
family, they don the fashions of 1950s De Gaulle France, which are out of place in the
1970s Midwest (136-138). They fail to realize that they have transitioned into a lowerclass community in which their attempts at “class” only appear ridiculous. No matter how
they try, they remain far removed from their class of origin. Amy’s aunt attempts to
decorate her living room with the upper-class style she remembers from her childhood:
“…ma tante cherche à donner à cette pièce…une apparence de demeure de grande
bourgeoise du dix-neuvième siècle…une fausse richesse, un passé illustre, une grandeur
qui jurent avec le reste de sa vie et la réalité de sa maison” (134). Instead, there is a kitschy
décor; in an interview with Sanda Badescu, Mavrikakis describes the dominant color in the
novel, mauve, as not only the color of the sky and of mourning, but also of kitsch, and of
bad taste: “le kitsch est au centre de mon roman. Il s’oppose à la grande culture européenne”
(403). To maintain the appearance of an educated bourgeois lifestyle, her aunt keeps
unread literature on her bookshelves; but Amy finds a worm inside Balzac’s novel, Le père
Goriot, which depicts the harsh realities of poverty and the ruthlessness required of social
climbers. Her aunt, a would-be social climber, remains unaware of the novel’s lessons,
since she will never read it; her affected bourgeois customs are identified with a sense of
unreality and lack of self-awareness. Aspiration to the haute bourgeoisie is also associated
with restrictions of gender and repression of women’s sexuality. In her desire to present a
perfect household, Amy’s aunt is obsessed with cleanliness (55-57). Her sexuality is
defined by her obsessive cleanliness: “Pour elle…la jouissance ne peut venir d’un exercice
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sexuel…elle développa donc un rapport frénétique au ménage et aux objets qui servent au
nettoyage” (67, 69). She associates pleasure with machines and objects, emblematic of a
capitalist, industrialized society.
In contrast to this nostalgia for a bourgeois past, Amy remembers a terrifying past
she has never seen, which is associated with aphasia and the inability to communicate. The
narrator describes childhood nightmares in which she experiences the moments before
entering a Nazi gas chamber. Unlike the crowd of Jews around her, she knows what will
happen; and she cries out in languages she does not know: “Je sais ce qui va arriver...Je
chante…Je prie aussi avec des mots que je ne connais pas. La nuit dans mes cauchemars, il
m’arrive souvent de parler cette langue ou une autre et puis au réveil, de ne plus pouvoir
articuler un seul son” (113). The inability to make oneself heard or understood, a theme
that appears often in Québécois literature, suggests powerlessness, identity under threat,
and an erasure of self. Amy’s capacity to express herself in languages she does not know,
distancing herself from her waking self; her helplessness in dreams to warn and save others;
and her inability to make a sound upon waking, suggest dissociation with a culture that
suppresses the past. After the house fire, she is again unable to speak. She finds herself in
the backyard treehouse the morning afterwards, with no knowledge of how she got there,
and horrified by her survival. She is eventually rescued by firefighters, who believe she has
been rendered unable to speak by her traumatizing experience. Much later, when Amy
finally recovers her voice, the psychiatrists refuse to hear her confession that she is a
murderer; the doctors’ denial of her guilt is reiterated (45-56, 276), emphasizing her
inability to make herself heard and believed. Confined in a psychiatric hospital, she writes
of her trauma, her childhood, her past, her nightmares, her dead grandparents, as well as
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her resolution to destroy the past (276). As in Noël’s Maryse, written language signifies
agency and self-affirmation; by accessing written language, she recovers her ability to
speak and to leave the hospital.
Fantastical elements of the novel challenge the cultural order as it is portrayed, that
is, the United States’ erasure of the past. Following Rosemary Jackson’s analysis, fantasy
and the fantastic reveals that which is outside dominant value systems:
Like any other text, a literary fantasy is produced within, and determined by, its
social context…it cannot be understood in isolation from it...Fantastic literature
points to or suggests the basis upon which cultural order rests, for it opens up, for a
brief moment, on to disorder, on to illegality, on to that which is lies outside the
law, that which is outside dominant value systems (3-4).
The cultural order of the United States – a land where, like K-mart, everything has its place
and where all is profit, opens up onto disorder when Amy discovers her emaciated
grandparents, Georges and Elsa Rosenberg, in the basement: the past invades the family
home. The presence of the grandparents indicates the tenacity of past trauma, and
foregrounds “the situation of the self in relation to that dominant notion of ‘reality’”
(Jackson 52). In Le ciel, these fantastical elements also suggest uncertainty and the futility
of human actions and identity; it is never quite clear whether the narrator did indeed set fire
to her family home and thus is guilty of their death as she claims. At her grandfather’s
suggestion, she plans to set fire to the house in order to abolish the past. During the night
of Independence Day 1979, she meets her grandparents in the family living room to set the
fire, but the start of the blaze is described as if it were a dream, or if she did not do it
herself:
Ce soir, le ciel doit payer pour sa cruauté. Je dois punir ce Dieu qui nous laisse
crever sans lever le petit doigt, qui regarde sa création sans avoir le moindre frisson.
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Le néant gagnera sur le divin vicieux, pervers. Georges me fait un signe. C’est lui
qui allumera le brasier. Il prend une torche, alors que ses muscles sont inexistants,
la lance violemment dans la pièce…Tout prend feu. Georges prend la main d’Elsa.
Ils se jettent tous les deux dans le brasier en me souriant. Je les regarde, ma gorge
m’étouffe. Les flammes lèchent vite mes pieds. Enfin, je meurs. Je suis délivrée
(248).
The act of setting fire to the house is described as revenge against a cruel, indifferent God;
“le néant,” nothingness or void, is better than such a divinity. But the passage emphasizes
the improbability of the reported act: the emaciated grandparents, previously described as
weak and terrified, inexplicably develop the strength to violently throw a torch to set fire to
the gasoline. It is not Amy, but the dead, who set fire to the family home; the fire could be
imagined, signifying the power of memory and the murdered dead. The passage ends with
the statement that Amy dies: “je meurs,” which is not true. In the context of the following
narrative, the passage could also be understood as a dream: Amy sleepwalks out of the
house while her family burns, losing consciousness in the treehouse after smoke inhalation.
This is what the firefighters and psychologists later assume. A third interpretation could be
that Amy did indeed die that night, as she declares in this passage, and the remainder of the
narrative is only fantasy; at one point, Amy describes visiting the family cemetery, where
her own name appears on a tombstone. She later states that she put her name on the
tombstone because she feels that Amy Duchesnay died spiritually, that night: “Amy
Duchesnay n’est plus. Elle est morte et enterrée” (281); she changes her name to
Rosenberg, her mother’s surname before the Duchesnays adopted her mother and aunt.
However these events are interpreted, the narrative’s fantastical elements indicate a
blurring between the real and unreal, dream and sleep, death and life; a troubling of the real,
and foregrounding of desire and destruction.
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As Jackson also explains, fantastic events in a narrative play a subversive role: “the
modern fantastic, the form of literary fantasy within the secularized culture produced by
capitalism, is a subversive literature…the fantastic aims at dissolution of an order
experienced as oppressive and insufficient” (180). In Le ciel, the social order demands not
only repression of the past, but also the erasure of American complicity in the German
extermination of the Jews. After the narrator has experienced a “rebirth” or rejuvenation in
the birth of her daughter Heaven, she discovers a connection between American capitalism
and the Holocaust by reading Eternal Treblinka: Our treatment of animals and the
Holocaust (2002). The author, Charles Patterson, claims that humans desensitized
themselves to genocide through their cruel treatment and slaughter of animals. Citing early
myths that portray animals as progenitors of the human race and human-animal hybrid
creatures (11), Patterson claims that humans chose to differentiate themselves from
animals in order to rationalize their cruel treatment of them (cauterizations, brandings,
castrations, etc.). He states that such treatment was instrumental in forming contemporary
societies: “since violence begets violence, the enslavement of animals injected a higher
level of domination and coercion into human history by creating oppressive hierarchical
societies and unleashing large-scale warfare never seen before” (11). For Patterson,
violence and desensitization to animals’ pain translated into oppressive treatment of
women and, later, to enslavement people of different races (14). Moreover, he associates
European colonization to widespread consumption of animals: “European explorers and
colonists, who at home abused, slaughtered, and ate animals to a degree unmatched in
human history up to that time, [colonized] and [murdered] non-Europeans” (27). Nazi
sterilization laws can be traced to racist American eugenics, which originated with animal
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breeding (93). Central to Patterson’s argument is that the assembly-line and the
dehumanizing practices used in the Holocaust originated in capitalist production:
“…organizers of genocides try to make the acts of mass murder as routine, mechanical,
repetitive, and programmed as possible” (110) so that those who worked in the
concentration camps would not recognize the cruelty of what they did. Thus, during the
Holocaust, “… people lived their lives as usual in Germany and Poland while the ashes
spewing from the stacks of the crematoria snowed down on nearby cities…concentration
camp workers went off to work in the morning and came home at night to loving
families…it was a job for them’” (140).
Through reading Eternal Treblinka, Amy learns of Ford’s connections to antiSemitic activities and to the Nazi regime. Ford’s weekly newsletter attacked Jews, and was
published in The International Jew, which became a bestseller in Germany and influenced
German youth. Hitler admired Ford, and Ford factories in Nazi Germany used slave
labor.211 The narrator further explains that the Ford automobile assembly lines followed the
model of the Chicago slaughterhouses: “c’est ce rapport à l’efficacité dans la production
qui hanta l’Allemagne nazie autant que les usines de Michigan” (250-251). The Bay City
sky was polluted by the Ford factories in Dearborn, Michigan; the narrator interprets this
as an indication that the air she breathed as an asthmatic child was always tainted with the
ashes of those who were murdered: “Ma vie au Michigan s’est bien déroulée à l’ombre des
camps Nazis. Les usines d’automobiles et les cheminées des camps ont pollué ensemble un
211

The narrator cites Patterson, but these claims are substantiated elsewhere. According to biographies
and newspaper articles, Hitler claimed that Ford was an “inspiration” to him. Ford did business with Nazi
Germany before U.S. involvement in World War II, and opposed U.S. entry in the war. See Antisemitism in
America by Charles Y. Glock and Harold Quinley, 1983, “Ford and GM scrutinized for Alleged Nazi
Collaboration, Washington Post, Nov. 30, 1998, and Max Wallace’s The American Axis: Henry Ford, Charles
Lindburgh and the Rise of the Third Reich (2004), among others.
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même ciel” (251). She concludes that Ford’s Michigan, the United States, and indeed all
of humanity is guilty: “tout a donc commencé sous le ciel de l’Amérique. Le Michigan est
complice des morts d’Auschwitz. Il n’est pas le seul coupable. Nous le sommes tous”
(251). Amy loves America’s dreams of the future (243), but since she discovers that even
American capitalism is related to the Holocaust, she cannot escape her European identity:
“[l’]Europe qui hurle en moi” (243).
The realization of American complicity in the Holocaust leads the narrator of Le
ciel to the despairing feeling that nothing can be done to save the human race, or even
should be done. She expresses a perishing of hope after Auschwitz: “Du passé,
d’Auschwitz, on ne peut guérir” (189) and “Mieux vaut mourir en pensant que l’enfer peut
disparaître que de périr en sachant que le monde entier a oublié le people juif et qu’il
participe, en silence, complice, à son extermination” (175). The narrator expresses a loss of
faith in humanity, not just a lack of belief that cruelties will cease one day. She despairs at
the thought that humans are responsible for the suffering of animals, of humanity, and now,
with man-made climate change, for the planet’s destruction. In the end, narrator cannot
escape the past. She finds her daughter, Heaven, sleeping with all her dead family in their
home in Arizona: “Je voudrais crier. Hurler de douleur. Ma fille chérie habite elle aussi
l’histoire. Le ciel mauve de Bay City a gagné la guerre” (291). Auschwitz wins: there is no
hope. Nevertheless, she gives in and lies down with her family, finding peace and
belonging with her dead.
In Oscar de Profundis, set in a dystopic Montréal in the late 21st century, rapacious
use of the planet has led to climate change and famines, and a totalitarian world
government suppresses literature, language, and arts. Oscar de Profundis, a wealthy and
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famous singer, returns briefly to his home city of Montréal for a concert after many years’
absence, but then finds himself trapped as the city is shut down and quarantined by an
outbreak of the plague among the homeless that roam the streets. While the military shoots
the homeless on sight for fear they will contaminate the “nantis,” and battle and disease
rages outside his door, Oscar remains protected by armed guards in an old mansion rented
to him and to his entourage. A band of the homeless, led by the heroine Cate and her
partner Mo, decide to make one last stand to draw attention to the injustices being done to
the poor; they join forces with Adrian Monk, a former professor who is now a bookstore
owner near the ghetto that was once McGill University. They kidnap Oscar de Profundis
and hold him in a bunker underneath the mansion with its owner, an old historian of
Montréal. The army eventually rescues Oscar, killing the band of rebels. As the novel ends,
Oscar de Profundis leaves Montréal, taking Adrian Monk with him, whom he will put to
work in his vast underground library in the States.
The first part of the novel describes an apocalyptic world: according to Raffaella
Baccolini’s and Tom Moylan’s analysis, this opening is typical of dystopic literature.212 In
contrast to Le ciel, where the sky has absorbed the suffering of the world, the sky has
abandoned the earth: “Néanmoins, pour tous ses habitants, la Terre était abandonée du ciel.
Elle n’attirait déjà plus la pitié de l’empyrée…On savait sa fin proche” (12). The imminent
death of the planet and its inhabitants is associated with capitalist society, and the poor
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“the dystopic text usually begins directly in the terrible new world; and yet, even without a dislocating
move to an elsewhere, the element of textual estrangement remains in effect since the focus is frequently
on a character who questions the dystopic society” (Baccolini and Moylan, 2003, 5). Mavrikakis’s
description of dystopia seems alarmingly realistic: “Malgré des étés de fournaise où les feux de forêt
recouvraient la planète d’une fumée épaisse, désagréable, la Terre, dans son ensemble, connaissait des
périodes froides résolument polaires…les famines faisaient rage” (13).
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wander the streets of Montréal searching for food, like bands of wild animals, forming
alliances for protection but deprived of real human society:
Les gueux…étaient systématiquement chassés, débusqués de leur dérisoire
retraite…Ils vivaient en vermine…Il ne leur restait plus que les trottoirs des grands
boulevards des cites modernes et les déchets du capitalisme. Leur destin était de
disparaitre. Contre eux, il n’y avait pas à signer de déclaration de guerre ou encore
à fomenter à la hâte quelque holocauste. Il suffisait de laisser la vie aller…La mort
était destinée aux sous-hommes (14).
The text characterizes “les gueux” as vermin (they are also referred to as “bêtes traquées”
and “rats” throughout the novel) and within such a society they will eventually be
exterminated. In this passage, the poor are described by a term associated with fascism:
“sous-hommes,” the under-men, the inferior races destined for death – as opposed to the
“surhomme,” man of a superior race; later, the term “race,” associated with the subhuman,
is also used (106). The state has become an alliance between a world government and
major multinational corporations (115); as such it seeks to protect only the wealthy in a
climate of super-storms and weather extremes, where only a privileged few survive (41).
The “gueux” are reviled, and the well-off – who become more and more scarce – are
somehow spared from a mysterious illness that kills only the poor, suspected to be
disseminated somehow by the totalitarian government. The wealthy are described as
lacking all empathy: “Les riches tentaient désespérément de conserver leur territoire. Ils se
comportaient comme si l’apocalypse ne concernait que la misère. Seuls les pauvres allaient
disparaître” (13).
This dystopic text does not feature inequalities of race, class, and gender, but rather
the complete breakdown of human relations: social class is reduced to profound economic
inequality between those who are still living in comfort in gated communities on the
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outskirts of cities, and those forced to wander the streets searching for food and shelter.
Cities, at one time centers of learning and accomplishment, are now wastelands of a dying
humanity. Marginalized or peripheral cultures are lost, and with them, the diversity of
human language, art, and literature. Home and identity in this text are fractured and under
threat, represented in the near-disappearance of the Québécois language and culture; but
also in the protagonist’s exile. Oscar de Profundis, returning “home” to Montréal for a
brief visit, feels intense unease at returning to the city of his youth, which recalls painful
memories of his younger brother Oliver’s death. As a boy, Oliver was kidnapped and
killed, in a curious doubling of the revolutionaries’ kidnapping of Oscar; his parents never
recovered from this tragedy, and later passed away. Exiled from his native land, with no
real home or family, and with no real friends, Oscar de Profundis embodies the orphaned,
disconnected Québec.
Against totalitarian government, language and literature mark resistance and a last
expression of humanity. Emblem of literature and art, Oscar de Profundis attempts to
preserve the near-extinct language of French. In Dark Horizons: Science Fiction and the
Dystopic Imagination (2003), Raffaella Baccolini and Tom Moylan emphasize the role of
language and discursive power in the history of dystopic literature, which they define as a
didactic genre: “the conflict of the text turns on the control of language…discursive power,
exercised in the reproduction of meaning and the interpellation of subjects, is a
complementary and necessary force. Language is a key weapon for the reigning dystopian
power structure” (5-6). 213 As other dystopic texts, Mavrikakis’s novel is didactic: the
third-person, omniscient narrator explains the significance of hermeneutic devices, such as
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See Baccolini’s and Moylan’s introduction, especially pages 10-11.
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Oscar de Profundis’s name, the meaning of referenced literary texts, the history libraries of
Montréal, and the role of the academy and the arts. Discursive power in the text is
illustrated by the totalitarian globalized government’s promotion of one world language
over any others, and their repression of any literature other than digital, which they publish
and control. Marginalized languages are nearly exterminated. This imagined future is
typical of the deeply pessimistic dystopian mode that Ruth Levitas and Lucy Sargisson, in
“Utopia and Dark Times” (2003), analyze as prevalent in late capitalistic societies. They
mark dystopian protagonists’ failure to find a “way out” as typical of postmodernity and
late capitalism; unlike utopia, dystopian literature critiques society but cannot offer an
alternative.214 Although the music of Oscar de Profundis brings temporary harmony to the
violent atmosphere of the dying city of Montréal (21), characters’ resistance to control over
language and discourse proves futile. Oscar de Profundis, who has tattooed himself with
Baudelaire’s poem De profundis clamavi and has chosen his alias after Oscar Wilde, seeks
to preserve the verses of Québec poet Nelligan, French poet Rimbaud, and others in his
songs, reads classic literature of the 19th – 20th centuries, and generally epitomizes a love
of languages and literature; but he is ultimately unable to effect any lasting change.
For Oscar, the preservation of the past and of French is essential to art and to
identity; he attempts to fight against its extinction (36), and he seeks to honor the dead; in
an era when the dead are incinerated to serve as fertilizer for the sterile planet’s infertile
soil, he preserves the tombs of Baudelaire, Maupassant, Beethoven, and many others (89),
214

According to Levitas and Sargisson, “Utopia has retreated from being a potential catalyst of change to
being merely a bearer of consolation or a vehicle of criticism. This is one of the reasons for the dominance
of the dystopian mode in contemporary culture…we are never, in the critical dystopian mode, shown the
alternative or the collective agents of its creation. This is not a failure of imagination so much as a
consequence of the intellectual and political conditions of late capitalism…pluralism and postmodernity
have made it difficult to articulate committed alternatives” (14 – 15).
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storing them in an subterranean city of the dead in Michigan. In the dystopic future, history
is viewed as an obstacle to the present: “l’histoire était perçue come nuisible aux grands
travaux de développement planétaire qui s’attaquaient à la prolifération des naissances et à
la perte des terres agricoles” (91). Oscar’s passion for the past and for dead languages and
literature features as a resistance to a society and government that seeks to efface the past
and to marginalize or suppress critical thought. Oscar’s resistance, however, is isolated and
futile. Even his fans view his attachment to language and literature as entertainment or
harmless eccentricity. Scholars, who might have appreciated his erudition, have been
marginalized; the few remaining members of the academy have become ineffectual and
irrelevant: “plusieurs universitaires hurluberlus étaient spécialistes de ces mondes à demi
effaces. Mais ils étaient plutôt rares et leur race s’éteignait dans l’indifférence générale”
(85). Like the “gueux,” academics perish because of the public’s indifference, so that the
world government no longer even attempts to censor them; there is a loss of critical,
analytical thought. But rather than resisting, the academy participates its own extinction.
The narrator criticizes these academics bitterly, particularly those in the humanities: “…les
quelques rares professeurs en sciences humaines qui restaient étaient devenus des
administrateurs qui prétendaient sauver le savoir en pactisant avec l’ennemi et en acceptant
toutes les compromises…dans un aveuglement doux, béat, les derniers intellectuels
travaillaient à leur propre élimination (189). These professors have become administrators
who claim to save knowledge, failing in their responsibility to engage in critical thought
and actively produce knowledge and analysis. Their “enemy” could be the State, arbiter of
discursive power; they compromise their scholarly profession. The world government
controls digital publishing; everything except information and spying services has been
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privatized, and universities receive no subsidiaries from the state, which is described as a
libertarian-conservative government masquerading as democracy. In such an environment,
Oscar’s attempted preservation of literature and the arts cannot bring about any sort of
intellectual awakening.
Yet Mavrikakis portrays literature as fundamental to human identity and to
preservation of mental resistance to totalitarianism. The government decrees that physical
texts be burned or recycled; like historical monuments, they are considered dangerous to
the planet: “…ceux qui croyaient encore aux bienfaits de la matérialité livresque de la
pensée étaient des être irresponsables, des criminels qui ne pensaient pas aux générations
futures et aux déchets qu’on leur laisserait” (187). The association of “la pensée,” with
“materialité livresque,” appears dangerous; thought is to be reserved for future generations,
not the past. Those who guard written expression, outside the digital publications
monitored by the world government, offer isolated resistance. Adrian Monk, former
professor and bibliophile, continues to sell books to the small group of students and
professors that will still buy old works. In preserving physical books, he represents a last
bastion of independent thought. He distributes books to the poor, believing that literature
and philosophy consoles them (187); art and literature, traditionally markers of upper class,
are here associated with the lower classes, to those who have been outcast; literature
transcends class; it is solace, and essential to retaining a sense of individual humanity.
In this dystopia, even those who possess knowledge of literature are more
interested in comfort than in any critical analysis. Adrian Monk keeps Oscar company
during his detention (the kidnappers treat him well), and offers him two books to read: The
Great Gatsby, a novel illustrating the obscenity of great wealth, and Le Loup des steppes, a
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psychological drama that was banned in Nazi Germany: “il fut un temps où le contenu des
livres était surveillé” (278). According to Adrian, ideas are no longer even recognized, so
that “on ne peut donc pas les voir comme subversives ou rébelles” (278). Oscar agrees,
stating that only comfort, not thought, interests most people, “drogués par leur propre bienêtre, leurs propres petites joies mesquines et peu nécessaires…L’humain cherche le confort
et, si des gueux crèvent à quelques kilomètres, il ne faut tout simplement pas y penser”
(279-280). Love of comfort means lack of empathy for those who die in the streets; this
unequal society requires the foreclosure of thought.
The portrayal of the human love of the present and temporary comforts in Oscar
and in Le ciel recalls Mathieu Bélisle’s description of Québec in Bienvenue au pays de la
vie ordinaire (2009): he claims that the Québecois value only “the ordinary life;”
everything related to reflection or art is reviled, and “les activités de production, de
reproduction et de consommation peuvent prospérer à leur aise et occuper tout l’espace, un
pays où l’homme et la femme du commun, avec leurs soucis moyens…pour l’utilité
pratique et immédiate, sont appelés à dominer sans partage” (9). Bélisle’s analysis of a
society dedicated to the usefulness of production and reproduction, that refuses to
appreciate what he calls “la vie extraordinaire” of analysis and contemplative thought, or
indeed, anything that lies outside the daily rituals of acquisition, recalls the Bay City
depicted in Le ciel. In that novel, the narrator’s love of K-mart epitomizes consumerist
society, what Rebecca Linz terms “the superficial and present-day only values of the
United States” (Linz 199). That society forgets the past and refuses to engage in critical
thought; instead reveling in banal comforts, the gadgets of daily life, and consumption,
failing to value anything that lies outside the margins of utility. In Oscar de Profundis, that
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type of society has developed into a dystopic totalitarian state: humans have become
largely incapable of critical analysis, and resistant to it.
Oscar and Adrian prove to be no exception. They start to read Adrian’s precious
books, but end up drugging themselves to sleep and forget the present. They wake to the
sound of machine gun fire, as soldiers kill the three kidnappers outside. Neither Adrian nor
Oscar has done anything to help save the lives of the last resistors of the dying culture of
Montréal; despite their love of literature and art, they do nothing to resist the totalitarian
government. In fact, they are sound asleep when the military arrives to summarily
assassinate those who have chosen to make a last stand. Rather, it is Cate, head of the band
of “gueux” kidnappers who emerges as heroic leader, exemplifying resistance despite the
absurdity and futility of human existence. Oscar realizes that even though her actions will
lead to nothing, they are worthwhile: “On devait continuer à vivre comme si la fin du
monde n’aurait pas lieu bientôt…ce refus de désespérance, appartenait encore à quelques
humains…Cate étaient de ceux-là…elle avait fait comme si tous ses actes pouvaient avoir
encore une signification, un effet” (295). There is little to no agency possible for the
“gueux” of this world where they wait to be exterminated, and no hope; nevertheless,
described as a woman of great determination (294), behaves as if her acts still hold
meaning. It is the Montréalais citizens, those of a peripheral culture in the process of
disappearing, who remain capable of this last act of resistance, known as “la révolte
montréalaise” (300). The text emphasizes Cate’s courage, empathy, and solidarity with the
members of her band and with those such as Adrian Monk who try to preserve literature
and culture.
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The conclusion of the novel highlights Oscar de Profundis’s inability to engage in
concrete action. In contrast to Oscar’s attempts to preserve history, he endeavors to forget
his own traumatic past and loss of his family throughout the text. He plans to lay flowers at
his family’s graves during his visit to Montréal, going to elaborate lengths to make sure
they were shipped in at an astronomical cost. At the last moment, he experiences terrible
unease at the thought of going to the cemetery, and decides not to visit their graves. Rather,
he plans to memorialize his family, along with the revolutionaries, in his underground city
of tombs, and will inscribe a poem, the anti-militarist Quartier libre by Jacques Prévert
(300), highlighting the absurdity of totalitarianism. Oscar de Profundis’s decision not to
face his own painful past marks the end of his own critical analysis; he gives in to his own
need for comfort and oblivion. As he contemplates his own future and plans a party for the
New Year, he feels relief at leaving Montréal: he chooses exile in a world where he will
never feel “at home.” Normally he has trouble sleeping and suffers from nightmares,
identifying with the suffering of the planet, in the end, he experiences a sleep without
dreams: “Dans l’avion qui le ramenait chez lui, Oscar dormit longtemps d’un sommeil sans
rêves. Sa vie lui apparaissait lumineuse, simple” (301). Like the others who offer no
resistance to their own extermination, Oscar contemplates his own death, even the end of
the world, with comfort and acceptance: “Il mourrait sûrement d’une overdose dans un
hôtel de Los Angeles, comme l’astrologue le lui avait prédit. Ce serait doux. La fin du
monde aurait déjà eu lieu” (301). Choosing security and ease, Oscar resembles the
academics the narrator criticizes: he fails to engage in active thought or resistance as he
accepts his own extermination. Oscar de Profundis portrays a dystopia where resistance is
limited.
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***
In Noël’s final novel, characters’ efforts to build a more diverse and equitable
society meet with violence and destruction, leading to a survival fraught with ambivalence
when they return to Québec. In Mavrikakis’s Le ciel, an inequitable, genocidal society
offers no possibility for resistance, and in Oscar de Profundis, art, literature, and critical
analysis are suppressed in a profoundly unequal, dystopic society. The fears of annihilation
highlighted in Noel’s and Mavrikakis’s works are echoed in another Québécois text, that of
Maxime Blanchard’s 2017 Le Québec n’existe pas. Blanchard’s exiled Québécois
protagonist fears the destruction of his homeland. The narrator reflects with sorrow that the
Québec he knew as a child may be no more; he feels increasingly that there is no “home”
to which he can return. Even as the narrative depicts an increasing fear of identity
destruction, Blanchard’s protagonist defiantly demands Québécois independence for the
benefit of its Québécois readers -- “Le Québec sera souverain ou ne sera pas” (16). This
text is clearly oriented towards Québécois readers -- the first chapter is a defiant
monologue in Québécois joual, which no one but Québécois readers will be able to
decipher – but non-Québécois readers find an inscription of all that is uniquely Québécois.
Its chapters are titled with the seventeen administrative regions of Québec, and the
narrative is scattered with Québécois expressions and words. Describing everything from
city streets, Québécois adolescent attitudes, and family reunions, the melancholy narrator
weaves a compelling portrait of all that will be forgotten and all that will cease to exist
when Québec is no more.
These texts showcase not only the position of dominated francophone Québec in
Anglophone Canada, but also the attitudes of protagonists living in wealthy,
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technologically advanced societies who see increasing destabilization and recurring cycles
of inequality, death, and destruction. They portray the increasing inequality of the early
twenty-first century as an urgent threat to identity and home for marginalized, periphal
cultures. And so, rather than a realization of the hope and resistance depicted in early texts
of Cardinal or Duras or the steadfast maintenance of an alternative Weltanschauung as
shown in Guadeloupian works, these novels depict a dystopia where little resistance is
possible. For them, the 21st century holds no real future for subordinated communities:
home is rendered impossible.
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Conclusion
The authorial narrator of Annie Ernaux’s Les années (2008) looks back on the
years from just after World War II to the 2000s and reflects on a rapidly transforming
society, so different than it was at the time of her birth in 1940. Even as she writes to
“sauver quelque chose du temps où l’on ne sera plus jamais,” using the French “on” to
signify “one” (the narrator), readers, and/or the French people, the narrator concludes that
soon, nothing will remain from the time she remembers. The period Annie Ernaux
describes, 1950-2016, in which the texts of this dissertation were published, has been an
era of tumult and drastic change: colonial empires have fallen, as new governments and
alliances emerged to take their place. Discourses of resistance to marginalization and to
oppression, demands for social justice, and struggles for social transformation have
continued to develop. Expanded perceptions of what constitutes “the human,” new
imaginaries, theories, and philosophies that can effect change and alter the norms that
“constrain us…and do us violence,” to cite Butler (2001, 3),215 all continue to evolve and
be forged, even as violence toward marginalized groups continues.
Across the time period represented in the corpus of this dissertation, I have
examined themes of social class, race, and gender, and have related them to questions of
home, language and agency in works by women authors. These five themes are broad, but
my corpus reveals them to be intimately related in both the ways I have analyzed, and in
ways that have yet to be understood. Depicting diverse francophone regions, these texts
manifest resistance to subjugations. Some texts alternately replicate mechanisms of
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Judith Butler, “The Question of Social Transformation.”
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subordination, or resist them, or both.216 But there is no progressive trajectory, where
subjugations of class, race, and gender present in colonial empires are overcome. Rather,
they are ultimately re-enacted, and the condemnations of colonialism and capitalism
accompanied by expectations of change seen in early texts such as Duras’s Un barrage
(1950) or Cardinal’s La clé sur la porte (1972) no longer occur in later works. Inequalities
and oppressions are portrayed as endemic in contemporary societies.
All these texts complexify social class in various ways. In Annie Ernaux’s texts,
social class is revealed to be mutable, and shifts in social class are related to changes in
habitus, to use Bourdieu’s term, requiring adjustments in identity. Social ascension comes
at a cost: class, if understood in Bauman’s terms, is conflict, and passing from one class to
another leaves subjects caught between the “dominants” and the “dominés,” never really at
home. Duras’s novels portray the complexities of social class, as protagonists are both
racially and economically privileged in relation to the Indochinese and underprivileged in
relation to their wealthier colonial counterparts, but they are also constrained by gendered
norms. Cardinal’s narrators depict class in relation to sexist, racist, bourgeois restrictions,
but fail to fully understand their own implication in racial subjugations. Schwarz-Bart,
Condé, and Warner-Vieyra’s portrayals of social class are inflected with racial
subordinations; and Condé’s Desirada and Traversée associate gendered restrictions with
bourgeois classes. Noël and Mavrikakis also link class with gender and with linguistic and
racial subordinations, but they portray an intensification of inequalities to the point of
annihilation, whether depicting the Holocaust or imagining a dystopic future in which
marginalized cultures are exterminated.
216

Readings of a more expanded corpus – in particular recent works depicting postcolonial societies –
could further nuance and broaden these themes.
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In the corpus of this dissertation, linguistic and cultural hierarchies are portrayed,
sometimes related to gendered restrictions, and language is associated with identity and
agency. Ernaux’s narrator describes the Norman patois marked lower-class; Duras’s
protagonist suffers aphasia in the second and third novels as agency decreases and
oppressions are portrayed as more complex; Cardinal’s narrator finds the “words to say it”
as she overcomes bourgeois sexist norms to develop agency; Creole, as subordinated
language, signals an alternative perception of the world in Schwarz-Bart and Condé; and
Noël’s protagonist forges agency through written language, but the subordinated language
of Québécois French seems doomed to extinction, both in Noël’s and in Mavrikakis’s
works. In all these instances, language constitutes protagonists’ understanding of their own
world and the way they exist in it, so that gaining access to a language (or not) defines
whether they have the ability to alter their world. These texts show language, especially
written language, as fundamental to identity and operative in seizing agency.
As security, belonging, and identity, home emerges in the corpus of this
dissertation in relation to the themes of social class, race, gender, language, and agency; for
as Brigitta Boveland observes in her study on refugees, home is not only an extension of
the self, but also of beliefs, values, and interpretations of the world (Boveland 14). Thus,
exile involves not only the loss of the physical home that grounds the self, but also the loss
of social and cultural belief systems. As such, refugees speak of losing identity upon losing
home (Boveland 316), and this loss translates as a state of “speechlessness” (Boveland 45);
Edward Said writes of being “caught between worlds,” quoting Theodor Adorno’s
statement that all refugees have an “annulled” past life (Reflections on Exile, 562). As
Rosemary Marangoly George observes, home is related to community, “the desired place”
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established through exclusion and inclusion; it constantly evolves along with constructions
of the self, and perceptions of community and belonging (George 9).
In my corpus, the portrayal of home is not positive. Texts depict social class
transitions as related to being out of home (Ernaux, Cardinal, and Duras to a certain extent).
They define home as fragmented or absent in colonial societies (Duras); they portray the
gendered constraints inculcated and maintained in domestic spaces (Cardinal, Duras,
Condé). They evoke compelling hiraeth and imaginaries of home that serve to exclude the
Other (Cardinal), and they show the ways in which home has been taken from
subordinated peoples, who must struggle to reconstruct it and to maintain an alternative
Weltanschauung (Schwarz-Bart, Condé, Warner-Vieyra). They show the difficult decision
to reject roots as an arbiter of identity (Condé, Noël). In all texts, home is unstable and
under threat in colonial, postcolonial, white supremacist, and globalized, neoliberal
societies. Noël and Mavrikakis’s novels suggest the destruction of home and of all the
cultural and social elements associated with it. Characters can sometimes articulate this
annihilation, but do nothing more; like language, home is foreclosed, always already under
threat.
Thus, the works in my corpus interrogate the possibility of being “at home” in
contemporary societies. They expose the ugly underside of what is sometimes exalted as
the cosmopolitan “home everywhere” across locations, across borders. For subordinated
races and cultures, home and identity are at risk. And so it is that the texts of my corpus,
especially those of Noël and Mavrikakis, evoke the oppression, elision, or eradication of
the following: deviations to norms, especially those of gender, race, and class;
marginalized Creole and Québécois French; the peripheral, artistic, eccentric, or poetic;
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and all that which is un-regulated. Ultimately, all that contradicts or resists what Adorno
calls “la valeur principale” of utility (Adorno 133) is threatened in globalized capitalist
societies. The depiction of intersecting oppressions in these texts raises questions that go
beyond the issues I have examined here to broader themes of fraught subjectivities and
injurious societies in the twenty-first century.
A preliminary analysis of more recent works, returning to hexagonal France,
reveals equally dark portrayals. Like Mavrikakis’s novels, the bestselling Chanson douce
(Leila Slimani, 2016) or Vernon Subutex I, II, III (Virginie Despentes, 2015, 2015, 2017),
associate extreme inequality with loss, destabilization, and violence. Chanson douce tells
the tale of a seemingly “perfect nanny” (as the 2018 American edition translates the title)
who kills the young children in her charge. The nanny, who has had a lifetime of poverty,
is faced with insurmountable debt and eviction, and becomes increasingly desperate. The
epigraph quotes Dostoyevsky’s Crime and punishment: “Comprenez-vous, monsieur,
comprenez-vous ce que cela signifie quand on n’a plus où aller?” … Car il faut que tout
homme puisse aller quelque part.” Associated with “having nowhere to go,”
socioeconomic inequality leads to the most taboo violence: murder of innocent children
enacted in the safety of a bourgeois home.
The novel introduces the nanny as “l’autre,” both in the sense of the “Other” in
society and the “other” mother. Racial hierarchies are portrayed in the novel, as non-white
nannies are shown, but “The Other” is white; her desperate situation appears not as the
result of race, but of a hopeless system that forces most to struggle, including the young
parents who hire her. Chanson douce does not encourage the reader to empathize with the
nanny -- she is portrayed as an unsympathetic character -- rather, the violence of “the Other”
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figure mired in poverty is portrayed as an inevitable, inexplicable threat to home and
society.
The text also features the disillusionment of the generation of 1968, as the young
mother’s well-off mother-in-law hypocritically critizes the current generation for failing to
be anti-capitalist. In a similar portrayal of inequality, Despentes’s three-tome Vernon
Subutex217 associates poverty with society’s lack of stability and with exclusion: the
polyphonic novel depicts a destitute music shop owner who is eventually rendered
homeless. Cynicism and resignation characterize the text, which can be said to have a
“picaresque” quality: it depicts a passive “Everyman” who traverses contemporary society
and events, seemingly belonging everywhere and yet nowhere. Whereas Chanson douce
evokes violence and horror, Vernon Subutex associates profound inequality with passive
resignation. In these texts, that which is marginalized and threatened, the “outskirts” of
society, does not appear not “outside,” but rather centered in society, a menace to the
peaceful home of the relatively well-off. These contemporary works do not anticipate a
time of expanded opportunity; in fact, they do not look forward at all, but appear trapped in
the static present or in the moment of violence, as Chanson douce starts and ends with the
moment of atrocity. In these novels, no progress is envisioned. The current zeitgeist is no
longer one of hope and expectation of improvement, but rather trepidation and resignation.
Fundamental to these depictions of lack of progression, injurious societies, and
fraught subjectivities is the issue of exclusion, re-emerging with ever-greater urgency
today in the first decades of the twenty-first century. Interrogations around who is allowed
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“Subutex” refers to a medicine used for the treatment of opiate addiction; the anti-hero often finds
himself in a state of detached disinterest, almost as though drugged.
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to claim home are paramount today as instability and inequality increases around the world.
Mavrikakis’s imagined wastelands of profoundly unequal societies, raging fires, and
devastating storms are not so unrealistic or far away. Urgent issues of increasing economic
inequality, enduring racial and gendered injustices, and refugee crises confront us; even as
the number of those fleeing war and violence worldwide rises alarmingly, more and more
people are displaced by climate change, manifested in extreme weather (storms such as
Cyclone Gita in Samoa or Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico) and rising sea levels, water
scarcity, and drought.218 If ever there was a time of insecurity and fear, this is it. And as
examined throughout this dissertation, another side to troubled subjectivities is
marginalized cultures’ fears of annihilation and loss of home depicted in the Québécois
authors’ texts in Chapter 4. One can imagine how many more despairing texts like
Blanchard’s Le Québec n’existe pas (2017) could be written by those of the threatened
cultures of the world, from war-ravaged Syrians to Guatemalan Mayans, from the Muslim
Uighur in China to the Anishinaabeg219 and so many other Native American peoples.
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In June of 2019, the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees released its annual report of the world’s
refugees, asylum-seekers and internally displaced people. See the UNHCR’s report, which claims, as of June
2019, the “highest levels of displacement on record,” at 70.8 million people around the world (unhcr.org,
accessed 19 December 2019). Those displaced are most often peoples marked non-white. In conjunction
with current crises of inequality and displacement, gendered subordinations should be considered: the
current attacks on women’s agency (legal rights, violence, curtailing of reproductive rights) are related to
the growth of economic inequality and the rise in “populist,” far-right regimes in two ways. Gendered
attacks on agency subjugate women (and all those who are not cis men): lack of personal agency leads to a
populace who are less able or willing to participate in democracy. Second, gendered domination, especially
attacks on reproductive rights, limits economic opportunities and aids dictatorships: by forcing women to
bear children, raise them, and pay for them, states create a sub-class that can be more easily controlled,
both economically and politically. Forcing women to bear children also allows the few to profit off the many,
as this sub-class is obliged to buy/pay for children and families. And in the case of many women, especially
those who are forced into refugee status, the right to refuse to bear children becomes a matter of survival.
In these ways – and others – contemporary crises of worldwide rising economic inequality, displacement,
and climate change conjoin with and worsen crises of gendered rights and equality.
219
“The Original People,” the name the Odawa, Ojibwe, Potawatomi, and other tribes of the northern
Midwest call themselves. See Michael Witgen, An Infinity of Nations: How the Native New World Shaped
Early North America (2012), especially the prologue, “The Long Invisibility of the Native New World.”
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Scholarly analysis and response to this moment is inadequate. Over the last 15-20
years, mainstream scholarly analysis has shifted focus to increasing inequality, moving
away from analyses featuring the polysemic, complex term social class and often glossing
over racial (and gendered) subordinations.220 The reason for this shift is partly obvious:
economic inequality has increased within “developed” nations over the last fifty years.
Like the dystopic polarized society depicted in Mavrikakis’s Oscar de Profundis, the gap
between rich and poor continues to widen, and the difference between wealth and poverty
becomes a question of life or death. Even as studies proliferate on inequality, the
stagnation of wages and salaries in all sectors continues to contrast with a steep rise in
corporate profits. 221 Marx’s final chapters of Capital remain relevant: capitalism demands
the continuing impoverishment of the worker as labor costs are progressively lowered in
order to produce profit, and late capitalism demands increasing inequality, increasing
discontent, and increasing instability.222 At what point does this system become
unsustainable? Movements such as the 2011 Occupy Wall Street, the revolt of the “gilets
jaunes” in France,223 and the 2019 riots and protests in Chile illustrate frustration with
rising economic inequality and the instability of a system that rewards a few at the expense
220

See the work of French sociologists Pinçon, and further work by Piketty focusing on inequality. A
keyword search in major newspapers returns articles focusing on economic inequality, rather than social
class: The New York Times, Foreign Affairs, Georgetown Journal of Foreign Affairs, and the Organisation for
Economic co-operation and development (OECD), among others.
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See Thomas Piketty’s Capital (2014), and his earlier Economics of Inequality (1997, reprint 2016). See
also graphs by Goldman Sachs and MIT, published in various finance journals and newsletters, among them
the website seekingalpha.com (accessed 24 June 2019). These graphs show increasing corporate profits
with lower wages and salaries, and stagnating household income, 1947-2013.
222
See American scholar and journalist Sarah Kendzior’s 2014 The View from Flyover Country, which
chronicles the growth of the “gig economy” and reduction of opportunities for the lower and middle classes,
as well as the rise in debt and increase in living and education costs, resulting in increased anxiety of even
those living in the most privileged nations.
223
A good explanation of the “gilets jaunes” movement can be found at issforum.org. See the April 24,
2019 article, “France’s Yellow Vests: Lessons from a Revolt” by Michael C. Behrent, Emile Chabal, Valérie
Charolles, and Daniel A. Gordon (accessed 20 June 2019).
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of the rest. In corollary, the rising prominence of “populist” political candidates and parties
throughout the West which encourage hostility toward migrants and groups marked nonwhite show the extent to which racial rhetoric can be used for political gain in times of
extreme economic inequality. But scholarly focus on increasing economic inequality does
not adequately address complex, long-standing systems of oppression and marginalization
and related threats to home and identity that prevail.
Another critical analysis has arisen in response to the refugee crisis, or what I
would term the ongoing threat to home. Such examinations re-imagine ideologies of
identity around nationhood or place of being. One such study is that of anthropologist
Michel Agier, whose work focuses on marginalized populations at the borderlands around
the world. He criticizes privileged nations’ response to refugees, stating that they view
marginalized, displaced people as a threat to their own identity and security. The title of his
2013 La condition cosmopolite: L’anthropologie à l’épreuve du piège identitaire
emphasizes current crises of identity.
The Reuters photo on the cover of the English translation of Agier’s text,
Borderlands: Towards an Anthropology of the Cosmopolitan Condition (2016), illustrates
exclusion. In this photo, the foreground features a manicured golf course: lush, rolling
green hills shining in the sun, where two women dressed in white are golfing. One woman,
golf club high in the air, prepares to strike, while the other, in a relaxed pose, gazes idly in
the distance. She is white, and appears wealthy. She may or may not be looking at the
drama unfolding only a few hundred yards away, where shadows fall on the brush
surrounding a high border fence. Straddling the fence, several men, dressed in dark
clothing, are in the act of crossing over, while some sit on top of the fence, about to cross.
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One figure on a ladder, who appears to be in uniform, is about to scale the fence, and might
be coming to apprehend them. Behind the fence and the men, presumably where they
started their difficult journey, lies untamed scrub brush: a hostile wilderness. The photo
contrasts civilization and wilderness, sunny peace and dark strife, a comfortable, wealthy
life, and the fight to survive in poverty and displacement. It shows the difference between
sheltered life inside the border and existence in the in-between. In his introduction, Agier
analyzes the interactions between groups at the border that the photo illustrates: the
migrants caught in a liminal space seeking to cross, the citizens looking on with
indifference, such as those in the photo, and the police performing the rote job of
apprehending migrants. Agier stresses what he terms a “politics of indifference” that posits
identity as located in a place and imagines menace as emanating from the abstract “outside.”
He writes, “Dans tous les États, espaces et milieux relativement privilégiés de la planète,
cette politique de l’indifférence vient à l’applui des politiques de protection des groups
privilégiés et de la mise à l’écart de cet ‘étranger,’ sans nom” (12). Privileged peoples’
indifference towards this vilified “stranger” means that millions of suffering people are
caught indefinitely between leaving and arriving, forever remaining in the “in-between.”
He claims that the Northern privileged states – Europe and the United States -- have been
caught in a language and politics of security, where they view their homelands (my term)
as under threat by migrants arriving from the “outside,” that is, from the Middle East, Latin
America, Asia, and Africa.
According to Agier, there exists a “piège identitaire” in the current era: even though
so many people today are caught in the borderlands, privileged nations still subscribe to an
“identitié…essentielle, authentique, ‘vraie’” formed by and enclosed within the nation (6).
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He calls this a deadly myth of “vérité identitaire;” citing the numerous, tragic deaths of
those attempting to cross the Mediterranean Sea or at the border, Agier calls the current
situation one of constant, undeclared war (61,72). The war Agier refers to is one of violent
exclusion, waged at places of entry to safety. Indeed, in only one example of these wars of
exclusion, the U.S. government constructs concentration camps 224 at its southern border,
incarcerating people fleeing violence in Central America and separating children from their
parents. In so doing, the U.S. violates asylum rights and procedures ratified by
international law and defies the United Nations’ 1948 Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.
In Agier’s analysis, there are two legitimacies in confrontation today, leading to the
profusion of walls at borders: the legitimacy of cosmopolitanism, which claims a
borderless, open world for protection against misery, and that of national sovereignty and
legitimacy (16). He calls for a departure from the idea of the “Other” as dangerous menace
and the essentialized “truth” of national (and often racialized) identity, in favor of a
cosmopolitan state of borderless subjectivity opposing the legitimacy of national
sovereignty and enclosed borders. His study of borderlands leads him to conclude that
identity has always been borderless and cosmopolitan. For him, uncertainty and peril
create potentiality: moments of creation where new identities will be forged, even as
identities are foreclosed at the moment where people no longer know who or where they
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The definition of “concentration camp,” from as common a source as the online Merriam Webster
Dictionary, is: “a place where large numbers of people (such as prisoners of war, political prisoners,
refugees, or the members of an ethnic or religious minority) are detained or confined under armed
guard —used especially in reference to camps created by the Nazis in World War II for the internment and
persecution of Jews and other prisoners” (accessed June 24, 2019). Oxford offers a similar definition.
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are. Focusing on this “in-between,” the space and subjectivity of the borderlands, Agier
claims that we have always lived in borderlands and thresholds, especially today with the
increase of refugees and migrants. Stating that identities and even communities are always
in the process of being formed (and unformed) at the borderlands, Agier notes that we
must rethink our understanding of identity rooted in place (8). He observes that human
identity is profoundly related to the border and to liminal spaces, to the act of passing
spatially and temporally, for which we have invented rites of passage (47-48).
Emphasizing the centrality of the border in forging identities, he states that mobility or lack
of it shapes identities: “le monde aujourd’hui est fait, pour beaucoup et quoi qu’on en dise,
de mobilités, libres ou contraintes, d’absences de “chez soi,” brèves ou prolongées, et
d’ancrages de plus en plus incertains” (21-22). With these increasingly uncertain moorings,
home must be continually forged anew.
Agier’s conclusions about home again lead back to one of the central issues
examined in this dissertation: who has been allowed to claim home and who has been
denied it. I return once more to questions of how and why exclusions around home are
created and maintained. An assertion of cosmopolitan identity independent of legitimacies
of nation or place does not adequately address these questions. Why look for new ways to
legitimize identity not bound to place when some continue to deny others the ability to stay
rooted in the places they love? I do not necessarily disagree with Agier’s definitions of
opposing legitimacies, but my analysis of the texts examined in this dissertation leads me
to a harsher critique. Threats to peripheral and marginalized cultures, languages, and
identities, as shown in the corpus of this dissertation, consist of more than the fact that
wealthy countries have claimed an exclusionary definition of home, so that they do not
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permit refugees to enter. Rather, these nations have oppressed, invaded, disallowed, or
interfered in some way with cultures that they have historically deemed inferior. From
centuries of European colonization to U.S. genocide and land theft from Native Americans,
to the U.S. support of terrorism and dictatorships in Latin American nations across the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, to the U.S. and European invasion of Iraq and
destabilization of that region, to new Chinese surveillance and “re-education” camps for
Uighur people, certain nations have rendered home unstable or impossible for others, and
continue to do so. These practices are buttressed by racialization and inequalities of race
that endure throughout the Western world.
In light of these realities, I find that conclusions such as Agier’s exhortation of
cosmopolitan identities or Homi Bhaba’s exaltation of home in exile (which appears in the
introduction of this dissertation) are mistaken in focus. These studies identify exclusions
based on race, but then move on to positive assertions about identity. In so doing, these
assertions shift focus away from the ongoing harm done to marginalized peoples. They
forestall analyses of how home and identity based in a fixed place has been, and continues
to be, disallowed for many. One example of this can be found in a more in-depth
examination of one of Agier’s descriptions of cosmopolitan identity shaped in liminal
borderlands. He cites Alexis de Tocqueville’s journal of an 1831 trip to the Great Lakes
region, and emphasizes that 19th century Michigan was a “borderlands” between the
growing U.S. power to the east, Native American tribes who controlled territory to the
west, and the French, British, American, and Anishinaabe peoples who lived in Michigan
at that time. However, the Objibwe poet Bamewawagezhikaquay, aka Jane Johnston
Schoolcraft, who lived 1800-1842 in these “borderlands,” characterizes home as “the way I
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am, my being/My land,” associating identity and home with fixed land and place. Certainly,
as the daughter of an Irish father and Ojibwe mother, and the wife of a British (later
American) Indian agent, Bamewawagezhikaquay had a cosmopolitan identity and lived in
a liminal space of many cultures and drastic change.225 Throughout her short lifetime, she
witnessed the increasing marginalization of her people; only a few years after her death,
impoverishment of the Anishinaabe tribes was accomplished. With a series of predatory
treaties that the Anishinaabeg, threatened with removal, had no choice but to sign, the U.S.
government appropriated Anishinaabe land (home) and sold it to incoming white
immigrants. This poet’s characterization of home as associated with land, which is
threatened by U.S. invasion, undermines Agier’s description of a cosmopolitan, borderless
identity opposing national sovereignty. First, she certainly did not view her own home or
identity as untethered to place, even though Ojibwe of that era moved seasonally to trade
or hunt throughout vast areas in the Great Lakes region. Second, whether or not white
Americans espoused a legitimacy of national sovereignty enclosed by borders in the 19th
century is irrelevant: the U.S. government took over others’ homes and land for their own
profit, and it continues to interfere with and invade other countries today. While privileged
nations such as the U.S. might view their own borders as closed, in many cases they view
other borders as open to invasion, and others’ claims to land and home as non-existent.
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See the poem “On leaving my children John and Jane at school, in the Atlantic states, and preparing to
return to the interior,” featured in The Sound the Stars Make Rushing Through the Sky: the Writings of Jane
Johnston Schoolcraft (Robert Dale Parker, 2008). Bamewawagezhikaquay was born into a prominent métis
family, and lived 1800-1842 in Michigan, where the people of Native American tribes, France, U.S., Britain,
and Canada intermarried, creating new intermingled cultures in major trade centers throughout Michigan
and the Great Lakes region.
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This perception is bolstered through the act of “Othering” which Agier highlights before he
moves on to espouse identity untethered to fixed, bordered place.
Thus, the question that scholars from privileged nations must ask is not whether
identity is cosmopolitan and forged in borderlands and liminal spaces (it can be). The
question is not whether privileged nations should allow refugees to enter (they must). The
question is not whether human beings can create home anywhere (they are able to do so).
Rather, the first question that must be examined at length is this: to what extent have the
privileged nations that Agier characterizes as exclusionary forced refugees into borderlands
by centuries of invasion, imperialism, colonialism, and racial terrorism? Second: which
theoretical and ideological frameworks continue to legitimize and normalize these
practices? Finally, the question that must be repeatedly examined is this: how do texts
(both those we scholars study and those we produce) re-create these theoretical and
ideological frameworks and mechanisms of exclusion? This question cannot be overstudied.
In returning to a study of social class and the complex subordinations that conjoin
with it, this dissertation is “out of place” and (at risk of repetition) “out of home” in current
scholarship that emphasizes economic inequality. So be it – any examination of these
injustices should not move toward a study of only economic inequality, but rather, should
remain in conversation with scholarly analyses that identify interlocking subordinations of
social class, race, and gender: in particular, the work of the intersectional feminist
analysists I highlight in the introduction. Scholars who characterize the language of human
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rights and universalism as inadequate in studies of social and economic inequality226 would
do well to critique not only narratives of universalism, neoliberalism, and capitalist
systems but also the ideologies of subordination and exclusion that are central to their
operation. Critical race theorists, outlined in Chapter 3 of this dissertation, have examined
such ideologies at length, and yet, their perspectives are not included enough in scholarship
on human rights and inequality. Literary analyses that focus on subordinations and
resistance, both textual- and character-based, as I have done in this dissertation, should not
move toward a more simplistic analysis of economic inequality. They should continue to
focus on subtle, intricate, widespread layers of subordination and oppression. In particular,
such analyses should define and explore the ways in which literary texts, and even scholars,
are often implicated and complicit in these subjugations.
We have not yet begun to examine the injustices we enact.
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Samuel Moyn, Not Enough: Human Rights in an Unequal World (2018), for example.
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